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Translational bioinformatics is an emerging field that aims to
exploit various kinds of biological data for useful knowledge
to be translated into clinical practice. However, the flooding
of the huge amount of omics data makes it a big challenge
to analyze and to interpret these data. Therefore, it is highly
demanded to develop new efficient computational method-
ologies, especially data mining approaches, for translational
bioinformatics. Under these circumstances, this special issue
aims to present the recent progress on datamining techniques
that have been developed for handling the huge amount of
biological data arising in translational bioinformatics field.

In data mining, one of the most important problems
is how to represent the data so that the computational
approaches could handle these data appropriately. In this
special issue, B. Gan et al. utilized the latent low-rank repre-
sentation to extract useful signals from noisy gene expression
data and then classified tumors with sparse representation
classifier and obtained promising results on benchmark
datasets. C. Zhao et al. proposed a new feature representation
of facial complexion for diagnosis in traditional Chinese
medicine and achieved high recognition accuracy. G. Zhang
et al. formulated the skin biopsy image annotation as a
multi-instance multilabel (MLML) problem and automati-
cally annotated the skin biopsy images with a sparse Bayesian
MLML algorithm based on region structures and texture
features. Except for feature extraction, feature selection is also
very important in data mining. Z. Ji et al. proposed a particle
swarm optimization-based feature selection approach to pre-
dict syndromes for hepatocellular carcinoma and improved
diagnosis accuracy. With the accumulation of various data in

translational bioinformatics, it is becoming a challenging task
for traditional intelligent approaches to handle and interpret
these data; S. Li et al. presented a survey on the recent
progress about the hybrid intelligences and their applications
in bioinformatics, where the hybrid intelligence is more
powerful and robust compared with traditional intelligent
approaches.

The rapid accumulation of various kinds of biological
data requires more powerful statistical approaches to extract
useful signals from the huge amount of noisy data. L. Sun et
al. built a new pipeline to investigate the DNA methylation
profiles in male and female nonagenarians/centenarians and
identified some differentially methylated probes between
male and female nonagenarians/centenarians, which provide
insights into the mechanism of longevity gender gap of
human beings. Z. Teng et al. developed a new algorithm
to predict protein function based on weighted mapping of
domains and GO terms, which outperforms other popu-
lar approaches on benchmark datasets. J.-L. Huang et al.
presented an online cross-species comparative system to
identify conserved and exclusive simple sequence repeats
within model species, which can facilitate both evolutionary
studies and understanding of gene functions. L. Guo et al.
proposed a new approach to identify microRNAs (miRNAs)
associated with breast cancer and found that miRNA gene
clusters demonstrate consistent deregulation patterns despite
their different expression levels, which may provide insights
into the regulatory roles of miRNAs in tumors.

Recently, network biology is becoming a promising
research field by organizing different kinds of data into
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a network representation. T. Jacquemin et al. proposed a
new approach to identify disease associated protein com-
plexes based on a heterogeneous network that consists of
a disease similarity network and a tissue-specific protein-
protein interactions network and successfully found disease
associated complexes. X. Li et al. proposed a new pipeline
to detect symptom-gene associations by integrating multiple
data sources and found some potential disease genes. It
is known that DNA mutations will affect gene expression.
However, it is difficult to knowwhichmutationswill affect the
gene expression and how the genes are regulated within the
biological system. D. Kim et al. developed a novel approach
that can both identify theQuantitative Trait Loci and infer the
gene regulation network and successfully identified the genes
associated with psychiatric disorder. R. Zhang et al. presented
a new approach to identify the pathways linking TGF 𝛽 to
ovarian carcinoma immunoreactive antigen-like protein 2
(OCIAD2) by exploring the pathway bridge, and the resultant
pathway explained how TGF 𝛽 affects the expression of
OCIAD2 in cancer microenvironment.

Xing-Ming Zhao
Jean X. Gao

Jose C. Nacher
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In order to elucidate the overall relationships between gene expressions and genetic perturbations, we propose a network inference
method to infer gene regulatory network where single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is involved as a regulator of genes. In the
most of the network inferences named as SNP-gene regulatory network (SGRN) inference, pairs of SNP-gene are given by separately
performing expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) mappings. In this paper, we propose a SGRN inference method without
predefined eQTL information assuming a gene is regulated by a single SNP at most. To evaluate the performance, the proposed
method was applied to random data generated from synthetic networks and parameters. There are three main contributions. First,
the proposed method provides both the gene regulatory inference and the eQTL identification. Second, the experimental results
demonstrated that integration of multiple methods can produce competitive performances. Lastly, the proposed method was also
applied to psychiatric disorder data in order to explore how the method works with real data.

1. Introduction

In order to understand more accurate causal relationships
between a complex disease and genetic variations, we need to
consider how the genotypic perturbations affect expression
phenotypes that are potentially associated with a target
disease. In other words, it is more crucial to look at the
overall mechanisms considering a series of three factors,
which include genetic variations, altering gene regulations,
and caused diseases rather than partial mappings between
them. Therefore it is important to evaluate how genetic
perturbations affect genes on regulatory networks that are
associated with a target disease phenotype. In practice,
when biological networks are inferred with high throughput
data, we have to consider not only the relationships among
genes but also how genetic factors such as single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) and copy number variation (CNV) can
affect genes in gene regulatory network (GRN). Over the
last decade, research for mapping genotype to expression
phenotype or disease phenotype such as expression quanti-
tative trait loci (eQTL) study and genome wide association

study have been actively performed [1]. However, we are
now required to do a network-based analysis with genotype
data and gene expression because it is more effective in
discovering underlying biological process from genotype to
phenotype. In doing so, the analysis of SNP-gene regulatory
networks (SGRN) will provide more definite relationships
of genotypic causes and phenotypic effects so that it will
facilitate prognosis and drug designs for therapies.

In this paper we propose a SGRN inference method. In
order to identify regulatory interactions among genes, quite
a number of network inferencemethods have been developed
by using gene expression data such as genemicroarray.Those
methods can be generally classified into different theoretical
categories: Boolean networks [2, 3], mutual information [4,
5], Bayesian networks (BN) [6, 7], and regression [8, 9].
As each method has its own advantages and limitations
under different assumptions and network models such as
acyclic or cyclic network and directed or undirected network,
there should be trade-offs in inferences given different target
network structure and applications [10]. For example, the
MI-based approach is very simple and fast so that it can
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build a large scale network (e.g., genome wide scale) but it
cannot estimate direction of edges. It produces worse perfor-
mance than other approaches in detecting linear cascading
structures [10]. The BN-based inference is limited to imply
only acyclic network with high computational cost while
the regression-based approach supports both directed and
cyclic network, which are assumed in SGRN. In addition to
directed network model, it should be considered that SGRN
is different from conventional GRN inference. In SGRN
inference, a gene can be regulated by SNPs as well as other
genes, but SNPs are assumed to not be regulated by other
SNPs. That is, a SNP cannot be a child node in the network.

Recently, a number of approaches have been suggested to
infer SGRNs integrating genetic variation and gene expres-
sion data. Kim et al. [11] considered genetic perturbations,
gene expression, and disease phenotypes together to find the
causal genes to a disease. The electric circuit approach and
heuristic search were used to infer SGRN where causal genes
are mapped to SNP in the preliminary step before network
inference. Keurentjes et al. [12] built a SNP-gene network
associated with a particular phenotype, but this method also
performed eQTL mapping (SNP-gene) to define the candi-
date regulator genes before genetic network construction. In
addition, KimandXing [13] used lasso regression considering
the case that a SNP isweakly associatedwith highly correlated
multiple traits rather than a single trait. Chen et al. [14]
focused on identifying which pathway among those already
known pathways was more likely to be affected by changes
of genotype and gene expression rather than inferring a
new pathway. The related works we especially noted are the
methods that are based on structural equation modeling
(SEM) [15–18]. SEM allows us to not only incorporate eQTL
information to gene expression in a single model but also
identify eQTL simultaneously. However, Logsdon andMezey
[17] assumed that every gene has at least one eQTL, and
eQTL mapping was performed by preprocessing but not in
a network inference step. Cai et al. [18] introduced sparsity-
aware maximum likelihood (SML), which can be potentially
extended for eQTL identification. However, SNP-gene pairs
were still given in evaluations and implementations of the
SML algorithm.

In this paper, we proposed a novel method to infer SGRN
where both eQTL identification and SGRN inference are
performed simultaneously given a set of gene expression
and genotype data without assuming eQTLs are known. The
proposedmethod is based on SEM andmultiple steps of edge
filtering such as elastic net regression and iterative adaptive
lasso. Basically SEM is a regression-based model which is
likely to select as many variables causing an overfitting, so
the sparsity is enforced by lasso (𝑙

1
-regularized least square

estimation) considering the sparsity of biological network.
Initial weights of edges are estimated by ridge regression [19]
and elastic net regression [20], and then the second step is
to identify final eQTLs from candidate SNPs selected in the
first steps. In the last step, the final network is constructed
by iterative adaptive lasso. The first two steps are to fix SNPs
before selecting genes. In the third step, edges are selected by
iteratively giving more penalties to the edge whose weight is
relatively low until network structure is converged.

To evaluate themethod, we explore the performance with
a simulated data set, that is, generated from randomnetworks
with different number of samples and nodes and expected
number of edges per node. The result shows that the method
can achieve a high detection rate of true edges with low
false discovery rate without eQTL information. In addition,
to explore the performance in real expression phenotype
and SNP data, the method was applied to the psychiatric
disorder data. After genes and SNPs were selected from
related Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS), it was
tested how the method identify true positive edges between
genes and SNPs without eQTL information.

2. Method

2.1. Problem Definitions. We define the problem and nota-
tions here. Let 𝑌 ∈ R𝑀𝑔×𝑁 denote the matrix of gene
expression levels of 𝑀

𝑔
genes and 𝑁 samples where a row

vector y
𝑖
= {𝑦
𝑖1
, . . . , 𝑦

𝑖𝑁
} is observed expression level of 𝑖th

gene.𝑋 is𝑀
𝑠
×𝑁matrix to denote genotypes of individuals,

where 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
∈ {1, 2, 3} represents the number of minor alleles of

𝑖th SNP of 𝑗th sample as an element of matrix 𝑋 supposing
that the number ofminor alleles should be zero, one, or two in
real data. So, 𝑥

𝑖𝑗
represents a relative quantity of minor alleles

of samples. As a gene can be regulated by other genes and
genetic variations (SNPs), we define SEM as

y
𝑖
= b
𝑖
𝑌 + f
𝑖
𝑋 + 𝜇

𝑖
+ 𝜀
𝑖
, (1)

whereb
𝑖
denotes 𝑖th row vector of squarematrix𝐵 ∈ R𝑀𝑔×𝑀𝑔 ;

f
𝑖
denotes 𝑖th row vector of square matrix 𝐹 ∈ R𝑀𝑔×𝑀𝑠 ; 𝜇

𝑖

is a model bias; and 𝜀
𝑖
is a residual modeled as zero-mean

Gaussian with a variance 𝜎2. As we assume there is no self-
regulation (self-loop edge), 𝑏

𝑖𝑖
= 0, ∀𝑖 = 1, . . . ,𝑀

𝑔
, where 𝑏

𝑖𝑖

denotes 𝑖th element of b
𝑖
. The parameters of b

𝑖
and f
𝑖
decide

the network structure defining the weight of regulation from
every possible gene and SNP to a target gene 𝑖. For example,
if there is no regulation relationship (directed edge) from 𝑗th
gene to 𝑖th gene, 𝑏

𝑖𝑗
is set to zero. Similarly 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
has nonzero

value as a weight of regulation from 𝑗th SNP to 𝑖th gene if 𝑗th
SNP is identified as an eQTL for 𝑖th gene. It is assumed that
each gene has at least one eQTL but it is unknownwhich SNP
among a given set of SNPs is an eQTL for a target gene. Our
goal in this model is to find 𝐵 and 𝐹 that best fit to observed
gene expression and genotype data. To make the problem
simpler, we remove 𝜇

𝑖
from (1) by applying mean centering

for row vectors y
𝑖
and x
𝑖
to have zeromean.The goal is to find

b
𝑖
and f
𝑖
that minimize a residual 𝜀

𝑖
, so (1) can be expressed

in a least square minimization problem as

arg min
b𝑖 ,f𝑖

y𝑖 − b
𝑖
𝑌 − f
𝑖
𝑋

2

2
. (2)

However, regression tends to select as many genes and SNPs
as possible to explain the expression level of target gene 𝑖. To
avoid the overfitting, sparse regressionmethods such as ridge
regression, elastic net, and lasso are used.

2.2. The Algorithm. The method we propose is based on 𝑙
1
-

regularized linear regression known as lasso [21] that yields
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(1) procedure Elastic(𝑌,𝑋, �̂�
1
, �̂�
2
, 𝑖, 𝜀) ⊳ �̂�

1
and �̂�

2
are optimal parameters estimated by cross validation

(2) while err > 𝜀 do
(3) bold

𝑖
= b
𝑖
, fold
𝑖

= f
𝑖

(4) for 𝑗 ← 1,𝑀
𝑠
do

(5) Update 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
via (12)

(6) end for
(7) Update b

𝑖
via (5)

(8) err = b
old
𝑖

− b
𝑖

2 +
f

old
𝑖

− f
𝑖

2
(9) end while
(10) return b

𝑖
and f
𝑖

(11) end procedure

Algorithm 1: Optimization for elastic net in Step 1-2.

a sparsity of variable selection. The algorithm consists of 3
steps, (i) elastic net, (ii) lasso, and (iii) iterative adaptive lasso.
The first two steps are to decide𝐹where SNPs are selected but
their coefficients can be changed in the third step. Then, 𝐵 is
finalized by iterative adaptive lasso in the last step.

2.2.1. Ridge Regression (Step 1-1). In ridge regression, the
coefficient values of irrelevant SNPs and genes to a target gene
shrink to zero (but not exactly zero) while those of eQTLs
and regulator genes of a target gene tend to be higher. Ridge
regression of (2) is defined as

arg min
b𝑖 ,f𝑖

y𝑖 − b
𝑖
𝑌 − f
𝑖
𝑋

2

2
+ 𝜆
1

b𝑖

2

2
+ 𝜆
2

f𝑖

2

2
. (3)

Given penalty weights, 𝜆
1
and 𝜆

2
, the optimal b

𝑖
and f
𝑖
can

be obtained by closed form solution given by

f
𝑖
= (y
𝑖
− b
𝑖
𝑌)𝑋𝑇(𝑋𝑋𝑇 + 𝜆

2
𝐼)
−1

, (4)

b
𝑖
= (y
𝑖
− f
𝑖
𝑋)𝑌𝑇(𝑌𝑌𝑇 + 𝜆

1
𝐼)
−1

. (5)

Replacing (5) for b
𝑖
in (4) yields

f
𝑖
= y
𝑖
𝑆
1
(𝑋𝑆
1
+ 𝜆
2
𝐼)
−1

, (6)

where

𝑆
1
= 𝑋𝑇 − 𝑌𝑇(𝑌𝑌𝑇 + 𝜆

1
𝐼)
−1

𝑌𝑋𝑇. (7)

After calculating f
𝑖
first in (6) then (5) can be solved. In this

manner, matrices 𝐵 and 𝐹 are estimated by computing each
b
𝑖
and f
𝑖
, 𝑖 = 1, . . . ,𝑀

𝑔
. Parameters 𝜆

1
and 𝜆

2
that decide

the degree of sparsity of 𝐵 and 𝐹 are determined by 𝐾-fold
cross-validation.𝐾 is set to 5 in our experiments.

2.2.2. Elastic Net (Step 1-2). Note that zero weighted coeffi-
cient cannot be recovered back to nonzero in adaptive lasso
of Step 3.Therefore, in order to carefully keep only SNPs that
aremore likely to be true eQTLs in f

𝑖
, we give 𝑙

1
-normpenalty

to only f
𝑖
but not b

𝑖
using elastic net defined as

arg min
b𝑖 ,f𝑖

y𝑖 − b
𝑖
𝑌 − f
𝑖
𝑋

2

2
+ 𝜆
1

b𝑖

2

2
+ 𝜆
2

f𝑖
1. (8)

As the objective function is convex, which guarantees a con-
vergence, 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
can be optimized by using coordinate descent

iteration given parameters, 𝜆
1
and 𝜆

2
. To find the optimal

f
𝑖
, the derivative of (8) with respect to 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
is considered as

follows:

f
𝑖
𝑋𝑋𝑇
𝑗
− y
𝑖
𝑋𝑇
𝑗
+ b
𝑖
𝑌𝑋𝑇
𝑗
+ 𝜆
2
𝜕
𝑓𝑖𝑗

f𝑖
1. (9)

Since the derivative of (8) with respect to b
𝑖
is the same as (5),

b
𝑖
in (9) is substituted with (5), and then (9) is simplified to

(f
𝑖(−𝑗)

𝑋
(−𝑗)

− y
𝑖
) 𝑆
2
+ 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
x
𝑗
𝑆
2
− 𝜆
2
𝜕
𝑓𝑖𝑗

f𝑖
1, (10)

where

𝑆
2
= (𝑌𝑇(𝑌𝑌𝑇 + 𝜆

1
𝐼)
−1

𝑌 − 𝐼) x𝑇
𝑗
; (11)

f
𝑖(−𝑗)

indicates row vector f
𝑖
whose 𝑗th element is removed,

𝑋
(−𝑗)

denotes matrix 𝑋 whose 𝑗th row is removed, and x
𝑗
is

𝑗th row vector of𝑋. After defining𝐶
𝑗
= (f
𝑖(−𝑗)

𝑋
(−𝑗)

−y
𝑖
)𝑆
2
and

𝑎
𝑗
= x
𝑗
𝑆
2
in (10), the update rule in the coordinate descent

algorithm is written as

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
=

{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{
{

(−𝐶
𝑗
− 𝜆
2
)

𝑎
𝑗

if 𝐶
𝑗
< −𝜆
2
,

0 if 𝐶
𝑗
≤
𝜆2

 ,

(−𝐶
𝑗
+ 𝜆
2
)

𝑎
𝑗

if 𝐶
𝑗
> 𝜆
2
.

(12)

Algorithm 1 describes the procedures to solve (8) in Step 2. If
𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is nonzero, 𝑗th SNP is a candidate eQTL for 𝑖th gene.

2.2.3. Lasso (Step 2). In order to finalize a SNP (a single
nonzero 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
of f
𝑖
) for each gene 𝑖, we apply lasso to combined

matrix of 𝑌 and𝑋 as follows:

y𝑖 − h
𝑖
𝑍

2

2
+ 𝜆

h𝑖
1, (13)

where

𝑍𝑇 = [𝑌𝑇
(−𝑖)

, 𝑋𝑇(−𝑘∗𝑖 )
] . (14)
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𝑘∗
𝑖
denotes indices of low vectors where 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
= 0, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑘∗

𝑖
.

So, 𝑋
(−𝑘
∗

𝑖
)
is a matrix 𝑋 whose 𝑘∗

𝑖
rows are removed. If the

number of rows of𝑋
(−𝑘
∗

𝑖
)
is greater than predefined heuristic

number 𝑁
𝑘
(i.e., 5 in our experiments), only top 𝑁

𝑘
highest

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
of absolute values of f

𝑖
but not all nonzero 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
are selected

for 𝑋
(−𝑘
∗

𝑖
)
. In Step 2, we iteratively estimate h

𝑖
, decreasing 𝜆

from a high value that lets h
𝑖
have a zero vector. Regardless

of elements of h
𝑖
for 𝑌
(−𝑖)

, we note only which element of
h
𝑖
for 𝑋

(−𝑘
∗

𝑖
)
has a nonzero value first assuming that the

corresponding candidate SNP to ℎ
𝑖𝑗
is more likely to regulate

a target gene 𝑖 if ℎ
𝑖𝑗
for a row vector of 𝑋

(−𝑘
∗

𝑖
)
has nonzero

value earlier than other elements of h
𝑖
during 𝜆 decreases.

2.2.4. Adaptive Lasso (Subroutine of Step 3). Adaptive lasso is
defined as

arg min
b𝑖 ,f𝑖

y𝑖 − b
𝑖
𝑌 − f
𝑖
𝑋

2

2
+ 𝜆
1

b𝑖
1,w𝑏
𝑖

+ 𝜆
2

f𝑖
1,w𝑓
𝑖

, (15)

where

b𝑖
1,w𝑏
𝑖

=
𝑁

∑
𝑗

𝑏𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝑤
𝑏

𝑖𝑗

 ,
f𝑖

1,w𝑓
𝑖

=
𝑁

∑
𝑗


𝑓
𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗


. (16)

In (16), penalty weights, vectors w𝑏
𝑖
and w𝑓

𝑖
, are defined as

𝑤𝑏
𝑖𝑗
= (�̂�
𝑖𝑗
)
−𝛼

, 𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗
= (𝑓
𝑖𝑗
)
−𝛽

, ∀𝑗 = {1, . . . ,𝑀
𝑔
} , (17)

where �̂�
𝑖𝑗
and 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
are estimated in Step 2 that yields a sparsity

to f
𝑖
but not b

𝑖
. Zero coefficient of f̂

𝑖
in Step 2 is not considered

as an eQTL for gene 𝑖. So, zero 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
yields zero 𝑤

𝑓

𝑖𝑗
in (17),

and then if 𝑤𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is zero, 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
will never have nonzero value in

adaptive lasso of Step 3 (16). The parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 decide
how much previous estimation such as �̂�

𝑖𝑗
or 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is reflected

to next estimation of 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
or 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
. Therefore, 𝑓

𝑖𝑗
that has smaller

penalty weight 𝑤𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is more likely to have nonzero value. In

addition, we consider a special case that 𝛼 and 𝛽 are set to
zero supposing that (i) we do not give a penalty weight to 𝑏

𝑖𝑗

or 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
by setting 𝑤𝑏

𝑖𝑗
or 𝑤𝑓
𝑖𝑗
to 1 if �̂�

𝑖𝑗
or 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is nonzero and (ii)

we do not estimate elements of b
𝑖
or f
𝑖
by setting 𝑤𝑏

𝑖𝑗
or 𝑤𝑓
𝑖𝑗

to infinity if �̂�
𝑖𝑗
or 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is zero. The solution is similar to Step

2 in which either b
𝑖
or f
𝑖
is optimized by coordinate descent

algorithm but it is applied to solve both b
𝑖
and f
𝑖
in Step 3.

Derivative of (15) with respect to 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
yields

b
𝑖
𝑌y𝑇
𝑗
− y
𝑖
y𝑇
𝑗
+ f
𝑖
𝑋y𝑇
𝑗
+ 𝜆
1
𝜕b𝑖𝑗

b𝑖
1,w𝑏
𝑖

= 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
y
𝑗
y𝑇
𝑗
+ (b
𝑖(−𝑗)

𝑌
(−𝑗)

− y
𝑖
+ f
𝑖
𝑋) y𝑇
𝑗
+ 𝜆
1
𝜕
𝑏𝑖𝑗

b𝑖
1,w𝑏
𝑖

,
(18)

where b
𝑖(−𝑗)

indicates row vector b
𝑖
whose 𝑗th element is

removed and 𝑌
(−𝑗)

denotes matrix 𝑌 whose 𝑗th row is

removed. After setting 𝐶𝑏
𝑗
= (b
𝑖(−𝑗)

𝑌
(−𝑗)

− y
𝑖
+ f
𝑖
𝑋)y𝑇
𝑗
and

𝑎𝑏
𝑗
= y
𝑗
y𝑇
𝑗
, the update rule for 𝑏

𝑖𝑗
is as follows:

𝑏
𝑖𝑗
=

{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{
{

(−𝐶𝑏
𝑗
− 𝑤𝑏
𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
1
)

𝑎𝑏
𝑗

if 𝐶𝑏
𝑗
< −𝑤𝑏
𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
1
,

0 if 𝐶𝑏
𝑗
≤
𝑤
𝑏

𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
1

 ,

(−𝐶𝑏
𝑗
+ 𝑤𝑏
𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
1
)

𝑎𝑏
𝑗

if 𝐶𝑏
𝑗
> 𝑤𝑏
𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
1
.

(19)

We can also estimate 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
in similar way. After defining 𝐶𝑓

𝑗
=

(f
𝑖(−𝑗)

𝑋
(−𝑗)

− y
𝑖
+ b
𝑖
𝑌)x𝑇
𝑗
and 𝑎

𝑓

𝑗
= x
𝑗
x𝑇
𝑗
, the update rule for

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
is given as

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
=

{{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{{
{

(−𝐶
𝑓

𝑗
− 𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
2
)

𝑎
𝑓

𝑗

if 𝐶𝑓
𝑗
< −𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
2
,

0 if 𝐶𝑓
𝑗
≤

𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
2


,

(−𝐶
𝑓

𝑗
+ 𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
2
)

𝑎
𝑓

𝑗

if 𝐶𝑓
𝑗
> 𝑤
𝑓

𝑖𝑗
⋅ 𝜆
2
.

(20)

When b
𝑖
and f
𝑖
are updated, updated single element 𝑏

𝑖𝑗
or 𝑓
𝑖𝑗

immediately affects updating the next elements. In addition,
updating order of elements can be changed since convex
objective function is converged in any order of elements to
update. Algorithm 2 shows the optimization procedure of
adaptive lasso.

2.2.5. Iterative Adaptive Lasso (Step 3). Even if b
𝑖
and f
𝑖
are

estimated in Steps 1 and 2, there should be still many false
positive edges yet. The primary goal of Steps 1 and 2 is to
carefully get rid of only edges that are more unlikely to be
true positive edges. So, instead of simply applying adaptive
lasso, we developed iterative adaptive lasso to improve the
performance of naive adaptive lasso. The motivation of itera-
tive adaptive lasso is that the coefficient value of the variable
considerably depends on the value of 𝛼 and 𝛽which are fixed
to 1 and 0.5 in [17, 18], respectively. In iterative adaptive lasso,
adaptive lasso is iteratively applied incrementally changing
𝛼 and 𝛽 until there is no more change in the total number
of selected edges of 𝐵 and 𝐹 so that more coefficients of
irrelevant variables can be shrunk to zero.

Algorithm 3 presents a detailed procedure of iterative
adaptive lasso. 𝐵 and 𝐹 estimated in Step 2 are used as
arguments. On line 2, 𝐵 and 𝐹 are initialized by ridge
regression. Λ𝑅

1
is a vector of optimal parameters of 𝜆

1
for

𝐵𝑅 in (3) but there is no penalty to 𝐹𝑅 (Λ𝑅
2
= 0). For 𝐹𝑅

we estimate only nonzero elements of 𝐹 that is estimated in
Step 2. Again, 𝐵 and 𝐹 are initialized by adaptive lasso in
order that elements of B are updated by weights of 𝐵𝑅. In
this initialization, 𝑏

𝑖𝑗
that has a small value can shrink to zero.

Based on updated 𝐵 and 𝐹,Λ
1
(a vector of 𝜆

1
for 𝐵 on line 9)

is estimated again by cross-validation of adaptive lasso before
line 6 starts. Initially the secondwhile loop updates 𝐵 until no
change in 𝑁

𝑒
(𝐵). Once the second while loop is terminated,
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(1) procedure Adaptive lasso(𝑌,𝑋, �̂�
1
, �̂�
2
, 𝑖, 𝛼, 𝛽, b̂

𝑖
, f̂
𝑖
) ⊳ �̂�
1
and �̂�

2
are optimal parameters preliminary

estimated by cross validation
(2) Compute w𝑏

𝑖
and w𝑓

𝑖
(𝑤𝑏
𝑖𝑗
= (�̂�
𝑖𝑗
)−𝛼, 𝑤

𝑓

𝑖𝑗
= (𝑓
𝑖𝑗
)−𝛽)

(3) while err > 𝜀 do
(4) bold

𝑖
= b
𝑖
, fold
𝑖

= f
𝑖

(5) for 𝑗 ← 1,𝑀
𝑔
do

(6) Update 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
via (19)

(7) end for
(8) for 𝑗 ← 1,𝑀

𝑠
do

(9) Update 𝑓
𝑖𝑗
via (20)

(10) end for
(11) err = b

old
𝑖

− b
𝑖

2 +
f

old
𝑖

− f
𝑖

2
(12) end while
(13) return b

𝑖
and f
𝑖

(14) end procedure

Algorithm 2: Optimization for adaptive lasso as a subroutine of Step 3.

(1) procedure Iterative adaptive lasso(𝑌,𝑋, 𝐵, 𝐹) ⊳ Ne(𝐵) denote the number of non-zero elements in 𝐵 and 𝐹

(2) [𝐵𝑅,𝐹𝑅] = 𝑅𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒(𝑌,𝑋, Λ̂𝑅
1
, 𝐹) in (3)

(3) 𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 1
(4) for 𝑖 ← 1,𝑀

𝑔
do

(5) [b
𝑖
, f
𝑖
] = 𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜(𝑌,𝑋, 𝜆

1
= 0.001, 𝜆

2
= 0, 𝑖, 𝛼, 𝛽, b𝑅

𝑖
, f𝑅
𝑖
) in (15)

(6) end for
(7) while Ne(𝐵) are decreased by increased 𝛼 do
(8) while Ne(𝐵) are decreased do
(9) for 𝑖 ← 1,𝑀

𝑔
do

(10) [b
𝑖
, f
𝑖
] = 𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖V𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜(𝑌,𝑋, �̂�

1
, 𝜆
2
= 0, 𝑖, 𝛼, 𝛽, b

𝑖
, f
𝑖
) in (15)

(11) end for
(12) end while
(13) 𝛼 = 𝛼 + 1
(14) end while
(15) return 𝐵 and 𝐹
(16) end procedure

Algorithm 3: Iterative adaptive lasso in Step 3.

𝛼 is increased, and then the second loop is performed again.
If the second while loop is terminated without any change of
𝑁
𝑒
(𝐵), the first while loop is terminated.

3. Results

3.1. Simulation Studies. To evaluate the proposed method,
we first perform simulations based on randomly generated
acyclic networks. The simulation settings are similar to those
in [17, 18]. 𝑀 denotes the number of genes and SNPs and
is set to 10, 20, and 30. 𝑀 × 𝑁 matrix 𝐵 is initialized to
zero matrix where 𝑁 is a sample size; then elements of 𝐵
are randomly selected as directed edges. The selected 𝑏

𝑖𝑗
has

random coefficient value uniformly distributed over 0.5∼1 or
−0.5∼ −1. Since we consider a single eQTL per gene (𝐸

𝑠
= 1),

a single element (𝑓
𝑖𝑖
) is selected from each row vector (f

𝑖
).

So, 𝐹 is a diagonal matrix. 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
is randomly set as 1, 2, or 3

with the probabilities 0.25, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively. 𝑌 is

generated by calculating 𝑌 = (𝐼 − 𝐵)−1(𝐹𝑋 + 𝐸), where 𝐸
𝑖𝑗

is generated from Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance 0.01. The number of samples for each network size
is 𝑁 = 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. The number of edges per
gene on average is set to 𝐸

𝑔
= 1, 2, and 3. Given data 𝑌

and 𝑋, performances of predicting 𝐵 and 𝐹 are evaluated by
comparing true network and inferred network.

Figure 1 displays the examples of networks, where SNP
nodes are excluded. For the evaluation, true positive (TP),
false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN)
edges are counted to measure the accuracy criteria such as
true positive rate (TPR) and false discovery rate (FDR) that
are defined as

(i) TPR = TP/(TP + FN),
(ii) FDR = FP/(TP + FP).

In order to evaluate our method, IAL is compared to
SML [18]. As SML infers only 𝐵with known nonzero element
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(a) [𝑀 = 10, 𝐸𝑔 = 1] (b) [𝑀 = 10, 𝐸𝑔 = 3]

(c) [𝑀 = 30, 𝐸𝑔 = 1] (d) [𝑀 = 30, 𝐸𝑔 = 3]

Figure 1: Example of simulated networks with different parameter settings.𝑀 and 𝐸
𝑔
indicate the number of genes and expected number of

edges per node, respectively.

Table 1: TPR and FDR of SML, IAL1, and IAL2.

𝑁 𝑀
TPR FDR

SML IAL1 IAL2 SML IAL1 IAL2

100
10 0.9888 1.0000 0.9742 0.0860 0 0.0104
20 0.9980 1.0000 0.9448 0.0503 0 0.0292
30 0.9951 1.0000 0.8936 0.0364 0 0.0754

500
10 0.9967 1.0000 1.0000 0.0704 0 0
20 0.9850 1.0000 0.9436 0.0400 0 0.0369
30 1.0000 1.0000 0.9128 0.0016 0 0.0562

Expected number of edges per node is 𝐸𝑔 = 2 and 10 replicates of random
network are used. N and M indicate the number of samples and genes,
respectively.

indices of 𝐹, we consider two versions of IAL, IAL without
eQTL information and IAL with eQTL information, where
Steps 1 and 2 are skipped and only Step 3 is performed
with nonzero element index of f

𝑖
. SML is tested by using

the code the author implemented in [18]. The abbreviations
of algorithms to compare in Figure 2 and Table 1 are listed
below:

(i) SML: sparsity-aware maximum likelihood algorithm
with eQTL information [18],

(ii) IAL1: IAL with eQTL information,
(iii) IAL2: IAL without eQTL information.
Ten replicate simulations are performed and each sim-

ulation has a different topology. The results of the different
settings (𝑀 and 𝐸

𝑔
) are displayed in Figure 2. It is shown

that IAL1 is superior to SML in all data sets regardless of
sample size. We also note that TPR of IAL2 is higher than
0.9 and FDR is less than 0.1 on average in any sample size. It
validates that the proposed IAL works very effectively when
eQTL is known. In addition, the performance of IAL1 is
consistent in different sample sizes while the performance
of SML tends to be decreased with small sample size and
complicated network (𝐸

𝑔
= 3). In network inference, it is

known that the performance of inference is very sensitive
to the network size and density. In the inference of densely
connected and large networks, the computational cost will
exponentially increase and the FDR may increase because
there are more possible variables that may explain a target
node better than true regulators. IAL1 performed consistently
in all three different network sizes while the performance
of SML is affected by the network size in dense networks
(𝐸
𝑔
= 3). However, IAL2 shows consistent TPRs and FDRs

in all three different network sizes when the network density
is normal (𝐸

𝑔
= 1) while TPR of IAL2 in Figures 2(g)

and 2(k) is lower than Figure 2(c) and also FDR increases in
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(a) [𝑀 = 10, 𝐸𝑔 = 1, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(b) [𝑀 = 10, 𝐸𝑔 = 1, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(c) [𝑀 = 10, 𝐸𝑔 = 3, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(d) [𝑀 = 10, 𝐸𝑔 = 3, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(e) [𝑀 = 20, 𝐸𝑔 = 1, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(f) [𝑀 = 20, 𝐸𝑔 = 1, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(g) [𝑀 = 20, 𝐸𝑔 = 3, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(h) [𝑀 = 20, 𝐸𝑔 = 3, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(i) [𝑀 = 30, 𝐸𝑔 = 1, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(j) [𝑀 = 30, 𝐸𝑔 = 1, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(k) [𝑀 = 30, 𝐸𝑔 = 3, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]
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(l) [𝑀 = 30, 𝐸𝑔 = 3, 𝐸𝑠 = 1]

Figure 2: True positive rate and false discovery rate under different numbers of edges and nodes.

Table 1 when the network size increases in more dense
networks (𝐸

𝑔
= 2).

The result shows that the performance is better in sparse
networks (𝐸

𝑔
= 1) than dense networks (𝐸

𝑔
= 3) because

a complicated structure is more likely to cause false positive

edges because of indirect regulations. For example, TPRs in
Figures 2(a), 2(e), and 2(i) are much better than in Figures
2(c), 2(g), and 2(k). Similarly FDR is quite increased with
𝐸
𝑔
= 3 in Figures 2(d), 2(h), and 2(l) compared to the case

of 𝐸
𝑔
= 1 in Figures 2(b), 2(f), and 2(j).
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Figure 3: The inferred SGRN with 14 pairs of gene and SNP selected from [22–24].

Overall results imply that the proposed IAL1 works
perfectly with known 𝐹 in any network size and density. It
means that the performance of IAL2 is significantly affected
by false positive inference of 𝐹 in steps 1 and 2 because of
unknown 𝐹. More precisely b

𝑖
without sparsity in step 2

is more likely to have false positive nonzero elements even
though a number of candidate elements of b

𝑖
are filtered in

step 1. Therefore, the selection of nonzero element of b
𝑖
in

IAL2 is the most critical part since IAL1 is able to correctly
infer 𝐵 only if 𝐹 is given as eQTL information.

3.2. Experiments with Psychiatric Disorder Data. In this sec-
tion, the proposed method is applied to real gene expression
and genotype data for psychiatric disorder. In the application
to real data, we explore the performance of GRN inferences
and eQTL identifications through the inferred networks. As
far as we know, the proposed method is the first solution to
provide both GRN inference and eQTL identification. Thus,
the performance comparison with other methods was not
performed. The psychiatric disorder data consists of gene
expression data of 25833 genes and 852963 SNPs for 131
samples, which were measured from human brain. Since we
focus on the network inference but not gene selection, the
network construction is performed with a predefined set
of genes and SNPs that are selected by preliminary test of
multiple sets of genes and eQTLs based on related GWAS
for psychiatric disorders. The result of SGRN inference is
displayed in Figure 3 where two yellow colored genes, EGFR
and CACNA1C, are selected from [23, 24] and the rest of
two pairs are from [22]. In applying IAL2 to the data, the
weights of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are set to 0.5 instead of 1. Otherwise,𝑁

𝑒
(f
𝑖
)

tends to be zero. The reason for this is that gene variables are
more correlated with their eQTLs because generally eQTLs
are independently selected to other genes. In Figure 3, SNP
and gene are distinguished by node shape, and a red edge
indicates a correct edge from eQTL to corresponding gene.
A blue edge represents false positive eQTL mapping. For
eQTL identification, one false positive edge appears and
thirteen true positive edges are detected (TPR = 0.9286, FDR
= 0.0714).

4. Discussion

The most difficult part in network inference is to identify
directions of edges. In the adjacency matrix 𝐵, both 𝐵

𝑖𝑗

and 𝐵
𝑗𝑖

could have a high coefficient value. In this case,
regression-based methods tend to show better performance
than MI-based methods because candidate edges are evalu-
ated together in regression-based methods but each edge is
independently evaluated to other edges in MI-based meth-
ods. Despite the advantage, the regression-based method
needs to be integrated with other methods that can provide
different information of structure. Another issue to improve
in IAL is the computational cost to estimate two different 𝜆𝑠
per each row. Intuitively, a searched optimal 𝜆 per each row
of 𝐵 and 𝐹 should provide a better result but it causes a high
computation cost. Lastly, we also assumed that a gene has at
least a single eQTL given a set of genes and SNPs, butmultiple
eQTLs should be considered and a gene may not have any
eQTL in practice.Thus, themultiple eQTLof a gene is a future
work in SGRN inference.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel network inferencemethod
that provides both eQTL identification and network con-
struction of both genes and SNPs. In order to understand
gene regulatory mechanisms for a target disease phenotype,
the regulatory network inference needs to consider effect of
genetic variation and expression phenotype together but not
only gene expression data. To achieve the high quality of
reliable inference with better TPR and FDR, three different
regression skills are integrated. Ridge regression and elastic
net are used to remove more likely false positive edges and
select eQTL as preliminary steps, and then the finial network
is estimated by iterative adaptive lasso removing more false
positive edges between genes. Through the experiments with
synthetic data, it was demonstrated that IAL1 outperforms
SML in SGRN inference and also IAL2 performs eQTL
identification effectively. The method was also applied to
psychiatric disorder data. Using the genes and eQTLs selected
fromGWAS of psychiatric disorder, we explored the ability of
eQTL identification through inferred SGRN.
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Background. Symptoms and signs (symptoms in brief) are the essential clinical manifestations for individualized diagnosis and
treatment in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). To gain insights into the molecular mechanism of symptoms, we develop a
computational approach to identify the candidate genes of symptoms.Methods. This paper presents a network-based approach for
the integrated analysis of multiple phenotype-genotype data sources and the prediction of the prioritizing genes for the associated
symptoms.Themethod first calculates the similarities between symptoms and diseases based on the symptom-disease relationships
retrieved from the PubMed bibliographic database.Then the disease-gene associations and protein-protein interactions are utilized
to construct a phenotype-genotype network. The PRINCE algorithm is finally used to rank the potential genes for the associated
symptoms.Results.The proposedmethod gets reliable gene rank list withAUC (area under curve) 0.616 in classification. Some novel
genes like CALCA, ESR1, and MTHFR were predicted to be associated with headache symptoms, which are not recorded in the
benchmark data set, but have been reported in recent published literatures.Conclusions. Our study demonstrated that by integrating
phenotype-genotype relationships into a complex network framework it provides an effective approach to identify candidate genes
of symptoms.

1. Introduction

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is an essential part
of the healthcare system in China. TCM diagnosis and
treatment are formed based on a comprehensive analysis
of the clinical manifestations obtained through four main
procedures: observation, listening, questioning, and pulse
analysis [1]. Patients with different diseases would often
manifest different symptoms and signs, such as anorexia and
pain, which are the evidences to be considered by physicians
for clinical diagnoses in TCM [2].

Although symptoms play important role in modern bio-
medical diagnosis and disease classification, most modern
biomedical research attempts to gain understanding of the
molecular mechanism of disease phenotypes [3], including
investigating the genotypes of disease/disease categories.
Likewise, in the TCM field, attempt has also been made to
investigate the genotypes or molecular mechanisms of the
diagnosis (i.e., TCM syndrome) [4, 5].

A recent research showed that there exist metabolic
biomarkers of clinical manifestations like symptoms and
syndromes in different types of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
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diseases [6]. However, there is no clear understanding of
the underlying molecular mechanism of symptoms and the
principle of TCM syndrome in TCM field.

Large-scale diagnosis and phenotype-genotype associa-
tion data, including both published literature and manually
curated databases, have been gathered in the last decades [7].
PubMed,which is a public-available biomedical bibliographic
database, provides a significant resource for studying the
associations between diseases and clinical manifestations [8].
The phenotype-genotype association database likeOMIM [9]
contains high-quality data on relationships between diseases
and genes. In addition, large-scale molecular network data
are available [10–12], such as protein-protein interaction
data, metabolic pathway data, and gene regulation data.
Those provide important resources to explore the molecular
correlations of symptoms.

In this paper, we first extracted the symptom-disease rela-
tionships from PubMed bibliographic records. We used the
cosine similarities to evaluate the association between symp-
toms and diseases. We then integrated the symptom-disease
relationships with disease-gene associations and protein-
protein interactions (PPI) to construct a newdatabase record-
ing the associations between symptoms and genes. We finally
used the PRINCE algorithm to rank the potential genes
of symptoms. We evaluate the results of the prediction by
using manually curated symptom-gene data set and PubMed
literature searching. The evaluation shows that the results
suggest medical meaningful insight.

2. Related Work

Using network-based approaches to gain insights into human
disease has found multiple potential biological and clinical
applications [13]. Further understanding of the effects of cel-
lular interconnectedness on disease progression leads to the
identification of disease biomarker genes and the pathways
causing the associated diseases [14], which, in turn, offer
effective targets for new drug development. Many human
genetic diseases are caused by multiple genes. For genes
that are associated with the same or similar phenotypes, the
genes are likely to be functionally related. Such relations
can be exploited to aid in searching for novel disease genes.
Computational approaches have recently been proposed to
predict associations between genes and diseases [15–17].
Vanunu et al. developed a network-based approach, which is
known as PRINCE algorithm, for predicting causal genes and
protein complexes involved in a disease of interest [18]. The
availability of large-scale data of phenotype-genotype associ-
ations like OMIM, CTD [19], and PharmGKB [20] provides
valuable resources for studying disease-gene associations.

Recently increasing interest on the study of molecular
mechanism of symptoms was found. The underlying molec-
ular mechanisms of several symptoms, such as depression,
pain, and high blood pressure, have been discussed previ-
ously [21–23]. However, no work has been done to investigate
systematically the mechanism of symptoms in the literature.
Until recently, Zhou et al. used large-scale biomedical litera-
ture database to construct a symptom-based human disease
network and investigate the associations between clinical

manifestations of diseases and the underlying molecular
interactions [24]. Their results showed that symptom-based
similarity of diseases correlates strongly with the number
of shared genetic associations and the extent to which their
associated proteins interact. This indicates that symptoms
would have their underlying molecular mechanisms needed
to be further explored. In this paper, we attempt to develop
a new data mining framework to explore the relationships
between symptoms and genes, which may provide scientific
evidences to traditional Chinese medicine in individualized
diagnosis and treatment because symptoms are the main
clinical manifestations captured by TCM physicians for both
diagnosis and treatment.

3. Methods

3.1. Phenotype-Genotype Data Integration. In order to extract
the associations between symptoms and genes, we first built
symptom-disease associations based on a large number of
medical literatures in PubMed [25] and the Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH). Using the cooccurrence of diseases and
symptoms, we construct two vectors 𝑠 and 𝑑 to calculate
the similarity of symptom and disease, in which 𝑑 denotes a
disease vector represented by its cooccurrence symptoms and
𝑠 denotes a symptom vector represented by its cooccurrence
symptoms as well. Suppose we have a dictionary with 𝑛
symptom items, we would have an 𝑛-features vector for
both disease and symptom. Based on the vectors of diseases
and symptoms, we calculate the similarity of symptom and
disease using cosine correlation:

𝑇 (𝑑, 𝑠) =
𝑑 ⋅ 𝑠

‖𝑑‖2 × ‖𝑠‖2
. (1)

In this study, we integrated three public available disease-
gene databases (OMIM, CTD, and PharmGKB) and five
protein-protein interactions databases (HPRD, BioGrid,
IntAct, MINT, and DIP) into database (Figure 1). Based
on these data sets a heterogeneous network is constructed
with nodes representing symptoms, diseases, and proteins,
respectively, and the links representing symptom-disease
relationships, disease-gene associations, and protein-protein
interactions.

3.2. Network Inference for Prioritization of Symptom Can-
didate Genes. The network-based disease gene prediction
approach, PRINCE, is used for predicting the genes with
respect to symptom. The initialization of the parameters
in PRINCE algorithm is the symptom-disease correlations,
disease-gene associations, and protein-protein interactions.
It uses a propagation-based algorithm [26] to infer a scoring
function for estimating the strength of an association. A score
is defined for each gene, which reflects the prior information
of the genes on the related disease. The score is then used
in combination with a PPI network for the identification of
proteins involved in the given symptom, as shown in Figure 2.

3.3. Computing the Prioritization Function. Theprioritization
of genes for a query symptom (𝑠) is performed based on
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Figure 1: The integration of phenotype-genotype data. Symptom-disease associations are extracted based on the fact that the symptom and
disease appeared in same bibliographic record (including title, abstract, andMeSH) of PubMed.Three disease gene association databases (i.e.,
OMIM, CTD, and PharmGKB) and five human PPI databases (i.e., HPRD, BioGrid, IntAct, MINT, and DIP) are integarted in this study.The
relationships among symptoms (denoted s1–s4), diseases (denoted d1–d7), and proteins (denoted p1–p14) are then extracted.

the given symptom-disease associations (denoted by A),
disease-gene associations (B), and a protein-protein interac-
tion network𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), where𝑉 is a set of proteins and𝐸 is a
set of interactions between proteins.The goal of the algorithm
is to prioritize all the proteins in 𝑉 with respect to 𝑠.

Let 𝐹 : 𝑉 → R represent a prioritization function; 𝐹
reflects the relevance of V (V ∈ 𝑉) to 𝑠. 𝑌 : 𝑉 → [0, 1] rep-
resent a prior knowledge function, where 1 is assigned to a
protein that is known to be related to the disease with respect
to 𝑠, and 0 otherwise. In other words, 𝑌 is the vector of genes
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Table 1: The result of phenotype-genotype data integration.

Number of symptoms Number of diseases Number of proteins
322 4,219 14,221
Number of symptom-disease associations Number of disease-gene associations Number of protein-protein interactions
125,226 28,336 94,536
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Figure 2: The approach for predicting the genes with respect to
symptom using PRINCE algorithm. For a query symptom S, it has
varying degrees of relationship with other diseases, denoted by d1–
d5 (where the thickness of lines represents degree of correlation
between symptom and diseases). p1–p9 comprise the protein set
of a protein-protein interaction network, where interactions are
denoted by lines with different thickness (confidence). PRINCEuses
an iterative propagation method to assign a score of each protein.
The protein with higher score is considered to be the causal gene
candidate for symptom S.

which are known to be causal gene of diseases with respect to
symptom. To obtain 𝑌, we first analyzed the distribution of
similarity between symptom and disease and found that the
symptom may have high possibility of relating to a disease
when their similarity is above 0.1. Here, we want to choose
the diseases which have high possibility to associate with a
symptom, so that we could get the related genes to build
𝑌. The 10% top ranked disease-symptom relationships with
similarities larger than 0.1 are chosen (in our experiment the
threshold is 0.57). At last, we selected the ten most related
diseases as the diseases corresponding to symptom and its
causal genes to build 𝑌.

By iterative procedures, the information is transferred
between their neighbors, as defined by

𝐹𝑡 := 𝛼𝑊𝐹𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼) 𝑌, (2)

where 𝐹1 := 𝑌 ⋅𝑊 is a |𝑉|× |𝑉|matrix which is a normalized
form of 𝑊 (described below) and 𝐹 and 𝑌 are viewed here

as vectors of size |𝑉|. The details on the inference of 𝐹 in
PRINCE algorithm could be found [18]. The parameter 𝛼 ∈
(0, 1)weighs the relative importance of these constraints with
respect to one another. Here 𝛼 is set to be 0.9 as suggested
in the PRINCE algorithm that the appropriate values of 𝛼
could be above 0.5 with fast convergence and 0.9 gets the
comparative highest performance [18].

3.4. Evaluation Methods. We use Human Phenotype Ontol-
ogy (HPO) [27] as the benchmark data to evaluate the
results. HPO was manually curated from OMIM records
and constructed with the goal of covering all phenotypic
abnormalities that are commonly encountered in human
monogenic diseases [28]. In this study we use the T184 (Sign
or Symptom) semantic type of UMLS [29] to filter the pheno-
type terms and construct a subset of HPO phenotypes (349
records), after filtering the phenotype-genotype associations
with focusing on symptoms results in 7,262 symptom-gene
records and 1,275 related genes. To deal with the issue of
HPO having different symptom terms from MeSH, we used
UMLS to map HPO symptom terms to MeSH. We finally
obtained 3,418 symptom-gene records with 139 symptoms
and 937 genes, which were used for evaluation. Although
HPO contains high-quality data on phenotype ontology
and genotype-phenotype (mainly on diseases and disorders)
associations, the data is rather incomplete and still lack many
well-known symptom-gene associations. We evaluated the
symptom-gene prediction results by three approaches: (1)
compare our rank list with the genes in HPO and calculated
recall and AUC [30], (2) compare our result with random
case, and (3) evaluate the random chosen results by recent
published literatures.

4. Results

We extracted 125,226 symptom-disease associations with
322 symptoms and 4,219 diseases from PubMed biblio-
graphic records and calculated the cosine similarity between
symptoms and diseases. We constructed 94,536 protein-
protein interactions with 14,221 proteins and integrated
28,336 disease-gene associations (shown in Table 1).

The protein-protein interactions were assigned 1 if they
are correlated. We used these scores to construct the adja-
cency matrix 𝑊. As a result, we obtained totally 4,211,956
symptom-gene associations between 290 symptoms and
14,221 genes with correlation values bigger than zero. The
distribution of correlation between symptoms and genes is
depicted in Figure 3. It is noted that 83% of the correlations
are <0.001, and only about 0.24% are distributed on the
range of bigger than 0.01. We consider that the genes with
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Figure 4: ROC curve to assess prediction performance.

correlation scores bigger than 0.01 have higher possibility
than most of the genes (i.e., 83% genes). Therefore, these
genes with correlation scores higher than 0.01 are considered
to be the potential genes related to symptoms in this study.

Using theHPObenchmark data, we quantify the accuracy
of the prediction by comparing the predicted gene list of
symptoms with that of the benchmark data. The area under
the ROC curves (AUC) of the proposed method is 0.616
(Figure 4).

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the gene ranking,
we also compared the result with random prediction case.We
calculate the quantity of genes contained in HPO on the top
of our gene list (𝑃 < 0.05) by comparing with the average
quantity of randomly selected the same number of genes. It
is noted that the number of true positive candidate genes is
10-fold of the random prediction, with the best case being
249-fold of the random prediction. We take symptomMuscle
Cramp as an example to compare our result with random
case. Given 27 genes in HPO, there are 10 genes included
in the top 251 genes (𝑃 < 0.05) of our candidate genes list.
Randomly choosing 251 genes among all the genes (14,221

genes), the possibility of each gene being causing gene is
0.0018986 (27/14,221, we have the hypothesis that the genes
in HPO are all causing genes).The expected number of genes
in HPO is 0.477 (0.0018986∗251); that is, there is on average
0.477 true causing genes in HPO gene list if 251 genes are
randomly selected. So the number of true positive candidate
genes is approximately 20-fold (10/0.477) over the random
prediction.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this method, we listed
the suggested genes of headache and hemiplegia for instance.
Through the analysis of the distribution of all the scores
of symptom related genes, we found that most scores (95%
in average) are in very low values (i.e., 0.01) with some
exceptions of having much larger scores than these row
values. Table 2 shows the top 46 ranked genes of the 13,966
genes whose correlation scores are greater than 0.01 with
respect to the symptom of headache. We found that TNF and
EDNRA are the causing genes for headache as listed in HPO.
(the Italic font in Table 2, recall is 6.25% of the 32 genes).
Several other genes related to headache in HPO includ-
ing ENG (rank 52th), ACVRL1 (rank 65th), TGFB1 (rank
74th), VHL (rank 269th), COL4A1 (rank 563th), NF2 (rank
1520th), TTR (rank 2270th), MSX2 (rank 2622th), FGFR2
(rank 2636th), PGK1 (rank 2773th), FAM123B (rank 3002th),
SH2B3 (rank 3994th), LRP5 (rank 4286th), NOTCH3 (rank
4386th), SDHB (rank 5618th), and CACNA1A (rank 5855th)
are ranked in the top 50%.

We were aware that the HPO is an incomplete database.
To have a more comprehensive evaluation on the prediction
result, we manually searched the literature in PubMed for the
symptom-gene associations. Among the top 10 genes of our
list, we found that five additional genes CALCA, TGFBR2,
ESR1, KCNK18, and MTHFR (bold font in Table 2) are all
considered to be related to headache in recent published liter-
atures [31–34], although they are not recognized in the HPO
database. As a result, we recognized totally 7 possible causing
genes (CALCA, TGFBR2, TNF, ESR1, EDNRA, KCNK18, and
MTHFR) of headache in the top 10 genes.

The relationship between symptoms and diseases is
complicated. Some symptoms would be more particularly
manifested in several diseases than others. This kind of
clinical association would have its underlying molecular
mechanisms. To explore the interactions of the related genes
of symptoms and diseases in the context of PPI network, we
show a subset of protein-protein interactions with respect
to headache in Figure 5, which is constructed by the genes
connected with 6 diseases related to headache directly. In
Figure 5, genes connected with the same diseases are marked
in the same colors. We found that 15 genes of 32 genes in
HPO (marked in box) in our subnet are the causal genes
of diseases or locate on their shortest path. It is possible
that the causal genes of a disease, which holds the symptom
as particular phenotype, would be the related genes for
symptom (marked in pink box), or the candidate genes for
symptom would possibly locate on the shortest paths of
these genes of the diseases, which have the related symptoms
as general phenotypes (marked in red box). To have more
clear view of the relationships between the candidate genes
of symptoms and the casual genes of the diseases holding
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Table 2: The top 46 rank list of genes predicted with respect to headache.

Number Symbol Correlation Number Symbol Correlation
1 CALCA 0.12828040612489 26 PROC 0.01319213392192
2 F2 0.12201692087326 27 TGFBR1 0.01314425880888
3 TGFBR2 0.12033672267710 28 F2RL3 0.01305473906526
4 TNF 0.11489921901213 29 MRPL28 0.01303120114399
5 ESR1 0.11394663869964 30 RP1-90J20.6 0.01292643824309
6 KCNK18 0.11171558541349 31 NDUFB10 0.01268903908242
7 HTR2A 0.10968115391880 32 GRK6 0.01178478736965
8 EDNRA 0.10800919199361 33 BBS4 0.01167226005919
9 TREX1 0.10295846965404 34 THBD 0.01165325302184
10 MTHFR 0.10278770151638 35 RAMP3 0.01155667772559
11 CALCRL 0.02849332330671 36 HSP90B3P 0.01154759481953
12 RAMP2 0.02819497378019 37 ATP2B4 0.01147183196121
13 RAMP1 0.02816780187933 38 GGCX 0.01145977743914
14 EDN3 0.02015371056218 39 BBS1 0.01135926399377
15 NAA38 0.01897112176120 40 NME3 0.01105404047118
16 GNA11 0.01715273254725 41 F9 0.01092877796805
17 PROZ 0.01677771421601 42 AKR7A2 0.01081719314504
18 NRD1 0.01533854606373 43 TCTEX1D4 0.01078978137476
19 EDN1 0.01522967177446 44 GP5 0.01063032851227
20 NT5DC3 0.01477167543805 45 SERPINA5 0.01041954082501
21 PDIK1L 0.01477167543805 46 PROS1 0.01034320224653
22 PON2 0.01413140552619
23 SLC31A2 0.01392606686194
24 RP11-9H12.2 0.01392606686194
25 ATP2B2 0.01342703847737

Figure 5: The subset of protein-protein interaction with respect to headache.
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Figure 6: The direct relationship among genes connected with diseases relevant to headache symptom and genes in HPO.

the corresponding symptoms as particularmanifestations, we
also constructed a network to show the direct relationships
among the causing genes of diseases related to headache and
the genes in HPO (Figure 6, genes in HPO are marked in
red and genes connected with different diseases are marked
with different colors). The genes, CALCA, TGFBR2, TNF,
ESR1, EDNRA, MTHFR, and so forth, of our top 10 rank list
(mentioned above) aremarkedwith underline.We found that
the candidate genes with high scores of headache symptom
are the causal genes of the diseases, which regard headache
as distinct symptom, such as migraine. It is possible that
the causing genes of diseases with respect to the distinct
symptoms would also be related to their corresponding
symptoms.

Table 3 lists the 83 top ranked genes with respect to
hemiplegia with correlation greater than 0.01. In the causing

genes of hemiplegia in HPO, four genes, namely, COL4A1,
CACNA1A, ATP1A2, and SCN1A, are all found in the top
83 candidate genes (recall is 66.7%) except for the gene
DOCK8 which is ranked 6667th in whole list of 14,221 genes.
However, we found no related publications on indicating the
relationships between the 8 genes (except for the 2 genes
included in HPO) of the top 10 genes and hemiplegia after
manually searching the PubMed literatures.

5. Discussion

As a kind of established clinical manifestations in TCM
clinical, symptoms provide key information for the classi-
fication of the state of human disease and personalized
herb treatment. Symptoms are essentially objective although
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Table 3: The rank of candidate genes with respect to hemiplegia.

Number Gene symbol Correlation Number Gene symbol Correlation
1 HMOX1 0.1332389455434 46 CACNB4 0.0132782710879
2 MMP9 0.1287040668111 47 KLK6 0.0131043482021
3 COL4A1 0.1243046971781 48 CXCL6 0.0130491204825
4 SERPIND1 0.1195621966536 49 CXCL1 0.0130308002686
5 PLAT 0.1133487392385 50 TGFBI 0.0129966667251
6 OFD1 0.1121152624575 51 MMP26 0.0128881745922
7 CDKN1A 0.1107796508251 52 BMP3 0.0128183446929
8 STAT3 0.1106360535810 53 UFD1L 0.0126019281191
9 HDAC3 0.1104973436194 54 KISS1 0.0124874609423
10 CACNA1A 0.1072041148709 55 LCN2 0.0123446041858
11 PGK1 0.1041298451985 56 CXCL5 0.0122282204837
12 TREX1 0.1033025393792 57 HAPLN1 0.0121753323548
13 MTHFR 0.1028354996936 58 CTSG 0.0121249443517
14 ATP1A2 0.1023789578124 59 SERPINI1 0.0120388399124
15 SCN1A 0.1019561553063 60 CABP1 0.0120280578478
16 INPP5E 0.1005153381688 61 CD93 0.0120005018879
17 BLVRB 0.0399295586077 62 COL16A1 0.0119332179348
18 CTA-286B10.6 0.0241333799518 63 PRSS2 0.0119006841698
19 POR 0.0229706000329 64 COL1A1 0.0118755109423
20 COL4A2 0.0203674650216 65 IGHG1 0.0117128695292
21 NAA38 0.0192928165139 66 THBS3 0.0115158569766
22 THBS2 0.0186100092167 67 TFPI 0.0115052630961
23 SAA4 0.0176962732383 68 DCN 0.0112824650786
24 F2 0.0172012123620 69 UBC 0.0110403727935
25 CACNB1 0.0165565034731 70 MMP2 0.0109667286026
26 COL4A4 0.0164204509392 71 COL7A1 0.0109021629899
27 FN1 0.0161953766962 72 LAMA1 0.0106705480427
28 TPT1 0.0159187987328 73 YWHAG 0.0106543097610
29 COL4A3 0.0159043555825 74 IGHA1 0.0104865314738
30 SERPINE2 0.0158807849607 75 RP11-157P1.6 0.0103829026309
31 HABP2 0.0155572576434 76 FAM190B 0.0103401713298
32 COL4A6 0.0154901122445 77 PZP 0.0103015667226
33 COL4A5 0.0153811800445 78 BTC 0.0102664672842
34 SAA2 0.0151416061199 79 NID2 0.0102327719152
35 XXyac-YX65C7 A.1 0.0148026704536 80 TF 0.0101538081025
36 PLG 0.0144321310724 81 RP11-417O11.1 0.0101229813573
37 MATN2 0.0144194792723 82 SERPINA5 0.0101166365026
38 OSM 0.0142128473336 83 NID1 0.0100899609704
39 SNTA1 0.0142116180479
40 RECK 0.0140016715074
41 FBLN2 0.0137418115855
42 COCH 0.0137176242361
43 MMP10 0.0135697895912
44 ELANE 0.0134913849548
45 THBS1 0.0133469773733

the observation and description of symptoms incorporate
subjective factors like human sense and language. Therefore,
investigation of the underlying molecular mechanisms of
symptoms is more feasible than TCM syndrome. Through
integrating disease-symptom associations and multiple

phenotype-genotype data sources, this paper proposes a
network inference method to predict the candidate gene
list for symptoms. Like similar work for disease gene pre-
dictions [35, 36], the rank list of symptom-related candidate
genes can promote the discovery of molecular mechanisms
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of symptoms and thereafter draw the picture of connection
between symptoms and genes with respect to diseases.
Evaluation shows the effectiveness of the method in
identifying genes related to symptoms. Like the predicted
genes of headache, more predicted genes could be further
investigated to understand the medical insights, which
would ultimately support the researchers to confirm the
causal genes of symptoms in laboratory study.

It is necessary to mention that this paper is intended
to introduce the proposed integrated network framework
for predicting the symptom candidate genes. Several aspects
related to the method could be improved in future work.
Firstly, a carefully curated and evaluated database needs to
be established for benchmark data set. Currently, although
HPO provides a start point, more effects are needed to obtain
high quality symptom-gene databases. While this database
is curated, it would offer reliable benchmark platform to
evaluations and possible supervision for machine learning
methods. On the other hand, due to the complicated con-
founders involved in symptom-disease relation detection
from biomedical literatures, a comprehensive database on
disease-symptom relationships would be also very helpful.
Secondly, because the similarities between diseases and
symptoms indicate different degree of correlations, the sim-
ilarities between symptoms and diseases could be systemati-
cally utilized to improve the iterative computing procedures
of random walk related network inference methods. Thirdly,
it is highly valuable to investigate the molecular correlations
between symptoms and diseases to detect the molecular
patterns connecting these two phenotype entities. When
some network characteristics underlying the connection
are discovered, it would give guideline framework for the
development of symptom-gene prediction methods.
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Facial diagnosis is an important and very intuitive diagnostic method in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). However, due to
its qualitative and experience-based subjective property, traditional facial diagnosis has a certain limitation in clinical medicine.
The computerized inspection method provides classification models to recognize facial complexion (including color and gloss).
However, the previous works only study the classification problems of facial complexion, which is considered as qualitative analysis
in our perspective. For quantitative analysis expectation, the severity or degree of facial complexion has not been reported yet.This
paper aims to make both qualitative and quantitative analysis for facial complexion. We propose a novel feature representation
of facial complexion from the whole face of patients. The features are established with four chromaticity bases splitting up by
luminance distribution on CIELAB color space. Chromaticity bases are constructed from facial dominant color using two-level
clustering; the optimal luminance distribution is simply implemented with experimental comparisons. The features are proved to
be more distinctive than the previous facial complexion feature representation. Complexion recognition proceeds by training an
SVM classifier with the optimal model parameters. In addition, further improved features are more developed by the weighted
fusion of five local regions. Extensive experimental results show that the proposed features achieve highest facial color recognition
performance with a total accuracy of 86.89%. And, furthermore, the proposed recognition framework could analyze both color
and gloss degrees of facial complexion by learning a ranking function.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has
become a global and important diagnostic approach in the
medical field. InTCM, Inspection, auscultation and olfaction,
interrogation, and palpation are four diagnostic methods to
recognize the human pathological conditions.The traditional
facial complexion diagnosis is an important part of inspection
examination. The doctors can understand the physiological
functions and pathological effects of human body through
the inspection of complexion [1]. In retrospect, the inspection
of complexion has been studied in TCM for a long time;
however, it is stillmainly based on the observationswith prac-
titioners’ nude eyes. The disadvantage of nude observation is
that it is likely to get inconsistent diagnostic results due to

the large dependence on practitioners’ subjective experiences
and personal knowledge. Thus, it is worthwhile for TCM
doctors and scholars to design an objective and reliable
computer-assisted system for facial complexion diagnosis.

Recently, TCM experts stated that the notion facial
complexion diagnosis includes two aspects: the facial color
diagnosis and the facial gloss diagnosis. Therefore, by avoid-
ing phrasing confusion, we declare here that we will employ
the notion facial color instead of facial complexion, if it is
basically studying one’s facial color recognition. And we may
still use the notion facial complexion, if it represents both
color and gloss in this paper.

According to the TCM facial diagnosis theory, diagnostic
significance of five colors implicates the correlation between
five colors of facial skin and diseases. That is, the changes
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of facial colors can reveal pathological changes of different
viscera and bowels with different natures. In addition, the
lustre or gloss of skin refers to the reflective, shiny, and
smooth characteristics of facial skin [2] which can help TCM
experts to understand the states of visceral and bowels and
the severity degrees of diseases.

To make it more detailed, the human facial color always
has two cases: normal color and morbid color. The normal
or healthy color is always further divided into two parts:
normal individual color and varied normal color.The normal
individual color refers to the normal natural color of skin
that never changes in one’s whole life due to ethnic and
genetic factors. For the varied normal color, it is influenced by
environmental factors and will change slightly with respect to
the variations of the climates and seasons.

With these varied colors, which essentially are notmorbid
colors, the analysis of facial color will be difficult to put
into practice; even the TCM practitioners find it hard to
discriminate it from morbid colors. That will result in incon-
sistent diagnosis conclusion under different practitioners’
observations. Just like the assessment about consistency of
TCM experts’ diagnosis results [1].

Besides, different from normal color, morbid color could
be reflected on one’s face on the condition that the patho-
logical changes of five internal viscera (these are heart, liver,
spleen, lungs, and kidney). The morbid color is classified to
five colors: reddened facial color, bluish facial color, yellow
facial color, pale facial color, and darkish facial color. Their
correlation with syndrome in TCM can be simply stated
as follows: reddened color implies heat syndrome; bluish
color represents blood stasis syndrome; yellow color suggests
dampness syndrome and deficiency syndrome, convulsive
syndrome, pain syndrome, and cold syndrome; pale color
indicates deficiency syndrome and cold syndrome; darkish
color hints cold syndrome, blood stasis syndrome, fluid-
retention syndrome, and the deficiency of kidney syndrome
[3].

Furthermore, various lustre or gloss of skin alsomanifests
different states of diseases. For example, if a patient is
considered normal and with healthy facial color, the gloss of
skin would be always bright and moist; that is, glossy skin
indicates that patient is healthy [2]. However, for the morbid
color patient, the gloss of skin reflects the severity of diseases.
Patient whose facial gloss is bright and moist would indicate
mild illness and easiness to cure no matter what color it is,
while dull and dry gloss represent serious illness and difficulty
to cure.

Generally speaking, it is significant to study the com-
puterized facial color diagnosis more in-depth with multiple
aspects. In the following, we will firstly review related facial
color diagnosis techniques and systems in TCM. Then,
the shortcomings of existing frameworks will be discussed,
eventually leading to ourmotivation for building a facial color
diagnosis with both qualitative and quantitative methods.

A large amount of pattern recognition and data mining
technologies have been developed and designed for medical
analysis and diagnostic standardization. The literatures [5, 6]
propose novel algorithms for medical diagnosis and analysis.
Recent machine learning algorithms, such as multi-label

algorithm and multi-instance algorithm, have been intro-
duced to deal with special medical data analysis [7–10].
Especially, some works about TCM four diagnostic methods
[4, 11] have also been studied recently. There is an extensive
literature on TCM four diagnostic methods, but we prefer
to review just a few papers relevant with facial complexion
analysis.

Early in China, some preliminary results have been
reported in facial color analysis using colorimeter or infrared
thermograph instrument. Unlike the previous foundation
research, Liu andGuo [12] investigated the hepatitis diagnosis
with face images by digital camera acquisition device. In their
system, five facial regions are firstly segmented using skin
detection, facial normalization, and horizontal position of
the mouth, nostril, and eyebrow location. Then, the mean
value of RGB color is taken as dominant color and 𝑘-
nearest neighbour (KNN) for color classification. But the
segmentation results are not always correct which needs to
be adjusted manually. So Wang et al. [13] give an optimized
version to improve the segmentation results and health versus
hepatitis recognition accuracy. In addition, the fuzzy 𝑐-
means (FCM) clustering method is introduced to extract the
dominant color; finally six color spaces are considered and
intensively analyzed for the best classification.

For the facial color analysis, the prior result [1] has
established a five-color scale to measure facial color in RGB
color space. Another research [14] firstly extracts 15 diagnos-
tic feature points using AdaBoost and Active Shape Model
(ASM), and, next, each rectangular region around each point
will be used to calculate the facial color similarly as the above
studies. More recently, Zhang et al. [2] analyze the facial color
gamut and construct six centroids to calculate facial color
distribution for health and several diseases classification.The
texture features are firstly applied to their facial diagnosis
system. For the facial gloss analysis, Zhang et al. [2] also
present healthy classification using facial gloss information.
Anothermainwork for gloss classification is carried out using
feature dimensionality reduction techniques [15]. However,
some of the above works share several problems as follows.

(i) Adoptive dominant color as in [1, 13] is strongly
depending on greater numbers of clusters which may
be encountered failure to represent the morbid color
in two cases: one case is the incorrect location of
facial region that can derive biased dominant color;
another is patients whose disease status is considered
as mild, which will give rise to the facial morbid color
slightly and inapparently. And, finally, it will extract
inaccurate dominant color. One proposed way may
overcome these problems as given in [14], but it is
impractical to extract the basic skin color of upper
arm for all the subjects.

(ii) Only local and a few small facial regions used for the
whole facial complexion diagnosis (including both
color and gloss) may be difficult to reflect the general
facial complexion; it also goes against the TCM over-
all facial observation theory. As mentioned in [1], the
color of different facial regions on one’s skin may be
judged inconsistently even by the same TCM expert.
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But, using more or large facial regions might tend to
approach general facial complexion and then would
achieve better representation of one’s overall facial
complexion. In [14], 15 facial regions corresponding
to TCM complexion-viscera are used as recognition
samples, resulting in good facial color recognition
accuracy. Although the facial region numbers may be
large enough, the feature points’ location algorithm
still falls into complication.

(iii) The most important issue is that all the above liter-
atures are essentially qualitative analysis, which only
aims to classify the facial complexions or diseases into
their respective categories. But yet, in another sense,
the severity of disease or the degree of complexion
has not been studied as ever (e.g., one case is Yang
jaundice with glossy skin and Yin jaundice with
lustreless skinwith respect to yellow color; for another
case, flushed face and flushed cheek, which can be
treated as different proportion of red color in the
facial face, will indicate excess heat syndrome and
deficiency heat syndrome, resp.).

To alleviate those discussed issues, we develop a novel
framework for six facial colors diagnosis, which is built with
four chromaticity bases and luminance distribution based on
patients’ whole face. Although it is mainly designed for facial
color diagnosis, it also could be applied to the quantitative
analysis for facial complexion involving color and gloss
degrees.

On one hand, these developed four chromaticity bases
are related to four facial colors (normal, redden, bluish, and
yellow colors) and would be generated from the respective
facial color gamut clustering. Those bases are still considered
to be the dominant colors of facial skin but are achieved by
means of two steps of fuzzy clustering. With this process, we
can obtain more reliable dominant color compared with the
works [1, 13].

Moreover, the luminance distribution would split up all
chromaticity bases down into certain subbases for better
representing the degree of luminosity gradient of our chro-
maticity bases.With the separated chromaticity subbases, the
derived feature representation for the remaining two facial
colors (pale and darkish colors) could be more distinctive
to discriminate between the other four colors than the
previous approach [2], which is basically constructed without
considering the effect of luminance distribution on the facial
color diagnosis.

On the other hand, not as some previous studies used to
do, we would not expect to segment the patient’ face image
into specified facial regions but to extract one’s whole skin
color as holistic representation. That is to say, the region
segmentation procedure as done by the previous studies [1, 2,
12–14] could be bypassed in our framework. Nevertheless, for
the improvement of classification performance, we also find
that the combination of locally weighted region and global
representation could achieve more significant improvement
than only the local or global approaches.

In this regard, facial color distribution would be reliably
estimated using our well-established holistic facial complex-
ion representation. This might be more in accordance with
TCMoverall concept and diagnosis in practice. Furthermore,
it would be possible to analyze both qualitative and quantita-
tive issues through our proposed framework.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the novel facial complexion feature
representation and how it is applied to quantitative analysis
for both color and gloss degrees. Extensive experimental
results and several improvements of the color classification
are presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 draws some
conclusions and future directions.

2. Methods

This section gives detailed descriptions of our developed
facial complexion diagnosis chain, which is briefly summa-
rized in Figure 1. As the pipeline shows, our framework is
composed basically of four main stages as follows.

(1) At the beginning, four chromaticity bases and their
luminance distribution will be constructed on their
corresponding facial color images, that is, feature
detection and construction stage illustrated in the
pipeline.

(2) Then, the designed feature will quantize facial skin
color to form complexion distribution on all collected
facial images, called feature representation stage.

(3) At the learning stage, a Gaussian Kernel (or RBF
kernel) Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the
optimal parameters is employed to build the facial
color model.

(4) In the final recognition stage, for any testing facial
image, the learnt model will determine its facial color
category.

In addition, beyond facial color recognition, we further
make quantitative analysis of color and gloss degrees for
each patient using our established feature representation.
Subsequently, we present all procedures step by step.

2.1. Acquisition System and Data Description. The facial
image acquisition system is the same as our previous one
reported in [11]. This acquisition device mainly consists of
annular LEDs and digital camera which are chosen with lots
of trials and errors. More specially, because a digital image
is produced highly based on the light source and camera,
the achieved image might be color distorted, if no color
correction was taken under nonstandard light source. In
order to reduce the effects of light source, both illumination
characteristics of light source and imaging characteristics
of camera have been designed experimentally to obtain
acceptable facial image.The illumination characteristics have
been assessed and analyzed by studying various light sources,
and, finally, the best light source with appropriate illumina-
tion characteristic (color temperature value is about 5600K,
Ra = 90) is determined as our light source. As for the camera,
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Figure 1: Pipeline of the proposed facial color classification framework.

the imaging characteristics of several available cameras at
different modes were also compared and evaluated. Then
the best camera (Canon PowerShot series S3 IS) on the best
mode with white balance is set up. More details about our
acquisition system could be found in [11].

After the development of facial acquisition system, dif-
ferent patients’ facial images are obtained and diagnosed on
the color corrected monitor by three senior TCM physicians,
totally containing six color cases. Such facial images would be
recorded with its corresponding color category if more than
2 physicians would make the same diagnosis result.

Consequently, our facial color dataset is built up with
a total of 122 cases, containing 24 normal color images, 15
for bluish, 18 for reddened, 24 for yellow, 21 for pale, and
20 for darkish color images. This dataset seems a little small
compared with the previous works. This is mainly because
our collected facial images need to be filtered by TCMexperts
firstly if the images are unavailable and then diagnosed
by senior TCM physicians. Thus only a small number of
facial images are obtained, if the preliminary images are
not enough. And, for further research, it is better to collect
more data in the future. For color recognition, normal color
would be tagged with normal, and all other morbid facial
colors (bluish, reddened, yellow, pale, and darkish) would be
tagged with its similar color spec named cyan, red, yellow,
white, and black. These tags or labels are also illustrated
in the framework of Figure 1. In the subsequent parts, for
convenience, we would prefer to describe those six facial
colors in TCM using their label names.

2.2. Skin Detection and Fine-Tuning. Different from the pre-
vious studies, our basic idea is to study the overall complexion
condition of patients’ face, which may avoid the influence of

inaccurate or insufficient local region location and, instead,
strengthen the expression of facial complexion in global
situation. To meet this goal, an automatic and efficient skin
detection approach which is published recently in [16] will be
introduced. To put it simply, this approach is a fusion strategy
that firstly utilizes a smoothed 2D histogram with I and By
channel in log opponent chromaticity (LO) space, and then
combines GaussianMixture Model (GMM) for modeling the
threshold of skin-color distribution. Although there exist a
large amount of skin-color detection solutions, we still adopt
this fusion version due to two benefits: (1) it is able to cope
with the variety of human skin colors even across different
ethnic origin, which is especially fit to detect facial skin with
different color variations in TCM; (2) it can be managed with
low computational cost as no training stage is required.

Nonetheless, one case has been long-term existed in skin
detection, which is known as the prone false skin detection of
lip.This is presumably because the facial color gamut is highly
overlapped with lip color gamut, leading to unexpected skin
detection result, especially when skin detection approach is
performed only with color feature. Such case is not expected
to occur in our facial color recognition system because of
its interference on original facial color distribution. Thus,
we strongly hope to do a fine-tuning processing so as to
crop the corrected skin and discard the mouth region. But
accurate mouth segmentation algorithms may be bound up
with high computational cost; it is desirable to consider
the algorithm characterized by low computational cost and
coarse segmentation, such as returning a simple rectangular
or circular window on lip. In other words, we prefer to detect
mouth region rather than segment the lip along the boundary.

Fortunately, the appearance of facial profile and
components (eyes, mouth, and nose) is distinctive from
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Figure 2: Six typical facial skin regions after skin detection and fine-
tuning.

each other, arousing vast works on facial detection. Of
these, one face detection approach, known as Viola and
Jones’ object detection framework [17], shows its excellent
performance with low false negative rate and rapid face
detection. The detector is firstly done by fast extracting a
number of overcomplete haar-like features using integral
image, across different scales and different spatial positions
on image. Then AdaBoost learning algorithm will be used
to select a low number of critical visual features from above
large set of features. Finally, a cascade scheme for combining
classifiers is built to quickly discard background regions
of the image. Another extended work [18] introduces a
novel set of rotated haar-like features, which significantly
enriches original features and further improves the overall
performance. Hence, in this paper, we expect to introduce
this well-known framework for localizing facial mouth.

Now, the main issue is how to build a facial mouth
detector using Viola and Jones’ object detection framework.
To be honest, it is time-consuming to prepare the training
data and then train a cascade classifier for specific application.
Thankfully, the OpenCV community shares a collection of
public domain classifiers for facial processing which contains
the facial mouth detector. All those trained classifiers are
available in the haar cascades repository [19].

Since our facial images are all in frontal view, it is compat-
ible to carry out the detection directly based on this public
mouth detector. Then, from the mouth detection result, it
should be noted that the discarded mouth region might
also remove some skin colors around the lip. Nevertheless,
it would not impact the estimation of overall facial color
distribution due to such minority skin pixels. This is one
reason why we prefer to perform mouth detection instead
of accurate but time-consuming lip segmentation. Another
reason to employ the Viola and Jones’ detector is that it is
extremely rapid and reliable, which has been extensively used
in computer vision research. Some examples of skin detection
and its fine-tuning results are illustrated in Figure 2.

After the skin fine-tuning stage, skin color denoising
process would be done to remove the scattered spots (e.g.,
black moles) on the skin and a small minority of hairs
covering the forehead, which is characterized by higher or
lower luminance value. We simply employ the cumulative
histogram to calculate the gray distribution and remove the
top and bottom gray level satisfying certain proportions.

2.3. Chromaticity Bases with Luminance Distribution Con-
struction. Once we got the skin region, we can turn to
construct the chromaticity bases and luminance distribution.
This is called the feature detection and construction stage.
In this stage, three steps of the feature construction are
performed: color space transformation, chromaticity bases
construction, and final feature representationwith luminance
distribution.

Color Space Transformation. In order to realize the rep-
resentation of chromaticity and luminance separately, the
transformation from RGB color space to CIELAB color
space is realized. CIELAB is a color-opponent space with
𝐿 component for luminance and remaining components (𝑎
and 𝑏) representing the chromaticity. Since the CIELAB color
space is made on the basis of CIEXYZ color space, we need
firstly to transform the RGB color space to CIEXYZ color
space [20]. The transformation formula is given as below
follows:

[

[

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍

]

]

= [

[

0.4124 0.3576 0.1805
0.2126 0.7152 0.0722
0.0193 0.1192 0.9505

]

]

[

[

𝑅
𝐺
𝐵

]

]

. (1)

Then, the transformation from CIEXYZ color space to
CIELAB color space is done by the following formulas:

𝐿⋆ = 116𝑓(
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) − 16
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Here,𝑋
𝑛
,𝑌
𝑛
, and𝑍

𝑛
are the CIEXYZ tristimulus values of

the referencewhite point.Often, its values are assumed as𝑋 =
95.047, 𝑌 = 100, and 𝑍 = 108, 883 relative to CIE standard
illuminant D65. Based on the color space transformation, all
of skin pixels would be converted and applied to construct
our feature representation.

Chromaticity Bases Construction. In this step, four chromatic-
ity bases are constructed using two-level clustering on the
CIELAB color space. The objective of establishing these four
bases is to explore the basic chromaticity with respect to
each facial color. Based upon basic chromaticity, it would be
possible for us to assign the skin pixels to its closely measured
distance. And, thus, final established feature representation
could be regarded as the facial chromaticity ratio, which
would be easy to distinguish among different facial colors.
(e.g., cyan facial color would have a large number of skin
pixels approaching cyan chromaticity but less number of
pixels getting close to other chromaticity bases.)
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Normal Cyan Red Yellow

[50.00 14.51 17.32] [50.00 6.99 21.01] [50.00 16.80 24.26][50.00 22.26 18.85]

Figure 3: Four chromaticity bases constructed by the proposed approach.

This idea is mainly inspired from the bag-of-words
method in computer vision [21]. And similar approach in
facial diagnosis has been introduced by Zhang et al. [2]. Our
constructed bases are similar but exactly not identical. In
their approach, six centroids (similar as bases) are manually
selected from the facial color gamut. But in our framework,
we tend to automatically select four bases by clustering
algorithm and expect to make full use of label information
of given facial color category.

To be more specific, from the previous studies [1, 13], the
dominant color of facial skin is treated as the greater number
of cluster center by FCM. In other words, they assumed that
the potential facial color in TCM appeared in the dominant
color, but, exactly in practice, dominant colormay fall into the
minor number of cluster center as we stated before. Besides,
TCM theory considers the facial color consisting of two kinds
of colors: facial color and basic skin color [14]. In general,
we expect to assume that facial chromaticity basis basically
appeared in dominant color or subdominant color.

According to this assumption, the purpose of our chro-
maticity basis extraction framework is to find out facial
color chromaticity regardless of it may lie in facial dominant
or subdominant chromaticity. So, the major construction
procedures of chromaticity bases can be summarized as two
levels of clustering:

(i) pixel-level clustering: for each patient’s facial image,
the dominant and subdominant chromaticities of
facial skin are extracted by FCM clustering; that is,
cluster center number is set to 2; this step is the same
as the one in the previous studies, but we further drive
it to generate the color chromaticity base with second
level clustering;

(ii) chromaticity-level clustering: based on dominant and
subdominant chromaticity, the second clustering is
performed; then, in this step, chromaticity base
chooses the cluster center with a greater number of
members by FCM; it should be noted that all bases are
built under respective facial color categories.Thus, we
will obtain four bases for four facial colors (normal,
red, cyan, and yellow colors).

As seen in Figure 1, inside the feature detection and construc-
tion stage titled “four chromaticity bases construction,” we
demonstrate the procedures to generate four bases. It can be
illustrated that all bases are constructed separately, so each
basis will not be affected by other colors. In the first level
clustering, it would be possible to collect multiple poten-
tial facial color chromaticities within dominant and sub-
dominant chromaticities. This process makes sense because

images with the same color class can extract similar color
chromaticity in dominant or subdominant chromaticity, no
matter which one is our expected chromaticity.Then, it would
be reliable to choose the final cluster center with a greater
number of members as our final color chromaticity basis in
the second level clustering.

We also give those produced bases in Figure 3 their
respective chromaticity values at the bottom. Values inside
the square brackets represent [L, a, and b] (the component
values in CIELAB color space). But the 𝐿 component is
meaningless here, just for color display only. Because only
two chromaticity values in CIELAB color space are unable to
produce color, so we simply set the luminance value as 50 on
all chromaticity bases for pure illustration.

Luminance Distribution Construction. Using the above four
chromaticity bases, four facial colors can be discriminated
from each other. However, the remaining two facial colors,
white and black, would fail to be recognized from others.
This is reasonable mainly because their distribution of chro-
maticity gamut is highly overlapped with other four facial
colors, leading to impossibly distinguished characteristic
through the chromaticity only. Fortunately, the luminance
characteristics of them are diametrically opposite, which is
easy to represent by the 𝐿 component of CIELAB color space.
This is our basicmotivation of buildingwhite and black colors
feature representation.

In support of this goal, the luminance distribution should
be constructed to integrate the bases we designed before.
Recall that four chromaticity bases are constructed only
by the 𝑎 and 𝑏 components of CIELAB color space, one
conceivable way for constructing luminance distribution is
by splitting up the basis into several subbases by spanning a
range of luminance. By this method, final feature representa-
tion could be characterized by two advantages:

(i) for each chromaticity base, it can represent the chro-
maticity distribution of facial skin color, making four
facial colors separable. And,moreover, we couldmake
quantitative analysis for facial color degree;

(ii) for each subbase, the luminance distribution would
be calculated for each chromaticity base, providing a
solution to easily recognize white and black colors. It
would also support us to make quantitative analysis
for facial gloss degree.

Thedesigned chromaticity subbaseswith luminance distribu-
tion have been shown in Figure 1. We simply set the range of
luminance by default (𝐿 component value ranges from 0 to
100) and set the interval value of adjacent luminance as ten.
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Figure 4: Six typical facial complexion histograms.

Therefore, totally a vector length of 40 features is obtained for
each facial color image.Although this process is coarse at first,
we will refine it to explore the best luminance distribution by
experimental comparison.

2.4. Facial Complexion Representation. By the well-
established subbases with both chromaticity distribution and
luminance distribution, the facial skin pixel color assignment
is performed on each image, thereby quantifying the facial
complexion and building our feature representation. We still
call the feature representation as facial complexion feature
instead of facial color feature due to its expression ability for
both color and gloss, so enabling us to make quantitative
analysis for the facial complexion degree.

For every patient’s image, its facial skin pixels are assigned
to nearest subbases using color distance measurement in
CIELAB color space. After the assignment, a complexion
histogram is formed and would be used to measure for
both chromaticity and luminance distribution. In order
to represent the histogram as the facial complexion ratio
distribution, and especially for quantitative complexion anal-
ysis, histogram normalization is carried out to achieve this
purpose.

Figure 4 shows six facial color categories of established
complexion histograms (which has been adjusted with the
optimal luminance distribution). Four chromaticity bases
are rendered as blue color, and subbases for luminance
distribution are rendered as green color. In the complexion
histogram, the highest blue peaks of chromaticity bases cor-
respond to dominant color of facial skin, and subdominant
color would be identified by the second highest blue peaks.
For these subbases rendered with green color, it denotes
the luminance distribution with respect to each chromaticity
base. Such process would be more efficient to represent

the facial complexion than without consideration of lumi-
nance distribution. Furthermore, seen from the histogram,
white facial color would hold higher values in luminance
distribution at each chromaticity base, while black facial
color are always with lower luminance values. Essentially, the
proposed feature is only involving color feature. We note that
the texture and the shape features are widely used in image
representation. But considering the facial color recognition,
the texture and the shape features seem not as important as
the color feature in the description of facial colors. Thus, in
this framework, we put the texture and the shape features
aside.

Benefiting from the proposed feature representation,
colors of normal, cyan, red, and yellowwhich are separable on
chromaticity could be easier discriminated from each other.
Besides, white and black colors which are easily classified
by luminance values could be correctly recognized. More
important advantage from the combined chromaticity and
luminance distribution is probably to analyze color and gloss
degrees in quantitative way, given in later stages.

2.5. Facial Color Recognition. Before we discuss the facial
color recognition model, it is noted that the proposed
feature is unnecessary to be normalized along each feature
dimension before modeling. This is not as we usually do
when building a machine learning model. Because the con-
structed features are normalized histograms, denoting the
color proportions on one’s facial skin. All feature values have
normalized from 0 to 1. Especially, we would not perform
normalization process again, avoiding destructing the color
proportions information.

In fact, facial color recognition is basically considered as a
multiclass classification problem.There are various classifiers
available for tackling this problem. So we have compared
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SVM with several type classifiers (e.g., 𝐾-nearest Neighbor
and Nave Bayes); the classification result shows that the SVM
could achieve better performance than compared classifiers.
This is themain reason why we prefer to adopt SVM for facial
color recognition here.

It is easier to implement the SVM model with LIBSVM
toolbox [22]. For multiclass problem, LIBSVM supports one-
against-one strategy formulticlass SVMwith building several
binary classificationmodels. In our paper, 6 facial color labels
would produce 15 pairwise SVMmodels. And, finally, any test
facial color will be assigned themaximum voting label, where
each SVMmodel votes for one label. In addition, we choose a
Gaussian kernel SVM with the optimal penalty factor 𝐶 and
width parameter 𝛾 in our experiment.

2.6. Facial ComplexionQuantitative Analysis. The facial color
recognition model is constructed for qualitative analysis of
facial complexion, especially for facial color. But for patients
belonging to particular facial color category, the severity or
degree of disease is unknown for the previous studies. In
addition, given a set of patients with specific facial color
category, the relative degrees of facial color for patient have
not been studied ever. These relative degrees mean that the
patient’s facial color or gloss degree is adjacent to someone.
So in this paper, after facial color recognition stage, we
also explore some experiments to make quantitative analysis
based on our feature representation. Besides, this quantitative
diagnosis has not been developed yet, we attempt to imple-
ment some unsupervised methods to do some preliminary
trials.

To make quantitative analysis, we assume that facial
color pixel numbers of specific color could represent the
degree of color, and glossy skin is characterized by reflective,
shiny pixels. Thus, after performing facial color recognition,
two situations could be studied for quantitative analysis:
color degree without luminance distribution and gloss degree
without chromaticity distribution.

However, we should notice that our feature representa-
tion for facial complexion can be regarded as chromaticity
distribution for four facial colors (normal, cyan, red, and
yellow). For each chromaticity, it is splitting up by luminance
distribution, making it possible to recognize black and
white facial colors. Due to the characteristic of our feature,
both white and black facial colors are neglected to conduct
quantitative analysis for color degree. On the contrary, gloss
degree will take all facial colors into consideration.

2.6.1. Color Degree of Quantitative Analysis. Color degree
presented here is defined as the quantity of color pixels in
one’s facial skin. This definition makes sense because large
quantities of color indicate obvious color reflection, and
corresponding to the degree of pathological changes of five
internal viscera.

Therefore, our method for color degree quantitative
analysis is to build the scope of pixels numbers on the specific
color. In other words, the ranking function of color degree is
learnt. So for any patient, its color degree would be estimated
by this ranking function.

To achieve each color ranking function,we firstly quantify
facial skin pixels into a chromaticity distribution histogram
without splitting up by luminance distribution, deriving a
vector length of four features.The histogram feature indicates
the proportions of each color on facial skin. Then given
a set of the same facial color category of patients, their
corresponding facial color proportion values in histograms
are used to determine facial color degree ranking function. In
this paper, we simply utilize normalization to quantify color
degree into range from 0 to 1. Finally, for any patient whose
predicted facial color belongs to given color, their facial color
degree would be estimated by built ranking function. Besides,
its relative color degree patients are also obtained with this
ranking strategy.

2.6.2. Gloss Degree of Quantitative Analysis. Gloss degree
is defined as the pixel quantity of higher luminance value;
higher degree suggests glossy skin. This definition is raised
by the characteristics of glossy skin mentioned before. With
gloss degree, TCM experts could analyze the physical con-
dition of patient. The facial skin of normal color patients
would always be glossy; so it also provides complementary
information to recognize normal facial color. For morbid
facial color, higher gloss degree indicates mild illness and is
easier to cure.

Similar to facial color degree, gloss degree is also quanti-
fied by a ranking function with normalization. But the gloss
representation is slightly different due to its definition. Given
all facial complexion histograms we used in recognition
stage, the four bases describing chromaticity distribution
will be merged. We sum over these bases and obtain a
novel histogram only with luminance distribution. This is
opposite to color degree which only describes chromaticity
distribution.

To achieve gloss degree estimation, we should firstly com-
pute gloss score for derived histogram feature. This is done
by summing over all luminance values with weight values
in luminance distribution. Those weights are selected by
principle that higher luminance values are assigned to large
weights. After computing gloss scores for all given patients,
the gloss degree ranking function is built by normalized all
gloss scores. Then, the gloss degree or relative gloss degrees
could be estimated by ranking function for any patient.

3. Experiments and Discussions

The experimental images are collected by Shanghai Uni-
versity of Traditional Chinese Medicine. All images are
diagnosed by three practitioners and labeled only if at least
two of them made consistent conclusion. Eventually, we
have established a small scale facial color data set, including
122 subjects with two facial color cases. One is normal or
healthy facial color (24), another is morbid facial color with
5 categories: cyan (15), red (18), yellow (24), white (21), and
black (20), respectively.

3.1. Experimental Setup. In our experiment, leave-one-out
cross validation (CV) is used for evaluating the model
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performance. To build the facial color recognition model, all
the training images will be employed to construct the facial
chromaticity bases and calculate complexion histograms for
all images in the data set. Our images are collected by
high definition camera (5-megapixel), which requires high
computational cost to manage these facial images. So the
height and width size of each facial image are resized by one-
eighth of origin, deriving one-sixtieth reduced size of every
facial image.

For the SVMwith RBF kernel classifier, we use grid search
to obtain the optimized parameters and select 𝐶 and 𝛾 values
from the range 2−8 to 215 and 2−8 to 28, respectively. Then,
in each fold of leave-one-out CV, we yield the best classifica-
tion performance with these combined optimal parameters.
Finally, the evaluation criteria are calculated based on the test
results.

3.2. Evaluation Metrics. There are many criteria used for
evaluating model performance, we consider several gen-
eralization measurements which is more reliable to assess
multiclass problems [23].

Given the confusion matrix 𝐴 and classes 𝐶, we can
derive one-versus-all confusion matrix for each class; then
the generalized precision and recall criteria formulas for each
class are defined as follows:

Precision
𝑖
=

TP
𝑖

TP
𝑖
+ FP
𝑖

, Recall
𝑖
=

TP
𝑖

TP
𝑖
+ FN
𝑖

. (4)

Here, TP
𝑖
are the number of true positives for𝐶

𝑖
at confusion

matrix element 𝐴
𝑖𝑖
, TN
𝑖
are true negative numbers, FP

𝑖

indicate false positive counts, and FN
𝑖
indicate false negative

counts, respectively.
Then, the overall 𝐹-measure score can be calculated

with precision and recall, which could measure the overall
classification quality of multiclass problems. Especially, it
contains two types of 𝐹-measure, called microaverage and
macroaverage. In addition, we also present confusion matri-
ces visualization both for recall and precision.

Microaverage and Macroaverage 𝐹-Measure Scores. The 𝐹-
measure score is essentially a weighted combination of
precision and recall, which is defined as

𝐹 score
𝑀
=
(𝛽2 + 1)Precision

𝑀
Recall

𝑀

𝛽2Precision
𝑀
+ Recall

𝑀

, (5)

where 𝛽 is generally considered as 1. If the indice𝑀 indicates
microaverage, the formula would derive the microaverage
𝐹-measure score; then its precision and recall are then
computed as

Precisionmicro =
∑
𝐿

𝑖=1
TP
𝑖

∑
𝐿

𝑖=1
(TP
𝑖
+ FP
𝑖
)

Recallmicro =
∑
𝐿

𝑖=1
TP
𝑖

∑
𝐿

𝑖=1
(TP
𝑖
+ FN
𝑖
)
.

(6)

In microaverage, it can be seen that precision and recall
are calculated over all samples. So it gives equal weight to

every sample, which is useful to measure the performance on
the common numbers of classes.

If the indice 𝑀 indicates macroaverage, we obtain the
macroaverage𝐹-measure scorewhose precision and recall are
computed in another way as below:

Precisionmacro =
1

𝐿

𝐿

∑
𝑖=1

TP
𝑖

TP
𝑖
+ FP
𝑖

Recallmacro =
1

𝐿

𝐿

∑
𝑖=1

TP
𝑖

TP
𝑖
+ FN
𝑖

.

(7)

From the above formulas, we can figure out that the
macroaverage is the harmonic average across each class,
which would give equal weight to every class regardless of the
class numbers. In thisway, themacroaverage𝐹-measure score
could evaluate the performance on rare numbers of classes.
So themicroaverage andmacroaverage are complementary to
each other, and both of them are informative for performance
evaluation.

Confusion Matrix. Besides, we introduce two confusion
matrices for recall and precision. The reasons employ two
metrics of confusion matrix for facial color recognition
model are as follows:

(i) the confusion matrix for recall could clearly show the
proportion distribution of predicted facial colors with
respect to each actual facial color, which illustrates the
model performance for each actual facial color;

(ii) while the confusion matrix for precision could
demonstrate the proportion distribution of actual
facial colors with respect to each predicted facial
color, which measures the quality of each predicted
facial color.

In the following, we perform extensive experiments to
study the performance of our proposed facial color frame-
work. Besides, not only will we present both qualitative and
quantitative experimental results, but also some more details
about the improvement of our framework are explored,which
yield excellent performance compared with the previous
methods.

3.3. Preliminary Results on Qualitative Analysis. In this
section, some preliminary results in qualitative aspect are
produced and compared using above metrics. It should be
noted that qualitative analysis mentioned here is referred
to as facial color classification problems. The quantitative
analysis is considered as the severity or degree of one’s facial
complexion, which will be presented later.

Each Facial Color Category Classification Performance. After
performing leave-one-out CV, confusion matrices for recall
and precision are firstly calculated, as shown in Figure 5. The
row of confusion matrix means the actual class in database,
and the column means the predicted class by our model.
Each table cell indicates the ratio value according to specific
metrics, and, the darker the table cell, the higher the ratio. Left
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Figure 5: The confusion matrices produced by our model.

confusionmatrix is computed for recall metrics and right one
for precision metrics. It should be noted that the confusion
matrix for recall will onlymake sense along the column,while
precision makes sense along the confusion matrix table row.

According to the normal and white rows on confusion
matrix for recall, we observe that normal facial color is
slightly prone to be predicted as white and vice versa. Red
facial color images have some casesmisclassified as normal or
black facial color. And yellow and black facial colors achieve
better recall values than normal and red.

However, all cyan facial color images have been recog-
nized perfectly. This result for cyan is presumably because its
chromaticity base is highly distinctive to other colors which
might be easier to be discriminated. But another potential
reason may give rise to this outstanding result only for
cyan facial color is as follows: cyan color image numbers of
our database are not enough (only fifteen images). So the
classification performance of cyan facial color on a larger
amount of images is still unknown for us.

Observing the right confusion matrix for precision along
the row, we note that the worst quality of predicted classes is
shown on normal facial color. Predicted normal facial colors
are almost misclassified across all other colors, especially
those inclining to white facial color. But our model achieves
superior precision for other predicted colors.

From Figure 5, we discover that normal facial color is
the most difficult class to be recognized. Indeed, in the
TCM theory, normal facial color is defined as hybrid colors
composed of red and yellow chromaticities with higher
luminance. So it is reasonable to be misclassified as white,
red, or yellow for normal color, as shown in our confusion
matrix results. This also makes us consider how to build the
normal color chromaticity base, but we have not studied it in
this paper, we hope to put it further in our future study.

From another perspective of each facial color
classification performance, it is also considerable to

prove the argument we highlighted before that our bases
is reliable to extract the dominant color from facial skin,
with two-level clustering method. But the chromaticity bases
are constructed only with four facial colors. To this end,
we ignore white and black facial colors and use only four
chromaticity bases histogram to performance classification.
For classification, the classifier SVM is not adopted; four
facial colors will be predicted by the dominant color or peak
bin in histogram.

For comparison, another chromaticity bases are con-
structed without two-level clustering, just clustered by FCM
once as in [1, 13] and then calculates mean value of large
cluster as dominant color. We show confusion matrix counts
comparison between our proposed and the previousmethods
in Figure 6, each cell record the predicted facial color counts
with respect to actual class. Compared with these two tables,
the classes normal, cyan, and yellow are quite competitive
between twomethods. But the previous approach incorrectly
predicts all red facial colors as normal class. This happens
presumably because red facial color images in our database
are hard to distinguish fromnormal facial color. And then the
previous method may probably derive similar chromaticity
base between normal and red facial colors. But our proposed
dominant color extraction for constructing chromaticity base
could avoid this situationwith two levels clustering, due to the
full use of label information of each class.Moreover, with such
simple classification criteria and lower dimensional features,
our total accuracy for four facial colors recognition reaches
87.65%, but the previous method only achieves 67.90%.

Overall Facial Colors Classification Performance. We then
present the overall facial color classification performance
of our proposed complexion feature representation. For the
purpose of validating the distinctive feature representation,
we proposed several previous features [1, 12, 13] for facial color
recognition that are implemented in this paper. All features
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Figure 6: Comparisons of dominant color extraction methods on four facial colors.

Table 1: Comparisons of overall performance by using all methods.

Methods Whole face
Premacro Recmacro 𝐹macro 𝐹micro

Li et al.’s [1] 0.7306 0.7200 0.7252 0.7131
Liu et al.’s [12] 0.7967 0.8001 0.7984 0.7869
Wang et al.’s [13] 0.7382 0.7306 0.7344 0.7131
Our proposed method 0.8491 0.8358 0.8424 0.8279

are extracted on whole facial skin pixels. In this process for
compared features, we expect to only explore the facial color
representation ability regardless of the influence of other
factors, such as local regions versus whole face.

On the implementation of [1], six facial color RGB values
are derived and used to measure the similarity of each
test facial color, which could be similarly treated as the
color distribution feature. But, slightly different from their
classification strategy, we implement the distance metrics
using nearest neighbor instead of radius scope, due to its
higher performance with our database. In [13], dominant
color of facial skin pixels is extracted in RGB color space and
transformed into other five color spaces; finally, 18 features are
obtained for whole face. And, for [12], average RGB values
of whole facial pixels are used as color feature. Sincerely,
Wu et al. [14] may achieve superior accuracy for facial color
recognition problem, but the operation to collect skin color of
patients’ upper arm is impractical for our current database, so
we do not implement it for comparison.

We list our comparison results in Table 1, where “𝐹micro,”
“𝐹macro,” “Premacro,” and “Recmacro” represent microaverage 𝐹-
measure score, macroaverage for 𝐹-measure score, precision,
and recall. We do not present microaverage precision and
recall because they are numerically equal to microaverage 𝐹-
measure score according to their definitions. From classifica-
tion evaluation, we find that our complexion representation

could achieve highest performance. Even though our exist-
ing facial complexion representation could perform better
than the previous methods, we still consider some possible
improvements for our framework. So in the following section,
we discuss some adjustable parameters and regional fusion
strategies to further improve our facial color diagnosis frame-
work.

3.4. Improvements on Facial Color Classification. Above
results are preliminary since some factors are still without
consideration, so we would like to explore more details about
our facial complexion representation, which could not only
reduce the dimension feature representation but also improve
our model recognition rate.

The Effect of Luminance Distribution. Some previous quali-
tative results are obtained by setting the interval of adjacent
luminance as ten by default. Since the luminance value of
𝐿 component in CIELAB color space ranges from 0 to 100,
so a vector length of 40 features is formed for each facial
complexion feature representation. But it is considerable to
study how many intervals to quantify one’s facial luminance
would provide higher discrimination; so the finer quantiza-
tion of the luminance distribution is selected by experiment
comparison.

From the preliminary parameters setting of luminance
distribution spacing, we have found that extreme luminance
value of facial complexion histogram is nonexistent. It hap-
pens because we have conducted the preprocessing step to
remove spots (e.g., black moles) on facial skin. Thus, the
refined luminance range is selected from value 25 to 95 based
on the observation of final histograms.

Then the interval of adjacent luminance is determined
experimentally. In Figure 7, we show the classification accu-
racy results over luminance intervals from 1 to 35, deriving
feature dimensions from 12 to 284.The experimental intervals
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Table 2: Performance comparisons using different region strategies.

Region strategies Premacro Recmacro 𝐹macro 𝐹micro

Left cheek 0.8219 0.8274 0.8247 0.8115
Right cheek 0.8286 0.8345 0.8315 0.8197
Forehead 0.6146 0.6254 0.6200 0.5984
Nose 0.6478 0.6401 0.6439 0.6230
Jaw 0.7115 0.7327 0.7220 0.7049
Whole face (no fusion) 0.8491 0.8358 0.8424 0.8279
Classifier level fusion 0.8648 0.8688 0.8668 0.8525
Feature level fusion 0.8758 0.8798 0.8778 0.8689

12(35) 16(23) 24(14) 32(10) 44(7) 70(5) 96(3) 144(2) 284(1)

Macroaverage precision
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Figure 7: Classification accuracy with different luminance distribu-
tion intervals.
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Figure 8: An example of facial image segmentation.

are selected if the luminance range can be divisible. In
addition, interval values 23 and 3 are also performed due
to some large spacing at luminance intervals or feature
dimensions. This selection of feature dimensions is not
uniform but rational because the main effect of luminance
distribution for facial color classification is the luminance
interval number. For easy calculation and even intervals,
we take the given intervals as our testing experiment.

In summary, the best classification performance is achieved
when luminance interval is set as 14. So totally, only 24 feature
dimensions and luminance ranging from 25 to 95 are formed
to represent facial complexion and build recognition model.
We also find that extreme luminance intervals would achieve
inferior classification performance in our experiment.

Holistic Representation with Weighted Local Spatiality. Sin-
cerely, studying on the local regions is reasonable for facial
color. According to TCM experts, color recognition could
behave well just on some local regions (e.g., cheek regions).
To explore the facial color expression ability of different
local regions, we start to analyze facial color recognition
performance on different local regions.

For making experiments on this case, we simply do the
local regions segmentation manually, as shown in Figure 8.
We partition the whole face into five regions similarly as the
previous works [1, 2, 12, 13]. Then each region is used to
extract specific features based on aforementioned experiment
(total 24 features used) and perform classification separately.
Finally, we list the classification results in Table 2. From the
classification performance on different local regions, we find
that cheek regions could achieve more superior results than
other regions. This result is consistent with TCM experts’
experiences that cheek regions provide more facial color
information than others. In addition, we also list our whole
face result here. It achieves highest performance than any
local region strategies for classification. This also proves our
argument that whole facial color representation would be
better than only local regions.

Therefore, different regions contribute different facial
color information, it makes us think that spatial distribution
informationmight be useful to represent facial color. Consid-
ering our previous feature representation, two levels of infor-
mation have been described onwhole face: chromaticity-level
and luminance-level distribution for the histogram. But our
features for facial color have not yet contained information
about regional level (or spatial level) on different local
regions. To this purpose, the regional level color distribution
is built to achieve a novel holistic representation. So we need
additional stage to segment local regions and rebuild our
facial complexion representation.

Our facial images are all frontally scanned with small
pitch; so for avoiding complicated local region segmentation
process, a simple partition procedure based on the previous
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Figure 9: The flowchart of local regions segmentation.

skin detection results is used to produce five regions. We
firstly utilize morphological close operation to connect sep-
arate regions of previous skin detection results. Then sur-
rounding rectangle is located from skin pixel boundary. After
that, each region boundary is determined by self-defined
proportions according to each facial skin scope. As seen in
Figure 9, we illustrate the flowchart of local regions segmen-
tation. Although the local region segmentation method is
simple, it still works to improve recognition rate.

According to classification performance of each region
in Table 2, we consider assigning five regions with different
weights, higher performance, and larger weights. In our
experiment, left and right cheeks are set as 0.3, forehead
and nose are 0.1, and jaw is 0.2. Our weights are selected
only by simple observation of each region classification
performance, without optimization experiment. So those
weights are probably not the best choice. Despite that, it
still obtains an improvement compared with our preliminary
results.

After local region weights assignment, we look for two
levels of fusion strategies to perform facial color recognition:
feature level fusion and classifier level fusion. To achieve fea-
ture level fusion, each region complexion histogram is con-
structed with its respective weight. Then regional histograms
are concatenated to a holistic histogram to represent facial
complexion. After histogram normalization, it is possible
to perform model training and test with leave-one-out CV.
For classifier level fusion, each region builds its complexion
histogram and performs model training and test separately.
Then the weights are used to weight vote of all predicted
colors. The highest vote is selected as final facial colors.

The results of these fusion strategies are listed in Table 2;
it clearly shows that fusion of local regions would achieve
higher performance than any local regions and whole face
without weighted local spatiality. Of these, feature level fusion
would achieve highest performance. So this suggests that for
facial color recognition problem,more than color-level issues
should be explored, but the spatiality-level distribution of
skin color should be studied by experts in order to obtain
good recognition rate.

After the improvement of classification performance, we
are supposed to analyze new performance on each facial color
category. In Figure 10, what we observed is that the improved
model could achieve higher recognition rate on red, yellow,
white, and black colors. Hence, it shows why our overall clas-
sification results could reach higher performance. However,

normal facial color still suffers inferior performance on
recall metric. It informs us that normal color needs to be
studied in-depth. In the future, how to improve the normal
color recognition performance would be the focus of our
researches.

3.5. Quantitative Results. Qualitative results show the facial
color classification performance of built model. In this
section, we demonstrate some quantitative analysis results for
complexion degree including the color degree and the gloss
degree.

Based on the features we improved in the previous
section, from a total of 120 feature dimensions with five
local facial regions information, we weighted each region as
the previous task for color classification. Then we sum the
feature values over all regions, deriving the overall facial color
features which would be utilized for estimating the color and
gloss degree later.

For a given set of facial color database, we can learn the
ranking function from data in an unsupervised way. That is
simply implemented by normalizing each chromaticity base
for color degree estimation and weighted summing over all
luminance values for gloss degree.

Once we obtain all degrees, we could also achieve the
ranking distribution to show relative degrees of each patient
for both facial color and gloss degrees. Therefore, in order
to illustrate the learnt ranking distribution, we present a
two dimensional space visualization in Figure 11. These four
visualization figures are a picture subset of our facial database
of four facial colors, respectively, which are projected in a
two-dimensional space corresponding to the facial color and
gloss dimensions.

For each complexion ranking distribution (including
facial color and gloss degrees), it demonstrates a few of useful
knowledge for quantitative analysis:

(i) the facial pictures are prone to larger facial color
degree values indicate one’s dramatic color reflection,
hinting critical pathological changes of five internal
viscera; the additional knowledge of this case would
indicate easier facial color recognition, which is also
validated in the previous experiments;

(ii) pictures close to lower color degree values denote
inapparent color reflection, leading to difficulty of
correct recognition; in our experiments, these pic-
tures are always incorrectly predicted by other facial
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Figure 10: The confusion matrices produced by our improved model.

colors, despite the improvement of our feature repre-
sentation and model;

(iii) in addition, based on relative degrees, pictures closed
in facial color degree should have similar color cat-
egory distribution in facial skin; similar pictures in
color degrees also represent similar difficulty levels for
facial color recognition task;

(iv) considering the pictures distribution along gloss
degree, larger degree values show the severity of
specific facial color; especially for the yellow color,
Yang jaundice patients would have glossy skin and
lustreless skin would be reflected on the face of
Yin jaundice patients. So higher gloss degree can
be diagnosed as Yang jaundice, while lower gloss
degree can be diagnosed as Yin jaundice; so it will
be meaningful if the gloss degree distribution is well
established;

(v) making a general analysis on two-dimensional rank-
ing distribution, we conclude that with both higher
facial color and gloss degrees, patient would be
healthier for normal facial color and mild illness for
morbid facial color; on the contrary, lower degrees
denote serious illness and hardness to be cured.

In general, we can expect that with ranking distribution,
we could firstly make some preliminary analysis for classi-
fication. This may be not only helpful to visualize feature
representation but also contribute to analyze the reason of
some incorrect classification results for designed feature.
This is validated by our classification experiments, which
incorrectly predicted that facial color is always with lower
color degree values.

Moreover, for quantitative analysis, it provides both facial
color and gloss degrees ranking function. In other words, we
could make an in-depth analysis for each patient, examining

detailed color degrees and pathological changes of five inter-
nal viscera. Sincerely, above quantitative analysis in different
aspects has not been fully proved yet by TCM experts, due
to unmentioned issue in the previous studies. So it is hard
for us to claim that we provide authentic quantitative analysis
for facial complexion. But beyond facial color recognition
issue, we still make some preliminary researches on quanti-
tative perspective. In the end, some providable quantitative
conclusions are derived for deeply studying the degrees of
facial color and gloss. Besides, concluded quantitative results
are correlative to our previous qualitative results, interpreting
why some patients are prone to be incorrectly predicted as
other facial color categories.

4. Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, a novel feature representation for facial
complexion (including facial color and gloss) is proposed
and discussed. Based on the proposed feature, we perform
extensive experiments to validate and improve its perfor-
mance for facial color classification, addressed as qualitative
analysis in our perspective. Both each and overall facial
color classification performance are studied and discussed
in our experiments. Considering the effect of parameters,
the optimal luminance distribution is obtained. Furthermore,
we compare the facial color information on five different
local regions, respectively, and then develop improved feature
representation of all hybrid regions with different weights.
This result tells us that not only the chromaticity-level and
luminance-level information are important, but also the
spatiality-level information is useful for facial color classi-
fication. In addition, we prove that the dominant color of
facial color would be extracted more reliably with our two-
level clustering method. Eventually we achieve significantly
improved classification performances on facial color prob-
lems.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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Figure 11: The ranking distribution according to facial color degree and gloss degree.

For further researches, we also produce some quanti-
tative analysis results for complexion degree. Although the
presented ranking distribution has not been studied further
on color and gloss aspects, it still shows highly correlative
properties with the proposed feature for facial color classi-
fication. This may provide us with an analytical method to
consider falsely predicted facial color, so it would support us
to redesign amore distinctive feature representation. Besides,
some preliminary quantitative conclusions are derived for
further research in facial complexion diagnosis problem.
However, some issues are still remaining to be addressed
through current facial complexion diagnosis framework as
follows.

(i) Although our facial image is produced under well-
designed light source and camera, digital image still
suffers from device-dependent color space rendering.
In other words, the color information of an image
is also dependent on the imaging characteristics of
specific camera; it is almost impossible to be solved
only by the adjustment of camera mode. Hence, more
accurate color correction is necessary to be done for
rendering color information into device-independent
color space, as given in [24].

(ii) In our framework, normal facial color always gets
into trouble for correct recognition due to its hybrid
facial colors property shown previously. Therefore,
how to develop an appropriate feature representation
for normal facial color would be studied in the future.

(iii) We should also notice that the quantitative analysis
presented here is preliminary in an unsupervised
way. Thus, in the future work, we expect to require
TCM experts to provide complexion degree ranking
information of existing database, both on the color
and gloss perspectives. With this prior knowledge,
we could take some more outstanding supervised

techniques to build complexion ranking distribution.
Afterwards, more reliable quantitative analyses may
be carried out on each patient.

(iv) What has been proved in this paper is that our
complexion feature representation would be more
distinctive than the previous features for facial color
classification problem. However, the facial gloss clas-
sification performance has not been presented here.
Hence, wewill study the proposed complexion feature
representation for gloss classification later.

(v) All experiments in this paper are performed in the
data set of 122 facial color images. Although our
framework is effective and available in this small
scale database, the performance in larger scale facial
color database or in actual world is still unknown.
So further experiments would be expected in future
works.
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In this paper, we propose a novel method, SeekFun, to predict protein function based on weighted mapping of domains and GO
terms. Firstly, a weightedmapping of domains and GO terms is constructed according to GO annotations and domain composition
of the proteins. The association strength between domain and GO term is weighted by symmetrical conditional probability.
Secondly, the mapping is extended along the true paths of the terms based on GO hierarchy. Finally, the terms associated with
resident domains are transferred to host protein and real annotations of the host protein are determined by association strengths.
Our careful comparisons demonstrate that SeekFun outperforms the concerned methods on most occasions. SeekFun provides a
flexible and effective way for protein function prediction. It benefits from the well-constructed mapping of domains and GO terms,
as well as the reasonable strategy for inferring annotations of protein from those of its domains.

1. Introduction

More and more sequences of proteins are available due to
the advanced sequencing technologies, but the biological
roles and functions of the proteins are hardly known. As
reported by [1], only less than one percent of proteins have
been functionally characterized by experiments. In other
words, protein sequencing is faster than annotating protein.
To fill this gap, a large number of computational methods
have been developed to predict protein functions. These
methods exploit biological information including amino acid
sequence [2–9], genomic context [10–14], protein interaction
networks [15–17], protein structure [18–23], microarray [24],
and literate to predict protein functions [25, 26].However, the
newly sequenced proteins are often poor in other biological
information except the amino acid sequences. Thus, the
development of the sequence-based method is crucial and
useful for directing further experimental work.

In the past few years, several sequence-basedmethods [2–
9] have been proposed to infer protein functions.Thesemeth-
ods annotated the proteinwith the representative annotations
of its homologues. Intuitively, these methods are also called
homology-based methods. Usually, the homology-based
methods include two stages: searching homologues through
BLAST or PSI-BLAST and selecting representative Gene
Ontology (GO) terms from annotations of homologues of
the unannotated protein. More specifically, Goblet [2] deter-
mined the homologues by a predefined threshold of BLAST
e-value and annotated the unannotated protein with the GO
terms of its homologues. GoFigure [3], OntoBlast [4], and
Gotcha [5]weighted theGO terms by the BLAST e-values and
chose GO terms by their weights. PFP [6, 7] made use of both
strongly and weakly similar sequences of the query sequence
to increase the coverage of functional annotation. ESG [8]
exploited cascading homologues of the unannotated protein
iteratively to improve the precision of prediction. ConFunc
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[9] split the homologues into subgroups according to their
annotations and then inferred annotations of the unanno-
tated protein from these subgroups. These methods have a
positive impact on protein function prediction. However, the
homology-based methods may not work when the unanno-
tated protein has low sequence similarity to other annotated
sequences or all of its homologues are not annotated. Fur-
thermore, it is also reported that transferring annotations
among homologues may easily produce erroneous results
[27].

As is known, domain is the conserved sequence and
structure in the evolution of proteins, which plays as
the stable and independent functional block of proteins
[28]. Besides the detailed sequence, domain also carries
some important structural information, that is, active site,
which is tightly relevant to biological function [21]. Thus,
a domain may be a suitable clue to discover the function
of proteins. Statistics on UniProt database (released in May,
2013) show that more than sixty percent of proteins have
domains. Moreover, domain databases and tools for effi-
cient domain recognition have been developed including
Pfam [29], SCOP [30], RPS-BLAST [31], and HMMER
[32]. These databases and tools accelerate the analysis of
domains in protein. In general, it seemed that inferring
functions from resident domains of the protein is feasible and
reasonable.

2. Related Works

So far, many efforts have been made for discovering func-
tional signals carried by domains. Schug et al. [33] generated
rules for function-domain associations based on the intersec-
tion of functions assigned to gene products which contain
domains at varying levels of sequence similarity. Hayete and
Bienkowska [34] designed an automated predictor based on
decision tree to assign functions for domains. Mulder et al.
[35] mapped GO terms to the domain if all proteins with
the given domain do not exist in the set of proteins without
the given GO term. Song et al. [36] transferred functions
based on alignment of domain content. In analogy with [35],
Forslund and Sonnhammer [37] assignedGO term to domain
set if and only if all proteins containing the domain set also
are annotated with the given GO term. Rentzsch and Orengo
[38] transferred annotations in single profile-based sequence
cluster.Thesemethods are easily understood and realized, but
they are readilymisled intomaking an error-prone prediction
by spurious and missing annotations of proteins. Even a
single protein missing a valid GO term is enough to mislead
the functional inferring about its domains.

In addition, Zhao et al. [39] utilized the protein-domain
features, domain-domain interaction, and domain coexisting
features to predict domain function.Their work extended the
coverage of domain annotation effectively and provided solid
foundation for predicting protein function. However, their
work mainly paid attention to domain function rather than
how the annotation of domain affects protein function. In our
work, we focus on how to predict protein function based on
domain annotation.

Recently, the probabilistic models have become increas-
ingly popular for their remarkable performance on uncer-
tainty inference. Forslund and Sonnhammer [37] utilized
Näıve Bayesian (NB) model for assigning terms to domain
set. Nevertheless the Näıve Bayesian model required that
domain sets occurrence independently, which does not come
with practice. Thus, Forslund et al. had attempted to reduce
the dependencies between domain subsets using an aver-
aged contribution from each domain subset. However, the
conditional independence assumption may still not hold.
Subsequently, Messih et al. [40] designed two models based
onNB: one isDRDO that an averaged contribution from each
subset which contains the sequential neighboring domains
is used to solve the problem of dependency; the other is
DRDO-NB which took recurrence and order of domains
into consideration. Although computational complexity of
DRDO is lower than that of NB, it may still not satisfy the
conditional independence assumption. Moreover, all of these
methods pruned GO terms of resident domains before they
assigned GO terms to the host protein. Thus, some weak
functional signals which may be amplified by dependencies
between domains are likely to be neglected.

Fang and Gough [41] generalized a dcGO predictor
for inferring GO terms associated with individual domains
and supradomains based on protein-level GO annotation
(GOA) and families of protein. dcGO exploited 𝑃 value to
evaluate the association strength (mentioned as relevance in
the following sections to simplify) between domain and GO
term. Since 𝑃 value only represents the probability of error
involved in null hypothesis, it may not be reasonable for
estimating the relevance between domain and GO term by
𝑃 value. In other words, 𝑃 value can be used to determine
which GO term is related to the given domain from statistical
perspective but it is not enough to measure the degree
of their relatedness. Thus, an appropriate metric is needed
for weighting the relevance between GO term and domain
objectively.

In this paper, we design a method to seek functions
for proteins (SeekFun) effectively. Under this method, a
mapping of GO terms and domains is constructed based
on protein-level GOA and domain compositions of proteins.
The relevance between domain and GO term is measured by
symmetrical conditional probability. Based on the relevance
of resident domains and terms, the relevance between host
protein and GO terms is computed. Finally, the GO terms
with relevance above a predefined threshold are used to
annotate the host protein. The performance of SeekFun is
validated by a series of experiments. The results suggest that
our method is effective and reliable for protein function
prediction.

3. Methods

3.1. Step 1: Construct and Weight Mapping of Domains and
GO Terms. It is assumed that the resident domains may
be associated with GO terms of the host protein. It is a
rough assumption about the relationship between domain
and GO term and may result in a large number of false
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associations. To differentiate the true associations from the
false ones, the relevance between domain and GO term need
be measured. Judged with this, the true associations will
have higher relevance while the false ones will have lower
relevance.

As mentioned earlier, 𝑃 value can be used to determine
whether the domain is related to the GO term or not. When
the 𝑃 value of domain and GO term is larger than the given
significance threshold, it is considered that the domain can
be annotated with the GO term, and vice versa. However,
the larger 𝑃 value does not mean a more tight relationship
between domain and GO term. In simple words, 𝑃 value
may be not suitable for measuring relevance between domain
and GO term. Suppose that V

𝑗
represents that the protein

containing domain 𝑑
𝑗
and 𝑢

𝑖
denotes that the protein plays

the function described by GO term go
𝑖
. The conditional

probability pr(𝑢
𝑖

| V
𝑗
) means the probability of that the

protein containing 𝑑
𝑗
is annotated by go

𝑖
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can reflect the dependence of 𝑑
𝑗
on the go

𝑖
. Thus, it can

be inferred that simple conditional probability can reflect
relevance between domain and GO term partly but not
enough. As (1), symmetrical conditional probability may be
appropriate to measure the relevance between GO term go

𝑖

and domain 𝑑
𝑗
, DR(go

𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
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Equation (1) means that the relevance between go
𝑖
and

𝑑
𝑗
is determined jointly by conditional probabilities between

V
𝑗
and 𝑢

𝑖
. The bigger the probabilities are, the stronger the

relevance between them is. Range of the relevance is from
0 to 1. The higher relevance means that the domain is more
probably annotated with the term.

Supposed that #prot(go
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3.2. Step 2: Transfer GO Terms of Resident Domains to the
Host Protein. As is known, GO terms are organized as a
directed acyclic graph andmay be related to each other.Thus,
predicting functions of proteins should take the relationship
between GO terms into consideration. GO has a rule called
“true path rule”, which defines the terms along the pathway
from a given term to the root term that must annotate
the protein if the protein is annotated with the given term.

And a path upward from the given term to the root term
in GO hierarchy is regarded as a true path of the term.
Considering the true path rule, the mapping of GO terms
and domains is extended along true paths of the GO terms
in our method. Traditionally, if a domain is associated with
a GO term, it is also associated with all ancestral terms of
the GO term with equal relevance. However, it is reported
that the semantics of GO terms has differences even if they
are parent-child relationship.Thus, the relevance between the
domain and each ancestor of the GO term may be different
and the semantic differences between GO terms should be
considered.

In fact, the organization of GO terms can be regarded as
a split-flow semantic system (SFSS). In SFSS, the root term
is the source of semantics which can describe the general
functions while others represent semantic branches of the
root term and illustrate specific functions. So the terms along
the true path of the given term have different capabilities to
describe the functions. Generally, for a given function, the
ancestral term is more likely to describe the given function
than its descendants because the semantics of its ancestors is
more general and hasmore power to describe function. It can
be explained by semantic coverage of GO term, which can be
roughly estimated by the number of its descendants [42].

Based on these analyses, we proposed a novel strategy,
namely RSC, to measure the relevance between domain and
ancestral term based on semantic coverage. That is, given a
term go

𝑖
which is related to the domain 𝑑

𝑗
with relevance

DR(go
𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
), the relevance between the domain 𝑑
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and the
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𝑘
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, can be calculated by (3). In

(3), 𝐷(⋅) represent the descendant set of the given term and
Anc(go

𝑖
) consists of the ancestors of the term go

𝑖
. Naturally,

along the true path, the termwhich is nearer to root has bigger
relevance value with the given domain than others and it is
more probably to annotate the host protein
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It is supposed that protein is associated with all GO terms
which are related to the resident domains of the protein. The
relevance between protein and GO term can be derived from
the relevance of the term and resident domains of the protein.
For example, if a protein 𝑃 contains a set of domain 𝐷 =
{𝑑
1
, 𝑑
2
, . . . , 𝑑

𝑛
} andDR(go

𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
) denote the relevance between

go
𝑖
and 𝑑

𝑗
, then the relevance between 𝑃 and go

𝑖
, PR(go

𝑖
, 𝑃),

can be computed by (4). Consider

PR (goi, 𝑃) = max
𝑑𝑗∈𝐷,1≤𝑗≤𝑛

DR (go
𝑖
, 𝑑
𝑗
) . (4)

After the extension, each protein is associated with a
group ofGO termswith strong orweak relevance. To facilitate
comparison, the relevance of proteins and terms need be
normalized. Each of GO categories should be analyzed,
respectively, as they have different biological meanings. For
each protein, the relevance between the protein 𝑃 and the
root 𝑟 of subontology (GO: 00003674 for molecular function,
GO: 00008150 for biological process, and GO: 00005575 for
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Table 1: The details of experimental datasets.

Uniref50 SwissProt TrEMBL
Number of annotated proteins 20693 17176 19526
Number of proteins with domains 11673 15810 13588
Number of involved domains 4998 4430 3642
Number of involved GOs 4812 7572 3992

cellular component), PR(𝑟, 𝑃), is used as baseline because the
real annotations of proteins must be split from the root in
the GO hierarchy. The normalized relevance of go

𝑖
and 𝑃,

NPR(go
𝑖
, 𝑃), can be measured by (5). The relevance has been

standardized to scale from 0 to 1.The higher relevance means
that the protein is more probably annotated with the term.
Consider

NPR (go
𝑖
, 𝑃) =

PR (go
𝑖
, 𝑃)

PR (𝑟, 𝑃)
. (5)

Through the above steps, the relevance of proteins and
GO terms has been measured already. To select real annota-
tions from candidate annotations, a threshold 𝑡 of relevance
need be defined. If the relevance between protein and term
is above the predefined threshold t and the term is assigned
to the protein, and vice versa. In our study, the threshold t
is about 0.6∼0.7 as the proposed model performs well on the
given datasets.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Datasets. Three up-to-date protein subsets
of UniProt, Uniref50, SwissProt, and TrEMBL, are selected to
evaluate SeekFun.Theproteinswhich are only annotatedwith
GO term inferred from electronic annotations are excluded
from the experimental datasets. The SwissPfam database
is used to determine the detailed domain composition of
proteins. All the datasets are downloaded on May 20, 2013.
The details of the experimental datasets are listed in Table 1.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics. Consistent with Critical Assessment
of Functional Annotations (CAFA) experiments [42], the
precision, recall, and f -measure are utilized to judge the
performance of methods in our experiments. Given a target
protein 𝑥 and𝐾(𝑥)which is a set of known (true) annotations
of 𝑥, the precision of the method at threshold 𝑡 ∈ [0, 1], pr(𝑡),
can be calculated as

pr (𝑡) = 1

𝑚 (𝑡)
∑
𝑥∈𝑆

𝐾 (𝑥) ∩ 𝑃
𝑡
(𝑥)


𝑃𝑡 (𝑥)


. (6)

In (6), 𝑃
𝑡
(𝑥) is the set of predictive annotations whose

relevance with 𝑥 is above t. S is the target set for testing.𝑚(𝑡)
is the number of proteins which at least has one predictive
GO term under given 𝑡. Similarly, the recall of method at
threshold 𝑡, rc(𝑡), can be computed by

rc (𝑡) = 1

|S|
∑
𝑥∈𝑆

𝐾 (𝑥) ∩ 𝑃
𝑡
(𝑥)


|𝐾 (𝑥)|

. (7)

The f -measure (the harmonic mean of precision and
recall) gives an intuitive number for comparisons of the
concerned methods. For each method, the maximal value
of f -measure on the overall threshold of relevance, 𝐹max, is
calculated as

𝐹max = max
𝑡

{
2 ⋅ pr (𝑡) ⋅ rc (𝑡)
pr (𝑡) + rc (𝑡)

} . (8)

Considering the relationships between GO terms, the
comparisons are guided by the true path rule. That is, the
𝐾(𝑥) and 𝑃(𝑥) are extended by adding all ancestors of their
members to them before comparing.

4.3. Comparisons of Relevance Computed by Different Strate-
gies. To illustrate the rationality of weighting strategies, the
relevance weighted by symmetrical conditional probability
(𝑅SCP) is compared with those measured by 𝑃 value (𝑅PV)
and traditional conditional probability (𝑅dSCP). In fact, it
is hard to evaluate the relevance between domain and GO
term for lacking of the gold standard. To determine appro-
priate strategies for weighting relevance, some properties
of relevance are analysed. A little random noise may make
a difference between observed and real datasets and the
relevance should be robust on these similar datasets. To
simulate similar datasets, a series of subsets of Uniref50,
SwissProt, and TrEMBL is constructed by taking nine of their
ten equal-size partitions randomly at a time.The calculations
of relevance by different strategies are performed on these
subdatasets. The varied distributions of relevance on the
different datasets may be good evidence for which strategy
is more proper for weighting relevance.

The distributions of relevance derived from different
strategies are displayed in Figure 1. In order to facilitate
comparison, without loss of meanings, the logarithmic trans-
formation andZ-score transformation are performed on𝑅PV,
which are represented by log𝑅PV in Figure 1. Observed the
figure, it can be found that 𝑅dSCP is the most changeful while
the distribution curves of both 𝑅SCP and log𝑅PV have similar
trends. All of those suggest that, as for robustness on tiny
different datasets, the 𝑅SCP and 𝑅PV are more proper than
𝑅dSCP. What is more, the curves of 𝑅SCP and 𝑅PV appear to
have obviousmonotonicity that is beneficial for assigningGO
terms to the domain.

Meanwhile, the curves of 𝑅PV are steeper than those
of 𝑅SCP on each dataset, which imply that the resolution
of 𝑅SCP is lower than 𝑅PV. In this paper, the resolution
describes how sensitive the relevance is to distinguish true
positive association between domain and GO term from
other negative ones. The resolution of relevance is inversely
proportional to the average density of relevance in their
range, which is just indicated by the steepness of the curves
in the figures. In simple words, the larger the average density
of relevance in their range is, the harder the true association
between domain and GO term is determined.

On the other hand, the relevance derived from two sig-
nificantly different datasets may vary more dramatically than
those from the similar datasets. Statistically, the SwissProt
and TrEMBL have no intersection while they have 5031 and
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Figure 1: Compare distributions of relevance on similar datasets. 𝑅dSCP, 𝑅SCP, and log𝑅PV represent the relevance computed by conditional
probability, symmetrical conditional probability, and 𝑃 value, respectively. 𝑆

𝑖
is constructed by taking nine of ten equal-size partitions of

SwissProt at a time, 𝑖 = 1, 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 10. Likewise, 𝑈
𝑗
and 𝑇

𝑘
denote the constructed subsets of Uniref50 and TrEMBL separately, 𝑗, 𝑘 = 1, 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 10.

The curves display the distributions of relevance on similar subsets of the experimental datasets.
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Table 2: Compare the impact of 𝑅SCP on protein function prediction.

Uniref50 SwissProt TrEMBL
MF BP CC MF BP CC MF BP CC

Predpfam2go

Precision 0.5568 0.6094 0.5978 0.4861 0.532 0.5557 0.3856 0.3482 0.3954
Recall 0.441 0.2888 0.1747 0.6951 0.4496 0.2255 0.6176 0.6027 0.2255
𝐹max 0.4922 0.3918 0.2704 0.5721 0.4873 0.3208 0.4748 0.4414 0.2872

Predweighted
Precision 0.2979 0.2502 0.1944 0.3514 0.2609 0.2611 0.3472 0.2179 0.2033
Recall 0.7805 0.6959 0.8774 0.5946 0.6523 0.7603 0.7917 0.7011 0.8213
𝐹max 0.4312 0.3681 0.3183 0.4417 0.3727 0.3887 0.4827 0.3325 0.3259

Predcombine

Precision 0.8506 0.8622 0.7503 0.8543 0.8577 0.7662 0.7641 0.7939 0.835
Recall 0.6971 0.5823 0.7655 0.56 0.4093 0.5984 0.7662 0.6371 0.7309
𝐹max 0.7662 0.6951 0.7578 0.6765 0.5542 0.672 0.7651 0.7069 0.7795

The best results are in bold.
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Figure 2: Compare distributions of relevance on significantly different datasets.𝑅dSCP,𝑅SCP, and log𝑅PV represent the relevance computed by
conditional probability, symmetrical conditional probability, and 𝑃 value, respectively. SwissProt, Uniref50, and TrEMBL are the significantly
different datasets.The curves display the distributions of relevance on the experimental datasets.

6929 common proteins with Uniref50, about up to their 30%
and 36% separately. Consequently, the difference between
the curves of relevance on SwissProt and TrEMBL should be
larger than those of others. Observing the distributions of
relevance on these datasets, as displayed by Figure 2, it can
be found that the 𝑅SCP and log𝑅PV vary as expected but the
log𝑅PV still suffers from low resolution. Generally speaking,
it can be concluded that 𝑅SCP is a more suitable measure of
relevance between domain and GO term.

4.4. The Impact of 𝑅SCP on Protein Function Prediction. For
validating its impact on protein function prediction, 𝑅SCP
is tested on experimental datasets: Uniref50, SwissProt, and
TrEMBL, respectively. The comparison is performed on the
three subontologies of GO: molecular function (MF), biolog-
ical process (BP), and cellular component (CC) separately.
The comparison includes two steps: constructing mapping of
domains and GO terms and annotating proteins based on the
mapping.

In our experiment, the mapping of Pfam domains and
GO terms (pfam2go) is downloaded from the GeneOntology
website in May, 2013. Based on this reliable mapping, all

annotations which are associated with the resident domains
are assigned to the host protein. This method is named
Predpfam2go in this paper. Meanwhile, the mapping of Pfam
domains and GO terms which is weighted by 𝑅SCP is also
used for prediction, namely, Predweighted. In the comparisons,
Predpfam2go and Predweighted are validated by performing the
same task in the same framework on the basis of different
mappings of domains and GO terms. To avoid the influence
of domain coverage, the weighted mapping with 𝑅SCP just
includes the domains in pfam2go when it is applied. Here,
to compare the influence of the strategy 𝑅SCP and RSC, the
method which is the combination of them is also used to
perform the same task and marked with Predcombine. Their
performances are illustrated in Table 2.

As displayed in Table 2, Predweighted has higher recall than
Predpfam2go while the latter achieves better precision than
the former. These results suggest that the Predweighted could
improve the specificity of annotations but it is at the cost of
precision.

It also can be found from Table 2 that Predcombine is
superior to others in general. Compared to Predpfam2go,
Predcombine outperforms on both precision and recall. In
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Table 3: Compare the impact of RSC on protein function prediction.

Uniref50 SwissProt TrEMBL
MF BP CC MF BP CC MF BP CC

RPE
Precision 0.2709 0.1582 0.184 0.328 0.2334 0.2866 0.2803 0.1664 0.2131
Recall 0.8255 0.7195 0.901 0.6801 0.5096 0.7807 0.8625 0.7416 0.9
𝐹max 0.4076 0.2575 0.3044 0.4424 0.3195 0.4184 0.4224 0.2709 0.3443

RSC
Precision 0.8782 0.8804 0.768 0.8529 0.8616 0.7751 0.8064 0.8071 0.8163
Recall 0.7876 0.6856 0.8163 0.5953 0.4294 0.6083 0.8229 0.6985 0.7716
𝐹max 0.8304 0.7709 0.7914 0.7012 0.5731 0.6816 0.8146 0.7489 0.7933

The best results are in bold.

Table 4: Compare the performances of the concerned methods.

Uniref50 SwissProt TrEMBL Average
MF BP CC MF BP CC MF BP CC

NB
Precision 0.7778 0.7339 0.7421 0.8362 0.8121 0.8408 0.8977 0.8477 0.8927 0.8201
Recall 0.0428 0.0319 0.0244 0.5012 0.4212 0.3718 0.5086 0.3721 0.4819 0.3062
𝐹max 0.0812 0.0612 0.0473 0.6267 0.5547 0.5156 0.6493 0.5172 0.6259 0.4088

DRDO
Precision 0.7716 0.7151 0.7109 0.8232 0.8004 0.8312 0.8644 0.8073 0.8623 0.7985
Recall 0.1777 0.1385 0.1115 0.5868 0.5023 0.4437 0.5517 0.429 0.5422 0.387
𝐹max 0.2888 0.2321 0.1928 0.6852 0.6173 0.5786 0.6735 0.5603 0.6657 0.4994

DRDO-NB
Precision 0.8375 0.6906 0.7439 0.7379 0.7186 0.6766 0.8426 0.8471 0.7512 0.7607
Recall 0.2094 0.232 0.2695 0.2394 0.2272 0.2633 0.157 0.1502 0.1452 0.2104
𝐹max 0.335 0.3474 0.3956 0.3615 0.3452 0.379 0.2647 0.2551 0.2434 0.3252

dcGO
Precision 0.4342 0.3751 0.3014 0.558 0.5253 0.4375 0.3801 0.3473 0.3494 0.412
Recall 0.6127 0.503 0.6127 0.605 0.4303 0.5904 0.6692 0.5137 0.6509 0.5764
𝐹max 0.5083 0.4297 0.4041 0.5805 0.4731 0.5026 0.4848 0.4144 0.4547 0.4725

SeekFun
Precision 0.8782 0.8804 0.7682 0.8529 0.8616 0.7751 0.8064 0.8071 0.8163 0.8274
Recall 0.7876 0.6856 0.8163 0.5953 0.4294 0.6083 0.8229 0.6985 0.7716 0.6906
𝐹max 0.8304 0.7709 0.7914 0.7019 0.5731 0.6816 0.8146 0.7489 0.7933 0.7451

The best results are in bold.

contrast to Predweighted, Predcombine significantly improved the
precision while it does as well as Predweighted on recall.Thus, it
can be concluded that𝑅SCP tend to select specific terms for the
proteins and RSC balances this bias by propagating in the GO
hierarchy. It may be the reason that Predcombine shows higher
performances.

4.5. The Impact of RSC on Protein Function Prediction. In
order to validate the effectiveness of the RSC, it is compared
with traditional strategy which set the relevance of domain
and terms along a true path as equal (RPE).The two strategies
are applied to predict protein functions based on themapping
of domains and GO terms weighted by 𝑅SCP. Their best
performances are listed in Table 3.

As displayed, RPE gives a better recall while RSC has
higher precision and 𝐹max. In general, RSC may be more
beneficial to protein function prediction than RPE. It may
be because the resolution of 𝑅SCP is effectively promoted by
different relevance between protein and each term along a
true path. On the contrary, RPE considered that protein has
equal relatedness to every term along the true path, which
makes it harder to determine the true positive associations
between terms and the host protein. Even if the threshold

of RPE is 1, its precision is still lower than the other one
and recall goes down. It confirms that the differences of
GO terms have significant influence on their relevance with
protein.

4.6. Comparison of the Concerned Methods. To assess the
efficiency of SeekFun, it is compared together with NB,
DRDO, DRDO-NB, and dcGO on the three benchmark
datasets. The performances of concerned methods on differ-
ent dataset are shown in Table 4. To provide a simple number
for comparison between methods, the averages of metrics on
each dataset are also listed.

In terms of precision, SeekFun is superior to others while
NB, DRDO, and DRDO-NB follow in turn. The dcGO is
significantly lower than others. As aforementioned, dcGO
measured relevance between domain andGO termby𝑃 value
while other methods calculated it based on conditional prob-
ability. These results may indicate again that the relevance
estimated by 𝑃 value is not sensitive enough to determine
the true positive associations between domain and GO term.
In other words, 𝑅PV has low resolution for distinguishing
real annotations of protein. By contrast, the conditional
probability is more suitable for estimating relevance.
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As for the recall, SeekFun performs better than others
while dcGO follows. It also can be found that the perfor-
mances of NB, DRDO, and DRDO-NB are not as well as
the other methods. Comparing the details of them, NB,
DRDO, and DRDO-NB infer functions of protein from
annotations of domain combinations, which enhance the
precision of function prediction. However, in the process
of discovering domain combinations, some slightly weak
associations between domain andGO termmay be neglected.
The resident domains of the host protein may interplay
as different combinations to perform different functions.
Nevertheless, these methods judge domain combination if
the members of the domain combination exist in the protein
and the 𝑃 value of their combination is above predefined
threshold. It may miss information covered in the potential
domain combinations and domain themselves. We guess this
may be the reason that these methods show lower recall of
functions.

Overall, SeekFun has better performance than others.
It can attribute to the weighted mapping of domains and
GO terms and the strategy for transferring annotations of
resident domains to the host proteins.The weightedmapping
can reflect the relationship between domain and GO term
properly. The transferring strategy takes both the differences
and connections of terms into consideration, which greatly
promote its capability of distinguishing real associations of
domains and terms from the false ones.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, SeekFun is developed for protein function
prediction. Instead of using amino acid sequence of protein
directly, SeekFun takes the resident domains of proteins and
protein-level GOAas clues to annotate proteins.We tested the
overall performance of SeekFun and the results suggest that
SeekFun is superior to the concerned methods: NB, DRDO,
DRDO-NB, and dcGO on precision and recall generally.

Meanwhile the effects of relevance computed by sym-
metrical conditional probability, (𝑅SCP) and the strategy for
inferring annotations of protein from the annotations of
its resident domains (RSC) are validated, respectively. The
results of these experiments confirmed that both of them
are effective and can promote the performance of protein
function prediction. In the proposed method, 𝑅SCP tend to
discover specific functions of protein but it cannot ensure the
precision and RSC is used to compensate for the lack of 𝑅SCP.
So the combination of them achieves high performances.The
main idea of SeekFun could be used to acquire knowledge
from other functional ontologies based on different domain
resources easily. SeekFun will facilitate the discovery of
protein functions and the insights into the biological roles of
proteins.
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Ovarian carcinoma immunoreactive antigen-like protein 2 (OCIAD2) is a protein with unknown function. Frequently methylated
or downregulated, OCIAD2 has been observed in kinds of tumors, and TGF𝛽 signaling has been proved to induce the expression of
OCIAD2. However, current pathway analysis tools do not cover the genes without reported interactions like OCIAD2 and alsomiss
some significant genes with relatively lower expression. To investigate potential biological milieu of OCIAD2, especially in cancer
microenvironment, a nova approach pbMOOwas created to find the potential pathways fromTGF𝛽 toOCIAD2by searching on the
pathway bridge, which consisted of cancer enriched looping patterns from the complicated entire protein interactions network.The
pbMOO approach was further applied to study the modulator of ligand TGF𝛽1, receptor TGF𝛽R1, intermediate transfer proteins,
transcription factor, and signature OCIAD2. Verified by literature and public database, the pathway TGF𝛽1- TGF𝛽R1- SMAD2/3-
SMAD4/AR-OCIAD2 was detected, which concealed the androgen receptor (AR) which was the possible transcription factor of
OCIAD2 in TGF𝛽 signal, and it well explained themechanism of TGF𝛽 induced OCIAD2 expression in cancer microenvironment,
therefore providing an important clue for the future functional analysis of OCIAD2 in tumor pathogenesis.

1. Background

Tumor microenvironment has been largely studied as a
dynamic system to define the behaviors of cancer.This system
is orchestrated by cytokines, growth factors, inflammatory
cells, cancer cells, stroma, as well as the extracellular matrix
[1]. Tumor-associated fibroblasts (TAFs) are major elements
of tumor stroma and have been shown to play an impor-
tant role in tumor growth and progression. Epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a major source of TAFs.
In tissue fibrosis, it is well-established that epithelial cells
contribute to the accumulation of fibroblasts by undergoing
EMT in response to stimuli from the microenvironment
[2]. TGF𝛽 remains among the key factors responsible for
the recruitment of Tumor Associated Fibroblasts (TAFs) and
induction of EMT. TAFs, meanwhile, strongly contribute
to the production and activation of TGF𝛽 in the activated
stroma and thereby generate the autocrine feed-forward loop
that is characteristic for persisting fibroblasts activities [3].
However, the exact regulation between TGF𝛽 signals and

TAFs in tumor microenvironment is yet to be completely
understood.

OCIAD2 was originally immunoscreened from ascites
of a patient with ovarian cancer and was found to be
an immunoreactive antigen [4]. However, the function of
OCIAD2 protein, involved pathways, and molecular mech-
anisms has never been reported. Based on our preliminary
data analysis, we hypothesized that human OCIAD2 repre-
sents a potential tumor suppressor gene in some tumor types
and its dysregulation is involved in TGF𝛽 regulated signaling
in tumor microenvironment for the following reasons: (1)
high-throughput profiling data and public database analyses
showed that OCIAD2 is frequently methylated and/or down-
regulated in some kinds of cancers [5–7]; (2) GEO database
revealed that the expressions of OCIAD2 are induced by
TGF𝛽 signal in pancreatic (GSE23952), lung adenocarcinoma
(GSE17708), and ovarian cancer cells (GSE6653); (3) more-
over, a computational analysis with TCGA database revealed
that methylation site of OCIAD2 is top-ranked signature in
ovarian Metastasis-Associated Fibroblasts (MAFs) [8]. This
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evidence indicated a potential biological milieu of OCIAD2.
We hereby speculate that downregulatedOCIAD2 expression
in tumor microenvironment facilitates deregulated TGF𝛽
signaling. As a consequence of these changes, tumor cells
escape immunosurveillance and exaggerate tumor progres-
sion and metastatic spread.

To predict molecular network of OCIAD2 in TGF𝛽
regulated tumor microenvironment, a nova pathway analysis
approach with bioinformatics methods has been developed.
Current signal analysis methods typically have three steps:
build literature based preliminary signaling pathways model;
generate gene expression experimental data; detect the short-
est path as the specific signal and verify biological meaning.
Pathways consisting of highest differentially expressed genes
and reported interactions would be shown as the results
in this kind of pathway study methods. However, not all
the targets or receptors of ligands are with top expression
changes; that is, TGF𝛽 regulates numerous other growth
factors positively and negatively, some of which are not the
most obviously changed ones but still give response to the
stimulation of TGF𝛽. Moreover, new genes with seldom
previous reports, such as OCIAD2, cannot be included in
any pathways because of the lack of known interactions with
other proteins. To study the mechanism of OCIAD2 changes
induced by TGF𝛽 stimulation in cancer cell lines, a new
approach to inferring the signaling paths based on the path-
way bridges between the stimulant TGF𝛽 and its target gene
OCIAD2 using the multiobjective optimization approach,
named pbMOO, was developed. Pathway Bridge was defined
as a subset of protein interactions network that consisted
of clustering loop motifs with extremely high frequency
occurring in cancer related processes than by chance. All
four-vertex motifs, among which the triangle and rectangle
were shown with significantly higher occurrences than ran-
domized ones, were detected from a network generated from
HPRD database with 12794 proteins and 39031 interactions.
Rather than traversing the entire protein interaction network
with enormous nodes and edges, all the loop motifs were
clustered as a “Pathway Bridge” between TGF𝛽 signaling
pathway and cancer signaling pathway. Relatively, the time
saving approach returned to highly reliable protein paths
only by searching connecting nodes on the bridge. Moreover,
motifs on the bridge were concentrated on cancer related
processes, which guaranteed that the nodes chosen for the
path are specified for cancer microenvironment. Then, the
cost of a protein path was defined by gathering up the cost of
each edge, which is the P value sum of two interacted protein
nodes. According to the property of 𝑃 value, the path cost is
the probability of obtaining a pathwhose cost is nomore than
the one that was actually observed. Hence, the reliability of a
predicted pathway can be represented by its cost.

177 transcription factors of Homo sapiens were analyzed
from Transcriptional Regulatory Element Database [9], and
androgen receptor (AR) was discovered as the most credible
transcription factor of OCIAD2. Applied the approach on
GSE42357 andGDS3634 expression data fromNCBI, and the
paths with the lowest cost were picked out as the responsible
possiblemolecularmechanisms betweenTGF𝛽 andOCIAD2
in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) samples and prostate

cancer cell lines. After verifying the biological meaning of
the low-cost paths, the signal TGF𝛽1- TGF𝛽R1- SMAD2/3-
SMAD4- AR-OCIAD2 was discovered and explained TGF𝛽’s
stimulation on OCIAD2 expression in cancer.

2. Methods

In order to see how the signature gene is enrolled in the ligand
stimulation signal, a pathway bridge based multiobjective
optimization approach (pbMOO) was designed and summa-
rized, as shown in Figure 1. Three kinds of data were chosen
as the initial input data: protein interactions (Figure 1(a))
fromHPRD [10] were applied for building the entire protein-
protein interactions (PPI) network; signaling pathways (Fig-
ure 1(b)) from both KEGG [11] and IPA [12] were selected
as the background pathway library based on which the
pathway bridges were constructed; groups of microarray
data (Figure 1(c)) were used for assigning the path cost
in the optimization problem and presenting the correlation
between genes. Calculated by FANMOD [13], loop motifs
(Figure 1(a1)), which were the higher frequency occurring
subnetworks out of the entire PPI network, were shown to
be enriched in cancer and related pathways. Searching on
the pathway bridge (Figure 1(b2)), which was defined as a
set of loop motif clusters (Figure 1(a2)) connecting ligand
and signature genes, a multiobjective optimization problem
was solved by finding the pathways with the lowest path cost
that was assigned by gene expression 𝑃 value. When multiple
experimental gene expression data were used, the cost of each
path was then defined as the summation of average 𝑃 value
of connected genes in the optimization problem. Then the
modular study (Figure 1(c1)) was applied on the calculated
results of the optimization problem. Finally, the integrated
signals, which began with ligand and its receptor, passing
through transduction proteins and targeting transcription
factor and finally the signature, were output as the most
reliable predicted pathways (Figure 1(c2)) explaining how the
ligand changes affected the signature.

2.1. Cell Lines and Drug Treatment. Hep-3B and Du-145 were
obtained from American Type Culture Collection. All cell
lines were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS) and antibiotics. TGF𝛽1 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis,
MN) were applied at concentrations of 5 ng/mL. TGF𝛽R
inhibitor LY2109761 were purchased from Selleck Chemicals
LLC (Houston, TX), using 2𝜇M. For the drug treatment,
human liver and prostate cancer cell lines, Hep-3B and Du-
145 were treated with 5 ng/mL TGF𝛽1, 2 𝜇M LY2109761, and
combination for 24 hours in serum free media, and OCIAD2
mRNA levels were determined by quantitative real-time RT-
PCR analysis.

2.2. RNA Extraction and Quantitative Real-Time PCR. Total
RNAs were isolated from tumor cells using TRIZOL reagent
(Life Technologies, USA) following the manufacturer’s rec-
ommendations. RNA concentration and purity were deter-
mined by measuring absorbance at 260 and 280 nm with a
NanoDropTM 1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific,
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Figure 1

USA). cDNA synthesis was performed with Superscript III
reverse transcriptase kit (Life Technologies, USA). Quanti-
tative real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reac-
tion (RT-PCR) was performed using an Applied Biosys-
tems 7300 Sequence detection system (Applied Biosys-
tems, Life Technologies, USA). The primer sets of OCIAD2
are described below: 5-TGCGAGAATGTCAGGAAGAA-3
and 5-AAATCCCAAGAGACCAGCAA-3.

2.3. Motif Detection of Protein-Protein Interaction Network.
“Network Motifs” [14] are interconnected patterns (sub-
graphs) with significantly higher occurring in complicated
networks than in randomized ones. In biological networks,
almost all of the four vertex motifs were combinations of

smaller motifs [15], and loop-structural motifs have been
proved to be enriched in a protein-protein interaction (PPI)
network generated from PPI database, that is, HPRD. As a
literature-collected public database, HPRD has 12794 pro-
teins and 39031 pairs of interactions for 9605 of them. The
sufficient data capacity helps a lot on unclear reciprocities
prediction.

In this paper, the outstanding tool Fast Network Motif
Detection (FANMOD) [13] was applied to census four-
vertex subgraphs in undirected PPI network by using the
Randomized Enumeration (RAND-ESU) algorithm.

Motifs detection results from PPI network were shown
as an example in Figure 2 and detailed in Supplemen-
tary 1.1 in Supplementary Material available online at
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Figure 2

http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/351095. Motifs ID lied in col-
umn one and adjacency matrix was presented in the second
column; Frequency was the probability of each motif in orig-
inal PPI network, and Mean-Frequency was of the motif that
occurred in random networks; the standard deviation from
the mean frequency was listed in the fifth column; Z-score
meant the value of the difference of two frequencies divided
by the standard deviation; and P value was the difference of
motif numbers between random networks and original one
then divided by the total number of random networks. ID
8598 in Figure 2 had relatively higher occurring frequency in
random networks than the original one, and thus its 𝑍-Score
was negative and P value was large, which indicated that the
chain-looked structure was really normal among the entire
PPI network; on the contrary, ID 31710 was more special
in the original network structure than randomly showing
that the combination of triangle and square subnetwork was
enriched among PPI network. Similarly, motifs ID 4382,
recurringmuchmore often than random chosen subnetwork,
were with negative 𝑍-Score and large P value; ID 13278,
ID 4958, and ID 27030 motif structures were also enriched
from randomized network and obtain positive 𝑍-Score and
relatively smaller P value.The whole results were listed in the
supplementary.The outcome suggests loop-structuralmotifs,
that is, shapes like triangle, spoon, and square, which are
special patterns with high occurrences in protein interactions
network.

20 signaling pathways derived from KEGG [11] were
analyzed for motifs distribution. Results in Figure 3 showed
that proteins on looping motifs are mainly from cancer
and correlated signal pathways, in other words, motifs with
loop structure are enriched in 14 types of carcinomatosis
and related signaling pathways, such as cell cycle signaling
pathway and immune system signaling pathways.

2.4. Motifs Clustering and Enrichment in Cancer Related
Signaling Pathways. Loop-shaped motifs with no more than
four vertices have the only two specific possibilities—triangle
and square. Motifs Cluster (MC) is defined as converged
cyclic motifs that share at least one protein. The common
protein is called Center Point (CP), which is the identifier

for distinguishing differentmotifs clusters.The toymodelwas
showed in Figure 4.

Since looping motifs were proved to be occurring much
more often in cancer and related signaling pathways, they
can be treated as a bridge to link up cancer and its kinship
pathways, which would provide a characteristic group of can-
didate protein interactions for future unclear links forecast.

Let 𝑃
1
be a chosen cancer signaling pathway, and let

𝑃
2
be a cancer-related signaling pathway. {MC𝑃1𝑃2

1
,MC𝑃1𝑃2
2
,

. . . ,MC𝑃1𝑃2
𝑛
} are the total 𝑛motif clusters between 𝑃

1
and 𝑃

2
,

and thus |MC𝑃1𝑃2 | = 𝑛 by virtue of the number of identifiers
|CP𝑃1𝑃2 | = 𝑛, where | ⋅ | denotes the number of elements
in a set. In order to evaluate the enrichment of MCs lying
between 𝑃

1
and 𝑃
2
, 𝑃 value was introduced as the probability

of obtaining a larger number of MCs for a pair of randomly
chosen protein sets, keeping the same sizes with𝑃

1
and𝑃
2
and

the capacity of intersection, than for 𝑃
1
and 𝑃

2
. Consider the

following:

𝑝 = prob {𝑛 > 𝑛 | 𝑛 = MC𝑆1𝑆2  , 𝑛 =
MC𝑃1𝑃2 } , (1)

where 𝑆
1
and 𝑆

2
are random protein sets picked out from

entire proteins of HPRD database with the same size as 𝑃
1

and 𝑃
2
; that is, |𝑆

1
| = |𝑃

1
| and |𝑆

2
| = |𝑃

2
|, and satisfy

|𝑆
1
⋂𝑆
2
| = |𝑃

1
⋂𝑃
2
|. Repeating the sampling for 1000 times,

a random distribution 𝑓 for the 1000 numbers of MCs can be
generated. The complementary set of cumulative probability
density function 𝐹(|MC𝑃1𝑃2 |) interprets the chances that a
stochastic pair of protein sets has quantity of MCs which are
being the bridges between them rather than the two chosen
pathways, which is indeed motif clusters’ 𝑃 value. Consider
the following:

𝑝 = 𝐹 (
MC𝑃1𝑃2 ) = 1 − 𝐹 (

MC𝑃1𝑃2 ) . (2)

MCs connecting 𝑃
1
and 𝑃

2
are enriched if the 𝑃 value is tiny,

indicating that the bridging MCs linking up two protein sets
are the main substructure of cancer signaling path 𝑃

1
and

cancer enrolled signaling path 𝑃
2
. Comparing with searching

the enormous and complex integrated PPI network, the
enriched MCs bridge efficiently limits and specializes the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/351095
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Figure 3

traversing range for forecasting uncertain protein paths,
which increases the calculation speed thoroughly.

MCs’ 𝑃 value for combinations of different types and
subtypes of carcinomatosis and involved signaling pathways
were calculated and exampled in Figure 5. MCs bridges that
have 𝑃 value less than 0.01 were chosen to be the candidate
subnetwork, from which ill-defined protein pathways would
be selected.

2.5. Ill-Defined Protein Pathways Prediction. If changing
condition of a protein A results in the upregulated or
downregulated protein B, while A and B have neither direct
interaction with each other nor indirect upstream and down-
stream relationship on any authentic signaling pathway, the

underlying protein pathways for them could be detected
on those MCs enriched pathway bridges. An optimization
model, which is described as follows,was employed to acquire
high-confidence potential protein pathways:

𝑓 (𝑥) = argmin
⃗𝑥∈{MC𝑃1𝑃2

1
,MC𝑃1𝑃2
2
,...,MC𝑃1𝑃2𝑛 }

𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑖
⋅ DES
𝑖
+ 𝜆
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑖
,

s.t.
{{{{
{{{{
{

2 ≤
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑖
≤ 7,

𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁,

𝜆 ∈ |R| ,

(3)

where 𝑁 is the total number of proteins pertaining to MCs
bridge for the selected pair 𝑃

1
and 𝑃

2
. ⃗𝑥 = {𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑁
} is

protein path vector implying which element was contributed
to the path—if protein 𝑖 was taken count into the lurking
protein path, then 𝑥

𝑖
= 1; otherwise, 𝑥

𝑖
= 0. Differential

expression score (DES) was defined by each gene’s 𝑃 value
from Student’s 𝑡-test of gene expression experiment data in
two conditions. The larger the 𝑃 value, the larger the DES,
and the less reliable the data. Thus, minimizing the first part
of the objective function ∑𝑁

𝑖=1
𝑥
𝑖
⋅ DES

𝑖
could ensure the

maximization of the reliability of the predicted protein paths.
The length of protein pathway; that is, ∑𝑁

𝑖=1
𝑥
𝑖
, is an integer

in the range of [2, 7], which was decided by the fact that
MCs were composed of looping structures up to 4 vertices.
At this point, the latter part of the objective function took the
responsibility of controlling the length of analyzed protein
pathway with the aid of distinct settings of nonnegative
parameter 𝜆. |R| is the absolute value of real number. Large
𝜆 was made for limited proteins and short connections, and
optimization result was free to rope in proteins when 𝜆 = 0.

The optimization functionwas solved by the shortest path
package in R, where Dijkstra’s algorithm was employed and
the length controlling parameter 𝜆 was set as zero to gain
all the possible predictions. The solution of the optimization
function was the optimal protein path vector ⃗𝑥 of𝑁 elements
𝑥
𝑖
, representing protein 𝑖 was in the lowest-cost path or not.

2.6. Interacted Pairs Inference for Protein without PPI. For
those proteins that have no canonical protein interaction
supported, gene expression data was conduced to providing
indistinct mutual effects and pointing out candidate proteins
with which the separated proteins were closely bound up by
the correlation between the pairs of genes.

2.7. Multiple Microarray Data Based Differential Expression
Score. As a matter of fact, the P value of experimental
gene expression data may vary a lot by different experiment
designs and operators, and a good inferred protein path is the
one which gets rid of the destabilizing factors. Thus, multiple
microarray data sets were employed here for error deduction.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dysregulation of OCIAD2 in Different Cancers and Its
Induction by TGF𝛽 in HCC and PC Cells. To determine the
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Figure 4

OCIAD2 expression, different available microarray studies
were analyzed by the Oncomine database and GEO gene
microarray data analysis tools. A significant downregulation
of OCIAD2 mRNA expression was found in liver cancer
and gastric stroma carcinoma tissues (𝑃 < 0.001 in both
cases) (Figure 6; Left) based on Oncomine database analysis.
The result indicated that OCIAD2 expression is in metastatic
prostate tissues, but not in primary tumor tissues, which is
clearly lower than normal prostate gland (𝑃 = 0.009) (Fig-
ure 6; Right; GSE6919). Frequently downregulated OCIAD2
expressions are also observed in CLL and malignant pleural
mesothelioma [5, 6]. In glioblastoma, OCIAD2 expression is
being silenced via DNA methylation mechanism [7]. With
the suggestion of the fact that OCIAD2 was substantially
unregulated in TGF𝛽1 treated pancreatic (GDS4106), lung
(GSE17708), and ovarian (GSE6653) cancer cells, we have
tested the possibility of OCIAD2 expression inducted by
TGF𝛽 in HCC and PC cells. Human HCC and PC cell lines,
Hep-3B and Du-145, were treated with 5 ng/mL TGF𝛽1, 2𝜇M
LY2109761, and combination for 24 h in serum free media,
and OCIAD2 mRNA levels were determined by quantitative
real-time RT-PCR analysis. OCIAD2 mRNA has increased
2.5- and 4.6-fold in Hep-3B and Du-145 cells by TGF𝛽1
treatment, respectively.This induction was totally suppressed
by TGF𝛽1 receptor inhibitor LY2109761 (Figure 6(b)).

3.2. Potential Protein Pathway Prediction. Remarkable gene
array profiles from GEO database indicated the expression of
OCIAD2 in several kinds of cancer; that is, GDS3634 showed
that OCIAD2 was obviously unregulated in prostate cancer
cell line transfected with 20 nMmiRNA Presursor Molecules
miR-205. MiR-205 is selectively downregulated in metastatic
breast and prostate cancer and suppresses metastatic spread
of a human breast cancer xenograft in nude mice. In addition
to its function in the regulation of EMT, the loss of miR-205

in prostate cancer also reduced some tumor suppressor genes’
expression.

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), like other bone marrow-
resident cells, have the capacity to differentiate into fibroblast-
like cells that have been variably referred to asmyofibroblasts,
tumor-associated fibroblasts (TAF), fibrocytes, or pericytes
within the tumormicroenvironment [16].Therefore, pbMOO
approach was applied on both prostate cancer cell line
GDS3634 and liver cancer associated mesenchymal stem
cells GSE42357 gene expression data to study the possible
molecular path involved in OCIAD2 by TGF𝛽 stimulation.

3.2.1. Pathways in Prostate Cancer. Based on experimental
data GDS3634, miR-205 expression effect on prostate cancer
cell line, from NCBI public database browser, P value of 8
samples of Student’s 𝑡-test, microarray data was applied as the
link cost for predicted paths. Searched on the pathway bridge
that has been enriched through prostate cancer pathways,
the top 10 out of 88 forecasted paths were picked for further
biological meaning verification (Supplementary Table 1.2).
One reasonable forecast shown in Figure 7 was miR205-
PRKCE- CNA13- CDH1- PTPN14-OCIAD2. High correlated
genes with OCIAD2 were distinguished as dashed lines (red
for positive correlation and green for negative correlation).
PRKCE, as one of the six target genes of miR205, was marked
as the green box. Among the pathway bridge that consisted
of protein nodes (dashed circles) and proteins’ interactions
(green lines), a shortest protein path with least DES cost was
emphasized by red lines.

Suggested by the significant association between TGF𝛽1
and CDH1, pbMOO approach was employed again aiming
at finding out how TGF𝛽 affects OCIAD2 across CDH1
in prostate cancer. Interestingly, “TGF𝛽1 influenced CDH1
across SMADs” was observed after filtering the predicted
protein paths and verified by [17].
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Figure 5: (a) Enriched Motif Clusters between EGFR1 and T cell receptor pathways. (b) Less Enriched Motif Clusters between EGFR1 and
Wnt pathways.

3.2.2. Pathways in Liver Cancer. By the analysis of GSE42357
gene expression data, genes like C5, AG7, SDC2, and FHL2
have been suggested to be the candidates of OCIAD2 by
their tight correlations with it. Significantly, those candidate
genes all play important roles in cancer related processes,
for instant, C5 takes the responsibility in inflammatory and
cell killing processes [18] and FHL2 acts as both tumor-
promoter or tumor-suppressor depending on different types
of cancer [19]. The calculated results of the approach were
pathswith credibility cost, that is, TGF𝛽1- TGF𝛽R1-CLU-C7-
C5-OCIAD2 (cost 0.233181).This pathwaywas fully explained
by the fact that CLU is a modulator of TGF𝛽1 signaling
pathway by regulating Smad2/3 proteins [20] and the well-
known protein interactions CLU-C7 and C7-C5.

3.3. Modular Mechanism Exploration. If a signaling trans-
mission process, from extracellular through cytoplasm to

nucleus, results in upregulation or downregulation of genes
in the cell, then transcription factor (TF) usually plays the
downstream role in this signaling flow. Since OCIAD2 was
differentially expressed in prostate cancer cell line, liver
cancer was associated with mesenchymal stem cells, and
especially in TGF𝛽 treated Panc-1 pancreatic adenocarci-
noma cell line, and the question how is OCIAD2 activated
by TGF𝛽 signaling was solved by studying the probable
transcription factor of OCIAD2, which also acting as the
downstream of TGF𝛽 signal.

Among all the 30981 genes from Transcriptional Reg-
ulatory Element Database [9], 177 transcription factors of
homo sapiens were picked out as background human tran-
scription factors library.. The algorithm to find the possible
transcription factors of OCIAD2 in TGF𝛽 treated signaling
was divided into three main steps: first, pbMOO approach
was employed to calculate the costs of all the shortest paths
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Figure 6: Expression of OCIAD2 and its induction by TGF-𝛽.

between TGF𝛽 and human transcription factors; then the
ones with the least costs and high correlations with OCIAD2
in gene expression data were filtered out and selected as can-
didate transcription factors for OCIAD2; finally, biological
TGF𝛽 induced OCIAD2’s differential expression mechanism
which was concluded with literature verification.

3.3.1. Speculation of Human TF Enrolled in TGF𝛽 Signal.
As a fresh gene with rare reported property, the discovery
of transcription factor in TGF𝛽1 signal is the main issue
in OCIAD2 study. Among those 177 human transcription
factors, the ones with the least pathway cost, which was

defined by the sum of gene expression experimental P value
of proteins on the pathway, are the most credible TFs for
OCIAD2. The start point of the pathway was chosen as
TGF𝛽1, and the end pointwasOCIAD2.All the pathway costs
for those passing through TFs were calculated by applying
pbMOO approach and the top of them were listed in the
Supplementary Table 1.3.

3.3.2. Feasible TF of OCIAD2 in Cancer Cell Line. In this
part, verification of the observation that AR might be the
transcription factor of OCIAD2 in TGF𝛽1 signal, and SMAD
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Figure 8

groupmight enroll this process, was made in the light of gene
expression data frombothHCC and prostate cancer cell lines.

Due to the fact that GSE42357 gene expression data
was the comparison between liver cancer associated mes-
enchymal stem cells (LC8-MSC) and normal ones (LN8-
MSC) from the same patient, genes like OCIAD2 had only
two experimental values—one for condition LC8-MSC and
one for control LN8-MSC. The sample space was too tiny
for Pearson Correlation calculation. For better results, the
distribution of the fold change of each gene was plotted as

the following Figure 8, and evidently, AR, which had ten
pairs of experiment data in the range [1.09315, 1.74845], highly
differentially expressed in HCC microenvironment. The fold
change value of OCIAD2 in the same array data is −0.377255,
which implied that ARmust have negative effect onOCIAD2,
in the other words, it should be the inhibitor of OCIAD2.
Not like the top obviously expressed genes with fold changes
close to 3.0, the SMAD group showed the relatively lower
differential expression—most of them had slight positive
changes less than 0.1. However, SMAD4 with fold change
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0.06034, SMAD2 0.4908, and SMAD3 0.02102 still survived
as pathway proteins in pbMOO predictions, which were
ignored by other pathway analysis methods.

Analyzing the results (top 30were detailed in Supplemen-
tary Table 1.3), two interesting facts were observed: AR was
shown with the highest frequency as the transcription factor
of OCIAD2 in 17 pathways out of the top 50, while STAT5A
was the second recurrent one that was the transcription
factor of 10 pathways; AR appeared 34 times, and SMAD
group proteins appeared 16 times in the top 50 pathways
with lowest cost, in which other transcription factors had
less occurrences.The observation insinuated that AR was the
most reliable transcription factor of TGF𝛽1 signal induced
OCIAD2, and SMAD group proteins had the closest relation-
ships with this signaling process.

In DU145 prostate cancer cell line with restored miR-
205 expression, unfortunately no data mapping with AR
was found. However, these 8 samples of experimental data
were still powerful to analysis how SMADs enrolled in
OCIAD2 expression. As the figure showed, SMAD4 had
the largest expression value as well as the highest negative
correlation −0.696476 with differential expressed OCIAD2
among SMADs, followed by SMAD2 with correlation value
−0.595238 and SMAD6 −0.571429.

3.3.3. Mechanism of TGF𝛽 Induced OCIAD2’s Expression.
Analyzing the observations comprehensively on modular
study and referring to related literature, the signaling pathway
from TGF𝛽1 targeting OCIAD2 was concluded as shown in
Figure 9: the signaling transmits from TGF𝛽1- TGF𝛽R1- AR-
OCIAD2 in liver cancer mesenchymal stem cell, then differ-
entiates into Tumor-Associated-Fibroblasts (TAFs) in tumor
stroma. As the only known mammalian coSMAD, SMAD4

transferred signaling from cytoplasm to TGFB signal. AR,
the symbol of androgen receptor, mainly functioned as a
DNA-binding transcription factor that regulates target gene
expression from cytoplasm into nucleus.

Loss of cell adhesions or polarity is widely associated
with CDH1 (E-cadherin). This process, referred to as EMT,
enhances motility and invasiveness of many cell types and
is often considered as a prerequisite for tumor infiltration
and migration. TGF𝛽mediated induction of EMT processes
is associated with specific stages of morphogenesis and
during tumorigenesis by activating downstream signaling
pathways in both Smad-dependent and Smad-independent
mechanisms. The upregulation of OCIAD2 expression by
TGF𝛽 stimulation, and downregulated OCIAD2 expres-
sion in metastatic prostate tissues, revealed that OCIAD2
played roles in TGF𝛽 promoted tumor cell migration, inva-
sion, and mobility. The discovery that OCIAD2 has been
enrolled in TGF𝛽 signal across CDH1 powerfully testified our
postulation—OCIAD2 could act as a downstream effector
of TGF𝛽 signals. In our predicted path, SMAD4 had the
largest expression value as well as the highest negative corre-
lation −0.696476 with differential expressed OCIAD2 among
SMADs families. Previous study reported that Smad3/4 coop-
erated with Snail1 which acted as corepressors of CDH1 in the
EMT process [21]. Due to the lack of information on protein
interaction with OCIAD2, future biological assay needs to
investigate the potential relationships between CDH1 and
OCIAD2 in tumor EMT. In addition, smad signaling is
required to maintain epigenetic silencing of some key EMT
related proteins in breast cancer progression [22]. Because
OCIAD2 frequently methylated in some kinds of cancers
[5, 6, 23], we speculate that activated TGF𝛽-Smad signaling
provides an epigenetic memory to maintain silencing of
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OCIAD2 in EMT as well. Thus, disruption of TGF𝛽-Smad4-
OCIAD2 signaling may be a useful therapeutic strategy to
target tumor progression.

Specifically, the predicted path TGFB1- TGFBR1-
SMAD2/3-SMAD4 was verified by [24, 25], and TGFB1’s
influence on AR with SMAD3 was also proved in [26].

4. Conclusions

In this study, a bioinformatics approach was developed, and
it demonstrated that the function-unknown protein ovarian
carcinoma immunoreactive antigen-like protein 2 (OCIAD2)
is probably regulated by TGF𝛽 and AR signals in the tumor
EMT process. OCIAD2 is an immunoreactive antigen, which
functions, involved pathways, and molecular mechanisms
have never been reported. Current popular signaling analysis
tools like IPA [12] are focusing on the highest differentially
expressed genes with sufficient literature supported, ignoring
signatures such as OCIAD2. Moreover, as the comprehensive
analysis of wide-field database, the output pathways of those
tools can hardly be specific for an interesting stimulation or
disease. Overcoming the insufficiency of the knowledge on
the new gene OCIAD2 and studying the modular signaling
mechanism from the given ligand to the pointed signature,
the pbMOO approach successfully answered the question
“how did the observed signature gene OCIAD2 get involved
in ligandTGF𝛽 stimulation signal,” anddetailed the predicted
pathways into the tumor microenvironment.

With pbMOO approach, a new pathway “TGF𝛽1-
TGF𝛽R1- AR-OCIAD2” in liver cancer mesenchymal stem
cell was predicted, which will differentiate into Tumor-
Associated-Fibroblasts (TAFs), one of the major components
of tumor stroma. Stromal-epithelial crosstalk regulates all
phases of cancer metastasis. In prostate cancer, androgen
signaling is central to stromal-epithelial cross-talk in tumor
progression. Tissue-based studies of human prostate cancer
have shown that stromal AR expression and transcriptional
activity downstream of the AR are lower in stromal cells
which are derived from carcinomas. Androgen Receptor
(AR) may promote hepatocarcinogenesis or suppress HCC
metastasis. These opposite roles of AR also occur in prostate
cancer [27]. The potential mechanisms for the AR dual roles
are possibly caused by the differential AR signals in different
cellular types having an oncogenic role in stroma and epithe-
lial cells, but a suppressive role in basal intermediate epithelial
cells. As DU-145 is an AR-independent cell lacking AR
protein expression, the predicted path from AR to OCIAD2
in prostate cancer needs more support of more biological
experiments. Further biological experiments are still needed
to explore the existence of pathway TGF𝛽-Smad4-OCIAD2
signaling in AR-dependent cell models as well.

The signal from TGF𝛽, via the AR, played a critical role
in the deregulation of TGF𝛽 signaling in prostate and/or liver
tumorigenesis, and those TGF𝛽 effectors (Smads 3 and 4)
serving as negative regulators of AR-mediated transcription
in cancer cells have been established by several investiga-
tions [28]. With pbMOO approach, the functional unknown
protein OCIAD2 was also enrolled into a signal pathway

“TGF𝛽1- TGF𝛽R1- SMAD2/3- SMAD4- AR-OCIAD2” in
tumor and adjacent microenvironment. Currently, clini-
cal studies using antiandrogens had disappointing results,
few beneficial effects on patients, or even less survivals.
Understanding the molecular mechanisms of AR in tumor
microenvironment will undoubtedly further improve the
results obtained with antitumor therapeutic strategies.
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Human longevity is always a biological hotspot and so much effort has been devoted to identifying genes and genetic variations
associated with longer lives. Most of the demographic studies have highlighted that females have a longer life span than males. The
reasons for this are not entirely clear. In this study, we carried out a pool-based, epigenome-wide investigation of DNAmethylation
profiles in male and female nonagenarians/centenarians using the Illumina 450K Methylation Beadchip assays. Although no
significant difference was detected for the average methylation levels of examined CpGs (or probes) between male and female
samples, a significant number of differentially methylated probes (DMPs) were identified, which appeared to be enriched in certain
chromosome regions and certain parts of genes. Further analysis of DMP-containing genes (named DMGs) revealed that almost
all of them are solely hypermethylated or hypomethylated. Functional enrichment analysis of these DMGs indicated that DNA
hypermethylation and hypomethylation may regulate genes involved in different biological processes, such as hormone regulation,
neuron projection, and disease-related pathways. This is the first effort to explore the gender-based methylome difference in
nonagenarians/centenarians, which may provide new insights into the complex mechanism of longevity gender gap of human
beings.

1. Introduction

Over the last 100 years, humans experienced a huge increase
of life expectancy. These advances were largely driven by
extrinsic improvements of their living environment (such
as diet and disease prevalence) as well as genetic variations
(such as polymorphism andDNAmethylation). Since human
aging and longevity is a very complex trait where environ-
mental, genetic, and stochastic factors are involved, it has
largely aroused the attention of scientists around the world.

A great number of studies have been carried out to investigate
the mechanisms and key factors that may influence human
mortality, aging, and lifespan [1–5].

As specific cohorts, nonagenarians and centenarians are
always considered as the most valuable models to study the
mechanisms involved in human aging and longevity [6].They
are considered to have reached the extreme limits of human
life span but still show relatively good health conditions to
maintain physiological function and escape the common fatal
diseases [7]. Despite the increasing numbers of very old
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people worldwide, both nonagenarians and centenarians are
still few from a demographic point of view. For example,
in USA, nonagenarians now represent ∼4.7% of the 65-and-
older population whereas centenarians account for 17.3 per
100,000 people. Thus, it should be important to understand
genetic and other factors, as well as the ways involved in
healthy aging and longevity.

Currently, the majority of genome-based studies focused
on the association between longevity and sequence variations
including single nucleotide polymorphism or copy number
variation [7–12]. In addition, epigenetic regulations, such as
DNA methylation and histone modification, have emerged
as a key driver of cell fate and their disruption could be
related to a variety of human diseases [13–17]. Furthermore,
with the development of genome-wide epigenetic analysis,
much work has been carried out on epigenetic mechanisms
of genome regulation during aging [18–20]. For example,
heritable changes to the epigenome at both early and late
life stages [21, 22], immune system/tissues specific variations
[23–25], and dynamic epigenetic modifications through the
lifespan [26, 27] have been reported to be responsible for
many biological processes during healthy aging and longevity.
Very recently, Heyn et al. found that the centenarian DNA
had a genome-wide lower DNA methylation content and a
reduced correlation in the methylation status of neighboring
cytosine-phosphate-guanosine (CpG) sites in comparison
with the newbornDNA [28].This study demonstrated for the
first time that theDNAmethylomes at the two extremes of the
human lifespan are distinct.

A significant trend observed in most parts of the world is
that females have a longer life span than males. In particular,
when nonagenarians and centenarians are considered, the
male/female ratio has been reported to range between 1 : 4
and 1 : 7 [29]. Such a gender gap is quite remarkable, which
has challenged scientists for decades to investigate possible
reasons, such as better living conditions, specific biological
advantages, and fewer behaviors that are bad for health
compared to men [30–32]. A number of genome-based
studies have been carried out to identify factors that may
influence the gender difference based on animal models [33–
35]. Recently, researchers have started to analyze gender-
based genetic variations using human samples [36, 37]. It was
suggested that the role of gender in the regulation of longevity
may be linked to gender-specific genetic differences, such as
the expression of sex hormone patterns and the changes in
these patterns during lifetime [38]. However, so far it is diffi-
cult to collect enough samples to conduct a population-based
longevity study. Moreover, gender-based DNA methylation
analysis of the longevity population is not yet available, which
may provide useful information with respect to epigenetic
regulation of the longevity gender gap.

China has the largest population of adults aged 60+ years
in the world [39]. In South China, there are several “longevity
counties” due to the high number of nonagenarians and
centenarians living there, such as Yongfu County, which
has been qualified as the “Longevity Town” by Geriatric
Society of China in 2007. In this study, a total of 200
Han nationality nonagenarian/centenarian participants (100
men and 100 women) from Yongfu County were recruited.

We used a pool-based strategy to perform epigenome-wide
investigation of DNAmethylation profiles inmale and female
cohorts using the Illumina 450K Methylation Beadchip.
Differentially methylated CpGs between male and female
samples and related genes were identified. To our knowledge,
this is the first effort with such a large sample size of nonage-
narians/centenarians to study the methylome difference that
may contribute to the longevity gender gap.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects. This project is an extension of the “Longevity
and Health of Aging Population in Guangxi China” project
conducted in 2008 and 2010 [40]. One hundred pairs of
geography and nationality matched male and female volun-
teers aged 95+ years from urban and rural areas of Yongfu
County, South China, were enrolled after exclusion of the
subjects undertaking drug treatment. The male group (mean
age 97.34 ± 2.66 years) was comprised of 94 nonagenari-
ans (aged 95–99 years) and 6 centenarians (aged 100–105
years). The female group (mean age 99.14 ± 2.20 years) was
comprised of 80 nonagenarians (aged 95–99 years) and 20
centenarians (aged 100–106 years). All subjects self-reported
as Han nationality. The study was conducted according to
the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. The
Ethics Committee of Beijing Hospital, Ministry of Health,
approved the study protocol. After the protocol was explained
to the subjects, they provided written informed consent.

2.2. Genomic DNA Isolation and Pooling. Peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from whole blood
for genomic DNA extraction using the Qiagen mini kit
(Qiagen, Germany) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
DNA concentrations were determined by NanoDrop micro-
volume quantitation assay and 1% agarose electrophoresis.
After validation of quality and integrity of individual genomic
DNA, we equally pooled each sample into male and female
groups, respectively.

2.3. Genome-Wide DNA Methylation Assay. The prepared
genomic DNA (0.5 𝜇g) was bisulfate-converted with the
EZ DNA Methylation Gold kit (Zymo Research, USA).
After bisulfite conversion, each pooled sample was whole-
genome amplified, enzymatically fragmented, precipitated,
resuspended, and hybridized at 48∘C for 16 h to Illumina
Human Methylation 450K BeadChip containing 485,577
locus-specific oligonucleotide primers. The probes were dis-
tributed among 20,216 transcripts, potential transcripts, or
isolated CpG islands (CGIs). IlluminaHiScan SQ scanner was
used for detection by fluorescent single-base primer exten-
sion assay. The methylation score is represented as 𝛽-value, a
continuous parameter between 0 and 1 to show the ratio of the
methylated-probe signal to total locus signal intensity. CpGs
with a detection 𝑃 value (representing the measured signal
compared to negative controls) >0.05 were removed from the
raw data. Raw data were further normalized using Illumina’s
control probe scaling procedure and background subtraction
[41].
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2.4. Differential Methylation Analysis. As described above,
the measurement of whole genome DNA methylation used
a pool-based approach, in which the 𝛽-value of each probe
represents the averagemethylation level among all samples in
the pool. To avoid sex-biased DNA methylation differences,
we excluded methylation data for the X and Y chromosomes
(473,864 probes remained). To identify differentially methy-
lated probes (DMPs), we first assumed that the methylation
levels for the whole genome obey a Gaussian model which
could be used to predict DMPs [42]. Two simulation data
sets which follow the Gaussian model with the same mean,
standard variation, and sample size for male and female
were randomly created, respectively. Then we calculated the
different degrees of methylation changes between the two
data sets (ΔMe, female-male). Since ΔMe obeys the normal
distribution, we built the normal distribution with the same
mean and variance of ΔMe and calculated the prediction
intervals corresponding to a 𝑃 value < 0.05. After repeating
this process 1000 times, the cutoff of 95% confidence interval
was 0.197±0.067. Therefore, a threshold of a 0.20 of ΔMe was
finally used to identify DMPs.

2.5. Bioinformatics Analysis. Gene ontology (GO) andKEGG
(Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes) pathway enrich-
ment analyses were conducted using the 𝑅 (version 2.14.0)
package GOstats (version 2.28.0) [43]. GO terms and
KEGG information were downloaded from Bioconductor
(http://www.bioconductor.org). The 𝑃 value was initially
calculated based on hypergeometric distribution and filtered
by adjusted 𝑃 value < 0.05. Multiple comparison adjustment
was applied to get the adjusted 𝑃 value using the false
discovery rate (FDR) approach by 𝑅 [44, 45].

3. Results and Discussion

It has been suggested that DNA pooling allows accurate
assessment of average DNA methylation in large groups
of individual genomes [46, 47]. Here, we applied this
strategy to compare genome-wide methylation patterns
between male and female groups of Han Chinese nonagenar-
ians/centenarians.

3.1. General Analysis of DNA Methylomes of the Chinese
Longevity Population. A general view of whole genome
methylation profiles in autosomes of male and female nona-
genarians/centenarians from Yongfu County in China was
shown in Figure 1, using Circos software [48]. It appeared
that the majority of the methylated regions have quite similar
methylation patterns between male and female samples,
implying that DNA methylation-based epigenetic profiles
might be mostly common and gender-independent in the
longevity population. Further analysis of the average methy-
lation level of all examined CpGs confirmed that there is
no significant difference between male samples (0.4962) and
female ones (0.4974) at the whole genome level (using t test,
𝑃 = 0.2452). However, a significant number of gender-
specific DNA methylation differences between male and
female samples were identified, which might play a role in
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Figure 1: General view of DNA methylation level for autosomes
of Chinese nonagenarians/centenarians. The average genome-wide
DNAmethylation levels in male and female samples are represented
using Circos. The inner and outer tracks indicate the average
methylation levels for female and male samples, respectively. All
autosomes are represented via 10Mbp-wide windows. The average
methylation level in each region represents the average 𝛽-value (0-
1) for all the probes in this region.

gender-specific life span extension, for example, different
gene expression regulation.

3.2. Identification of Differentially Methylated Probes and
Related Genes. The discrepancies of DNA methylomes
between male and female nonagenarians/centenarians
prompted us to search for particular DMPs. In this study,
DMPs were predicted based on a Gaussian model with
the same mean and variation of ΔMe (see Section 2).
Using the male samples as control, hypermethylated and
hypomethylated probes in female samples were selected if
ΔMe > 0.2 or < −0.2, respectively. Based on these criteria,
we identified 850 DMPs (0.179% of all examined CpGs
in autosomes), which are illustrated in Figure 2(a). These
DMPs appeared to be enriched in certain genomic regions,
especially in chromosome 17, which has been reported to
contain many disease-associated genes [49]. This interesting
finding implied that DMPs enriched in these chromosomal
regions may play an important role in longevity gender gap.

We further examined the location of DMPs based on
different parts of genes: 1500 bp above transcription start
site (TSS1500), 200 bp above TSS (TSS200), 5 untranslated
region (5-UTR), the 1st exon, gene body (other exons except
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Table 1: GO analysis of hypomethylated and hypermethylated DMGs.

GO ID Description 𝑃 value FDR
Hypomethylated genes

Biological process
GO:0016043 Cellular component organization 5.03𝐸 − 07 1.06𝐸 − 03

GO:0071840 Cellular response to vitamin A 1.74𝐸 − 06 1.83𝐸 − 03

GO:0071299 Cell surface receptor linked signaling pathway 2.27𝐸 − 04 2.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0007166 Regulation of hormone levels 3.95𝐸 − 04 1.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0010817 Cell projection organization 4.08𝐸 − 04 2.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0030030 Hormone secretion 4.96𝐸 − 04 2.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0046879 Cellular component organization at cellular level 6.80𝐸 − 04 4.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0071842 Cellular response to vitamin 6.81𝐸 − 04 4.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0071295 Regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 7.23𝐸 − 04 4.36𝐸 − 02

GO:0006357 Epithelial cell development 8.35𝐸 − 04 4.59𝐸 − 02

GO:0002064 Hormone transport 8.52𝐸 − 04 4.59𝐸 − 02

GO:0009914 Production of molecular mediator involved in inflammatory response 8.54𝐸 − 04 4.59𝐸 − 02

GO:0002532 Cell morphogenesis involved in differentiation 8.77𝐸 − 04 4.59𝐸 − 02

GO:0000904 Transmembrane receptor protein tyrosine kinase signaling pathway 9.59𝐸 − 04 4.94𝐸 − 02

GO:0007169 Wnt receptor signaling pathway 9.71𝐸 − 04 4.94𝐸 − 02

Cellular component
GO:0015629 Actin cytoskeleton 1.94𝐸 − 03 4.99𝐸 − 02

Hypermethylated genes
Biological process

GO:0000902 Cell morphogenesis 3.23𝐸 − 05 3.54𝐸 − 02

GO:0021955 Central nervous system neuron axonogenesis 3.39𝐸 − 05 3.54𝐸 − 02

GO:0048869 cellular developmental process 4.21𝐸 − 05 3.54𝐸 − 02

GO:0032989 cellular component morphogenesis 7.81𝐸 − 05 3.73𝐸 − 02

GO:0048858 cell projection morphogenesis 8.50𝐸 − 05 3.73𝐸 − 02

GO:0032990 cell part morphogenesis 1.01𝐸 − 04 3.73𝐸 − 02

GO:0051179 localization 1.04𝐸 − 04 3.73𝐸 − 02

GO:0048667 cell morphogenesis involved in neuron differentiation 1.26𝐸 − 04 3.96𝐸 − 02

GO:0030154 cell differentiation 1.71𝐸 − 04 4.80𝐸 − 02

Cellular component
GO:0044459 plasma membrane part 1.05𝐸 − 05 1.99𝐸 − 03

GO:0016020 membrane 3.19𝐸 − 05 1.99𝐸 − 03

GO:0044425 membrane part 4.55𝐸 − 05 1.99𝐸 − 03

GO:0005911 cell-cell junction 4.67𝐸 − 05 2.16𝐸 − 03

GO:0030054 cell junction 6.34𝐸 − 05 4.65𝐸 − 03

Molecular function
GO:0015108 chloride transmembrane transporter activity 3.46𝐸 − 05 1.99𝐸 − 03

GO:0015103 inorganic anion transmembrane transporter activity 6.03𝐸 − 05 2.16𝐸 − 03

GO:0015296 anion:cationsymporter activity 1.17𝐸 − 04 2.65𝐸 − 02

GO:0004714 glycoprotein binding 1.71𝐸 − 04 4.80𝐸 − 02

Table 2: KEGG pathway enrichment analysis of hypomethylated and hypermethylated DMGs.

KEGG ID Description 𝑃 value FDR
Hypomethylated genes

KEGG:04512 ECM-receptor interaction 2.50𝐸 − 02 7.50𝐸 − 03

Hypermethylated genes
KEGG:04360 Axon guidance 3.7𝐸 − 3 1.48𝐸 − 02

KEGG:04514 Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) 1.6𝐸 − 2 3.20𝐸 − 02
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Figure 2: Distribution of DMPs between male and female samples.
(a) Circos representation of the total number of DMPs in each
region. The number is calculated using 10Mbp-wide windows for
each autosome. (b) Distribution of DMPs according to different
regions of genes.

the 1st exon), and 3-UTR (Figure 2(b)). Most DMPs were
enriched in gene body (66.0%). Although it has been reported
that the methylation level of CpGs in coding region may reg-
ulate gene transcriptional activity [50], it is unclear whether
DMPs detected in this study could affect the expression
of corresponding genes. On the other hand, 15.4%DMPs
were observed in the potential promoter regions (TSS1500 +
TSS200) of genes.Thus, it is possible that some of theseDMPs
may be related to distinct expression difference of certain
genes between men and women.

We also analyzed the trend of methylation changes of
DMPs.Themajority of DMPs (54.5%) were hypermethylated
in female compared to those in male samples (Figure 3(a)).
Further analysis of different parts of genes revealed that,
except the first exon, there were more hypermethylated
DMPs than hypomethylated DMPs in all parts of genes
(Figure 3(b)). These results implied that a more significant
trend of DNA hypermethylation in females may be related to
the gender gap in life expectancy.

To investigate the potential relationship between
DMPs and genes, all DMPs were mapped to 564 genes
(named differential methylated genes or DMGs; see
Table S1 in Supplementary Material available online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/396727). Here, a hypermeth-
ylated DMG was defined if it only contains hypermethylated
DMPs. Similarly, a hypomethylated gene was defined if only
hypomethylated DMPs were detected. If a gene contains
both hypermethylated and hypomethylated DMPs, it was
considered as a “mixed” DMG. In this study, 54.4%, 42.6%,
and 3.0% of DMGswere found to belong to hypermethylated,
hypomethylated, and mixed DMG groups. Thus, it appears
that almost all DMGs have remained with a consistent trend
of methylation changes.

It is known that epigenetic changes may affect the aging
process and may be one of the central mechanisms of many
age-related diseases [51]. In addition, it has also been reported
that human disease genes are much closer to aging genes
than expected by chance [52]. To investigate the potential
relationship between DMGs detected in this study and
aging or disease genes, we compared DMGs with known
human aging genes and disease genes (provided in [52]),
respectively. Few common genes could be found for both
aging anddisease genes (Tables S2 and S3), suggesting that the
longevity gender gap might be unrelated to known aging or
disease-related genes or processes. In other words, male and
female longevities may share similar antiaging or antidisease
mechanisms.

3.3. GO and KEGG Functional Enrichment Analysis of Dif-
ferentially Methylated Genes. To extrapolate the biological
processes of DMGs, a 𝑅 package GOstats [43] was used to
perform GO term and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses.
Interestingly, no significant overlaps of GO terms could be
found between hypomethylated and hypermethylated DMGs
(Table 1).

Hypomethylated DMGs were mainly enriched in cellular
component organization, cell surface receptor signaling, hor-
mone regulation, and some disease-related pathways (such
as Wnt receptor signaling pathway). It has been known
for a long time that Wnt signaling pathway may lead to
tumor development [53–55] and ROS-induced damage [56].
Some of the DMGs, such as chloride channel 7 (CLCN7),
alpha-1 type I collagen (COL1A1), and estrogen receptor 1
(Esr1), are known to be associated with osteoporosis and
fractures that are more common in women [57, 58]. Thus,
hypomethylation of these genes may help extend the life span
of women. In addition, some of these DMGs are involved in
maintenance of cellular homeostasis (such as GO:0071840,
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GO:0071299, GO:0071842, and GO:0000904). It has been
reported that a reduced homeostatic ability in response to
internal or external stimuli may increase the occurrence of
many diseases even death [59].

On the other hand, hypermethylated DMGs were found
to be enriched in cell morphogenesis, cell-cell junction,
and cell projection. Some of the enriched biological pro-
cesses are known to be involved in neuron projection and
central nervous system development [60]. In addition, the
insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor (IGF2R) enriched in
GO:0004714 (glycoprotein binding) could reduce the insulin
resistance, which has been reported to increase life spanmore
in females than in males [61, 62]. Our results suggested that
DNA hypomethylation and hypermethylation may regulate
corresponding genes involved in different processes. There-
fore, identification of gender-specific methylation patterns
may provide important information regarding the possible
epigenetic mechanisms of longevity gender gap.

KEGG analysis showed that very few pathways could be
significantly enriched for either hypomethylated or hyperme-
thylated DMGs (Table 2). Hypomethylated DMGs were only
enriched in extracellular matrix- (ECM-) receptor interac-
tion (KEGG:04512), whereas hypermethylated DMGs were
enriched in axon guidance (KEGG:04360) and cell adhesion
molecules (CAMs) (KEGG:04514). The relationship between
these pathways and gender-specific longevity is not clear.

3.4. Investigation of Hypomethylation Status of X Chro-
mosome. Although the X chromosome contributes to the
gender-specific methylation discrepancies, we could not ana-
lyze the complete methylation data for this chromosome
because the “silent” X chromosome may cause bias when
analyzing the DNA methylation level in women using our
criteria. However, we could still identify its hypomethylated
DMPs. In this study, we found 185 hypomethylated DMPs
that correspond to 95 hypomethylated DMGs. Most of the
hypomethylated DMPs were enriched in gene body (34.0%)
and 5-UTR (36.1%). Some DMGs either are known to be
associated with hormonal effects (such as androgen receptor,
AR) or have been considered as age-related genes in human
cerebral cortex [63].This observation suggested thatX-linked
hypomethylated DMGs may contribute to gender gap of
human longevity, which is consistent with the hypothesis
that gender-specific regulation of longevity may be related
to the expression of sex hormone patterns [38]. Similar
to autosomes, few common genes could be found while
comparing the DMGs in X chromosome with known aging
and disease genes (Tables S2 and S4).

3.5. Ongoing Work: Comparative DNA Methylome Analysis
of Adults and Nonagenarians/Centenarians. We are collect-
ing samples for examining the DNA methylomes of male
and female adults from Yongfu County to identify epi-
genetic patterns that may be related to the mechanisms
of longevity in the Han Chinese population. Based on
our preliminary data, less DMPs in autosomes and more
DMPs in sex chromosomes were observed in adults than in
nonagenarians/centenarians (unpublished data).The average

methylation level was significantly higher in both male and
female adult samples compared to those in nonagenari-
ans/centenarians, implying that hypomethylation in certain
genomic regions may be related to longer life span. Hormone
regulation and cell morphogenesis regulation appeared to
be important for gender-specific longevity. These findings
may help us figure out the difference of aging process
between male and female. However, as longevity is a very
complex trait, it should be understood that reliance on a
single aspect of genetics has its limitations. In the future,
by increasing the sample size, generating different levels of
data, and developing more reliable methods, these defects
may be rectified, providing scientists withmore opportunities
to explore in detail the role of DNA methylation and other
factors involved in gender-specific longevity.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we are unique in reporting a comprehensive
comparison of DNA methylome between male and female
nonagenarians/centenarians in a Han Chinese population.
The average methylation level in female samples was similar
to that in male samples in spite of the fact that a significant
number of DMPs were identified. These DMPs prefer to be
enriched in certain chromosome regions. Further analysis
of DMPs in different parts of genes revealed that most
of them are located in gene body regions. Almost all of
the DMGs are solely hypermethylated or hypomethylated.
Functional enrichment analysis of these genes revealed that
DNA hypermethylation and hypomethylation may regulate
genes involved in different processes or pathways, some of
which may contribute to the gender gap of life span. In
addition, identification of X-based hypomethylated probes
and genes could provide evidence for better understanding
of the mechanism of longer lives in females.
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Skin biopsy images can reveal causes and severity of many skin diseases, which is a significant complement for skin surface
inspection. Automatic annotation of skin biopsy image is an important problem for increasing efficiency and reducing the
subjectiveness in diagnosis. However it is challenging particularly when there exists indirect relationship between annotation terms
and local regions of a biopsy image, as well as local structures with different textures. In this paper, a novel method based on a recent
proposed machine learning model, named multi-instance multilabel (MIML), is proposed to model the potential knowledge and
experience of doctors on skin biopsy image annotation.Wefirst show that the problemof skin biopsy image annotation can naturally
be expressed as a MIML problem and then propose an image representation method that can capture both region structure and
texture features, and a sparse Bayesian MIML algorithm which can produce probabilities indicating the confidence of annotation.
The proposed algorithm framework is evaluated on a real clinical dataset containing 12,700 skin biopsy images. The results show
that it is effective and prominent.

1. Introduction

Skin diseases are common in our daily life. Most of the skin
diseases are not harmful to our health, while some kinds
of them would lead to serious problems for our health. For
example, malignant melanoma is a highly aggressive skin
cancer which looks just like some harmless nevi in some
cases. Pemphigus mostly characterized by the development
of blisters on the skin is a rare skin disorder that leads to
severe infection without effective treatment. Consequently,
rapid recognition and correct diagnosis are important to the
grave skin diseases as well as neoplasms, bullous dermatoses,
sexually transmitted diseases (STD), and so forth. However,
it is a great challenge for doctors specializing in dermatology
since there are more than 3,000 kinds of diseases in this
field, and what is worse is that the number of patients in
dermatology is increasing rapidly [1], leading to great burden

for doctors to precisely inspect large amount of cases every
day.

Generally there are two categories of skin imaging
inspection methods. The first is skin surface imaging. A
doctor could be confident of making a diagnosis through
observation and routine examination on the skin surface
in some cases. However, in many other cases, especially in
cases of skin cancer, a doctor is not easy to make a diagnosis
decision when only skin surface information is available. The
second is skin biopsy imaging, which is the imaging of slice
of skin tissue under microscope. Skin biopsy images reflect
the pathological changes behind skin lesions at a microscopic
level. It is widely accepted that histopathology is the gold
standard of diagnosing a skin disease [2]. Skin biopsy imaging
can provide valuable information of what happens under skin
surface. To reach correct annotation or diagnosis, a doctor
needs not only professional knowledge and rich experience
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Widespread parakeratosis, absence of a granular layer,
psoriasis-like hyperplasia in epidermis, upward elongation of the
dermal papillae, dilation of the capillaries in the papillae, and
dermal inflammatory cell infiltration consisting of sparse
lymphocytes and histocytes around the blood vessels.

Hyperkeratosis, acanthosis, horn-like pseudocysts that can be seen in
prickle cell layer, and inflammatory cell infiltration consisting of sparse
lymphocytes and histocytes in the upper dermis.

Incrustation of the follicular orifices, spongiosis present between
follicle wall cells, massive lymphocytes and eosinophils infiltration
within and around the hair follicles, and increase and dilation of the
capillaries in the dermal papillae.

Hyperkeratosis with follicular plug formed, acanthosis with
irregular elongation of the epidermal rete ridges, degeneration of
the basal cells, and massive lymphocytes and histocytes infiltration
around the cutaneous appendages and the blood vessels in the
upper dermis.

Figure 1: Example of skin biopsy images and their corresponding description in plain text.

in inspecting skin lesions, but also deep understanding of
skin histopathological imaging. While analyzing skin biopsy
images consumes more time and requires more skills, dif-
ferentiating normal/lesion regions or similar skin diseases
becomes great challenges for doctors. Meanwhile, current
skin biopsy image inspection is heavily relied on experience
and professional knowledge of histopathological laboratory
experts, which are subjective and unstable. To obtain a stable
and reproducible diagnosis result, a computer-aid diagnosis
(CAD) system is necessary.

Hence it is meaningful to develop computational meth-
ods for automatic feature recognition and annotation of skin
biopsy images.However, there are some significant challenges
due to the complex structures and textures of biopsy images
and indirect relationship between historic diagnosis records
and images. First of all, in dermatological practice, when
annotating biopsy skin images, doctors only give plain text
description for a patient attached to several skin biopsy
images. The plain text description involves a set of standard
dermatological annotation terms and some linked words to
show key features reflected by the biopsy images, as shown
in Figure 1. However, in fact, the dermatological terms only
reflect certain local regions instead of the whole image. See
Figure 2 for details. Only one or more small local regions

is responsible for a certain dermatological term. However,
the correspondence between dermatological terms and local
regions is unknown in current datasets. Thus we cannot
model this correspondence directly.

Another challenge is that, even for the same term, its
corresponding local regions may be significantly varied in
size, shape, texture, lightening, inner structure, or the relation
between local regions with different terms. In addition, we
should be aware of the fact that sublayers of a skin tissue
are strictly ordered, leading to some correlations between
local visual regions as well as the corresponding features [3].
All these challenges make the task more difficult to tackle
compared with traditional machine learning ones.

Several attempts have been reported publicly to build
models or classifiers for skin image automatic annotation
or recognition. A portion of them have attempted to design
different color space-based feature extraction methods and
to apply different machine learning models to achieve good
performance for different kinds of skin diseases [4–6].
However, a large amount of these methods have to face the
problem of manually labeling lesion regions. In order to
build a training dataset comprising both normal and lesion
skin images, we are required to pick out normal and lesion
regions for each skin image. Meanwhile, a large number
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Hyperkeratosis

Acanthosis

Infiltration of lymphocytes

Figure 2: Dermatological terms and their corresponding regions.

of histopathological image analysis methods have also been
reported for classification or grading of biopsy images [7–10].
But few of them attempted to model the indirect relationship
between histopathological features and parts of a biopsy
image.

Moreover, many previous methods required specialized
knowledge to choose a proper color space representation
and a model, which is not feasible in most cases. Recently,
Bunte et al. [11] proposed a machine learning framework to
combine several color space representationmethods through
a weighting procedure. Zhang et al. [12] proposed to convert
the skin biopsy image feature recognition problem into a
multi-instance (MI) learning problem and then solve it by
current well-studiedMI algorithms, which is the first attempt
to tackle the skin biopsy image annotation problem within
machine learning framework. In their paper, they applied
a famous graph cutting algorithm, named nnormalized cut
[13], to generate visual disjoint regions and then apply image
feature extraction algorithm for each local region, so as to
turn each image into a MI sample. However, they simply
trained an individual MI learner for each target feature
to be recognized, discarding the correlation between target
features, which is not sufficient from a medical point of view.

In this paper, we attempt to tackle the skin biopsy
image feature extraction problem under a recently pro-
posed machine learning framework, multi-instance multi-
label (MIML) learning. We first show that the problem is
naturally a MIML learning problem. Then we propose a
sparse Bayesian MIML learning algorithm with a Gaussian
prior as the main model, which is able to model a posterior
distribution of the target features giving images as input.
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on a real dataset from
the department of dermatology and venereology of a large
local hospital. The evaluation results show that the proposed
algorithm framework can effectively annotate the concerning
terms of skin biopsy images superior to existing methods.

Table 1: 15 considered annotation terms and their occurence
frequency.

Number Name Rate
𝑇1 Retraction space 28.65%
𝑇2 Papillomatosis 22.71%
𝑇3 Follicular plug 1.8%
𝑇4 Hypergranulosis 32.15%
𝑇5 Horn cyst 4.14%
𝑇6 Basal cell liquefaction degeneration 6.48%
𝑇7 Thin prickle cell layer 2.61%
𝑇8 Infiltration of lymphocytes 9.12%
𝑇9 Hyperpigmentation of Basal cell layer 36.99%
𝑇10 Nevocytic nests 18.56%
𝑇11 Munro microabscess 7.72%
𝑇12 Acanthosis 19.05%
𝑇13 Absent granular cell layer 23.24%
𝑇14 Parakeratosis 6.81%
𝑇15 Hyperkeratosis 11.30%

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. We aim at building a machine learning model
for annotating a given skin biopsy imagewith a set of standard
dermatology terms. The skin biopsy images are digitally
stored. The size of each image is 2048 × 1536 pixels with 24𝑘
colored. The image files are fed to the model that outputs a
binary vector to indicate whether the terms are annotated.
We consider totally 15 annotation terms which appeared in
the electronic records and regarded important for diagnosis
in this study. Table 1 lists 15 terms and their occurrence ratios
in the whole evaluation dataset.

In our evaluation dataset, each patient has at least
one skin biopsy image of the target skin tissue, associated
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Figure 3: Normalized cut with 𝑘 = 11.

with a plain text description given by an expert. We only
select an image for each patient and assume that each
selected image contains all terms in the text description.
Then we can convert the text description into a binary
vector through simple word-matching procedure. Thus the
original problem becomes a multilabel binary classification
problem.

We further formally define the problem as follows. Let
𝐷 = {(𝑋

1
, 𝑇
1
), . . . , (𝑋

𝑛
, 𝑇
𝑛
), 𝑋
𝑖
∈ 𝐼, 𝑇

𝑖
∈ 𝑊} be a set of

images associated with the annotated terms, where 𝑋
𝑖
is an

image, 𝑇
𝑖
= {𝑡
1
, . . . , 𝑡

𝑚𝑖
} is a set of terms associated with the

image, and 𝐼,𝑊 stand for the whole set of images and terms,
respectively. The problem is to learn a function 𝑓 : 𝐼 → 𝑊
with a training image set𝐷 such that when given a test image
𝑋
𝑡
it can give the posterior probability of each term in𝑊 to

be annotated to𝑋
𝑡
.

To represent the key features of a given image, different
feature extraction methods have been proposed and devel-
oped and in various fields of image understanding research
[7]. However, a large body of feature extraction methods
previously applied in histopathological image analysis, which
extract global features, is not suitable for our biopsy image
annotation task. Because in our problem there are 𝑚 to
𝑛 relationships between notation terms and local regions
within images, methods extracting global features are not
able to express local features corresponding to each region of
interest.

If a given image can be cut properly to generate mean-
ingful regions, the above correspondence can be directly
modeled. The proper cutting of a given image should
generate regions attached with terms as few as possible.
Such regions are relatively simple and easy to be described.
In histopathological image analysis, several image cutting
methods have been applied in different tasks. Caicedo et al.
[4] proposed a bag-of-words approach for histopathological
image annotation.They divided an image into blocks of equal
size to generate a codebook for feature representation. Ji et al.
[14] and Li et al. [15] applied the almost same block-cutting
method to generate MI samples from given images. Another
region generating method that should be mentioned is based
on block clustering proposed by Chen and Wang [16]. They
generated regions by clustering 2D waveform transformation

coefficiencies of each block. Thus similar blocks can be
gathered into a single cluster. In their work clusters were
regarded as regions and it generated discontiguous regions,
not regions in common sense.

However, such cutting approaches cannot generate
regions of medical meaning as we need. As shown in our
previous work [12], the model that is built upon such
region generatingmethods cannot properly capture the direct
medical knowledge and experience for annotating biopsy
images. An experienced doctor would annotate an image by
directly inspecting some local visual disjoint regions within
the image. Following this observation, we apply the same idea
to cut a given image into 𝑘 visual disjoint regions through
the normalized cut algorithm proposed by Shi and Malik
[13]. The number of regions should be set before running the
algorithm. Figure 3 shows the result of normalized cut for an
skin biopsy image with 𝑘 = 11.

It should be noted that there is not any optimal 𝑘 for
the annotation problem, since the concept of local region
is not an actual cutting of an image. A smaller 𝑘 leads to
larger regions, which may contain more than one term, while
fragment regionsmay be generated if 𝑘 is large. Hence we add
a region size constraint when running the cutting algorithm.
A generated region should contain at least 1500 pixels to avoid
too much fragments, along with a relatively large 𝑘. Thus we
can get as much as possible regions but avoiding too much
fragments.

To further express each generated region as a vec-
torial representation, we propose a feature representation
method that can capture both texture and structure features
of regions. The method combined the features extracted
through the method introduced in our previous work [8, 12]
and features from a graph view of the image. Briefly saying,
for the first part of the features, the method performs a
waveform transformation for each equal-sized block within
each region and combines the waveform transformation
coefficiencies to form a 9-ary real vector for each region.
To make the paper self-contained, we present some details
of the extracted features. The first three features 𝑓

1
, 𝑓
2
, 𝑓
3

are means of 𝐿, 𝑈, 𝑉 values of all pixels within a region.
The next three features 𝑓

4
, 𝑓
5
, 𝑓
6
are mean DWT coefficients

HH, HL and LH of all blocks. The last three features are
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Figure 4: Feature extraction for local regions.

the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order normalized criteria [17] of the
whole region.

For the second part of the features, we represent a
region as a graph in which nodes are centroids of clusters
of pixels and edges are the relationship between nodes
with real weights. We apply a heuristic algorithm [5] to
seek the centroids of local similar pixels. Then a Delaunay
triangulation method [18] is applied to the set of centroids
to add edges. Graph representation methods are widely used
in histopathological image analysis for it is able to capture the
structure of a tissue [7, 9, 10, 19]. Figure 4 illustrates the main
steps of our region feature extraction procedure.

There are three types of graph features considered in our
feature representation. The first is average degree of nodes
belonging to each cluster in the graph. It can be simply
obtained by averaging the degrees of all nodes belonging
to the same cluster. The degree of a node is the number
of edges. The second is average clustering coefficient (ACC)

[20], which measures the average connectivity of a node and
its neighbors. The ACC for node 𝑖 is defined as

ACC
𝑖
=

2𝐶
𝑖

𝑑
𝑖
(𝑑
𝑖
− 1)

. (1)

In (1), 𝐶
𝑖
is the number of edges between node 𝑖 and its

neighbors and 𝑑
𝑖
is the degree of node 𝑖. The neighborhood

between each pair of nodes is measured by the Euclidean
distance. We calculate the values of ACC for nodes belonging
to different clusters. We compute the average ACC of all
nodes in the graph and nodes in the same cluster. Hence there
are 𝑝 + 1 average ACC where 𝑝 is the number of clusters.
The third is the diameter of the graph, which is defined as the
shortest path of the longest path between pair of nodes on the
graph. In our work 𝑝 = 4, there are 4 average degrees, 4 × 3
different types of node connection, which results in 12ACCs,
and finally a diameter value of the whole graph. Totally we get
a 17-ary feature vector.
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Padding pixels

Rough border

Figure 5: Padding pixels.

Since the generated regions are irregular in shape,
padding pixels (in black) must be excluded from our feature
extraction procedure. To do this, for the texture features,
blocks that have at least one black pixel are discarded. Since
the block in our method is of 4 × 4 pixels, it leads to a rough
border of the original region which would not significantly
affect the texture features. For graph features, it is not a
problem since the black pixels would of course be clustered
into a single cluster. Thus we can simply discard such black
cluster to get rid of padding pixels. Details of the above idea
were presented in our recent work [8]. Figure 5 illustrates
the processing of padding pixels in our feature extraction
procedure.

Thus, a skin biopsy image is decomposed into a MI
example (bag), in which visual disjoint regions are instances.
Moreover, we can define a binary vector to indicate whether
an annotation term is associated with a given image. An
annotation term can be regarded as a label associated with an
image. Hence the biopsy image annotation problem can be
naturally considered as a multi-instance multilabel (MIML)
problem. Based on the relationship between regions and
terms from clinical experience, we tackle the problem under
the standard MI assumption which was firstly introduced
by Dietterich et al. [21], assuming that a sample was labeled
positively if at least one instance in it is positive and negative
otherwise.The standardMI assumption has beenwidely used
in bioinformatics study [22] and it is also suitable for this
work.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Sparse Bayesian MIML Learning Framework. In the
previous subsection, we have shown that the problem is nat-
urally a MIML problem. Now we propose a novel algorithm
to solve this problem effectively. The general idea is that
we first randomly construct a set of basic MIML learners
and then learn a sparse weights vector under the relevant
vector machine (RVM) [23] framework to combine the basic
learners together. The learning framework prunes off many

learners by automatically driving the corresponding weights
to zero so as to get a sparse solution. The motivation of
this work is the consideration of time complexity of building
a good MIML learner. A weighted ensemble method is
adopted, and the weights are determined by RVM method.
The method does not require basic learners of good quality.
It can find an optimal combination of learners of low quality
at relatively low cost.

2.2.2. Generating Basic Learners. We make use of a recently
proposed Bayesian MIML learning model [24] for the gener-
ation of MIML basic learners. The method directly models
a predictive distribution of terms conditioning on training
data with a Gaussian process (GP) prior. We introduce a set
of unobserved real-value functions 𝑓 = {𝑓

1
, . . . , 𝑓

𝑠
} ranging

from [0, 1], where 𝑠 is the number of target labels. The value
of 𝑓 for a given instance (region) indicates to which extent it
should be annotated with the 𝑠 concerning terms. Under the
standard MI assumption, the bag label can be determined by
a max or soft max function over 𝑓

𝑖
on all instances in the bag

[25].
We formally describe the procedure of basic learner

construction as follows. The goal is to model the predictive
probability of the concerning annotation terms 𝑇, giving the
training set𝐷, a prior𝐾GP, and a test sample 𝑥, which can be
expressed as 𝑝(𝑇 | 𝐷, 𝑥, 𝐾GP). The prior𝐾GP can be given by
a kernel function through a Gaussian process. The likelihood
function associated with latent functions 𝑓 on 𝐷 can be
expressed as

𝑝 (𝑇 | 𝐹) =
𝑠

∏
𝑖=1

𝑛

∏
𝑗=1

𝑝 (𝑡
𝑖
| 𝐹
𝑖𝑗
) , (2)

where 𝐹
𝑖𝑗
is the value of applying 𝑓

𝑖
to all instances in bag 𝑥

𝑗

and 𝐹 is a matrix containing all values of applying all 𝑓 on𝐷.
Since 𝐹 is unknown, we impose a prior for 𝐹 to avoid

overfitting when evaluating it. Following Bonilla et al.’s work
[26], a Gaussian prior for 𝐹with zero mean and covariance is
defined as follows:

𝑝 (𝐹) = 𝑁(𝐹 | 0, 𝐾
GP ⊗ 𝐾) . (3)

In (3),𝐾 stands for the grammatrix for some kernel functions
(e.g., RBF or poly kernel) in instance space and 𝐾GP in fact
indicates the relationship between terms to be annotated.
In [24], they adopted a marginal likelihood maximization
method to find the optimal 𝐾GP, which is expensive. In this
work, we do not directly work out the optimal solution for
𝐾GP. On the contrary, we randomly generate 𝐾GP 𝑄 times
and then learn a vector of weights to obtain an optimal
combination.

With 𝐾GP, we can further derive the posterior distribu-
tion given a training dataset𝐷 as

𝑝 (𝐹 | 𝐷, 𝑇) =
𝑝 (𝑇 | 𝐹) 𝑝 (𝐹)

∫ 𝑝 (𝑇 | 𝐹) 𝑝 (𝐹) 𝑑𝐹
. (4)

Notice that the second𝑝(𝑇) = ∫𝑝(𝑇 | 𝐹)𝑝(𝐹)𝑑𝐹 is a constant
value since 𝑇 is constant and 𝐹 is integrated out. Thus it can
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be ignored. Because 𝑝(𝑇 | 𝐹)𝑝(𝐹) is not a Gaussian [26], we
use some approximation methods to evaluate it. Following
Nickisch and Rasmussen’s work [27], we apply the Laplace
approximation to convert 𝑝(𝑇 | 𝐹) into a Gaussian near its
true mode. According to [26, 27], we can directly write down
the mean and variance of the approximation distribution for
𝑝(𝑇 | 𝐹). Meanwhile we notice that 𝑝(𝐹) is also a Gaussian,
which leads to a Gaussian distribution for 𝑝(𝐹 | 𝐷, 𝑇).

The predictive probability can then be derived from the
likelihood, prior, and posterior distribution aforementioned.
We have

𝑝 (𝑡
𝑖
| 𝐷, 𝑇, 𝑥) = ∫max (𝐹

𝑥
) 𝑝 (𝐹
𝑥
| 𝐷, 𝑇, 𝑥) 𝑑𝐹

𝑥
, (5)

where 𝑥 is a test bag (image) and 𝐹
𝑥
is a vector of applying

all 𝑓 to all instances in 𝑥. The first term on the right-
hand side reflects the standard MI assumption, meaning that
the largest value among 𝑓 determines the probability to be
annotated with the corresponding term. For computational
convenience, we often use soft max function instead of max
in (5), given by ln∑

𝑖
𝑒𝑎𝑖 . The predictive distribution is also a

Gaussian and can be solved directly as follows:

𝑝 (𝑡
𝑖
= true | 𝐷, 𝑇, 𝑥) = ∫ ln(

∑
𝑗
𝐹
𝑥𝑗

𝐹𝑥

) 𝑝 (𝐹

𝑥
| 𝐷, 𝑇, 𝑥) 𝑑𝐹

𝑥
.

(6)

The right-hand side of (6) is a Gaussian, which can be
determined through a EM-like procedure [27]. An important
thing should be noticed is that (6) has a parametermatrix𝐾GP

that controls the relationship between terms.
The time complexity of the above procedure can be

analysed as follows. Suppose we generate a set of 𝑄 basic
learners and |𝑇| annotation terms. For each learner, there
is a random sampling procedure for 𝐾GP which requires
𝑂(|𝑇|2) operations; training aMIML learner requires𝑂(|𝑇|×
|𝐷|2), where |𝐷| denotes the number of instances in training
dataset.

2.2.3. Sparse Bayesian Ensemble. Since the cost of calculating
the optimal 𝐾GP is very high, we randomly set them 𝑄 times
to obtain a set of different learners and then apply a weighted
ensemble procedure as follows:

𝑓ens (𝑥) =
𝑄

∑
𝑖=1

𝑓
𝑖
(𝑥) . (7)

A RVM-like algorithm [23] is adopted to find the optimal
weights to combine them.The main reason for using RVM is
twofold. On one hand it is purely based on Bayesian theory
which is consistent with our basis learner. On the other hand,
RVM can give a sparse solution which is preferred in large
data analysis and fast annotation. Figure 6 shows the main
steps of the proposed algorithm framework.

The target model is a weighted ensemble of a set of basic
learners. To get a sparse representation, we impose an ARD
prior [28] on the weights 𝑤 which is a Gaussian with zero
mean and different variances 𝛼

𝑖
for each weight 𝑤

𝑖
. In RVM’s
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Random
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Figure 6: Main steps of the proposed algorithm.

optimization procedure [23], a large body of variances would
be driven to infinity leading the corresponding weights to
zero. Hence a large body of weights would be pruned off from
the model and final a sparse model is obtained. Formally,
let 𝑤 = {𝑤

1
, . . . , 𝑤

𝑄
} be a set of weights associated with

𝑄 learners. A Gaussian prior with zero mean and different
variances is imposed on 𝑤. Tipping’s work [23] indicated
that when applying a maximum a posterior (MAP) learner to
learn an optimal𝑤, a large body of𝑤would be driven to zero.
Following this idea, we apply RVM algorithm on 𝑤 given the
training dataset𝐷.

Please note that the weighted ensemble may not follow a
Gaussian distribution.This is because∑

𝑖
𝑤
𝑖
is not guaranteed

to be 1. A normalization procedure should be applied to
obtain a normalized combination

𝑤
𝑖
=

𝑤
𝑖

∑
𝑗
𝑤
𝑗

. (8)

By applying RVM, a smooth learner can be obtained
which captures the general features of the whole training
dataset. RVM adopts an iterative procedure to find optimal
weights.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results. We present the evaluation result of the proposed
algorithm on a real dataset gathered from a large local
hospital. The setting of basic learner generation is the same
as [24] and the setting of RVM follows Tipping’s original
implementation [23].Theproposedmethod is comparedwith
some existing approaches in histopathological image analysis.
Since some of them are not consistent with the MIML setting
in our work, we would implement them on a more general
foundation for image analysis.

3.1.1. Dataset and Data Preprocessing. The evaluation was
carried out on a real skin disease clinical dataset from a large
local hospital.The dataset has been reconstructed to get rid of
irregular patient information and low quality biopsy images.

The biopsy images in the evaluation dataset are taken
by a Leica DFC290 digital camera with 20x, 40x, and 100x
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microscope objective lenses. The images are taken in RGB
color space and stored in JPEG format. For convenience, we
only keep images at 40x magnification ratio. It contains 4,123
patients with 12,700 images. The images are 2048 × 1536
pixels with 24𝑘 colors. For computational efficacy, they are
rescaled to 800×600 pixels.There are three 40x biopsy images
for each patient on average. We consider 15 features to be
annotated, corresponding to 15 standard terms, as shown in
Table 1, and then convert the plain-text description into a 15-
ary binary vector in which each element indicates whether
the corresponding term exists in the diagnosis record in plain
text, as shown in Figure 1. Since most doctors use standard
terms and link words in their description, training dataset of
good quality can be obtained in this way.

Each image associated with a patient is converted into
a bag through normalized cut and then a feature extraction
method combined with waveform transformation and graph
representation. For normalized cut, the number of regions
𝑘 must be set manually. In our evaluation we set 𝑘 =
11 which means an image would be converted into a bag
consisting of 11 instances. A further discussion on the setting
strategy of 𝑘 is presented in the next section. Different images
of the same patient are associated with the 15-ary binary
of the patient. We denote the dataset generated through
the above procedure as 𝐷1. For waveform transformation,
each region should be divided into blocks of size 4 × 4
pixels. Blocks containing at least one black pixel would be
discarded. For graph representation, the number of clusters
𝑝 is set to 5, assuming that there are 5 different tissues in
each image on average. In node identification algorithm,
circles containing less than 20 pixels would not be taken into
account.

Since there are other compared methods that are not
consistent with the MI setting, we generate another three
data representations, namely, 𝐷2, 𝐷3, and 𝐷4, for these
methods. Data representation 𝐷2 is based on the equal-
sized block cutting method proposed in [4]. We first cut
each image into 4 × 4 blocks and apply a scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) descriptor [29] to extract features
and use histogram to express it as a feature vector. 𝐷2 is
a bag-of-words [14] image representation which is widely
used in image understanding. Dataset 𝐷3 is an equal-sized
block MI sample representation proposed in [15]. The main
procedure is similar to 𝐷2, but it directly regards each block
with SIFT representation as an instance. Hence in 𝐷3 there
are totally 30, 000 instances in each bag. Finally dataset𝐷4 is a
clustering based representation. It clusters equal-sized blocks
represented in real value vector and regards each cluster as
an instance. Details of this method can be found in [16].
Table 2 lists the above data representation and their consistent
methods for comparison.

Note that these datasets are only different in their prepro-
cessing steps. In Table 2 we can see that method𝑀4 can be
fed with 𝐷1 and 𝐷3, for𝑀4 is a MIML learning algorithm
naturally consistent with MI data representation. However
𝐷3 cannot be fed to𝑀1 because the idea of𝑀1 is to regard
each visual disjoint region instead of equal-sized block, as an
instance. Different definitions of instance are originated from
the difference of underlying idea of the problem. A single

Table 2: Data representation and their consistent methods.

Method Reference Dataset
𝑀1: our method This work 𝐷1

𝑀2: MIBiopsy Zhang et al. [12] 𝐷1

𝑀3: bag of features Caicedo et al. [4] 𝐷2

𝑀4: MIMLSVM Li et al. [15] 𝐷1, 𝐷3

𝑀5: DDSVM Chen and Wang [16] 𝐷4

Table 3: Evaluation criteria for multilabel learning.

Name Equation
ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 Evaluate the number of misclassified label pairs

one-error Evaluate the portion that a label of highest
probability is not a correct label

𝑐𝑜V𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 Evaluate the average distance to go down to find
the proper label for a given image

𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
Evaluate the average fraction of label pair that are
misordered in the ranking list

block may not contain medically acceptable features, which
is not consistent with our MI framework.

3.1.2. Evaluation Criteria. We adopt five different criteria
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and
the compared methods. The first is accuracy, a zero-one
loss function evaluating whether a single term is correctly
annotated. It can be applied to evaluate the performance
of methods that annotate only one term each time. Since
the proposed method is a MIML one, it can be regarded
as a multilabel learner. Several evaluation criteria have been
proposed in multilabel learning and MIML learning study
[30]. Introducing such criteria is necessary for our evaluation.
Formal definition of the four multilabel evaluation criteria
can be found in [30]. Table 3 lists five criteria used in our
evaluation.

3.1.3. Evaluation Result. For the methods shown in Table 2,
we use the same setting for evaluation. The evaluation is
launched through a supervised learning manner. The whole
dataset (with 12,700 images) is divided into training set and
test set at a ratio 3 : 7. To avoid learning bias, the occurrence
ratios of the concerning terms inTable 1 were kept the same as
the training set. For method𝑀1, we use a modified GPMIL
andRVM implementationwhichwere originally proposed by
Kim et al. [31] and Tipping [23].

The first evaluation focuses on the annotation accuracy.
Recall that we have 15 concerning annotation terms. Table 4
gives the results of annotating each term by differentmethods
in Table 2.

It should be noted that the output of method𝑀1 is a 15-
ary real vector indicating the probabilities of annotating 15
terms. In this part of evaluation, we simply use an indicator
function which outputs 1 if the probability is not less than 0.5
and 0 otherwise. Figure 7 shows some outputs of𝑀1 and𝑀5,
in which the probabilities of the concerning terms are shown,
as well as the groundtruth annotation terms.
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Table 4: Annotation result evaluated by accuracy.

Term 𝑀1 𝑀2 𝑀3 𝑀4 𝑀5

𝑇1 78.2% 76.1% 70.6% 75.9% 68.3%
𝑇2 80.3% 75.9% 76.1% 74.5% 73.8%
𝑇3 77.7% 79.5% 77.8% 76.2% 68.5%
𝑇4 81.3% 81.2% 80.5% 82.4% 81.2%
𝑇5 69.3% 66.5% 67.9% 70.1% 67.4%
𝑇6 76.3% 75.0% 71.7% 74.2% 72.3%
𝑇7 77.8% 77.4% 76.5% 75.8% 75.9%
𝑇8 85.1% 85.2% 84.6% 83.8% 80.9%
𝑇9 87.3% 86.8% 81.4% 83.0% 78.2%
𝑇10 75.9% 75.4% 74.5% 73.8% 72.0%
𝑇11 69.9% 71.5% 68.9% 70.7% 69.6%
𝑇12 78.0% 76.1% 73.2% 75.8% 73.2%
𝑇13 79.2% 80.1% 77.2% 78.8% 72.5%
𝑇14 80.6% 81.2 77.2% 81.9% 73.5%
𝑇15 87.9% 86.4% 82.6% 83.1% 80.2%
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Figure 7: Sample outputs of methods𝑀1 and𝑀5.

For each row in Table 4, the best accuracy is highlighted.
It can be seen that 𝑀1 achieved the best performance in
annotating most terms, which shows the effectiveness of
our method. However, for some terms, for example 𝑇4 and
𝑇5, method 𝑀4 performed better than 𝑀1 and 𝑀2. We
think this is because our graph cutting representation is not
consistent with these terms, while the more general grid
cutting representation is better.

The second evaluation focuses on the performance of
annotating several terms simultaneously. Note that, in previ-
ous part of evaluation, accuracy of annotation was evaluated
term by term; hence the overall accuracy of annotating all
concerning terms may not be as high as the individual
ones. We adopt four criteria listed in Table 3 to show the
performance of annotation of all terms at the same time.
Some criteria rely on the ranking of terms. We can get a
natural ranking for the proposed method since it gives the
probabilities for all terms. For other methods to be compared

in our evaluation, we use the ranking strategy similar to
[30]. Note that methods𝑀2,𝑀3, and𝑀5 are not multilabel
classifiers. Hence we only compare𝑀1,𝑀4with𝐷1 and𝑀4
with 𝐷3. Figure 8 shows the performance evaluated by the
above four criteria.

According to Table 3, the smaller results of the four
criteria indicate the better performance. From Figure 8, it
can be seen that method 𝑀1 achieved best performance
compared to other methods in a multilabel classification
setting at different training data ratios. For method 𝑀4,
different data representations 𝐷1 and 𝐷3 lead to different
performances. It can be seen that𝐷1 is better than𝐷3 inmost
cases. Since the intuition of 𝐷1 and 𝐷3 is totally different,
it may be concluded that the representation 𝐷1 is more
consistent with the term set and the models.

Finally we evaluate the sparsity of the proposed model.
We vary the ratios between training data and test data and
plot them with the nonzero-weighted basic learners after
RVMprocedure. In this case the set of basic learners contains
200 learners; that is, 𝑄 = 200. Figure 9 shows the result.

From Figure 9 we can see that RVM procedure can prune
off about 2/3 learners, which yields a sparse ensemble learner.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding annotation accuracy of
different training set sizes. It can be seen that large training
set would lead to high accuracy. Figure 9 indicates that the
number of nonzero-weighted learners is stable at different
training set sizes. The performance of the proposed method
obeys the basic principle of machine learning; that is, more
training data means model of high accuracy. For illustration,
Figure 10 shows the relationship between accuracy and the
size of training set for terms 𝑇1, 𝑇6, and 𝑇9.

3.2. Discussions. Some important issues areworth addressing
here. First, we must answer why MIML rather than MI
framework is consistent with our task. MIML learning prob-
lem can be decomposed into several MI learning problems
if we assume labels are independent of each other. When
coming to our annotation problem, it is observed that there
are correlations between annotation terms, including the
cooccurence of some terms or the absence of other terms.
Furthermore, some annotation terms may appear at the
same time for some diseases. To capture the correlations
mentioned above,MI learning frameworkwhich regards each
annotation term independently is not sufficient. However,
MIML learning framework is able to capture the relationship
between annotation terms, as well as regions, which is
superior to MI framework.

Second, our proposed regions generatingmethod is based
on normalized cut, which generates visual disjoint regions
for a given image. The number of regions generated by
normalized cut must be manually set. A small 𝑘 would lead
to large regions that may contain different terms. A large
𝑘 would lead to fragment regions associated with the same
term, as shown in Figure 11. However, in either case, MIML
learning framework works according to the standard MI
assumption [21, 32]. The former case is equivalent to an
instance corresponding to more than one term. The latter
case is equivalent to several instances corresponding to the
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Figure 8: Evaluation result of four criteria.
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same term. Though the quantity of 𝑘 would not affect the
effectiveness of MIML, too small 𝑘 would affect the effect of
feature extraction. A region contains different terms cannot
be expressed as a real feature vector distinguishing between
each term at the same time. Hence, in our work, we use
a relative large 𝑘 according to medical experience to avoid
a region containing more than one term and too much
fragments.
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Figure 10: Accuracy and the size of training set.

Third, a Bayesian model can generate probability for each
concerning annotation term, which makes it available to
build a more powerful model for automated skin disease
diagnosis. Annotation terms can be regarded as latent vari-
ables between skin biopsy images and diseases, meaning that
𝑝(𝑤 | 𝐼) = ∑

𝑡∈𝑇
𝑝(𝑤 | 𝑡)𝑝(𝑡 | 𝐼) for independent and identi-

cally distributed (i.i.d.) terms, where 𝐼, 𝑡,𝑇, respectively, stand
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Figure 11: The result of normalized cut with different settings of 𝑘.

for diseases, images, a certain term, and the set of terms. And
for non-i.i.d. terms, we can separate the terms into dependent
term groups and apply almost the same equation as in the
i.i.d. case. The method proposed in this paper can effectively
evaluate 𝑝(𝑡 | 𝐼), and 𝑝(𝑤 | 𝑡) can be obtained directly from
clinical experience. Hence, it is meaningful in CAD system
design and implementation.

Finally, we discuss themulti-instance assumption implied
in this work. We use the standard MI assumption [21] when
considering the relationship between regions and terms.
The standard MI assumption does not directly consider
the impact of the number of regions and the relationship
between regions to the terms. Fromclinical observation,most
annotation terms canmainly be determined by a single region
if the generated regions are not too small. Large region may
contain more than one term, but it is also consistent with the
standard MI assumption and this can be solved due to the
power of MIMLmodels.Though our proposedMIMLmodel
in fact considers such relationship, a simple assumption of the
problem may lead to simple model.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we propose a MIML framework for skin
biopsy image annotation. We adopt a famous graph cutting
algorithm named normalized cut to transfer a biopsy image
into a MI sample, in which each region is regarded as an
instance. To effectively express features of biopsy images, each
region is expressed as a 9-ary real vector. To reduce themodel
complexity and training time, we propose a novel sparse
Bayesian MIML learning model, which applies a RVM-like

algorithm to obtain a sparse weighted combination for a set of
basic learners. We also make use of the well-studied Bayesian
MIML learner as basic learners. Evaluation of a real clinical
dataset shows that the proposed model can achieve good
performance and reach a medical acceptable result. We have
achieved an annotation accuracy up to 85% in our evaluation
dataset.

The proposed annotation framework directly models
doctor’s experience of annotation biopsy images. Different
from previous work, it is explicable since it can give the
correspondence between local visual disjoint regions and
the terms associated with them. Future work will focus on
studying the relationship between biopsy images and the final
diagnosis given the annotation term set as latent variables.
And the feature fusion algorithm towards an effective feature
representation is another research direction.
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Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are not only applied as genetic markers in evolutionary studies but they also play an important role
in gene regulatory activities. Efficient identification of conserved and exclusive SSRs through cross-species comparison is helpful
for understanding the evolutionary mechanisms and associations between specific gene groups and SSR motifs. In this paper, we
developed an online cross-species comparative system and integrated it with a tag cloud visualization technique for identifying
potential SSR biomarkers within fourteen frequently used model species. Ultraconserved or exclusive SSRs among cross-species
orthologous genes could be effectively retrieved and displayed through a friendly interface design. Four different types of testing
cases were applied to demonstrate and verify the retrieved SSR biomarker candidates.Through statistical analysis and enhanced tag
cloud representation on defined functional related genes and cross-species clusters, the proposed system can correctly represent the
patterns, loci, colors, and sizes of identified SSRs in accordance with gene functions, pattern qualities, and conserved characteristics
among species.

1. Introduction

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are nonrandom distributed
nucleotides in genomes of different organisms with repeated
basic patterns of lengths from mononucleotide to hexanu-
cleotide [1]. SSRs have been demonstrated as important
motifs involved within various biological events including
evolutionary processes, gene expression, genetic disease,
chromatin organization, and DNA metabolic processes [2–
4]. For example, dysplasia disease is a genetic disorder of
abnormal cellular development due to imperfect polyalanine
expansions (GCC repeats) on RUNX2 (CBFA1) [5]. Another
example of Huntington’s disease (HD) was found as an
irregular distribution of polyglutamine expansions (CAG
repeats) located within the coding regions of Huntingtin
(HTT) gene, and the excessive repeat number caused the
symptoms of genetic neurological disease which appeared
at an earlier stage [6]. In addition to illustrate the effects of

mutations and expansions of SSR repeats on diseases, another
example to demonstrate the function of SSR motifs is the
insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) which was confirmed as
one of the growth control genes.The IGF1 gene contains “AC”
repeats located within the upstream regions and is a major
determinant of small body size in dogs [7–9]. From previous
reports, evidences show that SSR regulation relies on pattern
of repeat unit, repeat length, and genetic location in the target
genes [2]. These features are fundamental parameters for
identifying functional SSRs under various biological applica-
tions. However, due to abundant amount of SSRs distributed
within genome sequences, it is yet challenging to select
significant SSR biomarkers or gene regulation related SSRs
automatically from limited information. Therefore, identify-
ing highly conserved SSRs through cross-species comparison
may provide an alternative approach to recognize significant
biomarkers or discover putative gene regulatory SSR motifs
from enormous gene candidates under the assumption of
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natural long-term evolutionary processes. On the other hand,
discovering exclusive SSR motifs among different species
clusters could be applied as species-specific genetic markers
or provide unique genetic functions which were developed
after species differentiation events. The comparison of SSR
motifs across different species clusters may provide impor-
tant clues and evidences to further understand evolutionary
development.

To efficiently identify SSR biomarkers from large amount
of genes in different species, considering a few interested
genes at a time provides an intuitive and effective approach.
One possible approach of selecting interested gene groups
from gene ontology (GO) terms was employed in this
study. The GO is a set of structured vocabularies defined
by Gene Ontology Consortium [10], which is aimed to
provide a universal standard of functional annotation for
gene products. All GO terms are connected with each other
by directed acyclic graphs with hierarchy relationship. Each
term belongs to one of the three independent ontologies:
biological process (BP), molecular function (MF), and cellu-
lar component (CC) and represent different aspects of gene
in temporal, functional, and spatial domains, respectively.
In this study, the query biological keywords associated with
corresponding GO terms could provide a set of functional-
associated gene set for SSR biomarker analysis. Recently, sev-
eral gene sequence studies associated with GO analysis have
been reported, such as the Gene Ontology SSR Hierarchy
(GOSH) system which adopts GO terms to reveal prominent
orthologous SSR patterns [11], FatiGO which is a web tool
for finding significant associations of Gene Ontology terms
with groups of genes [2], and Goblet system which performs
automatic GO term annotation on anonymous sequences
[12].

To enhance the ranking and readability of identified SSR
motifs, a tag cloud technique was adopted to display the
comparative results of cross-species SSRs. Tag cloud rep-
resentation is a widespread visualization technology which
provides users with an informative image from a designated
set of data. Tags of different phases or short sentences rep-
resent key information of each entry in the dataset. Multiple
tags for various data entries could be displayed in an image
simultaneously, and which are manually assigned by users
or automatically generated by computer algorithms. Each tag
cloud could be shown with different visual attributes such as
different sizes or colors. In tradition, different sizes of tags
are designed to indicate various levels of representativeness of
tags within the dataset [12]. Currently, tag clouds have been
widely used in several different types of websites including
photo albums, bookmarks, and blogs. It is also used in
some tag-based biomedical datasets to help users to rapidly
understand the representative information from a complex
dataset. For example, the iHOPerator system employed tag
cloud technique with related functions for genes analysis
[13], INTERFEROME applied tag cloud visualization on gene
ontology databases for interferon regulated genes [14], and
REVIGOused tag cloud approach to summarize and visualize
long lists of gene ontology terms [15]. All these examples
have shown that tag cloud visualization techniques could

be applied to strengthen key information from complex
biological datasets.

In this study, we have collected complete genome
sequences of 14 model species as the fundamental dataset.
All SSR motifs in each gene were extracted and saved in
the designed database in advance. Users can prepare a set
of genes or assign keywords to defined query genes and
then choosemodel species of interest for cross-species cluster
comparison. Model species of interest could be manually
clustered or automatically categorized into two groups of
mammal and marine species clusters. SSR retrieval and
distribution analysis for single species is also available from
the developed system. Once all parameters have been settled,
the system will perform online comparison and display all
grouped SSR motifs in a tag cloud visualization approach.
All significantly conserved or exclusive SSR motifs located
within the specified gene sets from two species clusters
will be efficiently identified and displayed. In addition, all
retrieved SSR biomarker candidates will be shown in a tag
cloud representation with occurrence frequency, conserved
ratio, gene annotation, sequence contents, and corresponding
translated proteins through a fast, responsive, and user-
friendly web page design.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. System Configuration. In this study, there are fourteen
initially selected genomes obtained from Ensembl database
[16], and all collected gene sequences with their corre-
sponding gene coordinates and annotations were down-
loaded for cross-species comparison in next modules. Each
gene sequence including upstream and downstream regions
was scanned and all perfect/imperfect SSR patterns under
different parameter settings were extracted from collected
genes and saved in a newly created SSR database. Accord-
ing to gene coordinate information, the developed system
determined the corresponding genetic regions for each SSR
motif and all related annotations were saved in the same
entry. Accordingly, the analytical module utilized cross-
species comparison techniques between two assigned species
clusters, and all statistically conserved and/or exclusive SSR
patterns could be shown under a tag cloud representation
technique. All details are introduced in the next two sections.

2.2. Genome Sequences. To obtain genome sequences of
various organisms, the developed system employed Ensembl
release 65 as the major data resource. Ensembl database
provides complete genome information on multiple eukary-
otic model organisms including whole genome sequence,
gene annotations, and molecular functions. To lay emphasis
on identification of consensus and unique features of SSRs
among different species, two species clusters including fishery
and mammal species were initially selected for comparison.
Since there were only 6 fishery species that could be collected
from Ensembl release 65, we therefore selected another 6
popular mammal species for equivalent status. Besides, two
famous research organisms in experimental studies were
also included in our database. These intentionally selected
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model species are zebrafish (Danio rerio), stickleback (Gas-
terosteus aculeatus), medaka (Oryzias latipes), fugu (Takifugu
rubripes), tetraodon (Tetraodon nigroviridis), and cod (Gadus
morhua) as fishery species; human (Homo sapiens), gorilla
(Gorilla gorilla), macaque (Macaca mulatta), mouse (Mus
musculus), cow (Bos taurus), and dog (Canis familiaris)
as mammal species; roundworm (Caenorhabditis elegans)
and fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) as extra two pop-
ular experimental species. These downloaded data include
sequence contents, coordinates of exons/introns and UTRs
for each gene, and upstream and downstream regions with
a length of 2,000 nucleotides.

2.3. SSR Motif Database Construction. To accelerate search-
ing speed in identifying all perfect and imperfect orthologous
SSRs from a set of specified genes among fourteen species, we
performed an autocorrelation based SSR discovery algorithm
and constructed the SSR motif database in advance [17]. The
autocorrelation algorithm could extract all candidate per-
fect/imperfect SSR motifs under different threshold param-
eters through an efficient and effectively approach. In this
study, we only considered SSR motifs with nucleotide length
longer than 20 nucleotides and the length of fundamental
repeat unit ranging from 1 to 6 nucleotides. The SSR motif-
searching algorithm also applied a proportional quality factor
for defining SSR patterns of different degrees of noise. In
this study, three different tolerant settings were tentatively
applied for considering noisy patterns within multiscale SSR
tag clouds in later presentation.The tolerant parameters were
initially set as 0, 0.1, and 0.2 for representing 0, 10, and 20
percent of noisy contentswithin an SSRmotif.Thepercentage
of noise is defined as the ratio of the nonrepeated nucleotides
within a total length of an identified SSR, which includes
noise types of insertion, deletion, and substitutionmutations.
In other words, the zero percent noisy rate represents a
perfect repeat segmentwithout any tolerance.The formula for
the tolerant percentage is shown in the following equation:

Tolerant (%) =
nonrepeated nucleotides
identified SSR length

× 100%. (1)

An SSR motif could locate in six different genetic
regions of a specified gene including coding, intron, 5 UTR
(untranslated region), 3 UTR, and upstream and down-
stream regions. In this system, the upstream and downstream
regions are defined as an extended range of 2000 nucleotides
from the start and end positions of transcription. In addition,
according to the shifting mechanism of repeating segments
and the complementary based-paired nature in DNAdouble-
stranded helical structures, several possible combinations of
SSR patterns could be considered as an identical SSR motif
within genetic loci. For example, any rotation of a basic repeat
pattern is considered as the same SSR element, such as a
“TA” repeat could be also defined as an equivalent repeat
motif as an “AT” repeat pattern through one nucleotide
shifting. Another situation of an identical SSR motif with
different appearance is through complementary based paring
and inverse reading from the DNA sequences. For example,
the repeat pattern of “AGC” would appear as “GCT” within

the other complementary strands of DNA. Therefore, to
enumerate all possible SSR patterns in all DNA sequences
under these two constraints, there are exactly 501 funda-
mental basic SSR patterns from 1 to 6 nucleotides in length
[18]. However, there is one special condition that should be
carefully considered when an SSR motif occurs in coding
regions. Since the translation processes convert an mRNA
sequence into a string of amino acids through the codon
table encoding processes, the equivalent status due to shifting
mechanisms and complementary strand should be limited.
Here we provide their true translated protein sequences from
the locations of identified SSRmotifs, and the in-frame infor-
mation will be clearly annotated when the orthologous repeat
motifs are found in coding regions. Finally, to distinguish
different SSR patterns from extensive genomic resources, the
system defines an identifier for an SSR motif by its basic
pattern in accordance with its corresponding genetic location
within the specified gene. For example, “AG@Coding” in
Ensembl gene id “ENSG00000069329” represents a specific
repeated pattern “AG” appearing within the coding region
of “ENSG00000069329.” According to prerunning processes
under various parameter settings for identifying all possible
SSR motifs, in accordance with both detailed coordinates
and annotated information from Ensembl database, we
constructed a comprehensive SSR motif database for all
genes from any specified species. These identified SSR motifs
from each gene would be recognized as “tag” items for the
following cross-species comparison, and all retrieved SSR
tags from the input gene set will be further compared based
on occurrence rates and applied to construct a multiscale tag
cloud representation.

2.4. Grouped Species and Cross-Cluster Comparison. Due to
tremendous amount of SSRs nonrandomly distributed in
genome sequences, it is not an intuitive task to observe SSR
biomarkers or identify gene regulatory related SSR motifs
from an individual genome. Hence, we assume the conserved
or exclusive SSR motifs providing important clues for iden-
tifying functional SSR motifs or representative biomarkers
among various species. To emphasize the long-distance rela-
tionship from an evolutionary point of view, we have selected
two groups of model vertebrate species for orthologous SSR
motif comparison.The first group represents the mammalian
species including Bos taurus, Canis familiaris, Homo sapiens,
Gorilla gorilla, Macaca mulatta, and Mus musculus; the
second group represents the fishery species including Danio
rerio, Gadus morhua, Gasterosteus aculeatus, Oryzias latipes,
Takifugu rubripes, and Tetraodon nigroviridis. In addition to
these twelve clustered species, we also included two widely
used model organisms including Drosophila melanogaster
and Caenorhabditis elegans. Nevertheless, in this developed
system, users can either apply the previously defined two
species groups or manually assign them into two clusters
without any limitation. By integrating with cross-species
comparison techniques and overrepresentation analysis from
assigned gene sets, the SSR patterns with conserved and
exclusive characteristics in selected genes between different
species clusters can be recognized and treated. An iden-
tified conserved SSR motif would be initially defined as
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an orthologous SSR motif if the conserved ratio meets
the minimum threshold in an assigned species cluster. For
example, a conserved ratio of 80% denotes the identified
conserved SSR pattern that could be found in at least 80%
of species in the assigned species cluster, which indicated
that there are at least 5 (6 ∗ 80% = 4.8) different species
possessing the orthologous gene(s) and holding the specific
SSR pattern located within the same genetic region among all
orthologous gene(s). Regarding the conditions of many-to-
many orthologous genes, an SSR motif is defined as holding
conserved feature as long as it could be detected in any one
of its orthologous genes. The threshold level of conserved
ratio can be assigned by users through interactive webpage
settings.

Through cross-species comparison between two clustered
groups, retrieving conserved or exclusive SSR motifs could
help biologists in choosing significant biomarkers from a
previously defined gene set before performing biological
experiments. On the other hand, exclusive or common
SSR motifs between two different species clusters might be
regarded as important genetic markers under the evidences
of biological evolution and functional conservation.

2.5. SSR Tag Cloud Visualization. Tag cloud visualization
technique provides keyword representation of text data
by showing each tag in various font sizes and colors. To
enhance the importance of conserved and exclusive SSR
motifs extracted from a set of specified homologous genes
between two different species clusters, we adopted the tag
cloud representation to display these identified SSR motifs
according to their calculated weighting coefficients from
query gene sets. In an SSR tag cloud, the tag size of
each SSR motif not only indicates the conservation status
of the motif among orthologous genes, but also displays
the representativeness among different species clusters. A
linear accumulation formula and normalization procedures
for deciding SSR weighting coefficients were performed for
tag size selection. This formula simply counts the number
of occurrence times of each SSR motif found from each
individual gene in different species clusters. According to
the definitions of occurrence rate, if an identified SSR motif
is well conserved in two different species clusters or highly
represented in the specified gene set, the SSR tag will be
assigned with a larger weighting coefficient. Accordingly, the
SSR tag will be displayed with a bigger font size in the tag
cloud.

In order to visually emphasize identified SSR motifs
belonging to different species clusters, we applied different
colors on SSR tags to distinguish the conserved and/or
exclusive features of SSR biomarkers between two species
clusters. In this study, red tags represent consensus SSRmotifs
for the first species cluster only and satisfy the conservation
threshold in the first species cluster; pink tags are applied for
representing consensus SSRmotifs for the first species cluster
only, but the conservation threshold is not satisfied; dark
green tags represent consensus SSR motifs well conserved
within the second species cluster only and these motifs also
satisfied the conservation criterion in the second species
cluster; light green tags denote consensus SSR motifs in the

CR%

∗CR%: conserved ratio percentage

Cluster I Cluster II

Figure 1: Color coded chart for tag cloud representation of iden-
tified SSR motifs between two species clusters and the criterion of
conserved ratio.

Table 1: Relationship between colors, species clusters, and con-
served ratios of detected SSR motifs.

Color Species cluster Conserved motif ratio
Red I ≥CR%
Pink I <CR%
Blue I and II ≥CR%
Yellow I and II <CR%
Dark green II ≥CR%
Light green II <CR%

second species cluster only, but the conservation threshold is
not satisfied; blue tags represent the identified SSR patterns
well conserved in both species clusters and satisfy the species
conservation percentage as well; yellow tags are applied
to show identified SSR patterns conserved, but the species
conservation criterion is not satisfied for the query gene set
from both species clusters. The color-coded information in
a resulting tag cloud is shown in Figure 1 and corresponding
attributes are described in Table 1. The abbreviated term of
CR% represents “conserved ratio” percentage of correspond-
ing species clusters for each simulation.

In the developed system, users can also try to identify
imperfect SSR biomarkers by setting different tolerant levels,
and the number of retrieved imperfect SSR motifs would be
in accordance with the settings proportionally. Higher noisy
rates allow more tolerant repeat patterns and reflect larger
number of possible SSRmotifs. Accordingly, the correspond-
ing tag clouds could be depicted inmultiscale representations
under various noise threshold settings. In other words,
different scales of tag clouds are composed of SSR motifs of
different tolerant qualities. For instance, the highest quality
of SSR tag cloud represents that all identified conserved SSR
motifs are with perfect repeating patterns among different
genes and group species. Contrarily, lower quality SSR tag
clouds contain more tolerant SSR motifs within the tag
image, and which may reflect evolutionary status due to gene
specification and/or duplication events from either distant or
close species. Multiscale tag clouds provide biologists with
an easier way to compare and select suitable SSR candidate
motifs as biomarkers through a progressive approach on
different tolerance levels, which could be applied in various
situations for further design of biological experiments.
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Figure 2: Interface of the SSR tag cloud web system (http://ssrtc.cs
.ntou.edu.tw/).

3. Results

3.1. SSR Tag Cloud Web System. In this study, we have
developed an onlineweb system (http://ssrtc.cs.ntou.edu.tw/)
for identifying conserved and exclusive SSR biomarkers
through cross-species cluster comparison.Themain interface
of the developedweb system is shown in Figure 2. To discover
significant SSR biomarker candidates from an automatically
generated SSR tag cloud, a user is required to provide gene
name(s) or keyword(s) of gene function and simply applies
the default parameters for system prediction. In other words,
a set of query genes could be defined at the first step by pro-
viding relevant EnsemblGene IDs, GO terms, or keywords.
Besides, the thresholding settings of SSR feature parameters
could also be assigned manually instead of default settings
such as genetic region, length of basic pattern, minimum
length of SSR motif, SSR quality, species cluster, and SSR
motif conserved ratio. The genetic region and length of basic
pattern are applied for distinguishing fundamental features
of SSR motifs under cross-species cluster comparison. A
minimum SSR length is applied to define the minimal length
for identification of SSR motifs. The SSR quality factor
represents a tolerance threshold for allowing imperfect SSRs
as candidate biomarkers. The developed system initially
provides three available settings for efficient identification:
1.0 for perfect SSRs, 0.8 and 0.9 for imperfect SSRs with 20%
and 10% tolerant percentages for an identified SSRmotif.The
function of species cluster assignment is provided for cross-
species comparison by classifying species of interest into two
clusters.The parameter ofmotif conserved ratio is designed as
the percentage of qualified species within a cluster possessing
the conserved SSR motif within a target gene. Two different
operation modes were designed for themotif conserved ratio.
If a user chooses the condition of larger than or equal tomotif
conserved ratio, the system will display a resulting SSR tag
cloud in 6 colors; otherwise an SSR tag cloud will appear
in 3 colors only. Different color modes of an SSR tag cloud
are defined in the previous section. Once all parameters
and operation modes are defined, the system performs SSR

Figure 3: An SSR tag cloud example for ENSG00000069329
(VPS35) between two 6-species clusters.

biomarker evaluation automatically and generates a final SSR
tag cloud for visualization. The font color of each SSR tag
is mainly decided by the motif conserved ratio parameter,
and the font size depends only on the occurrence frequency
of an SSR element. Users can move the mouse device over
any SSR item within the resulting tag clouds, and a total
appearance number and conserved ratio of the selected SSR
motif from the target genes of assigned species cluster will be
displayed. The detailed information of each SSR tag is also
available in a floating dialog box by clicking on it, which
includes Ensembl gene ID, transcript ID of the specified gene
possessing the target SSR motif, species name, coordinates
in genomes, and DNA sequence contents. Additionally, if an
SSR appears within coding regions, then its corresponding
protein sequences could be recalled from Ensembl database
and shown in an additional window.

3.2. SSR Biomarkers for Orthologous Genes. To demonstrate
system performance, we have selected all orthologous genes
from twelve vertebrate model species (except fruit fly and
roundworm). All selected genes possess sequence identi-
ties higher than 80% compared to human genome indi-
vidually. Under this criterion, there are totally 162 orthol-
ogous genes selected for the first testing case. If these
twelve vertebrate species were classified into two species
clusters including mammal and fishery species clusters for
comparison, the conserved and exclusive SSR motifs for
each gene could be successfully identified and significant
SSR biomarker candidates for each individual gene were
included in the Supplementary Material available online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/678971. Here we only illustrate
two genes of ENSG00000069329 and ENSG00000108883
as examples, and all conserved SSR motifs were carefully
verified within all orthologous genes from twelve model
species.

3.2.1. Case Study of ENSG00000069329 (VPS35). The
Ensembl gene ID of ENSG00000069329 is a vacuolar protein
sorting gene (VPS35) which possesses an average sequence
identity of 80% by taking pairwise alignment between
human and the other eleven model species. The resulting
SSR tag cloud for VPS35 was shown in Figure 3 by setting
SSR quality of 80%, minimum SSR length of 20 nucleotides,
and motif conserved ratio of 60% (i.e., required at least
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4 species possessing identical SSR motifs in each species
cluster). The first species cluster was assigned as the mammal
group including human, macaque, mouse, cow, dog, and
gorilla, and the second species cluster was assigned as the
fishery group including zebrafish, stickleback, medaka, fugu,
tetraodon, and cod. The genetic region parameters were set
as searching for all regions except introns, and the length
of basic pattern was selected from 1 to 6 nucleotides for
comprehensive representation.

According to Figure 1 for SSR color codes, users can
quickly observe that only three coconserved SSR motifs of
“C@Upstream,” “AG@Upstream,” and “A@Downstream” in
yellow were found between two species clusters. However,
in this case, there is not any blue coded SSR tag in this
experiment and which implies no coconserved SSR motif
existing for at least 4 model species in each species cluster
simultaneously.These three yellow color coded SSR tags were
found due to their appearance in both species clusters but not
well conserved with respect to the assigned conserved ratio.
Thedark green SSR tag of “AG@Coding” represented the con-
sensus SSRmotif could be found only in the second cluster of
fishery species with more than 4 fishery species containing
the SSR motif at coding region, but this motif pattern at
coding regionwas not found in anymammal species from the
first cluster. The light green SSR tags represented consensus
SSR motifs which were found only in the fishery group but
do not satisfied the motif conserved ratio requirement of
80%; that is, these light green coded SSR patterns were only
found with less than 4 fishery species. On the other hand,
the pink coded SSR tags represented consensus SSR motifs
foundonly in themammal species cluster exclusivelywith less
than 4 mammal species. In addition, the dark green SSR tag
of “AG@Coding” with the biggest font size implied this SSR
holding as the most representative and exclusive feature for
fishery species compared to mammal species.

3.2.2. Case Study of ENSG00000108883 (EFTUD2). The
Ensemble gene ID of ENSG00000108883 is an elongation
factor Tu GTP binding domain (EFTUD2) which possesses
an average sequence identity of 80% by taking pairwise
alignment between human species and other 11model species
individually. The resulting SSR tag cloud for EFTUD2 was
shown in Figure 4 by setting exactly the same parameters as
the previous example. According to the resulting tag cloud,
users can immediately identified that only one coconserved
SSR tag of “ATC@Coding” could be found as a notable
biomarker between two species clusters and it was well
conserved across at least 4 species in each species cluster.
Hence, the SSR tag was indicated by blue. Furthermore,
one red coded SSR tag of “A@Downstream” represented the
consensus SSRmotifs found only in the first mammal species
cluster and more than 4 species containing the SSR motif at
coding region. However, this motif could not be found in any
fishery species. The pink SSR tags represented all conserved
SSRmotifs found only in themammal group but not satisfied
the requirement ofMotif Conserved Ratio. Similarly, the light
green coded SSR tags represented consensus SSR motifs
only found in the fishery species cluster exclusively with

Figure 4: An SSR tag cloud example for ENSG000000108883
(EFTUD2) between two 6-species clusters.

less than 4 fishery species. In addition, the red SSR tag
of “A@Downstream” was shown with the biggest font size,
which implied the SSR holding as the most representative
and exclusive for mammal species compared to all other SSR
candidates.

Interestingly, the first gene, VPS35 (ENSG00000069329),
is associated with “Parkinson’s disease (PD)” [19], and
the second gene, EFTUD2 (ENSG00000108883), causes
“mandibulofacial dysostosis withmicrocephaly” [20]. In both
cases, so far, scientists have only demonstrated that both
diseases were caused by some gene mutations. Through in
silico SSR biomarker detection by our proposed system, we
could efficiently identify many important conserved and
exclusive SSRs between two grouped species as biomarkers.
However, without experimental verification, we could not
make sure whether both diseases possess a true correlation
with identified SSR motifs. To gain more confidence on
the proposed system, we verified on some disease genes
which were known to be associated with some specific SSR
biomarkers. If a genetic disease is indeed caused by abnormal
distributions of SSR motifs, we expect that our proposed
SSR tag cloud representation system could identify those
significant SSR biomarkers in an efficient and effective way.

3.3. Case Study of a Set of Skeletal Development Genes. To
demonstrate functionally related SSRmotifs, we have selected
a gene set containing specific function of skeletal develop-
ment. A total of 17 genes associated with such function are
selected and these genes are HOXA11, ZIC2, ALX4, HOXA2,
DLX2, HOXA7, TWIST1, HOXC13, RUNX2, SOX9, HOXD11,
HOXD13, GDF11, HLX, SIX3, HOXD8, and HOXA10 [21]. In
this example, we have shown that the detailed information
of each SSR tag is available in a floating dialog by clicking
on it, and the appearance number and conserved ratio of a
selected SSR motif from the target genes can be viewed by
moving mouse cursor over the SSR tag.

The resulting SSR tag clouds from different combinato-
rial settings for 17 skeletal development related genes were
shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), the parameter settings
were defined as follows: SSR quality of 90% for perfect
SSR patterns, minimum SSR length of 20 nucleotides, motif
conserved ratio of 80% (i.e., at least 5 species possessing
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Figure 5: (a) SSR tag cloud for 17 skeletal development related genes
constrained to coding regions; (b) results of moving a mouse device
over the SSR tag of “CCG@Coding”; (c) detailed information of the
SSR tag “CCG@Coding” in a floating dialog; (d) an SSR tag cloud for
17 skeletal development related genes by showing SSRs possessing
high conserved ratios only.

identical SSR motifs in each species cluster), and all possible
SSR candidates were shown. The first species cluster was
assigned as the mammal group including human, macaque,
mouse, cow, dog, and gorilla; the second species cluster was
assigned as the fishery group including zebrafish, stickleback,
medaka, fugu, tetraodon, and cod. The filter of genetic
region was selected for coding region only, and the length
of basic pattern was selected from 1 to 6 nucleotides for
comprehensive representation. According to these settings,
the simulated results were shown in Figure 5: the red coded
SSR tag of “CCG@Coding” represented the only exclusive
SSR motifs well conserved in mammal species. This tag
could be found from at least 5 species within the mammal
group, and it is highly correlated to the skeletal development
related genes. Users can move a mouse device over the tag of
“CCG@Coding,” and the appearance number and conserved
ratio of the selected SSR motif would be shown with a pop-
up icon. In Figure 5(b), the CCG@Coding motifs appear in
the mammal species cluster with a total of 62 times and

a conserved ratio of 100%, while no such an SSR motif
could be discovered from the skeletal development gene set
within the fishery species cluster. If a user clicked on the
tag of “CCG@Coding,” detailed information of the SSR tag
will be shown by a floating dialog with Ensembl gene ID,
transcript ID, species name, coordinates in genomes, and
DNA sequence contents. Particularly, if the SSRs appeared
within coding regions, the table also provided the detailed
information of cDNA sequence and its corresponding trans-
lated protein sequences. In Figure 5(c), the CCG repeated
pattern in the last row of human’s ENSG00000135414 (GDF11)
gene is located at chromosome 12 and its coordinates are
from 56137185 to 56137224. Since the CCG repeated pattern
was found in coding regions, the table also provided the
detailed information of DNA, cDNA, and corresponding
protein sequence contents. Actually, this repeated pattern
in RUNX2 gene at coding region is a polyalanine pep-
tide (GCC repeat in coding region), and it indeed plays
a crucial role in cellular development function. Abnormal
distribution of this polyalanine repeat biomarkermight cause
dysplasia disease, a genetic disorder of abnormal cellular
development.

In Figure 5(d), most of parameters were set identically
as Figure 5(a), except the display parameter was modified
for showing highly conserved SSRs instead of showing all
of identified SSRs. In the other words, tags with pink,
light green, and yellow color codes would be hidden.
The corresponding tag showed only one red coded tag
of “CCG@Coding” existed under such high conservation
requirements. Again, the SSR motif of “CCG@Coding” rep-
resented as a significant biomarker inmammal species highly
correlated to the skeletal development related genes.

3.4. Case Study of Gene Ontology Term of “Embryonic
Cranial Skeleton Morphogenesis”. To demonstrate function-
ally related SSR motifs through GO term assignment,
we selected a GO term of “embryonic cranial skeleton
morphogenesis.” The related genes annotated by this GO
term include TBX15, SIX4, DLX2, PRRX1, TWIST1, BMP4,
SIX1, SMAD2, NIPBL, NODAL, WNT9B, TGFBR2, GAS1,
SIX2, FOXC2, SMAD3, TBX1, TGFBR2, TBX15, GNAS,
PRRX2, TGFBR1, TFAP2A, SMAD2, SETD2, BMP4, SMAD3,
TWIST2, TFAP2A, SMAD3, TGFBR1, and BMP4. To com-
pare and show different results by various settings, we have
tried several combinations of input parameters which were
different from system default settings. In this case study, the
parameter settings were defined as follows: SSR quality of
90% for perfect SSR patterns, minimum SSR length of 20
nucleotides,motif conserved ratioof 80% (i.e., at least 5 species
possessing identical SSR motifs in each species cluster) and
showed all possible SSR candidates. The first species cluster
was assigned as mammal group and the second species cluster
for fishery group as default settings.The filter of genetic region
was selected for analyzing on coding regions only, and the
length of basic pattern was selected from 1 to 6 nucleotides.
According to these settings, the simulated results were shown
in Figure 6(a). We could observe that there was only one
red color coded SSR tag of “CCG@Coding” and which is
the unique biomarker conserved in mammal species with
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) SSR tag cloud for GO keyword “embryonic cranial
skeleton morphogenesis” with motif conserved ratio of 80%; (b)
motif conserved ratio of 60%; (c) motif conserved ratio of 100%.

respect to the embryonic cranial skeleton morphogenesis
related genes.

Then, we lowered down the motif conserved ratio to 60%
and the resulting SSR tag cloud was shown in Figure 6(b).
We could observe that several tags were changed by their
coded colors. Taking red color coded tags as an example, there
was only one red tag “CCG@Coding” in previous Figure 6(a),
but in Figure 6(b), we noticed that the red color coded SSR
tags increased another tag of “AATCTG@Coding” which
was displayed in originally denoted as pink in Figure 6(a).
Inversely, if we increased the motif conserved ratio to 100%,
the result was shown in Figure 6(c) with no red color coded
SSR tag in this cloud. Compared to Figure 6(a), the original
red tag of “CCG@Coding” was changed into pink due to
only 5 out of 6 species in the mammal group holding the
tag of “CCG@Coding.” In both Figures 6(b) and 6(c), we
simply observed that color coded tagsmay switch their colors
through different motif conserved ratio adjustments. The
higher setting ofmotif conserved ratio reduces the amount of
red, green, and blue color coded tags.

3.5. An Example of Genetic Disease of “Huntington’s Disease
(HD)”. To demonstrate genetic diseases caused by abnor-
mal distribution of SSR motifs, we have selected a well-
known neurodegenerative genetic disease “Huntington’s dis-
ease (HD)” as an example. HD was found as an irregular dis-
tribution of polyglutamine expansions (CAG repeats) located
within the coding regions of ENSG00000197386 (HTT)
gene at chromosome 4 [22]. It appears with involuntary
movements caused by losing muscle coordination and leads
to psychiatric problems.The nucleotide repeat length and the
average age of symptom occurrence of Huntington’s disease
were in inverse relationship [23].

The verification results of SSR tag cloud were shown in
Figure 7, and the parameter settings were defined as follows:
SSR quality of 100% and 80%, minimum SSR length of 20

Mammalian
Bos taurus

Mus musculus
Homo sapiens
Gorilla gorilla

Fishery
Danio rerio

Canis familiaris

(a)

Mammalian
Bos taurus

Homo sapiens

Fishery
None

(b)

Figure 7: (a) SSR tag cloud for HTT gene with SSR quality of
80%, Motif Conserved Ratio of 80%, and 5 organisms holding the
conserved SSR tag of “AGC@Coding”; (b) SSR quality of 100%,Motif
Conserved Ratio of 80%, and only two species of human and cattle
species holding the perfect SSR tag of “AGC@Coding”.

nucleotides,motif conserved ratioof 80% (i.e., at least 5 species
possessing identical SSR motifs in each species cluster), and
with a selection of “show all SSRs”. The first species cluster
was assigned as mammal group while the second species
cluster as fishery group. In Figure 7, we could observe the
“AGC@Coding” in both two-tag clouds as an important
biomarker. In fact, according to shifting transformation of
SSR repeat pattern, the “AGC” repeat unit could be theoret-
ically considered as the same pattern of “CAG” for efficient
identification. However, SSRs located within coding regions
would be further translated into their corresponding amino
acid sequences according to precise loci verification on exon
regions. Frame shifted SSRs in coding regions might result in
different coded amino acids. For example, the coded amino
acid of the trinucleotide pattern of “AGC” is serine(S) and
“CAG” for glutamine (Q). Therefore, identified SSRs in cod-
ing regions should be carefully treated and translated into an
appropriated protein sequence based on annotated genome
database. In this example, we noticed that a significant SSR
motif of “AGC@Coding” in HTT genes could be identified
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Figure 8: (a) Relationship between the parameter ofmotif conserved
ratio and the amount of SSR tags in different colors; (b) relationship
between the parameter of SSR quality and SSR tag colors.

with different sizes (occurrence rates) according to various
SSR quality settings. This repeat motif in coding regions
appears in most mammal species except macaque with a
minimum length requirement of 20 nucleotides. Besides, only
zebrafish possesses a similar repeat motif in coding region
among all fishery species. When the parameter of SSR quality
was increased to 100% (without any tolerance), the pattern of
“AGC@Coding” (or equivalently to “CAG@Coding” in DNA
sense strand) could be retrieved from both cattle and human
in mammal species only. We could observe that the font size
and color of each SSR tag were gradually changed according
to different settings of tolerance rate. Accordingly, the tag of
“AGC@Coding” appeared with the biggest icon in pink when
compared to all other SSRs in coding regions, and it reflected
the significance of exclusive features for mammal species
compared to fishery species. These observations might also
provide important information for biologists for animal
species selection in future experimental studies regarding
specific diseases.

4. Discussion

Two key parameters affect the color and size distribution
within an SSR tag cloud. The first one is the motif conserved
ratio. Different conserved ratio values change colors of SSR
tags. When the motif conserved ratio increased, the amount
of red, green, and blue tags might decrease. In Figure 8(a),
Cluster I represents the first species cluster and Cluster II
represents the second species cluster. The horizontal straight
line in the figure represents a motif conserved ratio value.
When the CR% threshold value is increased, the areas of red,

blue, and dark green decreased. In contrast, when the CR%
threshold value is decreased, the areas of red, blue, and dark
green increased. The area is proportional to the amount of
SSR tags.

The second important parameter for a tag cloud is the
SSR quality threshold. As shown in Figure 8(b), different SSR
quality values were not only changing the number of SSR tags
but also transforming the colors. Increment of SSR quality
value may reduce the amount of SSR tags, since the SSRs
with higher qualities are always a subset of SSRs with lower
qualities. When a quality threshold decreases to gain more
SSR candidates, part of red and green tags might change their
colors into yellow or blue tags, respectively. This is mainly
caused by newly intersecting region after expanding SSR
candidates.

Besides, a few common SSR tags originally coded in
yellowmight be transformed into either red or green through
increasing the quality factors, which is mainly because
the total number of species possessing certain SSR tag is
decreased, and therefore the conserved SSR motifs between
two species clusters might become representative SSR tags
for one species cluster exclusively. In Table 2, a list of total
amount of SSR motifs for each species is presented by setting
a minimum SSR length of 20 nucleotides. The SSR quantities
for mammal species are usually more than fishery species,
and the increment of SSR quality value reduces the amount
of SSR motifs in each species generally.

5. Conclusion

SSRs are nonrandomly distributed nucleotides in the
genomes with repeating basic patterns of lengths from 1
to 6 nucleotides, and a large number of functional SSR
motifs have been demonstrated as important biomarkers
involved within various biological processes and gene
regulations. Due to abundant number of SSRs in each
species genomes, it is difficult to recognize significant SSR
biomarkers or gene regulation related SSRs mainly based on
repeat sequence length, genetic locations, and fundamental
repeat pattern of an SSR motif. In this paper, we proposed
the concept of identifying SSR biomarker candidate through
cross-species cluster comparison on a specified set of target
genes. The developed system provides an online tool with
multiparameter selection functions, and the identified SSR
motifs are displayed by a tag cloud visualization method.
The exclusive and consensus SSR motifs between two species
clusters are shown in different font colors and sizes in an
efficient approach. The in silico comparison of SSR motifs
across different species clusters may provide the clues
and evidences for further understanding of evolutionary
development and functional associations.
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Table 2: The number of SSR motifs of each species for various SSR quality settings.

Scientific name Species name SSR quality 80% SSR quality 90% SSR quality 100%
Danio rerio Zebrafish 1,175,832 594,741 401,503
Gasterosteus aculeatus Stickleback 160,413 87,343 51,779
Oryzias latipes Medaka 122,505 37,730 15,460
Takifugu rubripes Fugu 261,612 148,043 90,753
Tetraodon nigroviridis Tetraodon 119,557 69,473 43,584
Gadus morhua Cod 359,592 209,540 123,880
Homo sapiens Human 3,023,284 1,406,186 644,338
Gorilla gorilla Gorilla 757,571 344,973 152,403
Macaca mulatta Macaque 1,075,737 526,515 225,403
Mus musculus Mouse 2,463,222 1,301,019 812,873
Bos taurus Cow 323,386 132,923 44,906
Canis familiaris Dog 715,776 340,433 152,502
Caenorhabditis elegans Roundworm 59,273 13,637 4,225
Drosophila melanogaster Fruit fly 199,458 79,952 21,223
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To further understand the potential expression relationships of miRNAs in miRNA gene clusters and gene families, a global
analysis was performed in 4 paired tumor (breast cancer) and adjacent normal tissue samples using deep sequencing datasets.
The compositions of miRNA gene clusters and families are not random, and clustered and homologous miRNAs may have close
relationships with overlapped miRNA species. Members in the miRNA group always had various expression levels, and even
some showed larger expression divergence. Despite the dynamic expression as well as individual difference, these miRNAs always
indicated consistent or similar deregulation patterns. The consistent deregulation expression may contribute to dynamic and
coordinated interaction between different miRNAs in regulatory network. Further, we found that those clustered or homologous
miRNAs that were also identified as sense and antisense miRNAs showed larger expression divergence. miRNA gene clusters and
families indicated important biological roles, and the specific distribution and expression further enrich and ensure the flexible and
robust regulatory network.

1. Introduction

The small non-coding RNA regulatory molecules, microR-
NAs (miRNAs), play an important role in multiple biological
processes through negatively regulating gene expression [1].
Abnormally expressed miRNAs may contribute to various
human diseases, including cancer development, and some
have been identified as potential oncomiRs or tumor suppres-
sors [2, 3]. Some miRNAs are preferentially located at fragile
sites and regions and are abnormally expressed in cancer
samples [4]. Those deregulated miRNAs have been widely
studied as potential biomarkers, especially for circulating
miRNAs in human diseases [5–7].

miRNAs in gene cluster or family may have functional
relationships via coregulating or coordinately regulating bio-
logical processes [8, 9], although they have various expression
levels due to complex maturation and degradation mecha-
nisms [10–12]. These clustered miRNAs are quite popular in

metazoan genomes, and theymay be involved in homologous
miRNA genes via duplication evolutionary histories [13–15].
Simultaneously, the phenomenon of multicopy miRNA pre-
cursors (pre-miRNAs) further complicates the distributions
of miRNA gene cluster and family and also implicates the
dynamic evolutionary process in the miRNA world [15, 16].
The systematic analysis based on clustered and homologous
miRNAs is quite necessary to unveil the potential functional
correlation and contribution in tumorigenesis.

In the present study, to further understand the potential
expression and functional correlations between miRNAs, we
performed a global analysis of miRNA gene clusters and
families in breast cancer using small RNA deep sequencing
datasets. These related miRNAs may have higher sequence
similarity (homologous miRNAs) or may be expressed in a
single polycistronic transcript with close physical distance
on chromosome (clustered miRNAs). They have been iden-
tified as cooperative regulatory molecules via contributing
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to multiple biological processes. Simultaneously, they also
have close phylogenetic relationships through complex evo-
lutionary process. Based on their functional and evolutionary
relationships, the expression analysis will provide informa-
tion of indirect interaction between miRNAs and potential
contribution in cancer development.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Source Data. High-throughput miRNA sequencing
datasets of 4 paired tumor (breast cancer) and adjacent
normal tissues (P1, P5, P6, and P7) were obtained from Guo
et al. [17]. The information on miRNA gene clusters and
families was obtained from the public miRBase database
(Release 19.0, http://www.mirbase.org/). Abundantly ex-
pressed miRNA gene clusters and families were collected
and further analyzed according to relative expression levels.
To comprehensively track the expression profiles between
clustered or homologous miRNAs, we collected and analyzed
all the members of miRNA clusters and families if one
member was abundantly expressed in a sample.

2.2. Expression Analysis. The expression patterns were esti-
mated using the relative expression levels (percentage) in
every miRNA gene cluster or family. Simultaneously, due
to dynamic expression across different individuals, equally
mixed datasets were also used to estimate the expression
patterns. We analyzed the potential relationships between
miRNA gene clusters and families, especially some miRNAs
could be yielded by multicopy pre-miRNAs. According to
abundantly expressed miRNAs, we attempted to discover the
potential cross-distribution and expression patterns between
clustered miRNAs and homologous miRNAs. Moreover, we
also focused on those clustered miRNAs and homologous
miRNAs that were identified as sense and antisense miRNAs
in the specific genome locus. Further expression analysis was
performed based on the 4 paired datasets andmixed datasets,
respectively.

2.3. Gene Ontology Enrichment Analysis. Experimentally val-
idated target mRNAs of deregulated miRNAs were obtained
from the miRTarBase database [18]. For those miRNAs with
less or no validated targets, target mRNAs were predicted
based on “seed sequences” using the TargetScan program
[19]. According to these targetmRNAs of deregulatedmiRNA
gene clusters and families, the functional enrichment analysis
was performed using CapitalBio Molecule Annotation Sys-
tem V4.0 (MAS, http://bioinfo.capitalbio.com/mas3/).

3. Results

Abundantly expressed clustered and homologous miRNAs
were selected to perform further analysis. Some abundantly
and abnormally expressed miRNAs (such as miR-23a, miR-
23b, miR-24, miR-222, and miR-29a) had been experimen-
tally validated using real-time PCR in breast cancer samples
[20]. Interestingly, we found that many miRNA gene clusters

and families had close relationships or had overlapped mem-
bers (Tables S1 and S2; see Supplementary Material avail-
able online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/782490). Some
miRNAs could be yielded by different pre-miRNAs, and the
phenomenon of multicopy pre-miRNAs largely contributed
to the complex relationships. Generally, these pre-miRNAs
may be located on different chromosomes, different strands
of the same chromosome (including sense and antisense
strands), or different regions on the same strand.The various
distributions complicated the compositions of miRNA gene
clusters and families. For example, miR-221 and miR-222
were members of miR-221 gene family with higher sequence
similarity, but they were also clustered on chromosome
X and identified as miR-222 gene cluster. Homologous
miRNA members could be located in different gene clusters
through locating on different genomic regions or different
chromosomes. For example, miR-23a and miR-27a were
clustered on chromosome 19, while miR-23b and miR-27b
were located in a cluster on chromosome 9. Simultaneously,
sense and antisense miRNA genes were also involved in
the gene cluster and family (Tables S1 and S2). miR-103a
and miR-103b were homologous miRNA species (they were
homologous members in miR-103 gene family), while their
precursors were located on the sense and antisense strands
of chromosomes 5 and 20, respectively (miR-103a-2 and
miR-103a-1 gene clusters could be detected based on their
multicopy pre-miRNAs).

Clustered and homologous miRNAs always showed con-
sistent deregulation patterns in tumor samples (Figure 1(a)),
although they had various expression levels (Figure 1(b)).
They might show expression divergence as well as individual
difference across different samples. The dynamic expression
patterns in miRNA gene clusters and families were quite
popular, even though they might be cotranscribed as a
single polycistronic unit or had higher sequence similar-
ity. For example, one member was abundantly expressed,
while another clustered or homologous member had lower
expression level (Figure 1(b)).The deregulation patterns were
also influenced by the various expression levels, especially
some were rarely expressed. The fold change (log

2
) showed

larger divergence between different clustered or homologous
miRNA species and between different individuals (Figure 1).
Furthermore, we also performed the expression analysis
based on the mixed datasets. Similar expression patterns
could be detected (Figure 2). The divergence of fold change
existed, but the difference had been largely reduced than the
expression analysis based on each pair of samples (Figures 1
and 2).

For those miRNA gene clusters and families that were
involved in sense and antisense miRNAs, we also analyzed
their expression patterns. As expected, they always showed
larger expression divergence (or both of them were rarely
expressed): if one member had abundant expression level,
another would be rarely detected (Figure 3). The sense and
antisense miRNAs could be perfectly reverse complemen-
tarily binding to each other, although they may also be
homologous miRNA genes with higher sequence similarity.

According to the predicted target mRNAs, the common
targets could be detected between clustered or homologous
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Figure 1: Examples of deregulation patterns of miRNA gene clusters and families (a) and their dynamic expression patterns (b). (a) Members
in these miRNA gene clusters and families may be repeated. Some clusters are members of a specific gene family.The horizontal axis indicates
the miRNA gene cluster or gene family; and the vertical axis indicates the fold change value (log

2
) based on each pair of tumor and adjacent

normal samples. Bars in different colors (blue, red, green, and purple) indicate fold change value (log
2
) of the four pairs of tumor and adjacent

normal samples, respectively; (b) dynamic expression across the 8 involved samples (P1-tumor, P1-normal, P5-tumor, P5-normal, P6-tumor,
P6-normal, P7-tumor, and P7-normal). The horizontal axis indicates the 8 samples, and the vertical axis indicates the relative expression
(percentage).

miRNAs (Table S3). Functional enrichment analysis of dereg-
ulated miRNA groups showed that they had versatile roles
in multiple basic biological processes such as regulation of
transcription and signal transduction (Table 1).

4. Discussion

miRNAs have been widely studied as crucial regulatory
molecules, but the global expression patterns of miRNA
gene clusters and families are little known. These clustered
or homologous miRNAs have potential, functional, and
evolutionary relationships, and they may coregulate or coor-
dinately regulate multiple biological processes. The potential

coordinated interaction complicates the coding-non-coding
RNA regulatory network and enriches the miRNA-mRNA
and miRNA-miRNA interactions [21, 22]. Sense and
antisense miRNAs have been characterized as potential
miRNA-miRNA interaction with larger expression
divergence (Figure 3). Recent studies have shown that
these endogenous complementary miRNAs can restrict the
transcription or maturation process of one another [23–27].
The perfectly reverse binding suggests that miRNA-miRNA
interaction may be a potential regulatory method in the
miRNA world [21]. Further, the compositions of gene
clusters and families are not random and independent,
and the phenomenon of multicopy pre-miRNAs further
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Figure 2: Examples of consistent or similar deregulation patterns in clustered and homologous miRNAs based on the equally mixed datasets.
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Table 1: Enriched GO terms based on experimentally validated target mRNAs in Figure 1.

GO term Count 𝑃 value
GO:0006355 regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 24 5.28𝐸 − 26

GO:0006350 transcription 18 7.48𝐸 − 17

GO:0007165 signal transduction 18 2.37𝐸 − 14

GO:0007275 development 15 1.82𝐸 − 13

GO:0006508 proteolysis 14 3.32𝐸 − 17

GO:0045944 positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 12 1.05𝐸 − 21

GO:0007155 cell adhesion 10 1.67𝐸 − 12

GO:0006915 apoptosis 10 5.62𝐸 − 12

GO:0008285 negative regulation of cell proliferation 9 7.05𝐸 − 15

GO:0006468 protein amino acid phosphorylation 9 2.03𝐸 − 11

GO:0006917 induction of apoptosis 8 9.59𝐸 − 14

GO:0042981 regulation of apoptosis 8 2.75𝐸 − 10

Here, we only list important GO terms that involved at least 8 target mRNAs of differentially expressed miRNAs. Count indicates involved number of target
mRNAs; 𝑃 value indicates enrichment 𝑃 value.
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Figure 3: Examples of diverged expression of sense and antisense miRNAs in miRNA gene clusters and families. The detailed sense and
antisense miRNA sequences are also presented on light, and they can perfectly reverse complementarily binding to each other. (a) miR-103a
and miR-103b are homologous miRNAs and also clustered on chromosomes 5 and 20 as sense and antisense miRNAs (the figure only lists
the sequences on chromosome 5); (b) miR-423 and miR-3184 are a pair of sense and antisense miRNAs on chromosome 17; (c) miR-24-1 and
miR-3074 are sense and antisense miRNAs on chromosome 9 and also clustered in miR-23b gene cluster.

complicates the distributions of miRNAs [28]. Clustered
and homologous miRNAs always have close relationships
with overlapped members (Tables S1 and S2). The interesting
distributions and relationships may be mainly derived from
the complex duplication history that may adapt to the
functional and evolutionary pressures [13–15, 29].

Although clustered and homologous miRNA members
are involved in various and inconsistent enrichment levels

via maturation and degradation mechanisms, they are prone
to present consistent or similar deregulation patterns in
tumor samples (Figures 1 and 3). Across different samples,
miRNAs may show the larger expression divergence. The
reason may be partly derived from the deep sequencing
datasets with higher sensitivity and potential divergence
during sequencing and sample preparation. On the other
hand, the individual difference also leads to the expression
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divergence, especially for these patients may be involved in
different degrees or stages of breast cancer, although they
are clinically characterized as primary breast cancer. Multiple
factors may contribute to occurrence and development of
breast cancer, and different samples may be prone to detect
slightly inconsistentmiRNAexpression profiles.Thedynamic
expression patterns may contribute to the robust regulatory
network and adapt to specific intracellular environment.
Indeed, these miRNA gene clusters and families have impor-
tant roles in multiple biological processes (Table 1). The
consistent deregulation patterns contribute to their poten-
tial coordinated interaction, although they indicate various
expression levels.

Furthermore, other factors also contribute to the expres-
sion divergence in miRNA gene clusters and families. Firstly,
the phenomenon of cross-mapping or multiple mapping
contributes to the relative expression levels [23, 30], especially
between those homologous miRNAs. The same sequencing
fragments can bemapped to different pre-miRNA sequences,
and any arbitrary selection will influence the final expression
analysis. Secondly, multiple pre-miRNAs have been identi-
fied that can yield the same miRNAs. However, it is hard
to infer the genuine origin. These multiple pre-miRNAs
are always located on different chromosomes or different
strands on the same chromosomes. In the typical analysis,
we always analyze the mature miRNAs and rarely consider
their real origins. The default analysis would influence the
expression patterns of members in miRNA gene clusters.
Clustered miRNAs are characterized based on the location
distributions of miRNA genes, but mature miRNAs are
used to estimate the final expression levels. The arbitrary
and default selection may lead to the imprecise expression
analysis. Finally, an miRNA locus can yield many sequences
with various 5 and/or 3 ends due to imprecise cleavage of
Drosha and Dicer [31–33]. These multiple miRNA variants,
also termed isomiRs, largely enrich the miRNA study and
coding-non-coding RNA regulatory network as physical
miRNA isoforms. These multiple isomiRs also influence the
expression estimation, especially expression analysis based
on the most abundant isomiR, the canonical miRNA, or
sumof all isomiRs, respectively. Simultaneously, these various
sequences also contribute to the phenomenon of cross-
mapping between different miRNAs [23]. In the present
study, the expression analysis at the miRNA level (based on
the sum of all isomiRs) is not comprehensive. Collectively,
expression divergence between miRNAs is more complexity
in vivo, which may contribute to the dynamic regulatory
network.

Taken together, although various expression levels can
be detected, consistent or similar deregulation patterns are
always found between clustered or homologous miRNAs.
The expression patterns provide an opportunity to coregulate
or coordinately regulate biological processes. Therefore, the
dynamic and coordinated expression may have important
biological roles, which should be derived from the functional
and evolutionary pressures. As flexible regulatory molecules,
multiple miRNAs can negatively regulate biological pathways
based on potential coordinated interaction (e.g., based on
miRNA gene clusters and families). Further study should

be performed that clustered and/or homologous miRNAs
would be potential biomarkers to study the mechanisms in
tumorigenesis.
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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of themost commonmalignant tumors. Clinical symptoms attributable toHCC are usually
absent, thus often miss the best therapeutic opportunities. Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) plays an active role in diagnosis
and treatment of HCC. In this paper, we proposed a particle swarm optimization-based hierarchical feature selection (PSOHFS)
model to infer potential syndromes for diagnosis of HCC. Firstly, the hierarchical feature representation is developed by a three-
layer tree.The clinical symptoms and positive score of patient are leaf nodes and root in the tree, respectively, while each syndrome
feature on the middle layer is extracted from a group of symptoms. Secondly, an improved PSO-based algorithm is applied in a
new reduced feature space to search an optimal syndrome subset. Based on the result of feature selection, the causal relationships
of symptoms and syndromes are inferred via Bayesian networks. In our experiment, 147 symptoms were aggregated into 27 groups
and 27 syndrome featureswere extracted.Theproposed approach discovered 24 syndromeswhich obviously improved the diagnosis
accuracy. Finally, the Bayesian approach was applied to represent the causal relationships both at symptom and syndrome levels.
The results show that our computational model can facilitate the clinical diagnosis of HCC.

1. Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the third most common
cause of cancer-related death worldwide and the leading
cause of death in patients with cirrhosis [1, 2]. In clinical
practice, symptoms attributable toHCC are usually absent, so
the majority of patients are diagnosed with advanced disease,
often precluding potentially curative therapies. This has
resulted, in part, in a 5-year overall survival rate of 12% and
a median survival following diagnosis ranging from 6 to 20
months [3, 4].Therefore, timely and accurate diagnosis is very
important for treatment of HCC. Currently, the modalities
employed in the diagnosis of HCC mainly include cross-
sectional imaging, biopsy, and serum AFP, which depend on
both the size of the lesion and underlying liver function, and
some of them are controversial [5, 6].

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is one of the most
popular complementary and alternativemedicinemodalities.
It plays an active role in diagnosis and treatment of HCC
in Chinese and East some Asian countries [7, 8]. Different
from other diagnostic methods, it is possible to accurately
diagnose HCC using inspection, auscultation and olfaction,
inquiry, and pulse taking and palpation [8]. In this study,
we will work on a TCM clinical dataset, which is observed
from 120 HCC patients. Each patient is observed on 147
clinical symptoms and a positive score is evaluated to
indicate total positive strength of symptoms. Based on this
TCM dataset, we could achieve two aims: (1) screening the
potential clinical syndromes for this cancer and (2) inferring
the relationships among the potential clinical features via
Bayesian network analysis. However, the computational cost
will be exceedingly high if the dimensions of the raw dataset
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are large. Furthermore, the causal relationships between all
the features are difficult to infer because high dimensional
data sharply increases the complexity of Bayesian network
structure learning [9].

In this study, a particle swarm optimization-based hier-
archical feature selection (PSOHFS) model was proposed
to select potential clinical syndromes for HCC diagnoses.
Firstly, all the 147 original symptoms were arranged into 27
groups according to the categories of clinical observations,
and 27 new syndrome features were generated from these
groups. Then, the hierarchical feature representation was
built with a tree structure, in which different layers indicate
different scales of clinical information (Figure 1). Secondly,
an improved PSO algorithm was employed at the syndrome
level to search an optimal syndrome subset for diagnoses.
The experiment shows that 24 novel syndromes searched by
PSOHFS could improve accuracy of diagnosis. In addition,
Bayesian networks were further constructed at two levels:
(1) a global network on the middle-layer features revealed
the relationships among 24 potential syndromes; (2) the
local networks were used to represent the connections of
symptoms in the same groups.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the details about the experimental data and the
feature selection approach. Sections 1 and 2 present the
experiment design and results, respectively. Some important
conclusions drawn are presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Data. In this study, the raw data was
observed from 120HCCpatients.The clinical dataset includes
300 samples and 147 clinical symptoms.The levels of positive
of each symptom are quantified with nonnegative inte-
gers. The larger value indicates stronger positive symptom
occurred.There are two types of data range for all the original
symptoms: binary or integer. For example, the symptom
“lip color is white” is binary (0 or 1); that means there
are two possible states for this symptom: occurrence or
nonoccurrence. Another example is “abdominal pain”; its
data range is 0, 1, 2, and 3. The symptom is not positive if
its value equals zero; otherwise, the larger the value is, the
stronger positive symptom will be. In addition, each patient
is marked with a score (nonnegative value) to represent the
total evaluation of positive symptoms on this patient. It is
obvious that if the HCC patients have larger positive scores
than normal people, it is because some clinical symptoms
appeared.

2.2. Feature Selection. Feature selection for classification or
regression can be widely organized into three categories,
depending on how they interact with the construction of
model. Filter methods employ a criterion to evaluate each
feature individually and is independent of the model [10].
Among them, feature ranking is a common method which
involves ranking all the features based on a certain measure-
ment and selecting a feature subset which contains high-
ranked features [11].Wrappermethods involve combinatorial

Positive score

27 syndromes· · ·· · ·

· · · · · ·
147

symptoms

Figure 1: The hierarchical feature representation of TCM clinical
dataset.

searches through the feature space, guided by the predicting
performance of a classification or regression model [12].
Embedded methods perform feature selection in the process
of training a model [13].

2.3. Hierarchical Feature Selection. When the raw dataset
is high dimensional, the complexity of feature selection
may be extremely high: (a) the computational cost will
sharply increase, particularly for the wrapper and embed-
ded methods; (b) the potential optimal feature subset may
include many irrelevant or redundant features. Therefore,
it is necessary to preliminarily reduce the dimension of
original feature set before feature selection. As a common
preselecting strategy, feature ranking-based approach could
quickly reduce the feature space by picking up high-ranked
features [14]. However, this type of approach always leads
to inclusion of some redundant features. In addition, the
optimal feature subset which covers high-ranked features
may not provide the best performance in the classification (or
regression)model. Ruvolo et al. proposed a novel hierarchical
feature selection approach for the audio classification by
converting the raw data to three-layer feature representation
with a tree structure [15]. All the low-layer features are
aggregated into several groups in a “bag of features” manner,
and then a higher-layer feature is extracted based on the
lower-layer features in the same group. Obviously, the high-
layer feature set constitutes a reduced feature space with little
redundancy and might provide lower computational cost for
classification or regression model.

In this study, our raw TCM data is high dimensional and
there are some redundant clinical symptom features included.
For example, there are four redundant observed features to
describe lip color of patients, such as “lip color is pale,” “lip
color is red,” “lip color is pink,” and “lip color is dark purple.”
Therefore, we aggregate several features into a group if they
describe the same category of clinical symptoms or the same
part of body and define a new syndrome feature for each
symptom group. After extracting all the syndrome features,
we build a tree structure to achieve the hierarchical feature
representation (Figure 1). In this hierarchical structure, the
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Figure 2: The flow chart of the proposed PSOHFS model for hierarchical feature selection.

bottom-layer nodes (leaf nodes) are the original clinical
symptom features which are directly collected from the
original TCM clinical dataset. And a middle-layer syndrome
feature is defined on a group of symptomswhich are related to
the same part of the body. If the symptoms in the same group
are not mutually exclusive (concurrent), the corresponding
syndrome is defined as the sum of all these symptoms;
otherwise, the level of positivity of the syndrome is based
on the frequency of each symptom in all the patients (see
Section 2). The top-layer node is the root of the tree, which
denotes the positive score of a patient. It is obvious that each
syndrome roughly represents the positive strength of one
specific aspect or part of body, while symptomprovidesmuch
more detailed information. Particularly, our study focuses on
how to reasonably extract the syndrome features to generate
a reduced feature set for feature selection and infer the causal
relationships among these two-layer features.

2.4. Particle Swarm Optimization-Based Hierarchical Feature
Selection (PSOHFS). Based on the hierarchical feature rep-
resentation, the dimension of the processed TCM dataset is
sharply reduced on the syndrome level.Wedesigned a chaotic
binary particle swarm optimization (CBPSO) algorithm to
search potential syndromes for diagnosing efficiently. The
flow chart of proposed CBPSO-based feature selection is
shown in Figure 2.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based
random optimization algorithm [16]. A swarm consists of 𝑁
particles moving around in a 𝐷-dimensional search space.
The position of the 𝑖th particle is represented as 𝑋

𝑖
=

(𝑥
𝑖1

, 𝑥
𝑖2

, . . . , 𝑥
𝑖𝐷

), and the velocity 𝑉
𝑖

= (V
𝑖1

, V
𝑖2

, . . . , V
𝑖𝐷

),
where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁. The positions and velocities of particles

are confinedwithin [𝑋min, 𝑋max]
𝐷 and [𝑉min, 𝑉max]

𝐷, respec-
tively. Each particle coexists and evolves simultaneously
based on knowledge shared with neighboring particles; it
makes use of its own memory and knowledge gained by the
swarm as awhole to find the best solution.Thebest previously
encountered position of the 𝑖th particle is considered as its
individual best position 𝑝best

𝑖
= (𝑝

𝑖1
, 𝑝
𝑖2

, . . . , 𝑝
𝑖𝐷

). The
best position of all the 𝑝best

𝑖
is considered as the global

best position 𝑔best = (𝑔
1
, 𝑔
2
, . . . , 𝑔

𝐷
). The limitation of the

standard PSO algorithm is applied to optimize the problems
in continuous space. However, many optimization problems
occur in a discrete feature space; thus binary PSO (BPSO)was
proposed to combinatorial optimization [17]. In BPSO, each
particle 𝑋

𝑖
is presented as a binary vector, thus, the overall

velocity of particle may be described by the number of bits
changed per iteration. Generally, each particle is updated as
the following equations:

Vnew
𝑖𝑑

= 𝑤 ∗ Vold
𝑖𝑑

+ 𝑐
1
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1

∗ (𝑝best
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𝑖𝑑
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2
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− 𝑥old
𝑖𝑑

)

if Vnew
𝑖𝑑

∉ (𝑉min, 𝑉max) , then

Vnew
𝑖𝑑

= max (min (𝑉max, V
new
𝑖𝑑

) , 𝑉min)

𝑆 (Vnew
𝑖𝑑

) =
1

(1 + 𝑒−V
new
𝑖𝑑 )

if rand < 𝑆 (Vnew
𝑖𝑑

) , then 𝑥new
𝑖𝑑

= 1; else 𝑥new
𝑖𝑑

= 0.

(1)

Equation (1) will be used to update the velocities and posi-
tions of each particle in each generation. The inertia weight
𝑤 controls the impact of the previous velocity of a particle
on its current one. 𝑟

1
and 𝑟
2
are random numbers between
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[0, 1]; 𝑐
1
and 𝑐
2
are acceleration constants that control how

far a particle moves in a single generation. Velocities Vnew
𝑖𝑑

and
Vold
𝑖𝑑

denote the 𝑑th velocities of the 𝑖th particle in the current
and the last generations, respectively. 𝑥new

𝑖𝑑
and 𝑥old

𝑖𝑑
indicate

corresponding positions on the 𝑑th dimension, respectively.
In our case, 𝑉max = 6, 𝑉min = −6.

Generally, the speed of convergence of BPSO is fast;
however, it has high risk of converging to local optimum.
Because chaos is a complex behavior of a nonlinear determin-
istic system which has ergodic and stochastic properties, we
combine chaos theory with BPSO to design chaotic binary
particle swarm optimization (CBPSO), which potentially
promotes the convergence performance of BPSO [18].

CBPSO-based feature selection is introduced in the fol-
lowing steps (Figure 2).

(1) Chaotic Initialization of Particle Swarm. When CBPSO
is used for feature selection, each particle indicates a
candidate feature subset. Given an original feature set
𝐹 = {𝑓

1
, 𝑓
2
, . . . , 𝑓

𝐷
}, each particle is denoted by 𝑋

𝑖
=

(𝑥
𝑖1

, 𝑥
𝑖2

, . . . , 𝑥
𝑖𝐷

), where 𝐷 is the number of features. It is
obvious that each particle represents a candidate feature
subset. If 𝑥

𝑖𝑗
equals 1 indicates the 𝑗th feature is selected;

otherwise, is not selected. The performance of convergence
about BPSO largely depends on initial particle swarm. The
chaotic initialization via globally searching combined the
ergodic and stochastic property of chaotic system is often has
a better quality than random initialization.

The common chaotic model is logistic model; it can be
shown as follows:

𝑞
𝑘+1

= 𝜇𝑞
𝑘

(1 − 𝑞
𝑘
) , 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2)

Equation (2) indicates a dynamical system, where 𝜇 is a
control parameter. Given the value of 𝜇, a time series
𝑞
1
, 𝑞
2
, . . . , 𝑞

𝑘
is generated from a random initial value 𝑞

0
,

which ranges from 0 to 1. When 𝜇 equals 4, there is no stable
solution for the dynamic system. It appears as a complete
chaotic state.

Now, an initial random vector 𝑋
0

= {𝑥
01

, 𝑥
02

, . . . , 𝑥
0𝐷

}
is generated. We substitute each element of 𝑋

0
into (2)

orderly and iterate 𝑘 times, respectively, and then obtain
𝐷 chaotic variables 𝐶𝑋 = [𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝐷
], which have

different locus. When 𝐶𝑋 is substituted into (3), we get 𝑘
binary vectors [𝑋

1
; 𝑋
2
; . . . ; 𝑋

𝑘
], where the binary vector𝑋

𝑗
=

[𝑔(𝑥
𝑗1

), 𝑔(𝑥
𝑗2

), . . . , 𝑔(𝑥
𝑗𝐷

)] represents a particle (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘):

𝑔 (𝑥) = {
1, 𝑥 ≥ 0.5

0, 𝑥 < 0.5.
(3)

At last, we select 𝑁 top binary vectors to constitute initial
particle swarm based on the fitness values. For fully traversal
of chaotic variable, the iteration of chaotic series is always
large (here, 𝑘 = 500, 𝑁 < 𝑘).

(2) Fitness Calculation Based on LSSVR. Support vector
machine (SVM) has excellent capabilities in classification
(SVC) or regression (SVR), even for small sample [19].
It minimizes an upper bound of the generalization error

based on the principle of structure risk minimize. However,
SVM training process will be time consuming if dataset
is huge. Therefore, least squares support vector machine
(LSSVM) is proposed to overcome the shortcoming of high
computational cost [20]. Generally, LSSVM can be catego-
rized into LSSVR which is used for regression and LSSVC
for classification. Because the problem-solving process of
the SVR is a QP problem, which will inevitably cause a
high computational complexity especially for large-scale QP
problem, LSSVR can overcome these shortcomings by a set
of linear equations and squared loss function which lead to
important reduction in computational complexity [21].

In this study, we use LSSVR as a regression model to
evaluate the predicting performance of each candidate feature
subset. We assume that an optimal feature subset not only
has excellent performance of prediction but also contains
more relevant features and less irrelevant features.The fitness
function is defined in

fitvalue (𝑋
𝑖
) = pdterror (𝑋

𝑖
) + 𝑝 ∗ mfr (𝑋

𝑖
) . (4)

𝑋
𝑖
denotes a particle-coding binary vector which indicates

a candidate feature subset. The function pdterror(𝑋
𝑖
) cal-

culates the predicting error of LSSVR model based on the
selected features in 𝑋

𝑖
. The parameter 𝑝 is a weight between

0 and 1. Function mfr(𝑋
𝑖
) indicates the correlation measure

between a feature subset and the target variable. In (5),
the function fr(𝑓

𝑖𝑗
) measures the relevance between feature

𝑓
𝑖𝑗
(included in 𝑋

𝑖
) and target value via a feature-ranking

strategy. In our experiment, the more predictive features
have smaller values of fr(∗) (see experiment in Section 3.2).
Therefore, the smaller fitness value corresponds to the better
candidate feature subset:

mfr (𝑋
𝑖
) = mean (fr (𝑓

𝑖1
) , fr (𝑓

𝑖2
) , . . . , fr (𝑓

𝑖𝑀
)) . (5)

(3) Update the Velocity and Position for Each Particle. The
velocity and position of each particle are updated according
to (1). Considering the searching performance of CBPSO
is affected largely by inertia weight (𝑤), the value of 𝑤
is dynamically updated in our CBPSO by using nonlinear
decreasing strategy. Its calculation is as follows:

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑙 ∗ (
𝑤𝑠

𝑤𝑙
)
1/(1+𝑐3∗(𝑡/(𝑡max)))

. (6)

In (6), 𝑡max is the number of iterations, 𝑡 is the current
iteration, and 𝑐

3
is a constant (set 𝑐

3
= 10). 𝑤𝑠 and 𝑤𝑙,

respectively, are the values of 𝑤 on the initial and last
generation (𝑤𝑠 > 𝑤𝑙). In our case, 𝑤𝑠 = 1.2, 𝑤𝑙 = 0.4. The
performance of global search of CBPSO is increased using
larger𝑤 at the beginning of iteration, and the local search will
be enhanced using smaller 𝑤 at the later stage.

(4) Reinitialization of Particle Swarm with Probability. The
trajectory of particle is largely affected by 𝑔best and all the
𝑝best
𝑖
. At the beginning of iteration, the convergence rate of

swarm is fast, but it is slow at the later stage which has high
risk of converging to local optimum. For overcoming this
shortcoming, each particle in each generation is reinitialized
with small probability (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The flow chart of reinitialization of particle swarm.

In Figure 3, 𝑝
𝑐
is the probability of reinitialization for

current particle swarm, with its calculation based on (7).
At the early stage of iteration, there are many chances for
particles to approximate the optimal solution, so that the
probability of reinitialization for whole swarm is small. In the
later stage, the probability of reinitialization is increased, it
can largely avoid the particles fall into the local optimum.
The parameter currun denotes the current iteration, and 𝑟𝑘
is a small random probability (in our case, 𝑟𝑘 = 0.3). When
the better particle is found after reinitialization, update the
current 𝑔best and 𝑝best

𝑖
:

𝑝
𝑐

= 1 −
1

1 + ln (currun)
. (7)

(5) Mutation of the Potential Global Optimal Solution. If the
global optimal particle 𝑔best is not constantly improved for
a long time, it is necessary to make variation for it to jump
out from the local optimal point. In our case, when 𝑔best
is invariant in 10 iterations, its binary coding vector will be
mutated with a random probability. If a better particle is
found, 𝑔best is updated again.

(6) Elitist Strategy Is Used in the Later Stage of Iteration. If
step (4) could not obviously improve the 𝑔best further, a
number of new particles are generated with a probability to
instead some particles in current swarm so that the diversity
of current swarm could be enhanced [22].

3. Experiment

3.1. Data Preprocessing. For hierarchical representation of
clinical symptoms, our raw dataset should be preprocessed
as in the following steps. Firstly, we manually divide all the
147 symptoms into 27 groups according to the categories
of symptoms (Table SS in Supplementary Material available
online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/127572). Figure 4(a)
shows an example of four clinical symptoms (pale, red, pink,

and dark purple) being arranged to a group called “lip color.”
Hence, a syndrome feature “lip color” simply represents the
states of lip color for a patient instead of four redundant
symptom features. Secondly, we calculate each syndrome
feature which is extracted from the corresponding clinical
symptom group. Therefore, we obtain a new reduced feature
space at syndrome level. Finally, combining the original
symptom features, extracted syndrome features, and the
positive score, we build a tree structure for hierarchical
feature representation of the TCM clinical data. Two typical
examples are given regarding how to extract the syndrome
features from the group of symptoms.

Example 1. Figure 4(a) shows an example of several symp-
toms in the same group beingmutually exclusive.Thatmeans
if the lip color of a patient is red, the rest of the three colorswill
not appear with him/her.We name a new feature 𝐿𝐶with five
possible discrete values (𝐿𝐶 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) to simplistically
represent the combined meaning of four original symptoms.
According to Figure 4(a), the states of lip color for a patient
are presented with a binary vector (length is four) in original
TCM data, while we can represent it with a single value 𝐿𝐶,
where𝐿𝐶 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. If𝐿𝐶 equals zero, thatmeans all four
symptoms are not positive. Otherwise, one of the symptoms
appears positive. As for the mapping between four symptoms
and four discrete values (1, 2, 3, and 4), we follow a simple
rule to assign each candidate value to a possible level of
this symptom: the larger discrete value of 𝐿𝐶 indicates that
much more patients are positive on this clinical symptom.
We count the statistic distributions of all the samples on these
four symptoms, respectively, andmap each discrete value to a
symptom of lip color according to the mean value of positive
scores on each symptom.

Example 2. The symptoms in the same group are not mutu-
ally exclusive. Figure 4(b) shows three clinical symptoms of
emotion: irritability, depression, and sigh. These symptoms
could be positive simultaneously on a patient. For example,
the clinical symptoms of emotion for a patient are denoted
by a vector 𝐸𝑠 = [2, 0, 1] in original data, which means two
emotion-related positive symptoms appeared with him/her.
In this case, a new syndrome feature 𝑁𝐸𝑠 is extracted from
𝐸𝑠, where 𝑁𝐸𝑠 = sum(𝐸𝑠) = 3. Therefore, if a patient
has several positive symptoms which belong to the same
syndrome, cumulative summation is a feasible strategy to get
a total positive strength on this syndrome.

3.2. Experiment Design. First, we proposed a feature-ranking
strategy for association analysis between individual syn-
drome and positive score (target value) with function fr(∗):

fr (𝑓
𝑖
) =

mcc (𝑓
𝑖
, ps) + 𝑝𝑐V (𝑓

𝑖
)

2
(8)

mcc (𝑓
𝑖
, ps) = 1 −

corr (𝑓
𝑖
, ps)

𝑝𝑐V (𝑓
𝑖
) = 1 −

pe (𝑓
𝑖
)

max {pe (𝑓
𝑖
) , pe (𝑓

2
) , . . . , pe (𝑓

𝐷
)}

.
(9)
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Figure 4: Two groups of symptoms are represented: “lip color” and “emotion.” (a) The syndrome feature “lip color” defined on four clinical
symptoms which describe four possible positive states of “lip colors.” (b) The syndrome feature “emotion” defined on three clinical symptom
features which describe three types of emotional states.

Combining ((4)-(5), (8)-(9)), we can determine the fitness
function in the proposed PSOHFS model for feature sub-
set optimizing. The function corr(𝑓

𝑖
, ps) is the correlation

coefficient between feature 𝑓
𝑖
and target value (ps). Function

pe(𝑓
𝑖
) denotes the predicting error of LSSVR model with all

the features except 𝑓
𝑖
. If the predicting error is obviously

increased after moving out 𝑓
𝑖
from the whole feature set, it

indicates the feature 𝑓
𝑖
is high predictive. The smaller value

of fr(𝑓
𝑖
), the higher-ranked feature 𝑓

𝑖
will be. The result of

feature ranking can provide a reference about the importance
of each syndrome to positive score.

Secondly, our developed CBPSO algorithm was applied
at the syndrome level for feature selection. Different swarm
size and the number of iterations were chosen to test the
searching performance of the proposed CBPSO. And then,
the predicting performance of the optimal syndrome subset
(OPS) by proposed model was further validated. On the one
hand, we employed two well-established feature selection
methods to compare them with our proposed PSOHFS
model: (1) correlation-based filtermethod (CFM) [14, 23] and
(2) PSO-based wrapper method (PWM) [14].These standard
approaches were applied on original symptom features. On
the other hand, we further validated the performance of
OPS by feature ranking on the syndrome feature level. Two
types of syndrome subsets were selected to compare: (1) full
collection with all the 27 syndromes (FCS) and (2) filter-
based syndrome set by feature ranking via (8). Here, we set
threshold 0.8 and 0.9 to get two potential syndrome subsets:
FRS1 and FRS2.

Finally, based on the optimal potential syndrome subset
inferred by our PSOHFS model, Bayesian networks were
constructed, respectively, at the symptom and syndrome
levels. On the one hand, the global Bayesian network on
potential syndromes was inferred using GES algorithm [24].
Such coarser-grained network can roughly reveal the causal
relationships among these potential syndromes of this cancer.
Before structure learning of global network, the processed

TCM dataset (TD) in Section 3.1 should be firstly discretized
according to

𝐷𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗)

=

{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{
{

𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗) ,

if length (unique (𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗))) ≤ 4

𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗)

max (𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗)) /itvnum (𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗))
,

else

itvnum (𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗))

= ⌊log 2 (length (unique (𝑇𝐷 (:, 𝑗))))⌋ + 1.

(10)

TD(:, 𝑗) denotes all the calculated values of 𝑗th syndrome.
Function itvnum (𝑇𝐷(:, 𝑗)) is used to estimate the optimal
intervals of discretization for the sample of 𝑗th syndrome.
If the number of positive levels for a syndrome is larger
than four, the discretization is necessary on this syndrome.
On the other hand, we chose three syndromes as examples
to construct local networks using GES algorithm (Table 4).
When a network structure is learned, Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) is utilized to compute all the conditional
probability tables. Then, the probability inference could be
achieved using inference algorithm, such as junction tree
method [25, 26].

3.3. Experimental Parameters. The simulating experiments
were implemented under the environment of MATLAB2011a
with Intel Core i5-2410 CPU @ 2.3GHZ, 4GB RAM. In the
LSSVR regression model, Gaussian RBF kernel is employed,
and the kernel parameters 𝜎2 and 𝛾 should be determined
firstly. Currently, many approaches have been applied in
parameter optimization of LSSVR, such as grid search [27],
cross-validation [28, 29], genetic algorithm (GA) [30], and
simulated annealing algorithm [31]. In our study, grid search
was selected to determine the parameters in the range
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Table 1: The result of feature ranking for all the syndromes.

Syndrome (𝑓
𝑖
) Name of syndrome Abbreviation Size mcc(𝑓

𝑖
, 𝑝𝑠) pe(𝑓

𝑖
) fr(𝑓

𝑖
) Rank

1 Lip color LC 4 0.9257 0.1688 0.9480 24
2 Tongue color Tc 4 0.9293 0.1813 0.9487 25
3 Appearance of tongue-1 At1 3 0.8123 0.5808 0.8550 16
4 Appearance of tongue-2 At2 5 0.9712 0.2998 0.9592 27
5 Coated tongue color Ctc 3 0.8589 0.1914 0.9126 21
6 Texture of coated tongue Tct 7 0.9039 0.2518 0.9298 23
7 Position of coated tongue Pct 5 0.9629 0.2685 0.9578 26
8 The color of complexion Coc 8 0.6396 2.7350 0.5790 6
9 Whole body condition Wbc 8 0.9326 1.0378 0.8749 19
10 Odor Od 1 0.6948 0.6055 0.7941 13
11 Chilly Ch 1 0.6011 0.4767 0.7586 10
12 Hectic fever Hf 1 0.7890 0.4248 0.8571 17
13 Fever Fe 1 0.7304 0.2969 0.8391 15
14 Sweating St 2 0.6270 0.4875 0.7706 11
15 Facial features Ff 13 0.2177 5.6792 0.1088 1
16 Cardiothoracic condition Ca 4 0.4923 1.2036 0.6402 8
17 Sternocostal and abdominal pain Sap 16 0.4010 1.6943 0.5513 5
18 Diet Diet 7 0.2937 1.7266 0.4948 3
19 Defecate and urine Du 10 0.4016 1.7268 0.5488 4
20 Sleep Slp 2 0.4382 0.9854 0.6324 7
21 Emotion NEs 3 0.5141 1.1600 0.6549 9
22 Skin of the limbs Sl 10 0.2091 2.4312 0.3905 2
23 Bump in ribs Bir 1 0.6543 0.5541 0.7784 12
24 Ascites Ass 1 0.7279 0.4304 0.8260 14
25 Pleural effusion Pe 1 0.7894 0.2301 0.8745 18
26 Pulse condition in left Pcle 13 0.8630 0.3003 0.9051 20
27 Pulse condition in right Pcrt 13 0.8716 0.2556 0.9133 22

of [0.1, 100000] for 𝜎2 and [0.1, 10000] for 𝛾. For a pairwise
(𝜎2, 𝛾), we used 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the
performance of LSSVR model.

To evaluate the accuracy of prediction, three statistical
metrics are widely employed: (1) mean square error (MSE),
(2) root mean square error (RMSE), and (3) mean relative
percentage error (MRPE). In (11), where 𝑦

𝑖
and 𝑦

𝑖
are the

observed value and predicted value, the smaller MSE, RMSE,
and MRPE are, the better the LSSVR model will be:

MSE =
1

𝑛

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

[𝑦
𝑖
− 𝑦
𝑖
]
2

RMSE = √
1

𝑛

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

[𝑦
𝑖
− 𝑦
𝑖
]
2

MRPE =
1

𝑛

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1



𝑦
𝑖

− 𝑦
𝑖

𝑦
𝑖


× 100%.

(11)

In our experiment, we used MSE to calculate the values of
function pdterror(∗) and pe(∗).

Moreover, the Matlab Bayes Net Toolbox FullBNT-1.0.7
[32] and BNT Structure Learning Package BNT SLP 1.5 were,
respectively, used in the Bayesian network structure learning,

parameters learning, and probability inference.The probabil-
ity distribution between nodes in a Bayesian network could
be computed according to the inferred network structure and
conditional probability tables.

4. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the results of association analysis between
individual syndromes and positive score. mcc(𝑓

𝑖
, ps) reflects

the predicting performance of feature𝑓
𝑖
to ps (positive score).

The smaller the value of mcc is, the more important the
feature 𝑓

𝑖
will be. The value of pe(𝑓

𝑖
) indicates predicting

error of LSSVR model based on all the features except 𝑓
𝑖
;

it is measured by MSE. Here, it is obvious that the higher-
ranked features have lower values of fr(𝑓

𝑖
). We clearly see

some important syndromes are high predictive, such as
“facial features,” “skin of the limbs,” “diet,” “sternocostal and
abdominal pain,” and so forth.

Our developed CBPSO algorithm was applied to search
the optimal syndrome subset on the processed TCM dataset.
Assigning different swarm size and the number of itera-
tions, this CBPSO algorithm shows excellent convergence
performance (Figure 5). Different assignments of param-
eters for CBPSO finally got the same optimal solution:
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Figure 5: The results of CBPSO-based feature selection under different parameters. Four subfigures show the CBPSO algorithm rapidly
approximate the optimal solution in the reduced feature space.

Table 2: The optimal solutions of our CBPSO using different parameters.

Swarm size Iteration 𝑃 The optimal solution of CBPSO Fitness value
100 100 0.2 001101111111111111111111111 0.40911
100 100 0.5 001101111111111111111111111 0.53205
200 200 0.2 001101111111111111111111111 0.41062
200 200 0.5 001101111111111111111111111 0.52183

001101111111111111111111111. It means the potential syndrome
subset containing 24 syndromes is a steady solution for this
NP-hard problem (Table 2).These 24 syndromes reflectmany
cancer-related parts of body or aspects of observation, which
are helpful to clinically diagnose HCC.

Now, twowell-established feature selectionmethods were
introduced to be compared with our proposed PSOHFS
model: (1) correlation-based filter method (CFM) [14, 23]
and (2) PSO-based wrapper method (PWM) [14]. The first
one uses correlation-based feature ranking as the principle
criteria for feature selection by ordering. The second one
uses standard BPSO algorithm to search an optimal feature
subset. These two methods were all applied on the original
symptom features. For CFM, we used 15% and 30% top-
ranked features to validate its performance, while, for PWM,
we set population size equal to 100 and iterations equal to
100 and 200. Table 3 shows the error of prediction of the
LSSVR model based on candidate optimal feature subsets.

Five candidate feature subsets were searched by the above
twomethods andPSOHFSmodel, respectively. In Table 3, the
values of MSE, MRSE, and MRPE were calculated based on
LSSVR by 5-fold cross-validation.

Comparing the values of MSE, RMSE, and MRPE in
Table 3, we can see that the optimal syndrome set (OPS)
searched by our PSOHFS model has the obvious superi-
ority in the predicting performance. The dimension of the
PSOHFS-based optimal syndrome subset equals 24, which
is significantly smaller relatively to the dimension of the
original symptoms (147). Because CFM and PWM work
directly on the original high dimensional feature space,
it is hard for them to achieve an optimized prediction
performance and the dimension of potential feature subset,
simultaneously. PWM searches for the optimal solution
depending on the evaluation of regression model, so the
optimal feature subset from PWM is more predictive than
CFM’s. However, standard wrapper-based methods do not
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Table 3: The predicting performance of the optimal feature subsets obtained from different feature selection methods.

Approaches Dimension of the optimal feature subset MSE RMSE MRPE (%) Time (second)
PSOHFS 24 (syndromes) 0.1622 0.4027 1.0700 3.0108
CFM (top 15%) 22 (symptoms) 14.4575 3.8023 11.8907 2.8510
CFM (top 30%) 45 (symptoms) 6.2611 2.5022 7.8632 4.8010
PWM (100 iterations) 92 (symptoms) 3.2268 1.7963 5.5645 8.8760
PWM (200 iterations) 89 (symptoms) 2.7516 1.6588 5.2351 8.7390

Table 4: Comparisons of the PSOHFS-based optimal syndrome set
with other potential syndrome subsets.

Feature
set Dimension MSE RMSE MRPE (%) Time (second)

OPS 24 0.1622 0.4027 1.0700 3.0108
FCS 27 0.1834 0.4283 1.9572 3.2604
FRS1 13 3.3735 1.8367 6.2871 2.4024
FRS2 19 1.7084 1.3071 4.5202 2.9640

optimize the size of optimal feature subset. CFMgot theworst
result is reasonable because the correlation measurement can
only detect linear dependencies between variable and target.

Next, we further validate the performance of OPS on
the syndrome level. Two types of syndrome subsets were
selected to compare: (1) full collection with all the 27
syndromes (FCS) and (2) filter-based syndrome subset by
feature ranking via (8). Here, we chose threshold 0.8 and
0.9 to get two potential syndrome subsets: FRS1 and FRS2
(Table 1). In Table 4, we obviously find OPS can get good
balance between the dimension and predicting performance.
The verification on FRS1 and FRS2 proves the fact that,
although feature-ranking methods run quickly, they still
easily lead to worse results because feature-ranking filter
ignores the possible interactions and dependences among the
features [29].The difference between Tables 3 and 4 indicates
the feature selection on a reduced feature space of original
dataset potentially obtains a better solution. 24 potential
syndrome features could quickly diagnose the positive level
ofHCCpatients with high accuracy.Our result suggested that
“lip color,” “tongue color,” and “coated tongue color” could
be ignored during the process of prediction because they
are weak predictive features for discriminating these HCC
samples.

Finally, based on the hierarchical feature representation
and the result of feature selection on syndromes, Bayesian
network on two layers was constructed and the conditional
probability tables were inferred. Here, we picked up three
cases to explain what we can obtain from the Bayesian
network analysis in the symptom and syndrome feature space
(Table 5). Figure 6(a) shows the Bayesian network structure
of “emotion” syndrome. We can clearly see that there is a
causal relationship between “depression” and “sigh.” When a
patient is depressive, sigh is a usual symptom with him/her.
While “irritability” seems to reflect inversely comparing to
“depression”; therefore it is an independent node in this
inferred network structure.The conditional probability tables

Table 5: The details of three syndromes.

Syndrome Symptoms
The number of
level of positive

symptom

Emotion
Irritability 4
Depression 3

Sigh 3

Cardiothoracic
condition

Tightness in the chest 4
Shortness of breath 3

Palpitations 3
Pain in the chest 3

Diet

Anorexia 4
Tired of greasy 4

Nausea 3
Hiccups 3

Acid reflux 3
Water reflux 3

Gastric discomfort 2

of “emotion” are shown as in Supplementary Table S1A-
S1C. For example, P(“irritability” = 0, “depression” = 1,
“sigh” = 1) = 0.027 suggests the probability of the clinical
symptoms “depression” and “sigh” is positive on a patient.
Figure 6(b) shows the network structure of “cardiothoracic
condition” syndrome. From Figure 6(b), “tightness in the
chest”might lead to three other clinical symptoms: “shortness
of breath,” “palpitations,” and “pain in chest.”The conditional
probability tables of “cardiothoracic condition” are shown in
Supplementary Table S2A-S2D. For example, P(“tightness in
the chest” = 1, “shortness of breath” = 1, “palpitations” = 1,
“pain in chest” = 0) = 0.01143. Similarly, Figure 6(c) shows
the network structure of “diet” syndrome. The conditional
probability tables of “diet” are shown in Supplementary Table
S3A-S3G. At last, Figure 7 represents the global network on
24 potential syndromes.There are three subnetworkmodules
and six independent nodes in Figure 7. All the relationships
among these syndromes were represented. Their conditional
probability tables were listed in Supplementary Table SS1-
SS24. Based on the hierarchical feature representation, the
Bayesian networks potentially provided uswith useful knowl-
edge with multi-granularity. From Table 6, we can clearly see
that the computational cost of network structure learning is
sharply increased when the number of nodes in the network
is increasing. It further proves that if we construct Bayesian
network on 147 original clinical symptoms directly, it will
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Figure 6: Three inferred Bayesian networks based on symptom features. (a) The casual relationships among three clinical symptoms of
“emotion” group. “Depression” might cause “sigh,” while “irritability” is an isolated node. (b) The casual relationships among four clinical
symptoms of “cardiothoracic condition” group. (c) The casual relationships among seven clinical symptoms of “diet.”
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Figure 7: The global Bayesian network based on 24 potential syndromes.
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Table 6: The computational cost of structure learning for some
Bayesian networks.

Bayesian networks The number
of nodes

Computational
time of structure
learning (second)

Emotion 3 0.06
Cardiothoracic condition 4 0.41
Diet 7 4.23
Potential syndrome set (OPS) 24 606.88

meet unimaginable computational complex; therefore, our
method proposed in this paper provided a good solution.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a particle swarm optimization-based hierarchi-
cal feature selection (PSOHFS) model was proposed to infer
potential clinical features of HCC on a Traditional Chinese
Medicine dataset which was collected from 120 patients. The
PSOHFSmodel firstly arranged all the 147 original symptoms
into 27 groups according to the categories of clinical symp-
toms and extracted a new syndrome feature from each group.
The raw TCM clinical dataset was represented in a reduced
feature space so that we can build a hierarchical feature
representation pattern with a tree structure. Based on such
hierarchical feature graph, we reached two aims: (1) based on
a significant reduced feature space, the feature selection can
be easily realized, and the optimal feature subset could diag-
nose patient samples efficiently; (2) we constructed Bayesian
network on symptom and syndrome levels. A global Bayesian
network for all the potential syndromes roughly described
the relationships among the main important aspects of HCC.
While each local network was constructed for the symptom
features in the same group, the causal relationships among
them could be inferred.

In our simulating experiment, our CBPSO algorithm
in PSOHFS model discovered an optimal syndrome subset
of HCC, which included 24 syndromes. With a LSSVR
regression model built by these 24 potential syndromes,
the diagnosis accuracy of HCC is high and computational
cost is sharply reduced. The significance of the proposed
model is as follows: (1) feature selection is implemented on
a reduced feature space, so that the dimension of optimal
feature subset is smaller; (2) the fitness function in CBPSO
algorithm optimizes the predicting performance and the
correlation between features and target variable. Based on the
results of feature selection, we further achieved the Bayesian
network construction at both syndrome and symptom levels
to explain the relationships among all the nodes and the
probability inference could be computed based on learned
network structure and conditional probability tables.

However, our model also has some shortcomings: (1)
most of syndrome groups were aggregated from the clinical
symptoms observed from the same parts of body, while much
more evidence proved that there are significant relationships
between symptoms which describe different parts (aspects)

of body; (2) we did not study the relationships of clinical
symptom features which belong to different groups. In the
future, we will collect more clinical samples of HCC to
deeply analyze the correlation between any clinical features.
Also, some high-predictive clinical features inferred in this
study need to be validated further in other TCM clinical
datasets. If we can discover and validate some high-predictive
clinical features in the next step of research, that might be the
significant phenotypes of this cancer.
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With the rapid advance in genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and other types of omics technologies during the past decades, a
tremendous amount of data related to molecular biology has been produced. It is becoming a big challenge for the bioinformatists
to analyze and interpret these data with conventional intelligent techniques, for example, support vector machines. Recently, the
hybrid intelligent methods, which integrate several standard intelligent approaches, are becoming more and more popular due to
their robustness and efficiency. Specifically, the hybrid intelligent approaches based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are widely
used in various fields due to the efficiency and robustness of EAs. In this review, we give an introduction about the applications
of hybrid intelligent methods, in particular those based on evolutionary algorithm, in bioinformatics. In particular, we focus on
their applications to three common problems that arise in bioinformatics, that is, feature selection, parameter estimation, and
reconstruction of biological networks.

1. Introduction

During the past decade, large amounts of biological data
have been generated thanks to the development of high-
throughput technologies. For example, 1,010,482 samples
were profiled and deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) database [1] by the writing of this paper, where
around thousands of genes on average were measured for
each sample. The recently released pilot data from the 1000
genomes project indicate that there are 38 million SNPs
(single-nucleotide polymorphism) and 1.4 million biallelic
indels within the 14 populations investigated [2]. Beyond that,
other large-scale omics data, for example, RNA sequencing
and proteomics data, can be found in public databases and
are being generated everyday around the world. Despite the
invaluable knowledge hidden in the data, unfortunately, the
analysis and interpretation of these data lag far behind data
generation.

It has been a long history that intelligent methods from
artificial intelligence were widely used in bioinformatics,
where these approaches were utilized to analyze and interpret
the big datasets that cannot be handled by biologists. For

example, in their pioneering work, Golub et al. utilized
self-organizing maps (SOMs) to discriminate acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) from acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
based only on gene expression profiles without any prior
knowledge [3]. Later, support vector machine was employed
to classify 14 tumor types based on microarray gene expres-
sion data [4]. Except for diagnosis, intelligent methods
have been exploited to identify biomarkers [5], annotate
gene functions [6], predict drug targets [7, 8], and reverse
engineering signaling pathways [9], among others.

Despite the success achieved by standard intelligent
methods, it is becoming evident that it is intractable to
analyze the large-scale omics data with only single stan-
dard intelligent approaches. For example, when diagnosing
cancers based on gene expression profiles, low accuracy
is expected if a traditional classifier, for example, linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), is employed to classify the
samples based on all the genes measured. This phenomenon
is caused due to the “large 𝑝 small 𝑛” paradigm which arises
in microarray data, where there are generally around 20
thousand of genes or variables that were measured for each
sample while only tens or at most hundreds of samples were
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considered in each experiment. In other words, there are
very few samples while a much larger number of variables
are to be learned by the intelligent methods, that is, the
curse of dimensionality problem.Therefore, it is necessary to
employ other intelligent techniques to select a small number
of informative features first, based onwhich a classifier can be
constructed to achieve the desired prediction accuracy. Such
hybrid intelligentmethods, that is, the combination of several
traditional intelligent approaches, are being proved useful in
analyzing the big complex biological data and are therefore
becoming more and more popular.

In this paper, we survey the applications of hybrid
intelligent methods in bioinformatics, which can help the
researchers from both fields to understand each other and
boost their future collaborations. In particular, we focus
on the hybrid methods based on evolutionary algorithm
due to its popularity in bioinformatics. We introduce the
applications of hybrid intelligent methods to three common
problems that arise in bioinformatics, that is, feature selec-
tion, parameter estimation, and molecular network/pathway
reconstruction.

2. Evolutionary Algorithm

In this section, we first briefly introduced evolutionary
algorithm, which is actually a family of algorithms inspired
by the evolutionary principles in nature. In the evolutionary
algorithm family, there are various variants, such as genetic
algorithm (GA) [10, 11], genetic programming (GP) [12],
evolutionary strategies (ES) [13], evolutionary programming
(EP) [14], and differential evolution (DE) [15]. However, the
principle underlying all these algorithms is the same that tries
to find the optimal solutions by the operations of reproduc-
tion, mutation, recombination, and natural selection on a
population of candidate solutions. In the following parts, we
will take genetic algorithm (GA) as an example to introduce
the evolutionary algorithm.

Figure 1 presents a schematic flowchart of genetic algo-
rithm. In genetic algorithm, each candidate solution should
be represented in an appropriate way that can be handled
by the algorithm. For example, given a pool of candidate
solutions 𝑋 of size 𝑀, 𝑋 = {x

1
, x
2
, . . . , x

𝑀
}𝑇, a candidate

solution x
𝑖
, that is, an individual, can be represented as a

binary string x
𝑖

= [0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 1]. Take feature selection as
an example; each individual represents a set of features to be
selected, where element 1 in the individual means that the
corresponding feature is selected and vice versa. After the
representation of individuals is determined, a pool of initial
solutions is generally randomly generated first.

To evaluate each individual in the candidate solution
pool, a fitness function or evaluation function 𝐹 is defined
in the algorithm. The fitness function is generally defined by
taking into account the domain knowledge and the optimal
objective function to be solved. For instance, the prediction
accuracy or classification error can be used as fitness function.
If an individual leads to better fitness, it is a better solution
and vice versa.

New population
by

selection and crossover and 
mutation

Optimal solution

Initial population

YesTermination 
criterion satisfied?

No

Evaluation
with

fitness function 

Figure 1: The schematic flowchart of genetic algorithm.

Once the fitness function is determined, the current
population will go through two steps: selection and crossover
and mutation. In selection step, a subset of individual solu-
tions will be selected generally based on certain probability,
and the selected solutions will be used as parents to breed
next generation. In the next step, a pair of parent solutions
will be picked from the selected parents to generate a new
solution with crossover operation; meanwhile, mutation(s)
can be optionally applied to certain element(s) within a
parent individual to generate a new one. The procedure of
crossover and/or mutation continues until a new population
of solutions of similar size is generated.

The genetic algorithm repeats the above procedure until
certain criterion is met; that is, the preset optimal fitness
is found or a fixed number of generations are reached.
Despite the common principles underlying the evolution-
ary algorithm family, other variants of the algorithm may
have implementation procedures that are different from the
genetic algorithm. For example, in differential evolution, the
individuals are selected based on greedy criterion to make
sure that all individuals in the new generation are better
than or at least as good as the corresponding ones in current
population. Another alternative of the traditional genetic
algorithm, namely, memetic algorithm (MA), utilizes a local
search technique to improve the fitness of each individual and
reduce the risk of premature convergence.

Since the evolutionary algorithm starts with a set of ran-
dom candidate solutions and evaluates multiple individuals
at the same time, the risk of getting stuck in a local optimum
is reduced. Furthermore, the evolutionary algorithm can
generally find optimal solutions within reasonable time,
thereby becoming a popular technique in various fields.

3. Feature Selection in Bioinformatics

In bioinformatics, various problems are equivalent to feature
selection problem. For example, in bioinformatics, biomarker
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discovery is one important and popular topic that tries to
identify certain markers, for example, genes or mutations,
which can be used for disease diagnosis. It is obvious that
biomarker identification is equivalent to feature selection if
we consider genes or mutations of interest as variables, where
the informative genes or mutations are generally picked to
discriminate disease samples from normal ones. However,
it is not an easy task to select a few informative variables
(generally <20) from thousands or even tens of thousands
of features. Under the circumstances, the evolutionary algo-
rithm has been widely adopted for identifying biomarkers
along with other intelligent methods. Figure 2 depicts the
procedure of feature selection with GA, where GA generally
works together with a classifier as a wrapper method and the
classifier is used to evaluate the selected features in each itera-
tion. For example, Li et al. [16] utilized genetic algorithm and
𝑘-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier to find discriminative
genes that can separate tumors from normal samples based
on gene expression data, and robust results were obtained
by the hybrid GA/KNN method. Later, Jirapech-Umpai and
Aitken [17] applied the GA/KNN approach to leukemia and
NCI60 datasets, where the prediction results by the hybrid
method are found to be consistent with clinical knowledge,
indicating the effectiveness of the hybrid method. Since the
simple genetic algorithm (SGA) often converges to a point
in the search space, Goldberg and Holland adopted the
speciated genetic algorithm, which controls the selection step
by handling its fitness with the niching pressure, for gene
selection along with artificial neural network (SGANN) [18].
Benchmark results show that SGANN reduces much more
features than SGA and performs pretty well [19]. Recently,
the hybrid approaches that, respectively, combined Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (CC) and Relief-F measures with GA
were proposed byChang et al. [20] to select the key features in
oral cancer prognosis. These hybrid approaches outperform
other popular techniques, such as adaptive neurofuzzy infer-
ence system (ANFIS), artificial neural network (ANN), and
support vectormachine (SVM). In addition to gene selection,
the hybrid methods involving evolutionary algorithm have
been successfully used to identify SNPs associated with dis-
eases [21, 22] and peptides related to diseases from proteomic
profiles [23–25].

Beyond biomarker identification, the evolutionary algo-
rithm based hybrid intelligent methods have also been
successfully applied to other feature selection problems in
bioinformatics. For example, Zhao et al. [26] proposed a novel
hybrid method based on GA and support vector machine
(SVM) to select informative features from motif content
and protein composition for protein classification, where the
principal component analysis (PCA) was further used to
reduce the dimensionality while GA was utilized to select
a subset of features as well as optimize the regularization
parameters of SVM at the same time. Results on benchmark
datasets show that the hybrid method is really effective and
robust. The hybrid method that integrates SVM and GA
was also successfully used to select SNPs [27] and genes
[28] associated with certain phenotypes and predict protein
subnuclear localizations based on physicochemical compo-
sition features [29]. Recently, the hybrid SVM/GA approach

was also utilized for selecting the optimum combinations
of specific histone epigenetic marks to predict enhancers
[30]. Saeys et al. predicted splice sites from nucleotide acid
sequence by utilizing the hybridmethod combining SVMand
estimation of distribution algorithms (EDA) that is similar to
GA [31]. Nemati et al. further combined GA and ant colony
optimization (ACO) together for feature selection, and the
hybrid method was found to outperform either GA or ACO
alone when predicting protein functions [32]. In addition,
Kamath et al. [33] proposed a feature generation with an
evolutionary algorithm (FG-EA) approach, which employs
a standard GP algorithm to explore the space of potentially
useful features of sequence data. The features obtained from
FG-EA enable the SVM classifier to get higher precision.

Feature selection is an important topic in bioinformatics
and is involved in the analysis of various kinds of data.
The hybrid methods that utilize the evolutionary algorithm
have been proven useful for feature selection when handling
the complex biological data due to their efficiency and
robustness.

4. Parameter Estimation in Modeling
Biological Systems

In bioinformatics, one biological system can be modeled as
a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) so that the
dynamics of the systems can be investigated and simulated.
For example, Zhan and Yeung modeled a molecular pathway
with the following ODEs [34]:

̇𝑥 (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑢 (𝑡) , 𝜃) ,

𝑥 (𝑡
0
) = 𝑥
0
,

𝑦 (𝑡) = 𝑔 (𝑥 (𝑡)) + 𝜂 (𝑡) ,

(1)

where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 is the state vector of the system, 𝜃 ∈ 𝑅𝑘 is a
parameter vector, 𝑢(𝑡) ∈ 𝑅𝑝 is the system’s input, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑚

is the measured data, 𝜂(𝑡) ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎2) is the Gaussian white
noise, and 𝑥

0
denotes the initial state. 𝑓 is designed as a set

of nonlinear transition functions to represent the dynamical
properties of the biological system and 𝑔 is a measurement
function. It can be seen that, to make the model work, it is
necessary to estimate the parameters in the model, which can
be transformed into an optimization problem as follows:

𝑃 : min
𝜃,𝑥0

𝑁−1

∑
𝑗=0

𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑤
𝑖𝑗

𝑦
𝑖
(𝑡
𝑗
) − 𝑦
𝑖
(𝑡
𝑗

| 𝜃)
𝑙, (2)

where 𝑦(𝑡
𝑗
) = 𝑔(𝑥(𝑡

𝑗
| 𝜃)), ‖ ⋅ ‖

𝑙
denotes the 𝑙-norm,

𝑥(𝑡
𝑗

| 𝜃) is the variable at time 𝑡
𝑗
with parameter 𝜃,

𝑤
𝑖𝑗
denotes the weight, and 𝑦 means the estimated value.

The problem 𝑃 could be solved easily by employing the
evolutionary algorithms [35–37]. For example, Katsuragi et al.
[38] employed GA to estimate the parameters required by the
simulation of dynamics of themetabolite concentrations, and
Ueda et al. [39] applied the real-coded genetic algorithm to
find the optimal values of the parameters. Recently, in order
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Figure 2: The flowchart of feature selection based on GA and classifier.

to improve the accuracy of parameter estimation, Abdullah
et al. [40] proposed a novel approach that combines differ-
ential evolution (DE) with the firefly algorithm (FA), which
outperformed other well-known approaches, such as particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and Nelder-Mead algorithm.

In biological experiments, most data observed are mea-
sured at discrete time points while the traditionalODEmodel
is a set of continuous equations, which makes it difficult
to estimate the parameters in an accurate way. Therefore,
the S-system, which is a type of power-law formalism and
a particular type of ODE model, was widely used instead.
For example, Savageau and Rosen [41] modeled the genetic
network with the following S-system model:

𝑑𝑋
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼
𝑖

𝑛+𝑚

∏
𝑗=1

𝑋
𝑔𝑖𝑗

𝑗
− 𝛽
𝑖

𝑛+𝑚

∏
𝑗=1

𝑋
ℎ𝑖𝑗

𝑗
, (3)

where 𝑋
𝑖
denotes the variable or reactant, 𝑛 and 𝑚, respec-

tively, denote the number of dependent and independent
variables, 𝛼

𝑖
and 𝛽

𝑖
are nonnegative rate constants, and 𝑔

𝑖𝑗

and ℎ
𝑖𝑗
are kinetic orders. Here, the parameters 𝛼

𝑖
, 𝛽
𝑖
, 𝑔
𝑖𝑗
, and

ℎ
𝑖𝑗
must be estimated. To optimize the parameters, Tominaga

and Okamoto [42] utilized GA to approach the optimization
problem with the following evaluation function 𝐸:

𝐸 =
𝑛+𝑚

∑
𝑖=1

𝑇

∑
𝑡=1

(
𝑋
𝑖

(𝑡) − 𝑋
𝑖
(𝑡)

𝑋
𝑖
(𝑡)

)

2

, (4)

where 𝑇 is the number of sampling points and 𝑋
𝑖
(𝑡) and

𝑋
𝑖
(𝑡), respectively, denote experimentally observed and esti-

mated value at time 𝑡 for 𝑋
𝑖
. Later, Kikuchi et al. [43] found

that it is difficult to estimate all the parameters from limited
time-course data of metabolite concentrations. Hence, they
changed the evaluation function 𝐸 as follows:

𝐸 =
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}
}
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(5)

where 𝑐 is a penalty constant that balances the two evaluation
terms. Moreover, they adopted the simplex operations [44]
instead of the random ones to accelerate the searching in GA.
Considering only a few genes affecting both the synthesis and
degradation processes of specific genes, Noman and Iba [45]
further simplified the evaluation function as follows:

𝐸
𝑖

=
𝑇

∑
𝑡=1
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𝑋
𝑖

(𝑡) − 𝑋
𝑖
(𝑡)

𝑋
𝑖
(𝑡)

)

2

+ 𝑐
𝑛+𝑚−1

∑
𝑗=1

(
𝐾𝑖,𝑗

) , (6)

where 𝐾
𝑖,𝑗

is the kinetic order of gene 𝑖. With this objective
function, they adopted a novel hybrid evolutionary algo-
rithm, namely, memetic algorithm (MA) [46], that combines
global optimization and local search together to find the
optimal solutions. Considering that the traditional S-system
can only describe instantaneous interactions, Chowdhury
et al. [47] introduced the time-delay parameters to represent
the system dynamics and refined the evaluation function as
follows:

𝐸 =
𝑇

∑
𝑡=1

(
𝑋cal
𝑖

(𝑡) − 𝑋
exp
𝑖

(𝑡)

𝑋
exp
𝑖

(𝑡)
)

2

+ 𝐵
𝑖

× 𝐶
𝑖

2𝑁

2𝑁 − 𝑟
𝑖

, (7)

where 𝑟
𝑖
is the number of all actual regulators, 𝐵

𝑖
is a

balancing factor between the two terms, and 𝐶
𝑖
is the penalty

factor for gene 𝑖. The trigonometric differential evolution
(TDE) technique was adopted to estimate the set of param-
eters because of its better performance than other traditional
evolutionary algorithms.

Parameter estimation is a key step in mathematical mod-
eling of biological systems, which is however a nontrivial
task considering the possible huge search space. Due to its
excellent searching capability, the evolutionary algorithm is
able to help determine themodel parameters alongwith other
intelligent approaches.

5. Molecular Network/Pathway Reconstruction

Recently, the network biology that represents a biological
systemas amolecular network or graph is attractingmore and
more attention. In the molecular network, the nodes denote
the molecules, for example, proteins and metabolites, while
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edges denote the interactions/regulations or other functional
links between nodes. Although it is easy to observe the
activity of thousands ofmolecules at the same timewith high-
throughput screening, it is not possible to detect the potential
interactions/regulations between molecules right now.

Under the circumstances, a lot of intelligent methods
have been presented to reconstruct the molecular networks,
such as Boolean network and Bayesian network. When
reconstructing the molecular networks, one critical step is to
determine the topology of the network to be modeled, based
onwhich the interactions/regulations betweenmolecules can
be investigated. The topology determination problem can be
treated as an optimization problem that is ready to be solved
with the help of the evolutionary algorithm.

Take a gene regulatory network as an example; Figure 3
shows the flowchart of reconstructing the regulatory network
based on gene expression data by utilizing Boolean network
and evolutionary algorithm. In the example, we want to
reconstruct the regulatory circuit that controls the gene
expression of five genes. Since at least one edge exists while
at most 10 edges exist in the network, the number of possible
network structures will be 𝑀 = ∑

10

𝑖=1
𝐶𝑖
10

= 210 −

1 ≈ 210. It is impossible to validate all network topologies
by biologists in lab. With appropriate fitness function, the
evolutionary algorithm is able to identify the optimal network
structure that fits best the gene expression data, where the
consistence between network topology and gene expression
data is evaluated with Boolean network based on certain
rules.

Repsilber et al. [48] modeled the gene regulatory network
with a Boolean model as a directed acyclic graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐹),
where 𝑉 = {𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
} denotes the set of genes in the

regulatory network and 𝐹 = {𝑓
1
, 𝑓
2
, . . . , 𝑓

𝑛
} denotes the

Boolean rules that describe the regulations between nodes (or
genes). To determine the topology of the regulatory network
that better fits the observed data, they employed GA with the
following fitness function 𝑓:

𝑓 =
1

1 + (1/𝐷) ∑
𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝛿2
𝑖𝑗𝑘

, (8)

where 𝛿
𝑖𝑗𝑘

= (sim data
𝑖𝑗𝑘

− network output
𝑖𝑗𝑘

) is the dif-
ference between the observed data and those estimated
from the generated network. In this way, they successfully
reconstructed the gene regulatory network that generates the
expression profiles consistent with experiments.

Later, Mendoza and Bazzan [49] presented inconsistency
ratio (IR) to evaluate each individual node in the network,
where the IR is defined as follows:

IR
𝑖

= 𝑤−1
2
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

min (𝑤
𝑘

(0) , 𝑤
𝑘

(1)) . (9)

Here, 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2𝐾 is the number of possible input
combinations for a node, 𝑤

𝑘
(0) denotes the weight of mea-

surements with output of 0 while 𝑤
𝑘
(1) denotes those with

output of 1, and 𝑤 is the sum of all weights. With the IR
defined above, an evaluation function defined below was

used to investigate the inconsistency between the network
generated and the experimental data:

𝜙 =
1

1 + (∑
𝑁

𝑖=1
IR
𝑖
/ (𝑁 × 0.5)) + (NP/𝑁2)

, (10)

where 𝑁 × 0.5 denotes the maximum inconsistency to be
generated by the network while (NP/𝑁2) is a penalty factor.
With this evaluation function, the differential evolution (DE)
approach was used to identify the optimal network structure
[50].

Recently, to understand the signaling in distinct physi-
ological situations, Terfve et al. [51] proposed a CellNOptR
approach, which derives a Boolean logic model from a “prior
knowledge network” and uses GA to search the optimal net-
work structure that is consistent with the perturbation data.
Later, Crespo et al. [52] employed Boolean logic model and
genetic algorithm to predict missing gene expression values
from experimental data and obtained promising results.

Although the Boolean network is simple and capable
of handling large networks, it fails to provide quantitative
information about regulations between molecules, which is
however the key to understand the regulation process. In this
case, the Bayesian network is widely adopted. Considering
the expensive computation time required by Bayesian net-
work, the evolutionary algorithm is widely used to determine
the structures of the molecular networks modeled. In the
Bayesian network, the molecular network is regarded as a
directed acyclic graph described as follows:

𝑃 (𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
) =
𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

𝑃 (𝑥
𝑖

| 𝜋
𝑖
) , (11)

where 𝑥
𝑖
denotes node 𝑖 in the set of variables, that is, the

molecules considered, and 𝜋
𝑖
denotes the parent node of

𝑥
𝑖
. For example, Yu et al. [53] utilized GA to determine

the optimal network structure consistent with experimental
data along with the dynamic Bayesian network by defining
an evaluation function based on Bayesian dirichlet equiva-
lence (BDe) score and Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
score. Later, Xing and Wu [54] employed the maximum
likelihood (ML) score and the minimal description length
(MDL) score as fitness values and determined the topology
of gene regulatory networks with GA, where the regulatory
network is modeled with Bayesian network. Recently, Li and
Ngom [55] proposed a new high-order dynamic Bayesian
network (HO-DBN) learning approach to identify genetic
regulatory networks from gene expression time-series data
and obtained the optimal structure of the networks with GA.
In their method, the optimal structure 𝑆 was estimated by the
maximum likelihood as follows:

𝑆 = ∫
𝜃𝑠

𝑃 (𝑋 | 𝜃
𝑠
) 𝑃 (𝜃
𝑠

| 𝑆) 𝑑𝜃
𝑠
, (12)

where 𝑋 = {𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
} and 𝜃

𝑠
= {𝜃
1
, 𝜃
2
, . . . , 𝜃

𝑛
} is the

parameter set.
In addition to Boolean and Bayesian networks, the Petri

net [56] is also widely employed to reconstruct biological
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Figure 3: The reconstruction of gene regulatory network based on gene expression with the hybrid method consisting of Boolean network
and evolutionary algorithm.

networks. For example, in the Petri net model of metabolic
networks, the nodes named places denote metabolites or
products while transitions representing reactions are edges,
where the values accompanying transitions denote rate con-
stants. The input places for a transition denote the reaction’s
reactants while the output places denote its products, and
the value of a place can be represented by its corresponding
amount of substance. If a transition is deleted, a reaction
happens, in which reactants are consumed and products
are yielded. To find the optimal solutions, Nummela and
Juistrom [57] defined a fitness function 𝐹 as follows:

𝐹 = ∑

𝑐𝑚𝑖 − 𝑐
𝑚𝑖0


𝑛
𝑚

𝑛
𝑝

+ 0.1 × 𝑛
𝑟
, (13)

where 𝑐
𝑚𝑖

means the computed concentration of the 𝑚th
metabolite at time 𝑖, 𝑐

𝑚𝑖0
is the corresponding target con-

centration, 𝑛
𝑚
means the number of metabolites, 𝑛

𝑝
is the

number of time steps, and 𝑛
𝑟
is the number of reactions.With

the hybrid method combining the Petri net and GA, they
successfully identified a network that is consistent with the
simulated data. Later, Koh et al. [58] have also successfully
employed this hybrid method to model the AKt and MAPK
signaling pathways.

The molecular networks enable one to investigate the
biological systems from a systematic perspective, whereas the
network topology is the key to construct and understand
the network. Accumulating evidence demonstrates that the
hybrid heuristic methods involving evolutionary algorithm
are able to help determine the network topology consistent

with experimental data in an accurate way due to its signifi-
cant efficiency.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we surveyed the applications of hybrid intelli-
gent methods, which combine several traditional intelligent
approaches together, in bioinformatics. Especially, we intro-
duced the hybrid methods involving evolutionary algorithm
and their applications in three common problems in bioin-
formatics, that is, feature selection, parameter estimation,
and reconstruction of biological networks. The evolutionary
algorithm was selected here due to its capability of finding
global optimal solutions and its robustness. The hybrid
intelligent approaches that combine evolutionary algorithm
togetherwith other standard intelligent approaches have been
proved extremely useful in the above three topics. We hope
this review can help the researchers from both bioinformatics
and informatics to understand each other and boost their
future collaborations. We believe that, with more effective
hybrid intelligent methods introduced in the future, it will
become relatively easier to analyze the ever-growing complex
biological data.
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Accurate tumor classification is crucial to the proper treatment of cancer. To now, sparse representation (SR) has shown its great
performance for tumor classification.This paper conceives a new SR-basedmethod for tumor classification by using gene expression
data. In the proposed method, we firstly use latent low-rank representation for extracting salient features and removing noise from
the original samples data.Then we use sparse representation classifier (SRC) to build tumor classification model.The experimental
results on several real-world data sets show that our method is more efficient and more effective than the previous classification
methods including SVM, SRC, and LASSO.

1. Introduction

Tumor is a solid lesion caused by the abnormal growth of
cells. A timely accurate treatment is very important clinically.
The premise of an accurate treatment is an exact diagnosis
due to the heterogeneity of cancer. That is, we need to
classify them accurately before treating tumors. Current
methods for classifying cancer malignancies mostly rely on
a variety of morphological, clinical, or molecular variables.
Despite recent progresses, there are still many uncertainties
in diagnosis.The advent of DNAmicroarray and RNA seq [1]
makes it possible to analyze tumor samples and classify them
based on gene expression profiles. Moreover, we can get the
expression data of tens of thousands of genes through DNA
microarray or RNA-seq simultaneously.

Many methods for molecular data classification or clus-
tering based on gene expression data have appeared in this
area [2–14]. Huang and Zheng used independent component
analysis [5] to extract features; Gao and Church introduced
sparse nonnegative matrix factorization for feature extrac-
tion [4]; Zheng et al. proposed metasample-based sparse
representation [7], and Furey et al. used support vector

machines [8] to classify the gene expression data. All
thesemethods have achieved impressive classification perfor-
mances.

Recently published sparse representation classification
(SRC) is also a powerful tool for processing gene expression
data. SRC method was inspired by many theories such as
Basis pursuing [15], compressive sensing for signal recon-
struction [16], and least absolute shrinkage. It has already
been widely used in face recognition [17] and texture clas-
sification [18]. In SRC method, test samples can be only
represented as a sparse linear combination of the training
samples from the same class. Furthermore, an imposed 𝑙

1
-

regularized least square optimization is used to calculate an
SR coefficient vector with only a few significant coefficients.
In theory, a test sample can be well represented by only using
the training samples from the same class. However, there
is too much noise in gene expression data, which causes
that the discriminative features are not obvious and the test
samples can also be represented by some training samples
from different classes. This will decrease the classification
accuracy. To reduce noise [19–21] and get salient features [20]
for tumor classification, in this paper, we introduce latent
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low-rank representation to preprocess gene expression data.
By combining it with SRC algorithm, we propose a new
method for tumor classification.

Latent low-rank representation (LatLRR) is a kind of the-
ory which can be used to extract principal and salient features
from original data. LatLRR is the improved version of LRR.
The two methods can be resolved by the inexact augmented
Lagrangemultiplier (ALM)optimization. In [19–22], LRRhas
been successfully used for the recovery of subspace structure,
subspace segmentation, feature extraction, outlier detection,
and so forth. In [23], the author introduced LRR theory for
face recognition in order to remove noise and achieved an
impressive result. Based on these successful applications, in
this paper, we introduce LatLRR into sparse representation
classifier for tumor classification. Firstly, we use LatLRR to
remove noise from original data and extract salient features.
Then based on the new extracted salient features, we design
sparse representation classifier to classify new test samples.
We referred to the proposedmethod as SRC-based latent low-
rank representation (SRC- LatLRR).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our proposed SRC-LatLRR method in detail. We
firstly review SRC and latent low-rank representation meth-
ods in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Then we present
our method in detail in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 specifies our
experimental setting. In Section 3, we evaluate our method
using several publicly available gene expression data sets.
Section 4 concludes the paper and outlines our future work.

The abbreviations used in this paper are summarized in
the Abbreviations section.

2. Methods

2.1. Sparse Representation Classification. Sparse representa-
tion classification is a supervised classification. Let𝑊 ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑛

denote a training sample matrix with 𝑛 samples and𝑚 genes.
As we know, each DNA microarray chip usually contains
thousands of genes; the number of genes is much larger than
tumor samples; that is,𝑚 ≫ 𝑛.

Let 𝑐
𝑙
be the lth sample of 𝑊 and the 𝑛 samples

are divided into 𝑘 object classes. Assuming that there are
𝑛
𝑖
samples belonging to 𝑖th class and making up 𝑊

𝑖
=

[𝑐
𝑖,1
, 𝑐
𝑖,2
, . . . , 𝑐

𝑖,𝑛𝑖
], the whole data set can be reexpressed as

𝑊 = [𝑊
1
,𝑊
2
, . . . ,𝑊

𝑘
]. Suppose that a new testing sample

𝑦 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 belongs to 𝑖th class. Based on the theory of sparse
representation, 𝑦 would lie in the linear span of the training
samples𝑊

𝑖
; that is,
𝑦 = 𝛼

𝑖,1
𝑐
𝑖,1
+ 𝛼
𝑖,2
𝑐
𝑖,2
+ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝛼

𝑖,𝑛𝑖
𝑐
𝑖,𝑛𝑖
, (1)

where 𝛼
𝑖,𝑗
∈ 𝑅 is a scalar and 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛

𝑖
.

Supposing a linear representation coefficient vector 𝑥
0
∈

𝑅𝑛, 𝑦 can be also rewritten as

𝑦 = 𝑊𝑥
0
. (2)

Ideally, if the training samples are sufficient and the training
samples sets that belong to different class are disjoint each
other, then we have

𝑥
0
= [0, . . . , 0, 𝛼

𝑖,1
, 𝛼
𝑖,2
, . . . , 𝛼

𝑖,𝑛𝑖
, 0, . . . , 0] ∈ 𝑅𝑛; (3)

that is, in 𝑥
0
, only the entries corresponding to the same class

as 𝑦 are nonzero.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that we can classify

the test sample𝑦 according to𝑥
0
. So the key problem is how to

calculate 𝑥
0
in (2). As in [7], 𝑥

0
would be sparse if the number

of object classes 𝑘 is large; this is what sparse representation
implies. According to the theory of compressive sensing [16,
24–26] and SR, 𝑥

0
can be achieved by solving the following

𝑙
1
-minimization problem:

∧

𝑥
1
= argmin‖𝑥‖1 s.t. 𝑊𝑥 = 𝑦. (4)

This problem can be solved by standard linear program-
ming methods [15]. But (4) has no exact solutions since𝑚 ≫
𝑛. Then a generalized version of (4) can be conceived:

𝐽 (𝑥, 𝜆) = min
𝑥
{
𝑊𝑥 − 𝑦

2 + 𝜆‖𝑥‖1} , (5)

where 𝜆 is a scalar regularization. This function can balance
the degree of noise by using 𝜆. In this study, we solve this
function by the truncated Newton interior-point method
[27].

2.2. Latent Low-Rank Representation. Latent low-rank repre-
sentation is an extension of low-rank representation. Con-
sider an observed data matrix 𝑋 = [𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
] ∈ 𝑅𝐷×𝑛,

where each column vector 𝑥
𝑖
is a sample, and a dictionary

𝐴 = [𝑎
1
, 𝑎
2
, . . . , 𝑎

𝑚
] ∈ 𝑅𝐷×𝑚, where 𝑎

𝑖
is also a sample. 𝑋 can

be linearly represented by the dictionary. That is,

𝑋 = 𝐴𝑍, (6)

where 𝑍 = [𝑧
1
, 𝑧
2
, . . . , 𝑧

𝑛
] ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑛 is a coefficient matrix

and each 𝑧
𝑖
is the representation of 𝑥

𝑖
. Equation (6) means

that each column vector of 𝑋 can be represented by a linear
combination of the bases in 𝐴. In (6), the dictionary 𝐴
should be overcomplete enough to represent any observed
data matrix 𝑋. But meanwhile, this causes multiple feasible
solutions of 𝑍 to (6). To achieve the optimal solution, low
rankness criterion is introduced to (6):

min
𝑍

rank (𝑍) , s.t. 𝑋 = 𝐴𝑍. (7)

Here, the optimal solution 𝑍∗ is the so-called lowest-
rank representation of data 𝑋 with respect to the dictionary
𝐴. Unfortunately, function (7) can not be easy to solve
because of the discrete nature of the rank function. By matrix
completion method [28–30], we replace solving low-rank
problem with dealing with nuclear norm [31]; then problem
(7) can be rerepresented as

min
𝑍

‖𝑍‖∗, s.t. 𝑋 = 𝐴𝑍, (8)

where ‖𝑍‖
∗
means the nuclear norm of matrix 𝑍, that is, the

sum of the singular values of matrix 𝑍.
Strictly speaking, the dictionary 𝐴 should be overcom-

plete and noiseless. But this kind of dictionary is difficult to
get. In practice, we usually use observed data matrix 𝑋 itself
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as the dictionary [19, 21, 32]. Finally we have the following
convex optimization problem:

min
𝑍

‖𝑍‖∗, s.t. 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑍. (9)

To solve this equation, two conditions need to be met.
Firstly, the data sampling 𝑋 should be sufficient. Secondly,
the data sampling 𝑋 should also contain sufficient noiseless
data to achieve robust capability. In fact, the first one can be
easily met but the second one not. Because gene expression
data are usually noisy, in reality, function (9) may be invalid
and not robust.

To solve the problem in (9), we introduce the following
LRR problem [20]:

min
𝑍

‖𝑍‖∗, s.t. 𝑋
𝑂
= [𝑋
𝑂
, 𝑋
𝐻
] 𝑍, (10)

where 𝑋
𝑂

is the observed data matrix and the 𝑋
𝐻

is
the unobserved data, that is, the hidden data. We use the
concatenation of 𝑋

𝑂
and 𝑋

𝐻
as a dictionary. The optimal

result of (10) is 𝑍∗
𝑂,𝐻

= [𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻
; 𝑍∗
𝐻|𝑂
], where 𝑍∗

𝑂|𝐻
and 𝑍∗

𝐻|𝑂

correspond to𝑋
𝑂
and𝑋

𝐻
, respectively.

By solving (10), the two problems above can be solved
well. Then our next mission is to recover the affinity matrix
𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

by using only 𝑋
𝑂
in the absence of the hidden data

𝑋
𝐻
. The method is called latent low-rank representation

(LatLRR), which is an improvement of LRR.
Supposing we have two matrices 𝑋

𝑂
and 𝑋

𝐻
, then by

solving (10) we have the following equations:

𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

= 𝑉
𝑂
𝑉𝑇
𝑂
, 𝑍∗

𝐻|𝑂
= 𝑉
𝐻
𝑉𝑇
𝑂
, (11)

where 𝑉
𝐻
and 𝑉

𝑂
can be obtained through computing the

skinny singular value decomposition of [𝑋
𝑂
, 𝑋
𝐻
] = 𝑈∑𝑉𝑇,

and 𝑉 = [𝑉
𝑂
; 𝑉
𝐻
]. Namely,𝑋

𝑂
= 𝑈∑𝑉𝑇

𝑂
and𝑋

𝐻
= 𝑈∑𝑉𝑇

𝐻
.

Depending on function (11), we have

𝑋
𝑂
= [𝑋
𝑂
, 𝑋
𝐻
] 𝑍∗
𝑂,𝐻

= 𝑋
𝑂
𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

+ 𝑋
𝐻
𝑍∗
𝐻|𝑂

= 𝑋
𝑂
𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

+ 𝑋
𝐻
𝑉
𝐻
𝑉𝑇
𝑂

= 𝑋
𝑂
𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

+ 𝑈∑𝑉𝑇
𝐻
𝑉
𝐻
𝑉𝑇
𝑂

= 𝑋
𝑂
𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

+ 𝑈∑𝑉𝑇
𝐻
𝑉
𝐻

−1

∑𝑈𝑇𝑋
𝑂
.

(12)

Let 𝐿∗
𝐻|𝑂

= 𝑈∑𝑉𝑇
𝐻
𝑉
𝐻
∑
−1
𝑈𝑇; then we have the following

simple function:

𝑋
𝑂
= 𝑋
𝑂
𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

+ 𝐿∗
𝐻|𝑂
𝑋
𝑂
. (13)

If 𝑋
𝑂
and 𝑋

𝐻
come from the same collection of low-rank

subspaces, then both 𝑍∗
𝑂|𝐻

and 𝐿∗
𝐻|𝑂

should be of low-rank,
so we can achieve

min
𝑍𝑂|𝐻,𝐿𝐻|𝑂

rank (𝑍
𝑂|𝐻
) + rank (𝐿

𝐻|𝑂
)

s.t. 𝑋
𝑂
= 𝑋
𝑂
𝑍
𝑂|𝐻

+ 𝐿
𝐻|𝑂
𝑋
𝑂
.

(14)

Just as in [28–30], we also change the above rank min-
imization problem to the nuclear norm. Then we have the
following convex optimization problem:

min
𝑍,𝐿

‖𝑍‖∗ + ‖𝐿‖∗ s.t. 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑍 + 𝐿𝑋. (15)

Here, we replace 𝑋
𝑂
, 𝑍
𝑂|𝐻

, and 𝐿
𝐻|𝑂

with 𝑋, 𝑍, and
𝐿, respectively, for ease of representation. In (15), 𝑋 is the
noiseless observed data. By considering there may exist
corrupted data or noise in 𝑋, we also need to introduce a
denoising model about (15); then we have

min
𝑍,𝐿

‖𝑍‖∗ + ‖𝐿‖∗ + 𝜆‖𝐸‖1 s.t. 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑍 + 𝐿𝑋 + 𝐸, (16)

where 𝜆 > 0 is a scalar and ‖𝐸‖
1
is the 𝑙

1
-norm of sparse noise

matrix 𝐸. If 𝜆 → +∞, the problem (16) will be equivalent
to (15), that is, no noise in the observed data 𝑋. In (16), the
optimal solutions 𝑋𝑍∗, 𝐿∗𝑋, and 𝐸∗ represent the principal
features, salient features, and noise, respectively.

To solve the LatLRR problem listed in (16), we introduce
the augmented Lagrange multiplier (ALM) [33] method and
revise (16) as follows to meet the requirement of ALM
algorithm:

min
𝑍,𝐿,𝐽,𝑆,𝐸

‖𝑍‖∗ + ‖𝐿‖∗ + 𝜆‖𝐸‖1 s.t. 𝑋 = 𝑋𝑍 + 𝐿𝑋 + 𝐸,

𝑍 = 𝐽, 𝐿 = 𝑆.

(17)

This problem can be solved by ALM method which
minimizes the following augmented Lagrange function:

‖𝐽‖∗ + ‖𝑆‖∗ + 𝜆‖𝐸‖1 + tr (𝑌𝑇
1
(𝑋 − 𝑋𝑍 − 𝐿𝑋 − 𝐸))

+ tr (𝑌𝑇
2
(𝑍 − 𝐽)) + tr (𝑌𝑇

3
(𝐿 − 𝑆))

+
𝜇

2
(‖𝑋 − 𝑋𝑍 − 𝐿𝑋 − 𝐸‖

2

𝐹
+ ‖𝑍 − 𝐽‖

2

𝐹
+ ‖𝐿 − 𝑆‖

2

𝐹
) ,

(18)

where tr(⋅) and ‖ ⋅ ‖
𝐹
denote the trace and Frobenius norm

of a matrix, respectively. 𝜇 > 0 is a penalty parameter. More
details about (18) can be found in [33].

2.3. Sparse Representation Classification Based on LatLRR.
Since LatLRR can extract the salient features and remove
noise from original data sets, in this study, before using
observed data for classification, we firstly use LatLRR to
suppress noise and get the salient features. Then we use the
denoised data for tumor classification; that is, we factorize the
observed data𝑋 into

𝑋 = 𝑋𝑍 + 𝐿𝑋 + 𝐸. (19)

Here, we only use𝐷 = 𝐿𝑋 for data classification. For a test
sample 𝑦, we can calculate its SR by the following function:

𝐽 (𝑥, 𝜆) = min
𝑥
{
𝐷𝑥 − 𝐿𝑦

2 + 𝜆‖𝑥‖1} , (20)

where the parameter𝜆 > 0 can be determined experimentally
and 𝑥 is a coefficient vector. Assuming the test sample 𝑦
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belongs to one of target classes, the training data set is
sufficient. When classifying 𝑦, we introduce 𝐿𝑦, where 𝐿
is a square matrix obtained through LatLRR method when
extracting the salient features.

Ideally, 𝐿𝑦 can be linearly represented by the samples
from the same class in 𝐷. Namely, the representation vector
𝑥 should be sparse and the nonzero entries are associated
with the columns of 𝐷 from the same class. This will lead
us to classify the test samples. However, noise and modeling
errors will also introduce some nonzero entries to 𝑥 which
correspond to the columns of𝐷 from themultiple classes [17].
To solve this problem, we classify 𝐿𝑦 based on how well it can
be reconstructed by using the coefficients from each class as
in [17].

Using the result of (20), we construct 𝛿
𝑖
(𝑥) as the charac-

teristic function which selects the coefficients associated with
the 𝑖th class in the coefficient vector 𝑥. By only using 𝑖th class
coefficients to reconstruct the test sample 𝐿𝑦 as 𝑦

𝑖
= 𝐷𝛿
𝑖
(𝑥),

we can classify 𝐿𝑦 into the minimum residual class between
𝐿𝑦 and 𝑦; that is,

min
𝑖

𝑟
𝑖
(𝑦) =

𝐿𝑦 − 𝐷𝛿𝑖 (𝑥)
2. (21)

Our classification algorithm can be summarized as follows.

Input. Observed data 𝑋 ∈ 𝑅𝑚×𝑛 for 𝑘 classes; test
sample 𝑦.

Step 1. Normalize the columns of𝑋.
Step 2. Extract the salient features of 𝑋 and
remove to some extent noise to get data 𝐷
defined in (19).
Step 3. Solve the optimization problem defined
in (20).
Step 4. Compute the residuals 𝑟

𝑖
(𝑦) =

‖𝐿𝑦 − 𝐷𝛿
𝑖
(𝑥)‖
2
.

Output. Identity(𝑦) = arg min
𝑖
𝑟
𝑖
(𝑦).

Our method can be seen as the combination of SRC [17]
and latent low-rank representation for feature extraction [20],
so we named it as SRC-LatLRR. In SRC, the test sample is
represented as a sparse linear combination of the training
samples from the same class. In LatLRR, noise is removed to
some extent and salient features are simultaneously extracted
from the training samples. So the introduction of LatLRR can
improve the classification accuracy of SRC in a way.

2.4. Evaluation of the Performance. To evaluate our proposed
method, we compare our method with SRC [17, 34], LASSO
[35], and SVM [8, 36, 37]. SVM has been proved to be
one of the best classifiers for classifying data in the area of
“high dimensionality and small sample size” [36, 37]. We do
binary classification andmulticlass classification experiments
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. During the experiment,
the best results of SRC, LASSO, and SVM are also used to
compare with those of our method, which were achieved
by choosing appropriate parameters experimentally. As the
number of tumor sample is too small, we use stratified 10-
fold cross validation in all our experiments. In the multiclass

Table 1: Three binary data sets used in the experiments.

Datasets Samples Genes
Class 1 Class 2

Colon cancer 40 22 2000
Prostate cancer 77 59 12600
DLBCL 58 19 5469

Table 2: Classification accuracies by different methods for the three
binary data sets.

Datasets SVM LASSO SRC SRC-LatLRR
Colon cancer 85.48 85.48 85.48 90.32
Prostate cancer 91.18 91.91 94.85 94.12
DLBCL 96.10 96.10 97.40 97.40

classification experiments, we do not use LASSO method
because it is designed only for binary class classification
problems [35]. As we know, dimensionality reduction can
improve the classification performance and computing speed,
so we reduce data dimensionality using between-category
to within-category sums of squares methods in our experi-
ments.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. Two-Class Classification Problem. In this subsection,
three two-class microarray data sets are used to evaluate our
method: colon cancer [38], prostate cancer [39], and diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma [40].

The colon data set contains 62 samples consisting of 40
tumor and 22 normal. The prostate data set contains prostate
tumors and normal prostate samples, each consisting of the
expression levels of 12600 genes. For the DLBCL data set,
the gene expression values were measured by high-density
oligonucleotide microarrays. An overview of the three data
sets is given in Table 1.

The classification results by using SVM, LASSO, SRC, and
the proposed SRC-LatLRR are listed in Table 2. FromTable 2,
we can see that our method SRC-LatLRR performs well on
all the three data sets. Even the performance of SRC-LatLRR
is not better than SRC on the prostate cancer data set, but
it is better than SVM and LASSO. In summary, SRC has an
advantage for the prostate cancer and DLBCL data sets, but
SRC-LatLRR is the best classifier for the colon cancer and
DLBCL data sets.

To further evaluate our method, in this experiment,
we also introduced BW feature selection in our method to
classify these three data sets. The results are listed in Table 3,
and the number of genes selected is given in the parenthesis
behind data set. From Table 3, we can see that after feature
selection, our proposed classification method outperforms
the other three classificationmethods, and it can even achieve
an accuracy of 100% for the DLBCL data set.

3.2. Multiclass Classification Problem. In this subsection, we
use fourmulticlass data sets to further check the classification
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Table 3: Classification accuracies by different methods with gene
selection for the three binary data sets.

Datasets SVM LASSO SRC SRC-LatLRR
Colon cancer
(1000) 87.1 87.1 87.1 91.94

Prostate cancer
(1500) 94.85 91.18 95.59 96.32

DLBCL (800) 97.40 93.51 97.40 100

Table 4: Descriptions of the four multiclass data sets used in DNA
classification experiments.

Dataset Class counts Samples Genes
Lung cancer 5 203 12600
Leukemia 3 72 11225
11 tumors 11 174 12533
9 tumors 9 60 5726

Table 5: Classification accuracies by different methods for the
multiclass data sets.

Dataset SVM SRC SRC-LatLRR
Lung cancer 96.05 95.07 95.07
Leukemia 96.60 95.83 98.61
11 tumors 94.68 94.83 94.83
9 tumors 65.10 66.67 66.67

performance of SRC-LatLRR. The four data sets are lung
cancer [41], leukemia [42], 11 tumors [43], and 9 tumors
[44].

In lung cancer data set, there are four classes of lung
cancer and normal class. This data set contains 203 samples.
For leukemia data set, all the samples are classified into
acute myelogenous leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia,
or mixed-lineage leukemia. The data set includes 72 samples
with 11225 genes. For 11 tumors, there are 11 classes of
samples, which are ovary, bladder/ureter, breast, colorectal,
gastroesophagus, kidney, liver, prostate, pancreas, adeno
lung, and squamous lung. This data set includes 174 samples.
For the 9 tumors data set, there are 60 samples with 5726
genes.These 9 types of tumors are non-small-cell lung, colon,
breast, ovarian, leukemia, renal, melanoma, prostate, and
central nervous system.The detailed descriptions about these
four data sets are listed in Table 4. All the four data sets were
produced by oligonucleotide microarrays and the analysis
tool Affymetrix GENECHIP [36].

The experimental results are listed in Table 5. From these
results, we can see that the proposed method SRC-LatLRR
does not have a clear advantage over SVM and SRC. The
reason may be that in these data sets, the training samples
of each class are very few so that the sample space is not
complete.

We then introduced BW feature selection before applying
our method. The obtained results are listed in Table 6. From
the results we can see that the proposed method classified
leukemia well. For the other data sets, it has no clear

Table 6: Classification accuracies by different methods with gene
selection for the multiclass data sets.

Dataset SVM SRC SRC-LatLRR
Lung cancer (2000) 96.62 95.07 95.57
Leukemia (3000) 96.90 95.83 98.61
11 tumors (1000) 96.07 95.40 95.40
9 tumors (2000) 85.84 71.67 80.00
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Figure 1: The changing curves of classification accuracy and
removed noise level with 𝜆 on the colon data set.

advantage. But it performed better than SRC for all the four
data sets.

3.3. The Choice of the Balanced Parameter. In this section,
we use the data sets described in Section 3.1 to check how
𝜆 in (16) affect the classification performance. We show the
accuracies and the removed noise level by our method at
different values of 𝜆 in Figures 1, 2, and 3 for the colon,
prostate, and DLBCL data sets, respectively. From (16), we
know that the lower the 𝜆 is, the bigger the noise level is
removed. For these three figures we use ‖𝐸‖

1
to represent the

level of the removed noise. From these three figures we can
see that the noise that we remove from the original data can
not be too much, or it will reduce the accuracy. The reason is
that if 𝜆 is set to be too small, useful information may be also
removed besides noise. On the contrary, if 𝜆 is too big, the
noise that was removed is too little, and we still can not get
a good classification result. The experiment suggests that for
colon data sets, 𝜆 = 0.011 is the best choice and 𝜆 = 0.096 and
𝜆 = 0.1 for the prostate and DLBCL data sets, respectively.

4. Conclusions

For gene expression data, cancer diagnosis is one of the
most important clinical applications. In this paper, we have
proposed a new SR-based method for tumor classification
which uses the noiseless salient features extracted from the
original samples to classify a test sample. We compared
our method with several state-of-the-art methods including
SVM, LASSO, and SRC on seven data sets. The results of
experiments show that the proposed method is better than
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Figure 2: The changing curves of classification accuracy and
removed noise level with 𝜆 on the prostate data set.
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Figure 3: The changing curves of classification accuracy and
removed noise level with 𝜆 on the DLBCL data set.

SVM, LASSO, and SRC in a way. These demonstrate that
SRC-LatLRR is effective and efficient for tumor classification.
We also introduced gene selection into our method. The
results show that gene selection can improve the classification
accuracy to some extent.

During the study we also found that, for the optimal
result of LatLRR on the observed samples, 𝑍∗ represents the
affinity matrix of samples [21]. In theory, the affinity matrix
can be used to cluster samples. In future, we will extend it to
investigate the property of sample clusters.

Abbreviations

SR: Sparse representation
SRC: Sparse representation classification
LRR: Low-rank representation
LatLRR: Latent low-rank representation
ALM: Augmented Lagrange multiplier
SVM: Support vector machines
LASSO: Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
BW: Between-categories to within-category.
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Besides the pinpointing of individual disease-related genes, associating protein complexes to human inherited diseases is also of
great importance, because a biological function usually arises from the cooperative behaviour of multiple proteins in a protein
complex. Moreover, knowledge about disease-related protein complexes could also enhance the inference of disease genes and
pathogenic genetic variants. Here, we have designed a computational systems biology approach to systematically analyse potential
relationships between diseases and protein complexes. First, we construct a heterogeneous network which is composed of a disease-
disease similarity layer, a tissue-specific protein-protein interaction layer, and a protein complex membership layer. Then, we
propose a random walk model on this disease-protein-complex network for identifying protein complexes that are related to a
query disease. With a series of leave-one-out cross-validation experiments, we show that our method not only possesses high
performance but also demonstrates robustness regarding the parameters and the network structure.We further predict a landscape
of associations between human diseases and protein complexes. This landscape can be used to facilitate the inference of disease
genes, thereby benefiting studies on pathology of diseases.

1. Introduction

With a vast amount of genetic variants detected by such tech-
niques as traditional genome-wide association studies [1, 2]
and recent exome sequencing studies [3, 4], connecting func-
tional implications of these genetic variants to human inher-
ited diseases has now become a standard task [5]. For genetic
variants occurring in protein coding regions, a typical
approach to this task is to screen out a set of candidate genes
around the genomic positions where the genetic variants
occur and then prioritize the candidates to identify genes that
aremost likely to be associatedwith a disease of interest [6, 7].

To achieve this goal, quite a few approaches have been
proposed from the perspective of computational systems
biology. For example, Endeavour resorted to the guilt-by-
association principle [8] to rank candidate genes according to
their functional similarities to a set of predefined seed genes

[9]. Cipher integrated a phenotype similarity profile and a
protein-protein interaction (PPI) network to make a global
inference of disease genes [10]. The idea of relying on phe-
notype similarities between diseases instead of between pre-
defined seed genes tomake inferences has then been extended
by a series of methods, including RWRH [11], PRINCE [12],
AlignPI [13], MAXIF [14], and many others [15–17]. In these
studies, PPI networks have also been dominantly used to
provide a simplified yet systematic measure of functional
similarities between gene products [7], and recent studies
have shown the advantage of using tissue-specific PPI net-
works over using generic ones [18–20].

However, a biological function usually arises from the
cooperation of multiple proteins. These proteins link to each
other by noncovalent interactions, forming a protein com-
plex. Hence, genetic variants occurring at different loci might
affect the structure of amember protein of a complex, alter the
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function of the entire complex, and cause a disease. For exam-
ple, it has been reported that seven pathogenic genes respon-
sible for a heterogeneous syndrome called Fanconi anemia
(FA) form a protein complex with functions related to DNA
repair [21]. Therefore, besides the prioritization of candidate
genes for a disease of interest, it is also of great importance
to identify protein complexes underlying a query disease,
thereby shedding light on biological processes and functional
mechanisms of the occurrence and development of the
disease under investigation.

Some methods for identifying disease genes have paid
attention to linking protein complexes to diseases and then
made use of such information to facilitate the prediction of
disease genes. For example, Lage et al. proposed to identify
the aggregates of proteins connected to a candidate protein
in a PPI network as a protein complex by a virtual pull-down
procedure and infer the association between the candidate
protein and a query disease based on members of the protein
complex [15]. Vanunu et al. proposed to analyze the PPI
network and to establish a prioritization procedure in order
to identify densely connected subnetworks that contain high
scoring proteins as disease-related protein complexes [12].
Yang et al. proposed to infer disease genes from relationship
between protein complexes and diseases [22]. These studies
demonstrate that association relationships between protein
complexes and a query disease could enhance the inference
of disease genes. However, so far it still lacks a computational
approach to systematically analyze potential relationships
between known protein complexes and human diseases.

With the above understandings, we propose in this
paper a computational systems biology approach for the
identification of protein complexes that are related to a
query disease via a random walk model on a heterogeneous
network that is composed of a disease-disease similarity layer,
a tissue-specific protein-protein interaction layer, and a
protein complex membership layer. Starting from the query
disease at the disease layer, our method simulates the process
in which a random walker travels in the three-layered
disease-protein-complex network, scores a protein complex
using the probability that the walker stays in the protein
complex at the steady state, and then ranks candidate pro-
tein complexes according to their scores. With a series of
large-scale leave-one-out cross-validation experiments, we
systematically show that our method not only possesses high
performance but also demonstrates robustness to parame-
ters involved and the network structure. As an application
of our approach, we predict a landscape of associations
between human diseases and known protein complexes
and provide free downloads of the prediction results at
http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/jianglab/complex.

2. Methods

2.1. Overview of the ProposedMethod. Wemodel the problem
of identifying protein complexes associated with a query
disease as a prioritization problem and propose to solve
this problem with a three-step approach. As illustrated in
Figure 1, given a query disease and a set of predefined protein

complexes as inputs, we first identify the tissue to which
the disease is most likely related. Then, we construct a
tissue-specific disease-protein-complex heterogeneous net-
work, which is composed of three layers: a disease-disease
similarity layer on the top, a protein-protein interaction layer
in the middle, and a protein complex membership layer at
the bottom. In this procedure, we use a PPI network that is
specific to the tissue identified in the first step as the middle
layer. Finally, we apply a random walk with restart algorithm
to the three-layer network to calculate a score for each
candidate complex and further rank the candidates to obtain
a ranking list as the output.

2.2. Construction of the Disease-Protein-Complex Network.
The disease-protein-complex network is composed of three
layers. The top layer is a disease-disease similarity network
derived from a phenotype similarity profile [23]. The middle
layer is a tissue-specific PPI network derived using generic
PPI information [24] and tissue-specific gene expression data
[25].The bottom layer reflects relationships between proteins
and complexes that are extracted from the database [26].

At the top layer, given a disease phenotype similarity
profile (a real-valuedmatrix) that quantifies pairwise overlaps
of diseases in their clinic traits, we construct the disease-
disease similarity network by using two strategies. First, with
a 𝑘-nearest neighbour (𝑘-NN) strategy (used as the default in
our study), we link each disease to its 𝑘 nearest neighbours,
which correspond to the 𝑘 highest phenotype similarity
scores. Second, with a 𝛿-threshold strategy, we set up a cut-off
value 𝛿 and then connect two diseases by an undirected edge
if and only if their similarity is greater than or equal to the
cut-off. In both strategies, we further consider two variations
for edges: weighting edges by the original similarity values or
treating edges as unweighted.

At themiddle layer, given generic PPI network and tissue-
specific gene expression data, we get a tissue-specific PPI
network from the literature [18]. These networks have been
constructed by using one of the two following strategies. The
first one is a näıve node removal (NR) strategy: a tissue-
specific network is constructed by removing proteins that
are not expressed in the given tissue from the generic PPI
network. The second one is an edge reweight (ERW) strategy
(used as the default in our study): each edge in the tissue-
specific network is assigned a weight (controlled by a param-
eter 0 ≤ rw ≤ 1 with default value 0.1 [18]), reflecting the
possibility that both endpoints of the edge are expressed in the
given tissue. We further connect the top layer and the middle
layer by undirected edges that correspond to known associ-
ations between diseases and proteins, and we weight these
edges by a positive real-valued parameter 𝛼.

At the bottom layer, given a collection of protein com-
plexes, we connect each of them to all of its member proteins
in the PPI network at the middle layer by undirected edges,
while leaving protein complexes unconnected.We weight the
introduced edges by a positive real-valued parameter 𝛽.

Formally, we describe the disease-disease similarity net-
work by a weight matrixD = (𝑑

𝑖𝑗
)
𝑙×𝑙
, where 𝑙 is the number of

diseases and 𝑑
𝑖𝑗
is the weight of the edge between the 𝑖th and
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed method. Our method takes as inputs a query disease and a set of candidate protein complexes and
gives a ranking list of the candidates as the output. For this purpose, we construct a tissue-specific disease-protein-complex heterogeneous
network, apply a randomwalk with restart algorithm to the network to obtain scores for candidate protein complexes, and rank the candidates
according to their scores.

𝑗th diseases or 0 if the edge is absent. We describe the tissue-
specific PPI network by a weight matrix P = (𝑝

𝑖𝑗
)
𝑚×𝑚

, where
𝑚 is the number of proteins and 𝑝

𝑖𝑗
is the weight of the edge

between the 𝑖th and 𝑗th proteins or 0 if the edge is absent. We
describe connections between the diseases and proteins by a
weight matrix A = (𝑎

𝑖𝑗
)
𝑙×𝑚

, where 𝑎
𝑖𝑗

= 𝛼 is the weight of
the edge between the 𝑖th disease and the 𝑗th proteins or 0 if
the edge is absent.We describe connections between proteins
and complexes by a weight matrix B = (𝑏

𝑖𝑗
)
𝑚×𝑛

, where 𝑏
𝑖𝑗
= 𝛽

is the weight of the edge between the 𝑖th protein and the 𝑗th
complex or 0 if the edge is absent. Put together, the disease-
protein-complex network can be represented using a block
matrix, as

H = (

D A 0
A𝑇 P B
0 B𝑇 0

) , (1)

where 0 stands for a zero matrix and the superscript 𝑇 stands
for the transposition of a matrix.

2.3. Random Walking on the Disease-Protein-Complex Net-
work. We achieve the goal of identifying protein complexes
related to a specific query disease by calculating a score for
each candidate complex and then rank the candidates to
obtain a ranking list.Thehigher the rank, themore likely to be
related to the query disease. For this purpose, we adapt the
random walk with restart model [11, 27] to the constructed
disease-protein-complex network.

At a quick glance, our model simulates the process that
a random walker wanders on the three-layered disease-
protein-complex network. When starting on, the walker
chooses the query disease of interest as the starting point. In
each step of the walking process, the walker may start on a
new journey with probability 𝛾 or move on with probability

1 − 𝛾. When moving on, the walker may move at random to
one of its direct neighbours in the same layer, jump from the
disease layer to the protein layer or vice versa, or jump from
the protein layer to the complex layer or vice versa.

Formally, as illustrated in Algorithm 1, we use a vector
q(0) = (𝑞(0)

𝑖
)
(𝑙+𝑚+𝑛)×1

to represent initial probabilities when a
randomwalker starts a journey, with 𝑞(0)

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑙+𝑚+𝑛)

being the probability that the walker initially starts from the
𝑖th node. In this vector, the element corresponding to the
query disease is set to 1, and all of the other elements are
set to 0. We normalize each row of the weight matrix H for
the disease-protein-complex network to obtain a transition
matrix T = (𝑡

𝑖𝑗
)
(𝑙+𝑚+𝑛)×(𝑙+𝑚+𝑛)

, in which 𝑡
𝑖𝑗

= ℎ
𝑖𝑗
/∑
𝑙+𝑚+𝑛

𝑗=1
ℎ
𝑖𝑗

represents the probability that a random walker moves from
the 𝑖th node to the 𝑗th node, with each node being a disease,
a protein, or a complex. We use a vector q(𝑡) = (𝑞(𝑡)

𝑖
)
(𝑙+𝑚+𝑛)×1

to represent probabilities that the random walker stays on
nodes at step 𝑡, with 𝑞(𝑡)

𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑙 + 𝑚 + 𝑛) being the

probability that thewalker stays on the 𝑖th node.We thenhave
the iterative updating formula as

q(𝑡+1) = (1 − 𝛾)T𝑇q(𝑡) + 𝛾q(0). (2)

After a number of updates, the probabilities that the random
walker staying on nodes will reach a steady state, which can
be determined by checking whether the difference between
q(𝑡) and q(𝑡+1) is sufficiently small. In our implementation, we
check whether the 𝐿

2
norm of Δq = q(𝑡+1) − q(𝑡) is less than

or equal to a small positive number 𝜖 (with the default value
10−5). With the steady-state probability (denoted by q(∞))
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Require: A query disease 𝑖, the transition matrix T of the disease-protein-complex network.
Ensure: A score for each protein complex.

(1) q(0) ← 0; 𝑞(0)
𝑖

← 1;
(2) Δq ← +∞; 𝑡 ← 0;
(3) WHILE Δq ≥ 𝜖

(a) q(𝑡+1) = (1 − 𝛾)T𝑇q(𝑡) + 𝛾q(0);
(b) Δq ←

q
(𝑡+1) − q(𝑡);

(c) 𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 1;
(4) END
(5) q∞ ← q(𝑡);
(6) FOR j FROM 1 TO n

(a) 𝑠
𝑗
= q(∞)
𝑙+𝑚+𝑗

/∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
q(∞)
𝑙+𝑚+𝑗

;
(7) END

Algorithm 1: The random walk algorithm on the disease-protein-complex heterogeneous network.

obtained, we further calculate a normalized score 𝑠
𝑖
for the

𝑖th complex as

𝑠
𝑖
=

𝑞(∞)
𝑙+𝑚+𝑖

∑
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑞(∞)
𝑙+𝑚+𝑖

(3)

and use this score to quantify the strength of association
between the complex and the query disease.With such scores
calculated for candidate complexes, we further rank the
candidates in nonincreasing order according to their scores
to obtain the final ranking list.

In this paper, we set the default values for the parameters
as disease-protein weight 𝛼 = 1, protein-complex weight 𝛽 =
1, and restart probability 𝛾 = 0.5. By simulation studies, we
find that our model is not sensitive to these parameters (see
results for details).

2.4. Validation Method. We adopt a leave-one-out cross-
validation experiment to assess the capability of our method
to identify protein complexes that are associated with human
diseases. For this reason, we define a protein complex as
associated with a disease if at least onemember protein of the
complex has been annotated as associated with the disease,
and we collect a set of test protein complexes as those associ-
ated with at least one disease. Then, in each validation run,
we take a test protein complex, identify a query disease as
the one with which the complex is associated, pretend that
all annotated associations between the query disease and pro-
teins (or corresponding genes) are unknown, and then rank
the test protein complex against a collection of control protein
complexes.

In the context of the disease-protein-complex network,
the above validation procedure is equivalent to remove all
edges connecting the query disease and proteins and see
whether protein complexes containing these proteins could
receive high ranks. In the context of genetics, this validation
procedure is equivalent to hide all known genetic bases of
the query disease and see whether some of them could be
recovered at the protein complex level.

2.5. Evaluation Criteria. We adopt three classes of criteria to
quantify the performance of ourmethod. First, let us suppose
that we have performed a total of 𝑁 validation runs and
collected the same number of ranking lists. We calculate a
criterion named TOP which is the number of test protein
complexes ranked first in their corresponding list. We also
divide this number by𝑁 to obtain the fraction of first ranked
test protein complexes and call this fraction precision (PRE).
Second, we calculate the average rank of all test protein
complexes as the second criterion called mean rank (MR).
Alternatively, we normalize ranks of test protein complexes
by the lengths of ranking lists to obtain relative ranks, and
we calculate the average relative rank of all test protein
complexes to obtain mean relative rank (MRR). Third, given
a threshold of the relative rank, we calculate the sensitivity
(true positive rate) as the fraction of test protein complexes
ranked above the threshold and the specificity (true negative
rate) as the fraction of control protein complexes ranked
below the threshold. Varying the threshold value from 0.0 to
1.0, we draw a rank receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve and further calculate the area under this curve (AUC).
Obviously, larger TOP (PRE)/AUC and smaller MR/MRR
indicate higher performance.

3. Results

3.1. Data Sources. We obtained disease-tissue associations
from the literature [28]. Briefly, Lage et al. studied co-
occurrence patterns of disease-tissue pairs in PubMed
abstracts and quantified the strength of association between a
disease and a tissue by a normalized Ochiai’s coefficient [29],
resulting in a matrix that contains association scores between
926 diseases and 60 tissues. Following the literature [18], we
associated a disease with the tissue of the highest score among
all tissues, obtaining a total of 926 disease-tissue associations.

We obtained disease-disease similarity scores from the
literature [23]. Briefly, van Driel et al. used terms in the
anatomy and disease sections of themedical subject headings
vocabulary (MeSH) [30] as a standard vocabulary to analyse
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Figure 2: Performance of the proposed method. (a) Histogram of the ranks for the test protein complexes in the validation experiment. (b)
The rank receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve.

the full-text and clinical synopsis fields of OMIM records. By
characterizing a disease using a vector composed of weighted
phenotypic terms, they quantified the similarity between
two diseases as the cosine of the angle of their vectors and
obtained a matrix that contains pairwise similarity scores for
5,080 diseases [23].

We obtained tissue-specific PPI networks from the litera-
ture [18]. Given a specific tissue and a generic PPI network
(9,998 proteins as nodes and 41,049 interactions as edges)
extracted from the Human Protein Reference Database
(HPRD) [24], Magger et al. derived two tissue-specific PPI
networks for each of the 60 tissues by using both the edge
reweight strategy and the node removal strategy [18].

We extracted disease-protein associations from the
Ensembl database using the tool Biomart [31], obtaining a
total of 5,164 associations between 3,504 diseases and 3,066
proteins (on February 26, 2013). Focusing on diseases with
similarity scores and proteins that can be mapped back to the
HPRD database, we obtain 1,962 associations between 1,548
diseases and 1,244 proteins.

We extracted 1,343 human protein complexes from the
core set of the CORUM database (release in February 2013)
[26], each of which contains at least one protein that can
be mapped back to the HPRD database. By considering a
protein complex as associated with a disease if at least one
of its member protein has been annotated as associated with
the disease, we collected a set of 939 disease-related protein
complexes as test cases.

3.2. Performance of the Proposed Method. With the collected
data and the default parameter setting (𝑘 = 15, 𝛼 = 1, 𝛽 = 1,
𝛾 = 0.5), we constructed a disease-protein-complex network
that was composed of 5,080 diseases, 9,998 proteins, and
1,343 protein complexes. There were a total of 107,661 edges

in the network, among which 58,448 are between diseases,
41,049 are between proteins, 1,962 are connecting diseases
and proteins, and 6,202 are connecting proteins and protein
complexes.

We then performed the leave-one-out cross-validation
experiment using this network and showed the results in
Figure 2. By counting the number of test protein complexes
with different ranking position, we observed that 83 (8.84%)
test cases were ranked first, 163 (17.36%) were ranked among
top 5, 221 (23.54%) were ranked among top 10, and 281
(29.93%) were ranked among top 20. In contrast, a random
guess procedure that assigns ranks to protein complexes at
random was only expected to rank 0.70 (0.07%) test cases at
first (939/1343 ≈ 0.7, 1/1343 ≈ 0.07%), 3.50 (0.37%) among
top 5, 6.99 (0.74%) among top 10, and 13.98 (1.49%) among
top 20. These results, as illustrated in Figure 2(a), therefore
strongly suggest the effectiveness of our method in identi-
fying disease-related protein complexes from a collection of
candidates.

We further calculated the proposed evaluation criteria
in Algorithm 1 and plotted the ROC curve in Figure 2(b).
According to these results, our method achieves a TOP
(PRE) of 83 (8.84%), a mean rank (mean relative rank) of
169.04 (12.59%), and an AUC of 88.44%, also supporting the
effectiveness of this approach. The ROC curve, as shown in
Figure 2(b), climbs fast towards the top-left corner of the plot
and again suggests the effectiveness of our method.

A näıve thinking of identifying disease-related protein
complex is to quantify the strength of associations between
proteins and the query disease and then sum over the scores
of member proteins to obtain a score for a protein complex.
The main difference between this naı̈ve approach and our
method is thatwhen a protein is contained inmultiple protein
complexes, the score of the protein will be counted multiple
times (once for a protein complex) in the näıve approach,
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Table 1: Comparison of the proposed approach and the näıve
approach.

Proposed method Näıve approach
Top (PRE) 83 (8.84%) 75 (7.99%)
MR (MRR) 169.04 (12.59%) 180.49 (13.44%)
AUC 88.44% 87.57%

while with our method, such phenomenon will not happen
because the probability of going out from the protein will
be distributed uniformly to the multiple protein complexes
in the random walk procedure. We performed a compar-
ison between these two methods and showed the results
in Table 1. It is clear, according to this table, that our approach
outperforms the näıve approach in all of the three criteria. In
detail, ourmethod achieves a TOPof 83, amean rank of about
169.04, and an AUC of 88.44%, while the naı̈ve approach
obtains these criteria as 75, 180.49, and 87.57%, respectively, all
supporting the conclusion that our method performs better
than the näıve approach.

3.3. Comparison of Different Strategies for Constructing the
Disease Similarity Layer. We considered two strategies for
constructing the disease similarity network at the top layer
of the disease-protein-complex network: the 𝑘-nearest neigh-
bour (𝑘-NN) strategy and the 𝛿-threshold strategy. In both
strategies, we further considered two variations: weighting
edges by the original similarity values or treating edges as
unweighted.We then conducted a comparative study of these
strategies and presented the results in Figure 3.

We first observe that our method with the weighted
disease similarity network outperforms that with the
unweighted one in terms of the precision of test protein
complexes (PRE), and the difference between these two
variations is subtle according to the other two criteria (MRR
and AUC), though the weighted one slightly outperforms the
unweighted one. For example, with the 𝑘-NN strategy and
the default parameter setting, the PRE, MRR, and AUC are
8.84%, 12.59%, and 88.44% for the weighted variation,
respectively, and 7.88%, 12.71%, and 88.32% for the
unweighted one, respectively. Using the 𝛿-threshold strategy
(𝛿 = 0.35)with the default parameter setting, the PRE, MRR,
and AUC are 6.28%, 13.69%, and 87.34% for the weighted
variation, respectively, and 5.64%, 13.72%, and 87.30% for
the unweighted one, respectively. With these observations,
we conjecture that the weighted disease similarity network is
preferred by our method and will use this network as the top
layer of our disease-protein-complex network in the rest of
this paper.

Second, we also observe that our method is quite robust
to the number of neighboring diseases in the 𝑘-NN strategy.
All of the three criteria only show small fluctuations in a wide
range of the parameter 𝑘. Focusing on weighted networks,
the PRE, MRR, and AUC are in general greater than 3.94%
16.25%, and 84.76%, respectively, when 𝑘 is greater than 10
and less than 500, with the optimum values of these criteria
achieved at 𝑘 = 15, 20, and 20, respectively. For the 𝛿-
threshold strategy, our method is also quite robust when

Table 2: Comparison of different strategies for constructing the
protein-protein interaction network.

Edge reweight Node removal HPRD
TOP (PRE) 83 (8.84)% 83 (8.84)% 75 (7.99)%
MR (MRR) 169.04 (12.59%) 168.52 (12.55%) 187.65 (13.97%)
AUC 88.44% 88.49% 87.03%

the cut-off value 𝛿 is not too large. Also focusing on weighted
networks, the PRE, MRR, and AUC are in general greater
than 3.30%, 20.97%, and 79.99%, respectively, when 𝛿 is
greater than 0.25 and less than 0.45, with the optimum
values of these criteria achieved at 𝛿 = 0.45, 0.35, and 0.35,
respectively. With these observations, we conclude that the
selection of the parameters 𝑘 and 𝛿 is not critical and kind of
flexible. To achieve a balance over all of the three criteria, we
recommend to select 𝑘 = 15 and 𝛿 = 0.35 as default values of
these parameters.

Third, we notice that the 𝑘-NN strategy gives us higher
performance than the 𝛿-threshold does in a wide range of
parameter settings. When comparing the performance at the
default parameters, the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 8.84%,
12.59%, and 88.44%, respectively, for the 𝑘-NN strategy
and 6.28%, 13.69%, and 87.34%, respectively, for the 𝛿-
threshold strategy. Around these parameters, the 𝑘-NN
strategy exhibits consistent higher performance than the 𝛿-
threshold strategy in terms of bothMRRandAUC.Therefore,
we recommend the use of the 𝑘-NN strategy in the construc-
tion of the disease similarity network.

3.4. Comparison of Different Strategies for Constructing the
Protein-Protein Interaction Layer. We considered two strate-
gies to construct the tissue-specific PPI network at themiddle
layer of the disease-protein-complex network: the node
removal strategy and the edge reweight strategy. Besides, we
also considered the use of a tissue-nonspecific PPI network
extracted from the HPRD database as the middle layer. We
then performed a comparison study of these strategies and
presented the results in Table 2.

We first observe from this table that the difference
between the node removal strategy and the edge reweight
strategy is subtle. For example, with the default parameter set-
ting, the PRE,MRR, and AUC are 8.84%, 12.55%, and 88.49%
for the node removal strategy, respectively, and 8.84%,
12.59%, and 88.44% for the edge reweight strategy, respec-
tively. This observation is consistent with a previous study
about relying on a tissue-specific PPI network to prioritize
candidate genes [18]. Therefore, following the literature [18],
we focus on the edge reweight strategy in our study because
the network constructed using this strategy exhibits preferred
properties in connectivity.

We then notice from Table 2 that the tissue-specific PPI
network gives us a better performance than the tissue-
nonspecific one. For example, with the default parameter
setting, the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 8.84%, 12.59%, and
88.44% for the tissue-specific PPI with edge removal strategy,
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Figure 3: Comparison of different strategies for constructing the disease similarity layer. ((a)–(c)) PRE,MRR, andAUC for the 𝑘-NN strategy.
((d)–(f)) PRE, MRR, and AUC for the 𝛿-threshold strategy.

respectively, and 7.99%, 13.97%, and 87.03% for the tissue-
nonspecific one, respectively. Therefore, we use the tissue-
specific PPI network as the middle level of our disease-
protein-complex network.

3.5. Robustness to the Parameters Involved. There are three
main parameters involved in our method: the weights of the
disease-protein connections (𝛼), the weights of the protein-
complex connections (𝛽), and the restart probability in
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Figure 4: Influence of the parameters involved. (a) Influence of theweights of the disease-protein connections (𝛼). (b) Influence of theweights
of the protein-complex connections (𝛽). (c) Influence of the restart probability (𝛾).

the random walk model (𝛾). To study the influence of these
parameters on our method, we performed a comparative
study on different values of these parameters and presented
the results in Figure 4.

The weights of the disease-protein connections (𝛼) deter-
mine the possibility of jumping from the disease layer to the
protein layer and vice versa.With a large value of 𝛼, it is easier
to travel between the two layers, while with a small value
of 𝛼, it is harder to travel between the two layers. From
Figure 4(a), we observe that ourmethod is quite robust to this
parameter. In a wide range of this parameter (10−3 to 103), all
of the three criteria show only tiny fluctuations. For example,

at the lower end of the spectrum (𝛼 = 10−3), the PRE,
MRR, and AUC are 7.56%, 13.64%, and 87.38%, respectively,
while at the higher end of the spectrum (𝛼 = 103), the PRE,
MRR, and AUC are 7.24%, 14.07%, and 86.95%, respectively.
Moreover, at the optimum point (𝛼 = 1), the PRE, MRR,
and AUC are 8.84%, 12.59%, and 88.44%, respectively. From
these observations, we conjecture that the selection of this
parameter is not critical to the performance of our method.
We hence use 𝛼 = 1 as the default value for this parameter.

Similarly, theweights of the protein-complex connections
(𝛽) determine the possibility of jumping from the protein
layer to the complex layer and vice versa. With a large value
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of 𝛽, it is easier to travel between the two layers, while with
a small value of 𝛽, it is harder to travel between the two
layers. From Figure 4(b), we observe that our method is also
quite robust regarding this parameter. In a wide range of this
parameter (10−3 to 103), all of the three criteria show only
tiny fluctuations. For example, at one end of the spectrum
(𝛽 = 10−3), the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 7.88%, 13.29%, and
87.74%, respectively, while at the other end of the spectrum
(𝛽 = 103), the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 8.84%, 13.26%, and
87.76%, respectively. Moreover, at the optimum point (𝛽 =
10), the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 9.05%, 13.05%, and 87.94%,
respectively. From these observations, we conclude that the
selection of this parameter is not critical to the performance
of our method. Therefore, we use 𝛽 = 1 as the default value
for this parameter.

The restart probability (𝛾) determines the possibility of
jumping from any node in the network back to the starting
point of the query disease. With a large value of 𝛾, a random
walker cannot go far away from the starting point and
thus will mainly explore neighbouring nodes of this point,
while with a small value of 𝛾, the random walker is able to
explore areas far away from the starting query disease. From
Figure 4(c), we observe that our method is robust regarding
this parameter, except for extreme values. In a wide range of
this parameter (0.1 to 0.8), all of the three criteria show only
tiny fluctuations. For example, at one end of the spectrum
(𝛾 = 0.1), the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 8.09%, 13.92%, and
87.1%, respectively, while at the other end of the spectrum
(𝛾 = 0.8), the PRE, MRR, and AUC are 8.73%, 12.86%, and
88.18%, respectively. At the optimal point (𝛾 = 0.6), the PRE,
MRR, and AUC are 8.63%, 12.49%, and 88.54% respectively.
Moreover, at the middle point of the spectrum (𝛾 = 0.5), the
PRE, MRR, and AUC are 8.84%, 12.59%, and 88.44%, respec-
tively, not very different from the optimum point. From these
observations, we conclude that the selection of this parameter
is not critical to the performance of our method. Therefore,
we seek for the simplicity to select 𝛾 = 0.5 as the default
value for this parameter.

3.6. Robustness to the Network Structure. There are four types
of connections in the heterogeneous network: edges between
diseases, connecting diseases and proteins, between pro-
teins, and connecting proteins and protein complexes. These
connections determine the structure of the disease-protein-
complex network. We then studied how the performance
of our method changed with the addition or removal of a
proportion of edges and presented the results in Figure 5.

From the figure, we see that our method is quite robust to
the addition of edges. For example, when adding 10% edges
between diseases into the network, the PRE, MRR, and AUC
change from8.84%, 12.59%, and 88.44% to 8.39%, 13.43%, and
87.59%, respectively. When adding other types of edges, we
observe similar robust pattern. Particularly, the performance
of our method is quite robust to the noise in the protein-
protein interaction network, because the criteria only change
slightly with the addition of this type of edges. These obser-
vations suggest the robustness of our method to false positive
edges in the network.

Our method is also robust to the removal of edges. For
example, when removing 10% edges connecting diseases and
proteins from the network, the PRE, MRR, and AUC change
from 8.84%, 12.59%, and 88.44% to 8.54%, 12.90%, and
88.14%, respectively. When removing 10% edges connecting
proteins and protein complexes from the network, the PRE,
MRR, andAUC change to 8.22%, 13.66%, and 87.36%, respec-
tively. Again, the performance of our method is quite robust
to the noise in the protein-protein interaction network,
because the criteria only change slightly with the removal
of this type of edges. These observations suggest that our
method is also robust to false negative connections in the
network.

3.7. Predicted Landscape of Associations between Diseases
and Protein Complexes. With the performance and robust-
ness of our method demonstrated, we further applied our
method to a total of 926 diseases with tissue association
information in our data set and predicted associations
between these diseases and a total of 1,343 protein com-
plexes. The lists of diseases, protein complexes, and the
predicted score for each pair of disease and protein com-
plexes are available for free downloading at our website
http://bioinfo.au.tsinghua.edu.cn/jianglab/complex.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, we have proposed a method for the identifica-
tion of protein complexes that are related to a query disease
via randomwalking on a heterogeneous network that is com-
posed of a disease layer, a protein layer, and a protein complex
layer. We have shown the high performance of our approach
via a large-scale leave-one-out cross-validation experiment
and have demonstrated the robustness of our approach to
the parameters involved. As an application of our approach,
we have predicted a landscape of associations between
diseases and protein complexes.

Our method has the following advantages. First, in the
disease layer, a disease is connected to its neighboring
diseases with similar phenotype properties. Therefore, our
method is capable of predicting associations for a query
disease whose genetic basis is unknown by borrowing infor-
mation from its neighboring diseases. Second, our method
allows the inclusion of the recent discovery about the tissue
specificity of protein-protein interactions, leading to high
accuracy in making predictions. Finally, our method shows
great robustness to the parameters involved, and hence it is
easy to be adapted to the analysis of other data.

Certainly, our method can further be extended from the
following directions. First, the disease similarity network
plays a key role in our method. Besides the phenotype sim-
ilarity profile derived from MeSH, there are also alternative
profiles derived from the unified medical language system
(UMLS) [32] and the human phenotype ontology (HPO)
[33]. It has been shown that integrated use of these profiles
provides a more comprehensive view of correlations in clinic
properties of human diseases [34].The way to integrate these
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Figure 5: Influence of the addition or removal of edges. Results are the performance of our method with the addition (>0) or removal (<0)
of a proportion of edges (a) between diseases, (b) connecting diseases and proteins, (c) between proteins, and (d) connecting proteins and
protein complexes. All results are average of 5 independent runs.

similarity profiles in our current heterogeneous network will
be a direction worth exploring.

Second, although the PPI network provides a systematic
view of functional similarities between genes, such genomic
information as transcriptional regulation, noncoding RNA
regulation, functional annotation, pathway annotation, and
structure domain annotation also provides useful assess-
ments on functional similarities between genes. Integrating
such genomic information with tissue-specific gene expres-
sion data to obtain a more comprehensive characterization
of tissue-specific functional similarities between genes and

further enhance the performance of our method will be one
of our future research directions.

Third, protein complexes represent higher level func-
tional units than proteins. Besides, gene modules such as
pathways can be thought of as even higher level function
units.Therefore, it also matters to pursue the goal of identify-
ing pathways or genemodules that are associated with a given
query disease. In technology, our method can be directly
applied to solve this problem.

Finally, the predicted genome-wide landscape of asso-
ciations between human diseases and protein complexes
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provides a rich resource in understanding genetic bases of
human inherited diseases. Using these prediction results to
facilitate the analysis of prevalent genetic data such as single
nucleotide polymorphisms identified in traditional genome-
wide association studies or recent exome sequencing studies
will also be a goal worth pursuing.
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